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3Abstract
Meta-evolution, the ability to generate novel ways of generating novelty, is one of
the major goals of Artificial Life research. Biological systems can be seen to perform
open-ended meta-evolution, but unfortunately this has proved very difficult to
replicate within computer programs. This thesis defines a theoretical framework for
thinking about the issues in this area and charting out possible solutions. We use
this framework to take some tentative steps towards meta-evolutionary algorithms.
We begin with a review of how meta-evolution has developed historically,
through different novelty-generation algorithms. We describe previous algorithms
in terms of their biological model and their computational model, to distinguish
their biological inspiration from their computational implementation details. We
conclude that the route to meta-evolution lies in enriching the biological models of
current algorithms, rather than their computational ones.
We use the theoretical idea of embodiment to analyse both biological and com-
putational systems, and decompose the problem of achieving meta-evolution. We
present a new definition of embodiment, allowing the concept to be applied to
biological systems. We conclude that biological systems achieve meta-evolution
by their embodiment within the physical world. We notice that current computa-
tional systems have poor embodiment within their virtual worlds. This leads to
the hypothesis that improving the embodiment of computational systems, within
virtual worlds, is a route to improving their meta-evolution.
In discussing how embodiment can be realised in virtual worlds, we use Arti-
ficial Chemistries as a language in which to program embodiment. We present a
new definition of Artificial Chemistries, mapping their components onto our defini-
tion of embodiment. We end by presenting a new Artificial Chemistry, GraphMol,
designed with embodiment in mind. We use GraphMol to embody the process of
copying a string, and analyse its meta-evolution via a range of different experi-
ments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Evolution is really good. It is an open-ended creation process that continually
generates novelty by creating new life-forms and new ways for life-forms to interact.
This amazing process that happens in nature, is clearly doing a lot of computation
(however you choose to define computation). It would be useful if we could capture
this computational power and use it in our own computers, to solve our problems,
rather than solving the problem of living that natural evolution does. Many people
have tried to capture the power of natural evolution within a computer. While there
have been interesting algorithms developed, no-one has yet written a computer
program that displays true open-ended evolution and novelty generation. It is
not clear whether such a program could theoretically exist, but until we know
definitively one way or the other, it makes sense to try.
While I have not succeeded in producing this dreamed-of computer program,
I highlight some of the deficiencies in current attempts. I outline some principles
that I believe are necessary for capturing the power of biological evolution within
a computer program, chief among these being embodiment.
In chapter 2, I introduce the computer science fields of evolutionary algorithms
and artificial life. These are where other researchers have tried to build artificial
systems that display open-ended evolution and novelty generation. I describe these
artificial systems in terms of a biological model and a computational model, to show
how the early systems have been extended to become more open-ended and better
able to generate novelty.
But ultimately, all of these systems have failed to display true open-endedness.
The reason for this is that they have gone down a route which I label meta evolution.
They have tried to write down a set of static, crisp rules that define how evolution
works. They have evolved objects using these rules and found a limit to the
complexity of their evolved objects. Facing this limit, they have tried to overcome
it by evolving their rules using a different set of static, crisp (meta-)rules. This
approach has problems, which I outline towards the end of chapter 2. I describe
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the different possible types of meta-evolution, and highlight a strategy that I think
has a chance of displaying true open-endedness, because it is much closer to how
biology works than other approaches.
My strategy is to have evolution emerge from a lower-level process, rather than
writing evolution as a computer program in a traditional programming language.
In this situation, evolution is not a piece of computer code, but is a consequence
of the organisms that are evolving. So evolution acting on those organisms can
change itself indirectly, by changing the substrate out of which it emerges.
The theoretical principle underlying my approach is embodiment, which I de-
scribe in detail in chapter 3. Embodiment means implementing something within
a rich environment, in order to gain benefit from interacting with the environ-
ment. In terms of programming open-ended evolution, this means using a static,
crisp programming language to create a rich, interesting environment that defines
a sloppy, uncertain programming language. In this sloppy programming language,
we implement the mechanisms that evolution can emerge from.
I emphasise the importance of embodiment by highlighting its ubiquitous ex-
ploitation by biological evolution in chapter 4. I show in chapter 5 how the com-
puter science field of artificial chemistries can provide some good metaphors for
embodiment, and a starting point for how to implement embodied computer pro-
grams.
In the following chapters I investigate my artificial chemistry, GraphMol, that is
designed to explore the ideas of embodiment. In chapter 6 I define GraphMol and
describe how it is implemented, including how to implement an embodied copying
mechanism in GraphMol. Chapter 7 is a proof-of-concept experiment showing
the GraphMol’s embodied copying mechanism has the potential to change itself.
Chapter 8 shows the mechanism copying itself freely in an open environment, to
investigate how it goes about changing itself.
I end with a conclusions and future work chapter (chapter 9). This critiques
GraphMol, suggesting ideas about how it can be improved. I then reflect on the
process of designing embodied systems, ending with some speculations on the future
of meta-evolution and open-ended novelty generation.
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1.1 What this thesis is about
My message is very simple, but might be easy to misunderstand. I am trying to
explore ideas rather than present a tool or an algorithm. My main ideas are:
1. Meta-evolution is more complicated than might be initially thought, and is
better considered as a component of novelty generation.
2. Embodiment is a possible way of achieving open-ended novelty generation
within a computer program.
3. Artificial Chemistries provide a useful metaphor and pattern for implement-
ing embodiment.
The methods I discuss (evolutionary algorithms and models of biology) are used by
other researchers to do things that are different from my work. It is worth making
explicit how my work is different from theirs, to prevent the reader misunderstand-
ing my purpose.
1.1.1 Not optimisation
Evolutionary algorithms have been used to solve engineering problems by optimis-
ing functions. This has been successful in many areas, but is not what I am using
evolution for. I am using evolution to generate novelty rather than to optimise a
function.
It is interesting to note that the evolutionary algorithms that have been suc-
cessful at function optimisation, have not been successful at open-ended evolution.
Thus we need a different type of evolutionary algorithm to the ones that are good
at optimising functions.
Another important point is that biological evolution is very good at open-
endedness, but does not optimise a function. So when we are seeking inspiration
to help us create computer programs that display open-ended evolution, the world
of biology seems a more useful place to look than the world of function optimisation.
1.1.2 Not simulation
Systems biology researchers create models of biological systems in order to simulate
aspects of biology. They care about the real biology, and their computer programs
are simulations of this real biology, that they use as a tool to help them understand
more about the real system.
In this situation, the physical world is real and the world inside the computer
is a simulation: it is not the real thing, but an approximation of it. This is a fair
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point of view when you are not interested in the computer-generated world on its
own, but it is not the point of view that I take here.
I am not making simulations. I am interested in creating computer programs
for their own sake (to generate novelty), rather than to learn about the physical
world. I acknowledge that current computer programs are less capable of gener-
ating novelty than the biological world is, and so I look to the biological world
for inspiration on how to design novelty-generating computer programs. But my
computer-generated worlds are real, because I am interested in them on their own;
they are not a simulation of anything.
Therefore I will not use the word simulation to describe my work, nor will
I use the word real to describe biology (or chemistry or physics). I will talk
about my computer-generated worlds as virtual, and compare them to the physical
world. This terminology lessens the psychological temptation to think of computer-
generated objects as somehow less real than physically-generated objects.
1.2 My contribution
The novel contribution of this thesis comprises three parts:
1. A review of how meta-evolution has developed historically, through different
novelty-generation algorithms, by changes to their biological and computa-
tional models. This includes a classification of the different types of meta
evolution (chapter 2).
2. Applying the ideas of embodiment to the problem of meta-evolution. This
includes:
(a) A new definition of embodiment (chapter 3).
(b) A detailed evaluation of how biological systems benefit from embod-
iment, discussing how they use it to implement meta-evolution and
novelty-generation (chapter 4).
(c) A discussion of how embodiment can be realised in artificial systems,
taking inspiration from the biology, using artificial chemistries as a lan-
guage in which to program embodiment (chapter 5).
3. A new artificial chemistry, GraphMol, designed with embodiment in mind.
GraphMol is used to implement an example embodied mechanism (copying),
and experiments are performed to evaluate the novelty-generation capabilities
of the system (chapters 6, 7 and 8).
Chapter 2
From evolution to meta-evolution
This chapter describes the computer science fields of evolutionary algorithms and
artificial life, from the viewpoint of open-ended evolution. This thesis takes the
stance that one of the goals of both evolutionary algorithms and artificial life is
to produce computer algorithms capable of generating novelty, ideally without
bounds. I use the phrase novelty-generation algorithms to refer to evolutionary
algorithms or artificial life models built for the purpose of generating open-ended
novelty, or algorithms that can be viewed in this way. This phrase also allows the
inclusion of open-ended novelty-generation algorithms from other fields, although
I am not aware of any such algorithms.
The idea of open-ended evolution is inspired by our universe, in particular
biological evolution, which has produced a staggering level of complexity (life) from
very simple components (the fundamental units/laws of physics). It is unclear, and
probably unknowable, whether our universe is truly open-ended or not. But it is
abundantly clear that our universe has generated (and is currently generating)
complexity on a scale that far surpasses that generated by our most sophisticated
computer algorithms. Of course, any such algorithms are also part of our universe,
and so the complexity generated by our universe includes the complexity generated
by computer algorithms. But despite this philosophical thought, it is clear that
our current computer algorithms are not very good at generating complexity.
The words complexity and novelty are difficult to define precisely. I have not
seen an author give a convincing definition of either of these words, and I do
not propose any technical definitions of them. I describe in section 2.1 what I
mean by complexity, and explain why I choose to use the phrase novelty-generation
algorithms to describe the types of system I am interested in.
Novelty generation contrasts with the view of evolutionary algorithms as tools
for optimising fitness functions. The idea of evolution as an optimisation tool will
be ignored in this thesis, because it is a different topic from the one explored here
(as explained in section 1.1.1).
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This chapter’s description of novelty-generation algorithms starts with the ear-
liest evolutionary algorithms and artificial life models, describing the ways in which
they have been modified. A key theme across all of the specific algorithms is that
in order to make them more able to generate novelty, they have been modified to
be more biologically realistic. But the converse is not true! Augmenting an algo-
rithm with arbitrary inspirations from biology is not guaranteed to improve the
algorithm in any way. The additional biological inspirations must represent some
underlying process that contributes to biology’s ability to generate novelty, but is
missing from current algorithms.
The purpose of this chapter is not to comprehensively review of all evolutionary
algorithms and artificial life. Instead, this chapter describes the types of thinking
that have been used currently to extend these algorithms. This is explained through
the use of two different ways of looking at novelty-generation algorithms: through
their computational models and through their biological models. I define and
explain these two models in section 2.2.
I put forward the idea that for any novelty-generation algorithm, extending its
computational model can increase its novelty-generation capabilities only so far.
However, extending the biological models of these algorithms (making the algo-
rithms more biologically realistic) can increase the novelty-generation capabilities
of the algorithms arbitrarily. In principle, this could allow these algorithms to
(eventually) match the novelty-generation capabilities of biological evolution. It
allows extensions to be added on top of extensions in a principled manner, that is
in keeping with the original motivation for novelty-generation algorithms: achiev-
ing, in a computer, the complexity-generating properties displayed by the natural
world, in particular biological evolution.
The ultimate goal of this trend towards increasing novelty-generation is meta-
evolution: the ability to generate novel ways of generating novelty. While meta-
evolution has not yet been achieved, there has been progress down this road. This
chapter ends with my classification of the different ways of approaching meta-
evolution, and a summary of the current progress along each of these routes. I
describe how previous authors have tried to implement meta-evolution by extend-
ing the computational models of current novelty-generation algorithms, and detail
some of the problems with this approach.
I highlight a particular type of meta-evolution, that can be seen as a modifica-
tion of the biological model of current novelty-generation algorithms. This is the
type of meta-evolution that I investigate in the remainder of the thesis. I call it
embodied evolution, because the process of evolution is embodied within the same
world as the organisms that are being evolved, rather than being implemented as
an external system. I describe what embodiment means in chapter 3, and I describe
my modified biological model in detail in chapter 5.
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2.1 Complexity and novelty-generation
We make computers, and computer programs, to do work for us. Computers
are very good at performing repetitive and mundane tasks that we can program
into them. This has been clearly demonstrated over almost 200 years of digital
computers. But it begs an interesting question: Do computers have to always
operate in this way? Can computers perform tasks that have not been programmed
into them? Can they invent their own, novel, behaviours, overriding their original
programming and performing tasks of their own devising?
This may seem a strange thing to ask of computers, and was thought impossi-
ble when computers were first invented. A famous quote by Ada Lovelace cautions
against expecting computers to generate new behaviours that have not been ex-
plicitly programmed into them [66]:
It is desirable to guard against the possibility of exaggerated ideas
that might arise as to the powers of the Analytical Engine. . . . The
Analytical Engine has no pretensions whatever to originate any thing.
It can do whatever we know how to order it to perform. . . . Its province
is to assist us in making available what we are already acquainted with.
[Italics in original.]
But recent work on evolutionary computation (that I describe in this chapter) is
attempting to do precisely what Ada Lovelace stated as impossible. Evolutionary
computation explicitly tries to develop computer programs that can originate their
own things, and use them to solve problems that we do not know how to solve. Why
should we think this is possible? Why would we imagine it could be possible to
develop such computer programs? The answer is because such a computer system
already exists: it is called biological evolution.
The evolution of life on Earth has produced a staggering variety of different
lifeforms. From very simple beginnings, a wide array of different types of life
have evolved, with different behaviours and different degrees of complexity. A
famous quote by Charles Darwin (from the final paragraph of The origin of species)
encapsulates the idea of evolution producing novel things that are different from
those it started with [22, p.429]:
It is interesting to contemplate a tangled bank, clothed with many
plants of many kinds, with birds singing on the bushes, with various
insects flitting about, and with worms crawling through the damp earth,
and to reflect that these elaborately constructed forms, so different from
each other, and dependent on each other in so complex a manner, have
all been produced by laws acting around us. . . . There is grandeur in
this view of life, with its several powers, having been originally breathed
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by the Creator into a few forms or into one; and that, whilst this
planet has gone cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity, from
so simple a beginning endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful
have been, and are being evolved.
A more modern view of the origin of life would not invoke a Creator as Darwin
does, but Darwin’s description of the evolution of life is still valid today: starting
from a small number of forms and over time producing many different forms of
many different kinds.
It can be argued whether or not biological evolution is the same thing as a
computer program, but let us assume for the purposes of this argument that they
are the same. In any case, we can act as though they were the same, and see
how far this takes us in terms of inventing new computer programs. Now, we can
make a computer simulation of biological evolution, by ordering our computer to
perform the rules of evolution laid out in Darwin’s seminal work. By analogy with
our observations of the natural world, we would expect this computer program to
display endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful, as does biological evolu-
tion. Note that this is (for now) only a thought experiment! It is possible to write
such a computer program in principle, but the practice of actually implementing
it is very difficult. This is the field of evolutionary computation, that I describe in
this chapter. This thought experiment raises two important problems/questions:
1. How can we resolve the seeming conflict between Lovelace’s (true) statement
that computer programs can only do what we know how to order them to
do, and Darwin’s (true) observation of evolution as producing many different
forms from a simple starting point?
2. Assuming that such a computer program could produce endless forms most
beautiful and most wonderful, precisely what are these forms? How are they
different to each other and how do we know that the computer program has
genuinely produced something original?
The answers to both of these questions involve the notion of complexity, but each
answer uses complexity in a different way.
2.1.1 Lovelace vs. Darwin
It is true (as Lovelace said) that computer programs can only do what we know
how to order them to do. Yet we still hope to implement a computer program that
can produce novel things that we did not program into it. The resolution of this
conflict is complex systems.
Complex systems are systems with simple rules but complicated behaviours.
There are some computer programs (for example, fractals [10]) that are very easy
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to program (iterating equations and colouring pixels) but for which it is impossible
to predict their behaviour (the resulting colours of each pixel). The most efficient
way to know the results of some complex computer programs is to run them and
observe the results. Thus we can order our computer programs to perform tasks
that we do not know (and cannot know) the outcomes of beforehand.
Biological evolution is a complex system. We can know the simple rules by
which evolution operates on a day-to-day basis, but this knowledge does not allow
us to predict the endless forms that will be produced far into the future. The
challenge for evolutionary computation is working out which simple rules to order
our computer programs to perform, so that we can observe them generating endless
virtual forms.
2.1.2 Computer-generated novelty
How do we know when a computer program has produced something original or
novel? What exactly does this mean?
When I talk about novelty, I definitely do not mean merely previously-unseen
re-arrangements of fixed components in a template. For example, it is trivial to
implement a computer program that shuﬄes and deals out decks of 52 cards. Such a
program could be run continuously, dealing out a newly-shuﬄed deck every second.
If this program had been running for as long as the universe has currently existed,
it would be unlikely that the program had every dealt out the same deck twice1.
This program continually produces novel arrangements of its 52 cards, but this is
not what I mean by novelty.
From a higher-level viewpoint, the card-shuﬄing program is not producing
novelty because it is always performing the same behaviour each time. It always
deals out a permutation of the 52 cards it was given to start with. It will never
deal out 49 cards, or 57 cards. It will never deal out 32 cards and one banana. It
will never start building a house out of the cards.
However, biological evolution does do the equivalent of the facetious suggestions
above. This is what makes biological evolution so interesting from a computational
viewpoint: it produces novelty on a scale far in advance of our current computer
programs. One way of summarising biological evolution’s novelty-generation is to
consider Maynard-Smith’s major transitions that life has gone through [67]. These
are the evolutionary transitions:
• From replicating molecules to populations of molecules in compartments.
• From RNA acting as both genes and enzymes, to DNA as genes and proteins
as enzymes.
1There are 52! ≈ 8× 1067 different decks of cards, and 13.77 billion years ≈ 4× 1017 seconds
in the history of the universe.
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• From prokaryotes to eukaryotes.
• From asexual cloning to sexual reproduction.
• From single-celled organisms to multicellular organisms.
• From solitary individuals to social colonies.
• From primate societies with simple language, to human societies with sophis-
ticated language enabling memes.
Each of these transitions involves life-forms becoming more complex because
of evolution. Complex in this sense means that after the transition, the life-forms
are able to perform more complicated behaviours. They can now do things that
were beyond their capabilities before. Complexity in this sense is notoriously dif-
ficult to define precisely. John von Neumann articulates this when talking about
evolutionary computation [101]:
There is a concept which will be quite useful here, of which we have a
certain intuitive idea, but which is vague, unscientific, and imperfect.
This concept clearly belongs to the subject of information, and quasi-
thermodynamical considerations are relevant to it. I know no adequate
name for it, but it is best described by calling it “complication.” It
is effectivity in complication, or the potentiality to do things. I am
not thinking about how involved the object is, but how involved its
purposive operations are. In this sense, an object is of the highest
degree of complexity if it can do very difficult and involved things.
This formulation captures the fact that people have an intuitive notion of what
it means for one thing to be more complex than another, and that this notion is
difficult to pin down rigorously. But is has to do with creating objects that can
perform behaviours. And objects that can perform more involved behaviours are
more complex. For example, the major transitions listed above clearly involve
increases in complexity.
One point we must be very careful with when talking about evolution and
complexity is the fact that evolution is not progressive in any meaningful sense.
Biological evolution does not improve organisms over time, it does not make them
fitter over time and it does not increase their complexity over time [4]. The major
transitions above have happened during the history of life on Earth, and they have
happened one after the other, over time increasing the complexity of the most
complex life-forms on Earth. But this does not mean that evolution increases
the complexity of life in general, in any meaningful sense. It does not mean that
evolution selects for increased complexity. It merely means that different life-forms
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grow from each other. Since more complex life-forms evolve from simpler ones, the
most complex life-form that has ever existed must increase in complexity over time.
But there are many examples in biology of complexity decreasing due to evolution.
This has been noted by biologists since Darwin [22, pp.108-112].
Traditional computer programs do operate progressively, in contrast to biologi-
cal evolution. Computer programs generally solve a problem by taking progressive
steps towards a goal, or making successive approximations to a correct answer. In
trying to implement computer programs based on biological evolution, we must
be very careful to avoid the trap of treating biological evolution like a traditional
computer program: because it does not operate progressively and does not have a
concept of a goal or a correct answer. I believe that the first generations of evolu-
tionary algorithms did fall into this trap (as evidenced by the use of explicit fitness
functions), which I discuss in this chapter.
Because complexity is difficult to define, and because biological evolution does
not increase complexity, I think that complexity is not the best feature to try
and obtain in computational evolution. This is why I focus on novelty-generation.
Complexity is definitely an important aspect of evolution, and we need to evolve
virtual organisms that can change in complexity, because changing complexity is
hugely useful and is a major way of generating novelty. But complexity is not
the major characteristic of biological evolution. The power of biological evolution
is not to improve its organisms over time, or to increase their complexity, but to
generate novel organisms that perform different behaviours. Not better, or more
complex, but different.
I fear that later generations of evolutionary algorithms, having avoided the trap
of progressing towards goals, may be falling into the trap of progressing towards
increasing novelty. This is a subtle issue, because complexity-progressing algo-
rithms would be a useful thing to develop (just as goal-progressing algorithms are
useful when applied to appropriate problems). But if we are wanting to develop
algorithms that harness the power of biological evolution, then we should focus on
that which biological evolution does powerfully. That is generating novelty.
2.2 My approach: Models and the CoSMoS
The general computer science field of bio-inspired algorithms involves observing a
biological system that has some interesting property (such as novelty generation)
and trying to capture (computationally) the essential features of the biological
system that give rise to the property. These algorithms do not attempt to copy
the whole of biology inside a computer. This would be impossible, not least be-
cause biologists themselves do not understand the whole of biology. Rather, these
algorithms take a simplified model of the current understanding of biology, and
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Figure 2.1: The CoSMoS process as I am using it in this thesis. Different models
document different stages in the process of building bio-inspired algorithms.
abstract out a computational algorithm from this simplified model.
This is clearly a difficult task, and one that needs approaching carefully. There-
fore, we need a principled way of looking at biological systems and producing
computer programs from them. The CoSMoS process [94] is a principled way of
developing bio-inspired algorithms. Different people will no doubt have their own
preferred ways of looking at bio-inspired algorithms, but in this thesis I look at
each different algorithm from the viewpoint of the CoSMoS process. This allows
me to look at very different algorithms and describe them using the same language,
thus giving a coherent description of a complicated research area.
The idea behind the CoSMoS process is to take the imprecise notion of being
inspired by biology, and make this more rigorous. The process of biological inspi-
ration is documented by the creation of different models to describe different parts
of the process. There are subtly different version of the CoSMoS process, so here I
describe the version I use (inspired by [3] [94]), which is shown in figure 2.1. It is
possible to apply the CoSMoS process using different levels of detail and formality.
I use it in an informal (but structured) way, taking the ideas of biological and
computational models, and describing these using natural language rather than a
formal notation. The CoSMoS process, as illustrated in figure 2.1, is:
1. A part of biology displays some interesting property, which in this case is
novelty-generation.
2. The biological system is observed and a biological model made. This model
describes everything relevant to the property of interest that is known about
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the biological system. This model is written in biological language, and can
be checked (and argued over) by biologists. This can be thought of as a
requirements document from software engineering.
3. A description of a biological system is not suitable for turning directly into
an algorithm. So a second model is made, this time from the point of view
of writing a computer program. This computational model describes the
biological concepts in computer science terms, and can be thought of as a
design document from software engineering.
4. Traditional software engineering can be used to turn the computational model
into a concrete implementation: a piece of code that runs the algorithm. I
ignore this stage in the thesis: I assume that software engineers are capable
of turning a computational model into a bug-free computer program that can
run in reasonable time on some (unspecified) hardware.
5. Given a running computer program, we can measure it and run experiments
on it, to see how good it is at generating novelty (taking novelty generation
to be defined as explained above). We can then compare different biological
(and computational) models to see how good each is at generating novelty.
And once the process has been completed, we have a piece of code (step 4) that has
had its novelty-generation capabilities measured (step 5). Now we can return to the
biological model (step 2) and go around the loop again, with a different biological
model, to see if we can change the biological model to make the resulting algorithm
more able to generate novelty.
In the remainder of this chapter, I show how novelty-generation algorithms have
(implicitly) gone around this loop. Major advances in the abilities of evolutionary
algorithms to generate novelty have been gained by changing the biological mod-
els (step 2) of evolutionary algorithms to make them more biologically realistic.
Changing the computational models (step 3) of different algorithms has led to some
improvements, but the most major improvements have come about by changes to
the biological models (described later in this chapter).
This is because, for bio-inspired algorithms, every computational model is based
on a biological model (whether this is explicitly stated or not). So changes to the
computational model are limited to finding different abstractions and computa-
tional methods for implementing the same biological ideas. It may be that a
particular algorithm could be improved by modifying its computational model in a
way that is not consistent with its biological model. But then we would not be able
to make further improvements by looking to biology. We would have moved away
from bio-inspired computation and towards traditional algorithm design. The rea-
son for looking to biology for inspiration is that we are addressing problems that
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traditional ways of designing algorithms have been unable to solve (such as novelty-
generation). In order to do this, we choose to base each computational model on
a biological model.
The biological model, on the other hand, is based on biological knowledge that
is being constantly improved by biology research. As biologists discover more about
how biological systems generate novelty, the biological models of bio-inspired algo-
rithms can be improved accordingly. And since the biological models of novelty-
generation algorithms are currently lagging behind cutting-edge biology research,
we do not need to wait for more biological research before extending our biological
models: we can use existing biological understanding to do this.
In the following chapters, I look at extending the biological models of current
novelty-generation algorithms to include the concept of meta-evolution. Extending
the biological models of our algorithms gives us a principled and robust method
for extending the resulting computational models (and hence the implemented
computer programs). Using this approach, we are guaranteed to always have ways
in which we can extend the novelty-generating capabilities of algorithms (assuming
that biologists continue to improve their understanding of the underlying biology,
and that the underlying biology actually generates novelty).
2.3 Evolutionary Algorithms
2.3.1 Classical Evolutionary Algorithms
The field of Evolutionary Algorithms started separately in four different places:
Rechenberg [86] introduced Evolutionary Strategies, which was further developed
by Schwefel [12]; Fogel, Owens and Walsh introduced Evolutionary Programming [34];
Cramer introduced Genetic Programming [19], which was further developed by
Koza [58]; and Holland introduced Genetic Algorithms [47], which was further de-
veloped by Goldberg [38]. All these approaches use the same ideas, of mimicking
the biological process of evolution within a computer program, to evolve solutions
to computational and engineering problems.
The purpose of this chapter is to talk about biological models and how to extend
them, rather than perform a historical review of evolutionary algorithms, which
has already been done by others. For a review and further references, see one of
the many books on the subject, for example [72].
2.3.1.1 The biological and computational models
While the original algorithms of the field were inspired by biology, their authors
did not explicitly state the models of biology that they were using to produce their
algorithms. With hindsight we know that explicitly stating the biological model
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Figure 2.2: Flow diagram for the standard evolutionary algorithm. This loop is
iterated as many times as required. Compare with a co-evolutionary algorithm
(figure 2.4) and an evo-devo algorithm (figure 2.6).
of an algorithm can be very useful, because it allows us to add more biology into
evolutionary algorithms in a principled way (by extending their biological model,
see section 2.2). It would also allow us to look at the biological models of different
algorithms and compare them with different (including more realistic) models of
biology. This would allow us to find ways in which we can extend the simple models
to give the resulting computational algorithms more novelty-generating capability.
So in the spirit of this approach, I attempt to reverse-engineer the biological
models used in the early algorithms by reference to their computational models,
which are explicitly stated in the literature. I concentrate on Holland’s Genetic
Algorithm as an example of the early evolutionary algorithms, because Holland
stated explicitly that he was trying to build an abstraction of biological processes
(i.e. a biological model), rather than just an algorithm [47]. We will see that early
evolutionary algorithms used very simple biological models. And later algorithms,
that are better able to generate novelty, used more biologically-realistic biological
models.
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Figure 2.3: Epistasis refers to one trait of a biological organism being influenced
by more than one gene in its genome. Pleiotropy refers to multiple traits being
influenced by the same gene. The combination of these two effects makes the search
landscape of biological evolution non-linear.
The biological model of Genetic Algorithms consists of the following compo-
nents:
1. Organisms and fitness
2. Chromosomes and alleles
3. Mutation and sexual reproduction
4. Survival of the fittest
which are linked together as shown in figure 2.2. These are explained in detail
below, along with the reasons for including them in the biological model.
Organisms and fitness The key idea behind Genetic Algorithms is that evolu-
tion via Darwinian selection is a search algorithm [47, p.1]. Traditional computer
search algorithms search over a utility or payoff landscape, which assigns a mea-
sure of usefulness to each potential solution to a problem. And evolution searches
over a fitness landscape, which assigns a fitness value (reproductive success) to each
biological individual, affecting how well it survives to reproduce in its environment.
The benefit of evolution is that where traditional computer algorithms struggle
with complicated search landscapes containing many local optima, biological evo-
lution appears to succeed on these landscapes. The non-linear interaction of genes
in a biological organism is termed epistasis and pleiotropy. Epistasis means multi-
ple genes influencing one observable trait in the individual; pleiotropy means one
gene influencing multiple traits, as shown in figure 2.3. Holland equates epistasis
and pleiotropy with complicated traditional payoff landscapes [47, p.10].
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Chromosomes, genes and alleles; Mutation and sexual reproduction We
have the concept of evolution as a search algorithm, choosing between different
organisms based on their fitness. In order to implement this in an algorithm, we
need a way of representing the organisms, and a way of moving between them.
The biological inspiration behind this is that the theory of genetics.
Genetics tells us that evolution searches over different genes, grouped together
on chromosomes, that determine an individual organism. The biological model is
that an organism is determined by a fixed set of genes, which can take one of several
different forms, or alleles. Mutations to the DNA of the organism cause genes to
change from one allele to another. Also, sexual reproduction between organisms
causes combinations of alleles to be rearranged in future organisms. These two
mechanisms allow evolution to move between different organisms in the search
space, by mutating genes and crossing over chromosomes.
Holland parallels this with traditional search techniques [47, p.4]. For example:
in control engineering, the chromosomes correspond to control policies and the
ways of moving between policies involve applications of Bayes’ rule and successive
approximation.
Survival of the fittest Now that we have organisms with fitnesses, and a
method of making new organisms from old, we almost have a search algorithm.
The only thing missing is the way of deciding which organisms to keep and which
to throw away. This is a search heuristic from traditional search techniques. In
evolutionary algorithms, the search heuristic is the Darwinian idea of survival of
the fittest. Populations of organisms reproduce exponentially, but with limited
resources, so most organisms must die; only the fittest survive.
Since unbounded exponential growth of populations does not happen (for very
long!) in biology, and would certainly not be practical within computational al-
gorithms, some decision must be made as to which organisms to kill. Holland’s
approach is to fix a constant population size [47]. Some individuals die each genera-
tion, and some survive to reproduce. Those that reproduce have their reproduction
rates normalised to keep the overall population size constant.
2.3.1.2 Comments on the biological model
There are two subtle points on which the biological model described above is not
biologically accurate.
Fitness The first point concerns whether a biological organism’s fitness deter-
mines how well it survives to reproduce in its environment, or whether the fitness
of an organism is a description of how well it survives. The idea of fitness is a
human construct that we use to describe and classify parts of the world. Biological
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organisms do not actually possess a single attribute called fitness. Each organism
possesses many varied and nuanced attributes that make it an individual. These
multiple, low-level attributes interact with each other and the environment in a
very complex way that determines how well a given organism survives. As humans,
we are unable to make sense of this complexity by staring at its lowest-level detail,
so we make abstractions and simplifications of the detail, producing statements
such as: Giraffes with longer necks were fitter than those with shorter necks. But
as well as helping us to understand a complex world, abstractions such as fitness
can help us to design algorithms. We cannot hope (with our current technology)
to have a computer simulating all the complex attributes of a biological organism.
We can summarise this complexity in a single attribute called fitness. So al-
though biological organisms do not actually have a fitness, we can choose to give our
computational organisms a fitness, to avoid simulating all the complex attributes
possessed by biological organisms. This saves simulation time, but introduces the
problem of deciding how to assign fitnesses to computational organisms. So it is
trading off run-time complexity against needing to make more design decisions.
This artificial fitness is similar in some ways to humans selectively breeding
biological organisms such as pigeons and dogs. The difference is that in selec-
tive breeding, biological evolution is an already-established process for generating
novelty, that would carry on without human intervention. Humans just need to
observe the novelty and choose breeding stock that seem interesting or useful. But
in computational evolution, there is no evolutionary process happening that is sep-
arate from the fitness function — the purpose of computational evolution is to
implement this process. This is why the fitness function is a key component of
these systems, because it must capture all the nuances of biology’s low-level detail
in a single number.
Optimisation The second point is: the fact that evolution searches over a com-
plicated landscape does not mean that evolution optimises over this landscape.
And in particular, it is not necessarily the case that biological evolution optimises
the fitness of organisms, when fitness is a human-created measure that we use to
understand evolution, rather than an active driver of evolution [80]. This does not
stop us from trying to use computational analogues of evolution to optimise com-
putational fitness functions. But it is worth noting that this is not what happens in
biology. Because the creators of the early evolutionary algorithms did not explic-
itly state their biological models, we do not know whether this difference is: (1) a
misunderstanding of how biological evolution works, and they mistakenly thought
that evolution does optimise fitness; or (2) an application of biological processes to
a different problem — evolution does generate and select variation, so maybe this
can be used to optimise, even though biology does not use evolution in this way.
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2.3.1.3 Variations on the computational model
The above biological model leads to the canonical Genetic Algorithm in which
organisms are binary strings with each bit representing two possible alleles of each
gene. Some organisms are selected to reproduce each generation, depending on
their fitness. Crossover and mutation are used to produce the next generation of
organisms, and the process repeats (as shown in figure 2.2).
Once we have a computational model (such as that described above), we can
examine it from a computational perspective and ask why different parts must be
the way they are. This leads to re-design and optimisation of the computational
model, without needing to be constrained by following a biological model. There
are many different ways in which the computational model of Genetic Algorithms
can be changed. It would not be constructive to list every permutation here, so
the following examples highlight some of the types of change that can be made.
Representation There are many different ways to represent a real-world prob-
lem in terms of a chromosome of genes. Using a binary string is an obvious ap-
proach, as any problem can be represented with a binary string, given a suitable
encoding. However, not all binary strings are equal. For example, encoding an in-
teger as a binary string has two obvious encoding methods: (1) direct translation
into a binary integer and (2) Gray coding. One can see that these two methods will
cause the algorithm to perform differently by considering mutations. A Gray-coded
integer can move smoothly between any two numbers, by a sequence of single-bit
mutations (this is what Gray codes were designed for). But a directly-coded inte-
ger would have to make multiple coordinated mutations to move smoothly between
most pairs of numbers, which would be less likely to happen by random chance.
This example also demonstrates that the choice of representation affects how
the mutation and crossover operations work. There are different types of crossover
(1-point, 2-point, n-point, uniform) and many different types of mutation, all of
which affect how the algorithm works. In addition to different ways to encode
a problem as a binary string, problems can be encoded as other types of string
as well. Evolutionary Strategies began by evolving vectors of real numbers [12],
Evolutionary Programming began by evolving finite state machines [34], Genetic
Programming began by evolving trees representing computer programs [58], and
has been extended to evolve graphs instead of trees [71].
Selection There are different methods of selecting which organisms will survive,
and how fecund they will be. The method of assigning fecundity proportionate
to how fit an organism is (roulette wheel selection) can make the algorithm suffer
from premature convergence [39]. One way around this is to rank the organisms
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by their fitness and assign fecundities proportionate to this ranking (ranked selec-
tion). A development of this technique is Stochastic Universal Sampling [7], which
improves the mathematical properties of this selection method. An alternative
selection method is to have subsets of organisms compete against each other, with
the fittest organism surviving to reproduce (tournament selection). This method
allows flexibility in the type of fitness function used, as an absolute number does
not need to be assigned to each organism: all that is needed is a ranking of the
organisms in each tournament.
Fitness In many problems, the computational analogue of fitness is not one-
dimensional. This makes it difficult to assign a single number to an organism as a
measure of its ability to solve the problem. Many problems possess multiple objec-
tives that must be traded off against each other, for example the time complexity
and space complexity of an algorithm. Whilst it is possible to combine multiple
objectives into a single number (e.g. by a weighted sum) it is often more useful
to consider them separately. A variation on fitness is to have a multi-dimensional
fitness function (one dimension for each objective) and to consider the Pareto front
of generated solutions [48]. Often, examining the solutions found within different
regions of this Pareto front can give insight into the problem that is being solved
[24]. The idea of using an evolutionary algorithm to gain insight into the real-world
problem being solved is not restricted to Pareto fronts: any evolutionary algorithm
has the potential to provide insight into the problem being solved, if it is applied
towards this end.
2.3.1.4 Computational models are not enough
Changing the computational model of a novelty-generation algorithm is a double-
edged sword. It provides a lot of freedom, because potential changes to the algo-
rithm are not constrained by the methods that biology uses. But it relies on those
making the changes being able to predict how their decisions will affect a highly
non-linear system (or being lucky). While this is certainly possible to a degree,
it is difficult to make huge qualitative changes to the algorithm by changing the
computational model. This means that varying the computational model will im-
prove the performance of the algorithm in certain situations, particularly where
domain-specific knowledge is available about the problem being solved. But it will
struggle to improve the novelty-generation capabilities of the algorithm in general.
Stepping back a level and moving to the biological model, however, makes this
possible. Major increases in novelty-generation capability may be gained more
easily by changing the underlying biological model. This is because the original
algorithm was based on a certain model of biology. If we assume that the under-
lying biology is doing a form of computation that we have so far been unable to
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mimic computationally, then it is reasonable to think that changing the biologi-
cal model to make it more biologically accurate may increase the computational
power of the resulting computational model. Two examples of this type of change
to the biological model are co-evolutionary algorithms (section 2.3.2) and evo-devo
algorithms (section 2.3.3).
2.3.2 Co-evolutionary algorithms
Co-evolutionary algorithms are an example of how changing the biological model
of novelty-generating algorithms can make them more able to generate novelty.
Co-evolution is an extension to the biological model of classical evolutionary al-
gorithms. There are many examples of co-evolution, both in biology [97] and in
evolutionary algorithms [23], but the purpose of this chapter is to talk about bio-
logical models rather than to review the literature on co-evolution. So to explain
the concept I will use the case-study of sorting networks, which were an early
example of a co-evolutionary algorithm.
2.3.2.1 Example: Sorting networks
In some problems, specifying the fitness function is a difficult task. For example, a
sorting network is a sorting algorithm that sorts lists of a pre-defined length. It can
be represented as a sequence of comparisons to be made between elements of the
list. Since there are only a finite number of lists of a set length (as far as sorting
is concerned), an intuitive definition of fitness for a sorting network would be the
number of these lists that are sorted correctly. However, there is a problem here.
The number of possible lists of length n increases exponentially with n, and so it
would not be tractable to exhaustively test each evolved sorting network against
each possible list for even moderately-sized n. Therefore, a sample of possible
lists must be chosen to test against. But this introduces a further problem. How
difficult to sort should the sample lists be?
This is the common problem of choosing a benchmark to test against evolved
solutions. If the benchmark is set too high, then the search will never be able
to get started, as all of the initial solutions will perform very poorly against the
benchmark. This will give no information about which solutions are better than
which, as they all perform the same against the benchmark (very poorly). On the
other hand, if the benchmark is set too low then the search can get started but it will
reach a plateau when every population member in the search performs brilliantly
against the benchmark. Since the benchmark is set low, none of the solutions are
acceptably fit but again there is no information about which solutions are better,
since they all perform the same against the benchmark (brilliantly).
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A possible way of modifying the computational model to avoid the benchmark
problem is to occasionally change the benchmark. However, this creates many
problems, not least of which is that a range of benchmark programs are needed,
of varying difficulty. A process is needed that can reliably generate benchmarks
of a pre-determined difficulty. (Or generate benchmarks of varying difficulties and
classify them.) Generating benchmarks at random is unlikely to be sufficient,
because they will not have the range of difficulties needed. For example, in the
sorting-network problem, randomly-generated benchmarks are too easy to sort [46].
2.3.2.2 Biological model
Stepping back to the biological model, we can change the notion of fitness by
realising that a biological organism’s fitness is not an isolated number depending
only on the organism. It depends on the organism’s environment, and in particular
on the specific details of other species interacting with the organism. For example,
in a predator-prey system it does not matter how efficiently rabbits eat grass if
they cannot run away from foxes. And it does not matter how fast foxes can run
to catch rabbits if they do not have sharp enough teeth with which to eat them.
The foxes and rabbits are caught in a perpetual arms-race or red queen effect [100].
2.3.2.3 Computational model
We can use the metaphor of different species interacting and consider sorting net-
works to be one species and the benchmark data they are tested on as another
species. This computational coupling of problem solution and benchmark is anal-
ogous to the biological coupling of a predator species and a prey species, or al-
ternatively a host and a parasite. The fitness of a particular sorting network is a
function of how well it sorts each data item from the benchmark population. The
fitness of a particular data item from the benchmark population is, similarly, a
function of how badly each sorting network sorts it. So the sorting networks evolve
to do well at sorting the benchmark data, and the benchmark data evolve to be
hard for the sorting networks to sort. Figure 2.4 shows how this affects the control
flow of the evolutionary algorithm.
Hillis managed to evolve a 16-input sorting network that required only 61 swaps
by using co-evolution, but could only manage 65 swaps without. The best known
network at the time used 60 swaps [46].
While co-evolution can lead to populations that either oscillate or behave chaot-
ically [52], the hoped-for result can also occur. The two populations synchronise
their fitnesses so that population A is just a little bit fitter than population B.
Then population B improves a little bit, which causes population A to respond,
creating the desired evolutionary arms-race [75] [76].
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Figure 2.4: Flow diagram for a co-evolutionary EA. This loop is iterated as many
times as required. Compare with a standard EA (figure 2.2) and an evo-devo EA
(figure 2.6). The key difference between this algorithm and a standard EA is that
in co-evolution, two populations of organisms evolve. And their fitness functions
depend on the organisms in the other population.
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2.3.2.4 Variations on the computational model
Co-evolution is typically split into two different types: competitive and cooperative.
Competitive co-evolution is described above. Two populations co-exist, with fitness
functions that are the reverse of each other: one population becomes fitter by
making the other population less fit. The hope is that this situation will lead to an
evolutionary arms race where both populations become better, by some external
measure. Cooperative co-evolution, on the other hand, splits a large problem into
two separate problems. This is to get around the fact that evolutionary algorithms
tend to struggle with high-dimensional problems. Each population solves half of
the problem, independently of the other half. However, to evaluate the fitness of an
individual from one population, a cooperating individual from the other population
is needed in order to have a full solution to the problem. This is where the fitness
functions of the two populations are linked.
Clearly, the above types of co-evolution are not limited to two populations.
They can be easily extended to more than two populations, and also to just one
population. An example of competitive co-evolution within a single population
would be evolving computer programs to play a game such as chess, and using
tournament selection to choose which population members should play against each
other. Figure 2.5 shows some examples of different ways in which competitors or
cooperators could be chosen from a single population or from two populations.
2.3.2.5 Novelty generation
Co-evolution changes the biological model of classical evolutionary algorithms to
alter the concept of fitness. Fitness changes from a property of a single organism,
to a measurement made of a single organism in the context of other organisms,
which are themselves evolving.
This has the effect of taking a design decision of the algorithm (the choice of
benchmarks) and having the algorithm make this decision itself. This makes the
algorithm better able to generate novelty in two different (but related) ways:
1. It can generate novel benchmarks for itself. This complexity previously had
to be given to the algorithm by a human designer, but now the algorithm
can generate it for itself.
2. It can generate better solutions to its problem. Having the algorithm generate
its own benchmarks makes it better able to solve its application problem.
Note that point 1 does not imply point 2. Just because an algorithm does some-
thing for itself, this does not mean that it will be better at doing it than a human
would. But in some cases, such as the sorting network example above, algorithms
can be better than humans. With a human-designed benchmark, the best evolved
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Figure 2.5: Different ways in which competitors or cooperators can be chosen.
Two interesting points are: using every individual with every other is expensive;
using every individual with the best (rather than with random individuals) gives
a standard benchmark. Adapted from Figure 2 of [89].
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sorting network contained 65 swaps. But with a co-evolving benchmark, this was
reduced to 61. And the best human-designed sorting network needed only 60
swaps. So the novelty-generation algorithm was able to evolve its own benchmark,
and was better at determining its benchmark than humans, but was not quite as
good as humans at solving its application problem. This example illustrates that
when making statements such as: the computer program is better than humans (or
even: program X is better than program Y ), we must be very precise about what
the program is doing better.
The aim of novelty-generation algorithms is to take aspects of algorithms that
were previously thought of as design decisions (such as the choice of benchmark
problem) and allow the algorithm to vary them for itself. The way in which we
are going about this in this thesis is by changing the algorithm to make the design
decision an emergent property of a process happening in the algorithm. And the
way we decide how to change the algorithm is by finding a biological system that
displays this emergent property and using this as inspiration for changing the
biological model of our algorithm. The next section shows another example of
this.
2.3.3 Evo-devo Algorithms
Evo-devo algorithms are an example of how changing the biological model of
novelty-generating algorithms can make them more able to generate novelty. Evo-
devo is an extension to the biological model of classical evolutionary algorithms.
There are many examples of evo-devo, both in biology and in evolutionary algo-
rithms, but the purpose of this chapter is to talk about biological models rather
than to review the literature on evo-devo. So to explain the concept I will de-
scribe in detail an example of an L-system, and make reference to other evo-devo
algorithms.
2.3.3.1 The problem: Representations
One problem with classical evolutionary algorithms is that the representations they
use make it hard to evolve organisms possessing complex structures. In particular,
structures involving repetition of parts and symmetry are difficult to evolve [18]
[90]. For example, in evolving a controller for a quadruped robot, the control
signals sent to each leg should probably contain some symmetry. An example of a
representation in which each leg is controlled separately could be a neural network
that senses the angles of each leg joint and outputs the change in direction to apply
to each joint (with, say, one hidden layer). The representation of the chromosome
would be a vector of real numbers specifying the weights of each synapse in the
neural network. In order to evolve a symmetric gait (which presumably would help
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walking/running), the evolutionary algorithm would have to produce symmetries
in the numbers contained in the chromosome, corresponding to symmetries in the
weights of the neural network. While this may be possible for small problems,
having the algorithm construct and preserve symmetries will become harder as the
scale of the problem increases.
2.3.3.2 Biological model
A way in which symmetrical structures can be evolved is by changing the biological
model of classical evolutionary algorithms, to modify the ideas of representation
and fitness. In classical evolutionary algorithms, each organism is represented by a
chromosome, which is evaluated to determine its fitness. But biological organisms
are more complicated than this. Biologists talk about the genome of an organism,
which is the information contained on its chromosome, and the phenome of an
organism, which is the organism’s physical presence in the world. The genome of
an organism does not act directly in the world. Rather, the genome controls the
development of the organism as it grows. The fully-developed organism then acts
in the world, and it is only from this action that the fitness of the organism can
be determined, and hence the fitness of its genome.
2.3.3.3 Computational model
The computational model of evo-devo algorithms contains a development step,
in which the organism’s genome controls the development of a phenome. This
phenome is then evaluated to determine its fitness. Figure 2.6 shows how this
affects the control flow of the algorithm.
The genome can be processed in one go to produce a phenome, in which case
there is a simple function mapping genomes to phenomes. Or the development
process can be iterated, in which case there is a simple function that is iterated to
gradually develop a phenome through some intermediary stages. Iterated develop-
ment re-uses genes from the genome and enables evo-devo algorithms to reliably
construct and preserve symmetries in the phenomes evolved.
An example of development in one go is Genetic Programming [58]. The genome
of the organism is the string of code representing the program. This develops
into an actual program that is the phenome of the organism. The function that
performs this development is the interpreter for the language in which the DNA
is written. It is debatable whether development in one go, with one application
of a simple function, should actually be equated with biological development, or
whether it is simply a complicated representation mechanism. What is certain is
that development by the use of an iterated function can produce complex organisms
more easily than using one application of a simple function.
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Figure 2.6: Flow diagram for an evo-devo EA. This loop is iterated as many times
as required. Compare with a standard EA (figure 2.2) and a co-evolutionary EA
(figure 2.4). The key difference between this algorithm and a standard EA is that in
evo-devo, the genomes go forward to the next generation, but it is their phenomes
that are evaluated to determine fitness.
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Initial seed: Fl
Rewriting rules: Fl 7→ Fl + Fr+
Fr 7→ −Fl − Fr
1 step: Fl + Fr+
2 steps: Fl + Fr + +− Fl − Fr+
3 steps: Fl + Fr + +− Fl − Fr + +− Fl + Fr +−− Fl − Fr+
Figure 2.7: The definition of an L-system that generates the dragon curve (from
[81, p.11]). The genome of this organism is the initial seed and the rewriting rules.
The phenome is the developing string of F , + and − characters.
(a) 1 step (b) 2 steps (c) 3 steps (d) 15 steps
Figure 2.8: A turtle graphics visualisation of the developing dragon curve defined
in figure 2.7, interpreting F as draw a straight line, + as turn right 90◦ and − as
turn left 90◦
An example of a type of iterated function that can develop a genome into a
phenome is L-systems [81]. Figure 2.7 shows an example of an L-system. The
genome of this organism is the initial seed and the rewriting rules. The phenome
is a string of F , + and − characters that starts out as the initial seed. At each
development step, the rewriting rules change the phenome of the organism into a
more complicated string of characters (they are a parallel, generative grammar).
The potential for systems of this type to generate symmetries in phenomes may
be clear from looking at the developing strings of figure 2.7. But it should be even
clearer from looking at figure 2.8. This shows the string produced after fifteen
development steps of this system, interpreted as commands to a turtle graphics
package that turns the string into an image. It is the famous fractal known as the
dragon curve. Following this method, the complex strings produced by L-systems
can be transformed into complex structures in other domains (such as images).
There are many examples of evo-devo algorithms that use L-systems for their
development step, for example [50] develops moving creatures and [49] develops
coffee tables.
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2.3.3.4 Variations on the computational model
An iterated development function can use different types of input to determine
how to develop the phenome. Taking L-systems as an example, there are different
types of L-system that take into account different inputs at each development step.
For a full description of these different types, see [81].
• Deterministic 0L-systems: Each component part of the phenome develops
independently of the others, according to a fixed function (e.g. figure 2.7).
• Parametric L-systems: The parameters to the development function can
change over time
• Context-sensitive L-systems: Different parts of the developing phenome can
interact to determine how each part will develop.
• Probabilistic L-systems: Different parts of the phenome develop in different
ways, according to a probability distribution.
• Environmental L-systems: The development process can take into account
an environment (that can also contain developing phenomes).
There are many development functions other than L-systems. For example,
HyperNEAT [18] is a method of evolving the structure of neural networks, and Karl
Sims’ work uses a representation based on directed graphs [90, 89]. But the purpose
of this section is not to review all the development functions. This section shows
that a small change to the biological model of evolutionary algorithms (adding in
a development step) can open up a whole range of different computational models,
and hence different algorithms, that are more able to generate novelty than previous
algorithms.
2.3.3.5 Novelty generation
Evo-devo changes the biological model of classical evolutionary algorithms by split-
ting organisms into a static genome and a developing phenome. This changes the
concept of fitness from a measurement taken of a static organism, to a measurement
taken of an organism’s dynamic phenome.
Since developed individuals typically contain a lot of internal structure that
changes over their development, their fitness functions typically need to be more
complex. For example when evolving a robotic controller, there is no mathemat-
ical function that can be evaluated to determine the fitness of a given controller.
Rather, the controller must be tested on the vehicle that it is to control (either
in simulation or in hardware). Its performance (fitness) must be determined after
observing the controller operating for a period of time.
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One way in which fitness tests can be designed uses competitive co-evolution.
Carrying on the example of robot controllers, they are being designed to fulfil
some particular task (such as locomotion, for example). Two controllers can then
be set to work on the same task competitively. The controller that completes the
task first, or does best at the task, has the higher fitness. Combining this with
tournament selection gives a full fitness calculation and selection algorithm for
robot controllers. For example, Karl Sims used this technique to evolve vehicles
and controllers to swim, walk, jump [90] and control an area of space [89].
From the point of view of novelty-generation, the switch from organisms (and
fitness) being static to being dynamic represents an increase in the novelty-generation
capabilities of the algorithms. Throughout this chapter, we have seen novelty-
generating algorithms go through three stages in the complexity of the organisms
that they are able to evolve:
1. Static structures that exist in an isolated, mathematical space (classical evo-
lutionary algorithms).
2. Structures that are able to interact with each other, and compete or cooperate
(co-evolution).
3. Dynamic structures that can grow and interact with each other and with an
environment (evo-devo).
The next section (artificial life) carries on this theme of using different biological
models to explore different notions of fitness, and evolve different types of organism.
Artificial life is not an extension of evolutionary algorithms; it is a different field of
research. But it is closely related to evo-devo algorithms. It extends the concept
of organisms developing in an environment.
2.4 Artificial life
Artificial life systems are fundamentally different from evolutionary algorithms in
that they do not attempt to solve or optimise an explicit problem. Rather, they
attempt to replicate the open-ended evolution seen in biology, by setting up a
system and simply letting it run, without imposing an external fitness function.
Artificial life systems can be seen as evolutionary algorithms that are able
to change their fitness function. Co-evolution allows evolutionary algorithms to
change the benchmarks used by their fitness function (see section 2.3.2), by en-
coding the benchmarks as organisms in the algorithm. Artificial life takes this
idea further, and encodes the entire fitness function within the organisms and the
environment in which they exist. The fitness function changes from being a de-
sign decision to being an emergent property of the algorithm. This changes the
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problem of designing a good fitness function into the problem of designing a good
environment in which a good fitness function can emerge.
There are many different artificial life systems. The purpose of this section is
not to review them all, but to explore the consequences of implicitly-defined fitness
functions. To this end, this chapter focuses on a few key examples of artificial life
systems.
2.4.1 Biological motivation
The biological metaphors for artificial life come mostly from ecology, in contrast
to the biological metaphors for evolutionary algorithms which come mostly from
genetics. The main ideas of ecology that artificial life uses are the notions of
organisms living, reproducing and dying in an environment.
Living organisms exist in an environment, which contains other living organisms
as well as non-living objects. Organisms act on their environment and are in turn
acted on by their environment (including living organisms acting on each other).
Organisms consume resources from the environment and deposit waste into the
environment (and waste from one type of organism may be a useful resource for
another). When organisms have enough resources and are in the correct situation,
they can reproduce. But if they do not acquire enough resources or they enter the
wrong situations, they may die.
This implies that the fitness of a genome is its ability to produce organisms that
can survive and reproduce in an environment. The idea of fitness as survivability
is in sharp contrast to evolutionary algorithms, that view fitness as an external
function to be optimised. As discussed previously (in section 2.3.1.2), fitness as
survivability is more biologically accurate than fitness as an external function. This
implicit notion of fitness allows biological evolution to continually produce novelty.
Because there is no fixed notion of a fit individual, biological organisms can always
find a new way of surviving in any given environment. And when one species
evolves to survive in a new way, this changes the environment and enables other
species to find yet more ways of surviving. This continual proliferation of novelty
is what artificial life systems aim to achieve. None have yet managed unbounded
novelty generation. But some have taken the first steps along this road, creating
systems that are seeded with some pre-defined ways of surviving, and watching a
limited number of new ways evolve in the system.
2.4.2 Computational models
In contrast to evolutionary algorithms, where populations of individuals are repro-
duced synchronously, artificial life models tend to work asynchronously at the level
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of reproduction. Organisms develop and replicate at different speeds in an envi-
ronment containing limited resources. Fitter organisms can replicate more quickly,
and so consume more resources than less fit organisms. This provides an implicit
fitness function (reproducing quickly and consuming resources effectively) rather
than having to define an explicit fitness function that is external to the world
in which the organisms live. Although the high-level behaviours of the organisms
happen asynchronously (reproduction and gathering/using resources), the low-level
details of the organisms can be implemented in a synchronous world. For example,
if the organisms are self-replicating emergent structures within a cellular automa-
ton [88] then the underlying cellular automaton can be updated synchronously, but
emergent structures of different sizes and compositions can replicate at different
speeds.
Because of asynchronous reproduction and implicit fitness, co-evolution plays a
huge role in artificial life. The selection pressures that drive evolution in artificial
life systems come from the particular makeup of species that are present within the
system at any given time, rather than from an externally-imposed fitness function.
There are many different artificial life systems, and many reviews that enumer-
ate them (for example: [27] [61]). The purpose of this section is not to review the
entire field of artificial life, but to present the biological model underlying the phi-
losophy of artificial life, illustrate this with a few selected examples and link these
to the biological models of evolutionary algorithms, with a view to developing a
biological model of meta-evolution. To this end, the following sections describe
two implementations of the artificial life biological model: automata systems and
artificial chemistries.
The class of Automata systems contains Tierra and Avida, which are the most
famous artificial life systems, and are (to date) the artificial life systems best able to
generate novelty. These are part of a more general class of systems called artificial
chemistries. I describe artificial chemistries because they encompass a very wide
variety of artificial life systems, and they are the computational model I use to
investigate meta evolution in later chapters.
2.4.2.1 Automata systems
A family of artificial life systems has been developed over time, in which the organ-
isms are computer programs and their environment is the memory and processor
of a computer. Multiple organisms/programs compete for the resources of proces-
sor time and memory space. The theoretical treatment of these ideas goes back to
John von Neumann [69], although he was not able to run his programs on fast com-
puter hardware. In this section, I describe the different modern-day instantiations
of these ideas.
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Core Wars The original member of this family of systems is a programming
game called Core Wars [26]. (There was an earlier game, Darwin [29], that partly
inspired Core Wars but did not show very complex behaviours.) To play the
game, human competitors write programs in a simple assembly language called
Redcode. Two programs are then run in parallel on a simulated microprocessor.
The programs move through the memory of the computer, writing and executing
instructions. The aim of the game is to force the other program to execute an
invalid instruction, thus terminating its execution (i.e. killing it).
Human programmers playing the Core Wars game produced a number of dif-
ferent species of program that play the game using very different strategies. But
no-one managed to produce a best program that wins the game and beats every
other program. Within one species, some programs can consistently beat others,
but this does not hold across species. The fitnesses of the best programs from each
species are not transitive: each species can consistently beat at least one other
species, but will in turn be beaten by at least one species. This is interesting from
an evolutionary perspective (particularly with respect to co-evolution) because it
shows that a given program is only effective against certain opponents, and can
always be beaten. This is in stark contrast to the earlier game, Darwin, in which
a best program was discovered [29].
Coreworld Core Wars was transformed from a programming game into a re-
search tool by Rasmussen et al. They produced an artificial life system known
as Coreworld [84]. Instead of human programmers creating new species of pro-
gram, random fluctuations were introduced into the copying of instructions and
the starting of new processes, to enable evolution to happen as the system was
running. Also, each memory location was provided with an amount of computa-
tional resource (a number) that is used up by executing programs and is refilled
by a constant influx. This is an example of a limited resource from the biological
model described above. It means programs that execute too much can starve and
die, thus creating an implicit fitness function that selects for programs that can
copy themselves efficiently.
The novelty-generation consequences of these changes are that qualitatively dif-
ferent program behaviours are produced depending on the influx rate of resources.
Low resource influx evolves only simple, cyclic programs; but high resource influx
promotes more diversity and more complex, cooperating networks of programs.
This shows that the environment can have an impact on the novelty-generation
capabilities of a system. Also, the types of complex structures evolved under the
high resource conditions are not the same on each run of the program. The partic-
ular structures evolved depend on chance events, or frozen accidents, that happen
early in the run (as is the case in biological evolution [21]). An interesting property
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of Coreworld is the idea of contingency playing an important role in the evolution
of the system.
Tierra Coreworld was modified by Ray to create Tierra [85]. In Coreworld, be-
cause instructions can be written by any process to any memory location, processes
become entangled. It is difficult to distinguish small processes from each other and
from the environment. Whilst this may not always be a bad thing, Ray avoided
it in Tierra by introducing memory management. Processes can allocate blocks
of memory to themselves, that other processes cannot write to. A global memory
manager protects this memory. This memory management makes distinguishing
separate organisms easier.
Another major contribution of Tierra is addressing memory locations by tem-
plates rather than by relative addresses. This is inspired by the way in which
biological enzymes bind to each other using complementary shapes. Templates
are defined by sequences of two different no-op instructions (that do nothing when
executed). Template addressing removes some of the brittleness of the Coreworld
programs, enabling the program’s instructions and operands to mutate separately.
This is an example of where changing the biological model of the system (rather
than the computational one) can introduce more novelty-generation capability into
a system. It removes one of the brittle design decisions of the computational sys-
tem (relative addressing) and replaces it with a softer biological analogy (template
addressing).
One consequence of these changes is that self-replicating organisms no longer
appear spontaneously in Tierra, as they did in Coreworld (i.e. when randomly
generating programs, the chance of generating a self-replicating program is negligi-
ble). Self-replicators can be forced to appear by reducing the instruction set [77], so
that the probability of randomly generating a self-replicating program is increased.
However, this is a classic case of programming the answer into the algorithm. Re-
ducing the instruction set just makes the random generation of self-replicating
programs more probable, it does not make the idea of self-replication more of a
concept that the system can evolve. It is a change to the computational model of
the algorithm rather than a change to its biological model. Because self-replicating
organisms do not appear spontaneously in Tierra, an initial (hand-designed) self-
replicating organism must be used to bootstrap an evolutionary run. This initial
Tierran organism can evolve by reproduction with mutation, into different species.
However, these different species are very similar to the bootstrap program, differing
from it by only a few point mutations [27, p.35]. One particular type of behaviour
that can be evolved is parasitism. Arms races have been observed between parasites
and hosts [85].
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Avida Tierra was also extended, into Avida [2], by Adami. One of the main
drawbacks of Tierra is that there are two global queues, which are necessary to
implement the instructions of the Tierran assembly language. This feature of
Tierra is a consequence of the fact that it is emulating a conventional microproces-
sor. However, it means that any program can potentially interact with any other
program in only one timestep. This global connectedness of the programs limits
their evolvability by allowing parasites to spread rapidly through the population
of organisms.
In an attempt to evolve more novelty than the parasites of Tierra, Avida extends
Tierra’s biological model to include the concept of space, and remove the global
connections between all organisms. Programs in Avida live on a two-dimensional
grid, and can only interact directly with their eight neighbours. This imposition
of locality into the world enables different species of program to evolve separately
in different spatial locations.
2.4.2.2 Artificial chemistries
All the algorithms described above use metaphors from biology and ecology, talk-
ing about organisms living in an environment. But the computational organisms
are vastly simplified versions of their biological counterparts, and the environments
they exist in contain nowhere near the level of detail of biological environments. Ef-
fectively, the computational organisms are data structures with a simple definition
(e.g. strings over an alphabet, or programs from a language), that interact with
each other via a small number of well-defined means (e.g. cross over two strings,
read/write instructions). Described in this way, these algorithms seem more like
models of chemistry than of biology: chemicals are structures built from atoms,
which interact with each other via the making and breaking of bonds. The chemi-
cal world is still much more complicated than these computational worlds, but is
simpler than the biological world. So the language of chemistry can provide us with
another set of metaphors that we can use to develop novelty-generation algorithms.
Artificial chemistries use these metaphors explicitly, to build computational models
inspired by chemical processes. The phrase biological model is not really appropri-
ate for models of chemistry, so I will use the more general phrase physical-world
model to refer to biological or chemical models, or any model of (a subset of) the
physical world that has properties we want to emulate computationally.
The basic units of an artificial chemistry are analogues of chemicals, and the
actions they can perform are analogues of chemical reactions. The environment
in which the chemicals reside is an analogy of a well-mixed test tube (aspatial
environment) or a petri dish (spatial environment). A bootstrap collection of
artificial chemicals (which can be randomly generated) is put into an artificial test
tube and allowed to react. From a novelty-generation point of view, the aim is to
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design an appropriate system of chemicals and reactions so that as the contents
of the test tube react, the collection of chemicals becomes more complex than the
initial bootstrap. There are many different implementations of artificial chemistries
(see [27] for a review); as with the other systems described in this chapter, I focus
on a few examples to illustrate the underlying physical-world model.
There is no shortage of metaphors from chemistry for reactions that would not
remain contained within a real-world test tube (i.e. explosions). The computational
result of simulating such reactions would be filling up all the available memory or
overflowing whatever data type had been used. In order to avoid these problems,
a chemostat environment can be used, in which the volume of the mixture is ar-
tificially held constant. This can be roughly implemented by keeping the number
of chemicals in the system constant. This imposes a selection pressure in favour of
chemicals that reproduce quickly, where quickly is relative to the rate of removal
of material from the chemostat, which is in turn relative to the rate at which other
chemicals are reproducing. So there is a competitive co-evolutionary process oc-
curring, that selects for quick reproduction. The result of running such systems,
therefore, will be to evolve the most efficient replicators that are representable
by the system. Note that replicators need not be just individual chemicals, they
can be collections of chemicals that mutually reproduce each other: for example,
autocatalytic sets [56].
A common feature of selection pressure for efficient replicators is the evolution
of parasites. These are chemicals that exploit host chemicals which replicate the
parasites but are not replicated by the parasites in return. There are two different
types of parasite.
1. Facultative parasites: chemicals that can be replicated by a host, but can
also replicate themselves (for example: [70]).
2. Obligate parasites: chemicals that are able to be replicated by their host, but
are not able to replicate themselves (for example: [25]).
Explicit definitions An important classification of artificial chemistries is whether
the chemicals and reactions are explicitly or implicitly defined. For example, we
could define an artificial chemistry explicitly as follows:
Chemicals = {A,B,C,D},
and reactions defined as follows:
Reactions = {A+B 7→ C,
C +D 7→ A,
B +D 7→ B}.
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Whilst this is a useful tool for modelling systems where the chemicals and reactions
are few in number and are all known beforehand, it is very limited from a novelty-
generation viewpoint.
Implicit definitions A more appropriate way of designing an artificial chemistry
for novelty-generation is to have implicit definitions of the chemicals and reactions.
In an implicit definition, the chemicals contain some internal structure that can
be rearranged to make new chemicals from existing ones. The reaction rules are
defined in terms of how reactions alter and rearrange this internal structure. An
example of this is the number-division chemistry [9]. The structure given to the
chemicals is that they are positive integers greater than 1:
Chemicals = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, . . . }. (2.1)
The reaction rules are defined implicitly by taking two numbers a and b, and
replacing b by the quotient b/a if this quotient is itself a positive integer greater
than 1 (i.e. a divides b without remainder):
Reactions = {[(a, b) 7→ (a, b/a)] where a, b and b/a ∈ Chemicals} (2.2)
This implicit definition defines an infinite number of chemicals and an infinite
number of reaction rules. Some examples of valid reaction rules are:
Reactions = {[(2, 4) 7→ (2, 2)], [(2, 6) 7→ (2, 3)], [(2, 8) 7→ (2, 4)], . . .
[(3, 6) 7→ (3, 2)], [(3, 9) 7→ (3, 3)], [(3, 12) 7→ (3, 4)] . . .
[(4, 8) 7→ (4, 2)], [(4, 12) 7→ (4, 3)], [(4, 16) 7→ (4, 4)] . . . }.
The result of running this artificial chemistry on an initial population of randomly-
chosen chemicals is that after a while, the population of chemicals will stabilise and
no reaction rules will be applicable to any remaining chemicals. At this point, the
population will contain only prime numbers (the prime factors of the initial pop-
ulation). Whilst this is not the most efficient implementation of a prime number
generator, it demonstrates that repeated application of simple rules can uncover
and exploit structure that is embedded in the definitions of the artificial chemicals
and reaction rules.
The population of prime numbers left behind by this artificial chemistry is in-
teresting from a novelty-generation point of view, because it contains a structure
not present in the initial population. But, as with the early evolutionary algo-
rithms (section 2.3.1), this is a static structure that does not have the ability to
do anything. The next example of an artificial chemistry is the equivalent of evo-
devo algorithms (section 2.3.3) in that it evolves a collection of chemicals that are
complex in the way in which they act on each other, rather than the way in which
they are composed.
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Example: AlChemy Another example of an artificial chemistry with an im-
plicit definition is AlChemy [35], developed by Fontana. This represents chemicals
as programs in the very simplified functional programming language of the lambda
calculus. Since the lambda calculus is an interpreted language, a chemical can be
considered either a string of code or as a program that can take a string of code
as input. This allows a reaction to be defined between chemicals A and B as ap-
plying the function represented by A to the data represented by B (as long as this
function execution terminates in a reasonable amount of time). For full details of
this definition, see [35]. As an example, some possible AlChemy chemicals are [35,
p.187]:
A = (∗(> (−a))(> (∗(∗(′(> a))(+(+(′a))))a))) (2.3)
B = (> (∗(∗(′(> a))(+(+(′a))))a)) (2.4)
C = ((a)(> (∗(∗(′(> a))(+(+(′a))))a))) (2.5)
and an example reaction (using the chemicals above) is:
A(B) = C (2.6)
This example is intended to give a flavour of the AlChemy language, rather than
a deep understanding of its operation. For further details, see [35].
AlChemy systems are initialised with random chemicals and allowed to react,
to see what happens to the collection of chemicals. Invariably, what happens is (in
Fontana’s terminology) the emergence of a level-0-organisation. This is a collection
of a small number of closely-coupled replicator chemicals that are either universal
replicators (U(X) = X for any chemical X) or almost-universal replicators. The
evolutionary reason for the emergence of these structures is that there is selection
for them. In a reaction vessel of limited size, that is running a chemostat (as
described above), there will be a selection pressure for chemicals or sets of chemicals
that can reproduce quickly.
In order to make AlChemy better able to generate novelty, Fontana alleviated
some of this selection pressure by changing the computational model of AlChemy.
He changed the definition of a reaction to exclude those reactions that directly
replicate one of the reactants (banning universal replicators). This produced level-
1-organisations, which are very stable sets of huge numbers of molecules that
are robust against the addition of new chemicals to the system. Once level-1-
organisations had been created, level-2-organisations could be created by taking
two level-1-organisations and putting them into the same chemostat, hoping that
one did not out-compete the other. A level-2-organisation is the stable co-existence
of two level-1-organisations, joined together with some glue chemicals. Note that
level-2-organisations do not evolve spontaneously in AlChemy: they have to be
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hand-crafted by separately evolving two level-1-organisations and manually putting
them together in a new chemostat. And no more complex structures have been
evolved in AlChemy.
Interestingly, these levels of organisation are not a feature just of AlChemy. It
can be shown that many different implicitly-defined artificial chemistries share the
same properties, even to the point where chemicals from one system can be equated
with chemicals from other systems, with precisely the same networks of reactions
seen between them [36]. No structures more complex than level-2-organisations
have been evolved in an implicitly-defined chemistry simulated in a chemostat.
The reason for this is the selection pressure towards efficient replicators that a
chemostat naturally implies.
Fontana et al. noticed a limit in the ability of their AlChemy system to generate
novelty, and they tried to change the system to overcome this limit. But their ef-
forts were geared towards changing the computational model of their system (by ex-
cluding certain reactions and artificially bringing together separately-evolved sets of
chemicals). I believe that the novelty-generation capabilities of artificial chemistries
might be increased by changing their physical-world model, as demonstrated by
co-evolutionary and evo-devo algorithms increasing the novelty-generation capa-
bilities of evolutionary algorithms by changing their biological model. I explore
this idea in the following chapters.
2.4.3 Novelty generation
Artificial Life systems can be seen as evolutionary algorithms with a different
physical-world model. This model includes the idea of organisms (or chemicals)
living, reproducing and dying asynchronously in an environment. The consequence
of this is another change in how novelty-generation algorithms interpret the concept
of fitness:
1. Classical evolutionary algorithms have a static fitness function that is exter-
nal to the organisms and their world.
2. Co-evolutionary algorithms enhance this fitness function, allowing it to take
other organisms into account, so organisms can change the fitness functions
of other organisms.
3. Evo-devo algorithms change the fitness function again, from a single measure-
ment of a static structure, to an assessment of how well a dynamic organism
performs over time.
4. Artificial life makes a further change, transforming fitness from an external
function into an emergent property of the world in which the organisms live.
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In artificial life systems, fitness is no longer a design decision that must be made
correctly; the system can change its own concept of fitness. But now, the design
decision has shifted up a meta-level. Instead of designing good fitness functions,
artificial life researchers have to design appropriate virtual worlds in which good
fitness functions can (and will) emerge.
The types of novelty that artificial life systems can generate is focused on repli-
cation. Artificial life systems are initialised with organisms that can replicate
themselves. They are either bootstrapped with hand-designed replicators, or they
are designed such that randomly-generated organisms have a good chance of be-
ing self-replicators. From these simple self-replicators, more complicated systems of
mutual replication can emerge, such as hypercycles [60] and autocatalytic sets [55].
A very common feature of artificial life systems is the emergence of parasites. These
are organisms that can be copied by others, but do no copying in return.
The artificial chemistries described above serve as a useful, simplified model of
novelty-generation, but they do not give the impression of organisms that are alive.
It is debatable precisely what constitutes an organism in the artificial chemistries
described above. Is it an individual chemical that floats in a chemostat? Or is it
a collection of chemicals that mutually sustain each other in a chemostat? The
precise answers to these questions do not concern us here. It is just interesting
that artificial chemistries have rich enough behaviours for these questions to arise.
Artificial life systems try to make evolutionary algorithms better able to gener-
ate novelty by implementing part of the evolutionary algorithm (the fitness func-
tion) in a lower-level world. The next two sections describe two different methods
of trying to achieve the same thing. Firstly by making novelty the specific focus
of evolution; and secondly by implementing evolutionary algorithms that evolve
evolutionary algorithms, i.e. meta-evolution.
2.5 Novelty search
What is the best way of changing the fitness function of evolutionary algorithms
to make them better at generating novelty? One radical answer to this question,
given by Stanley et. al., is to completely replace the fitness function of evolutionary
algorithms with a direct reward of novelty. Stanley et. al. term this idea novelty
search. They introduce it in [62] and describe it comprehensively in [63].
2.5.1 Biological motivation
Stanley et. al. describe the biological model of novelty search in [63]. Some Bi-
ologists claim that biological evolution imposes no selection pressure towards in-
creasing complexity (see [63] for references). Moreover, some go as far as saying
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that when species are under strong selective pressure to survive, they tend not
to increase in complexity. And when there is weak selective pressure to survive,
complexity increases by drift in complexity space.
Biological evolution searches passively for novelty. If organisms find new ways of
making a living, then they do not need to compete as fiercely with other organisms
in their environment. Thus they have a weaker selection pressure for survival
and are able to drift through their evolutionary space, finding further new ways of
making a living. This positive feedback is what makes biological evolution generate
continual novelty.
Novelty-generation leads to increasing complexity, if it is coupled with gradual
growth of the organisms. Biological organisms evolve gradually. They cannot
suddenly take massive jumps in phenotype space; they must accumulate many
small changes over time. Starting from a low level of complexity, there are only
so many ways of making a living, because low-complexity organisms are limited
in their possible behaviours. Thus any novelty-generation mechanism will exhaust
the possible ways of making a living at low complexity. Then, the only new ways
of making a living will require increasing complexity. So over time, generating
continual novelty will also generate increasing complexity.
It is important to note that these views are contentious and are currently being
debated by biologists.
2.5.2 Computational model
Stanley et. al. take the above biological model to its ultimate conclusion: if what we
are interested in from evolutionary algorithms is novelty, then we should remove the
fitness function because it hinders the evolution of novelty. Artificial life systems
follow a similar argument, removing the explicit fitness function of evolutionary
algorithms and replacing it with an implicit need to survive and reproduce in a
virtual world. Novelty search differs in that it replaces the fitness function with an
explicit novelty function, rewarding novel solutions rather than fit ones.
The use of an explicit function to reward novelty stands in stark contrast to
artificial life systems, and is not the same as the biological model above. Where
biology searches implicitly for novelty, the novelty search algorithm does this explic-
itly via a user-defined novelty function. Stanley et. al. are aware of this difference.
They state [63, p.9] that they consciously choose not to follow how biology evolves
novelty, because they want their system to be easily-applicable to engineering prob-
lems.
This is an interesting research direction, but it is not what I am doing in this
thesis. I have stated that I do want my systems to have realistic biological models
(section 2.2), because I believe this to be a sustainable way of improving bio-
inspired algorithms over time (although it is slower to achieve immediate results).
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Figure 2.9: Evolutionary algorithms use a fixed algorithm to evolve genomes. Meta-
evolution asks whether it is possible to evolve the evolutionary algorithm, as well
as the genomes.
For this reason, my work follows the artificial life route of implicitly searching for
novelty, rather than the novelty search route of explicitly searching for novelty.
The following section describes an extreme version of novelty-generation: meta-
evolution.
2.6 Meta-evolution
Meta-evolution is a branch of evolutionary algorithms that takes evolution to an
extreme. It realises that evolution can be used to evolve organisms, and wonders:
can evolution can be used to evolve evolutionary algorithms as well? From a novelty-
generation point of view, evolutionary algorithms have a fixed algorithm that makes
evolution happen. As shown in figure 2.9, evolutionary algorithms develop genomes
into phenomes, evaluate their fitnesses and use the fitnesses to inform evolutionary
operators that change the genomes. They use this algorithm to generate novelty
in the genomes of their organisms. Meta-evolution asks whether an evolutionary
algorithm can also generate novelty in its evolutionary algorithm.
The problem with meta-evolution is that it has not been very successful. There
have been no landmark algorithms conclusively showing the benefits of meta-
evolution over non-meta evolution, and I do not present such an algorithm in this
thesis. In this section, I detail some attempts at meta-evolution from the literature.
I say why I think they have not been very successful: because they were changing
the computational model of evolutionary algorithms, rather than the biological
one. In an attempt to address this, I present a biological model of meta-evolution.
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I say what this means for computational models of meta-evolution, and explore
these computational models in the remainder of the thesis.
Another problem with meta-evolution is that it is a rather vague concept.
Evolving an evolutionary algorithm can mean many different things, which makes
meta-evolution easy to misunderstand or dismiss as being impossible (by thinking
only of one type of meta-evolution). So towards the end of this section, I present
my classification of the different types of meta-evolution. I choose one type (that
fits with my biological model) to concentrate on for the remainder of the thesis.
The purpose of this thesis is not to present a landmark algorithm that demon-
strates meta-evolution. Rather, my purpose is to present a clear picture of what
meta-evolution means, and how (one version of) it can be seen as a development
of novelty-generation algorithms from the first evolutionary algorithms, through
co-evolution, evo-devo and artificial life, to meta-evolution.
2.6.1 Changing the computational model
Previous attempts at meta-evolution have tried to change the computational model
of evolutionary algorithms in order to allow parts of the algorithm to evolve. I
describe three such changes:
1. Evolving the parameters of an evolutionary algorithm while it is running.
2. Evolving populations of parameters for evolutionary algorithms.
3. Co-evolving the evolutionary operators of an algorithm, along with the or-
ganisms.
These approaches did not always have the explicit aim of increasing novelty-
generation. Sometimes they were just trying to better solve their application prob-
lem.
2.6.1.1 Evolving parameters
Some of the early Evolutionary Strategies evolved the mutation rates of their al-
gorithms [12]. Mutation rate is a floating-point number that is a parameter of all
evolutionary algorithms. In Evolutionary Strategies, the organisms are vectors of
floating-point numbers. So another number can be added to the end of this vector,
giving each organism its own mutation rate. This is shown in figure 2.10. Mutation
rate has changed from being a parameter of the algorithm to a property of each
individual. This means that the mutation rate can be different for each individ-
ual, and these mutation rates can mutate and evolve (along with their individuals)
during an evolutionary run.
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Figure 2.10: Evolutionary Strategies can incorporate a mutation rate into the
genome of each individual. But this requires a meta mutation rate to specify the
rate with which to mutate the mutation rate. And this introduces questions of
whether to mutate the meta mutation rate, and what rate to use for this.
Mutating an organism’s mutation rate raises the natural question of: what
mutation rate should be used to mutate the mutation rate? Is it sufficient to simply
have an organism’s mutation rate mutate itself? Or would it be better to have a
meta mutation rate, allowing the mutation rate to change at a different rate to the
rest of the organism? It was discovered that having a meta mutation rate improves
the performance of the algorithm [6]. The rate at which the mutation rate mutates
should be different from the rate at which the rest of the organism mutates. This is
because the meta mutation rate is solving a different problem to the mutation rate.
The purpose of the mutation rate is to change the rest of the organism to find good
solutions to the application problem. The purpose of the meta mutation rate is to
change the mutation rate to find good ways of searching the space of solutions to
the application problem. There is no reason why a strategy that is good at evolving
solutions to an application problem should also be good at evolving mutation rates.
This version of meta-evolution introduces meta-parameters into the system.
The need to specify the mutation rate of the organisms has been removed, but now
there is a need to specify the mutation rate of the mutation rates of the organisms.
This introduces the question of whether this meta mutation rate should be a fixed
parameter of the algorithm, or whether it should also be allowed to evolve. In
principle, we could have an indefinitely tall tower of meta-parameters and meta-
meta-parameters all evolving each other. To prevent this happening in practice,
it is necessary to choose a level at which to stop. The parameters at this level
are not evolved and must be fixed (or chosen by another method, such as using
the meta-mutation rate as the meta-meta-mutation rate). So a human must make
a design decision at some point, choosing the value of some meta-parameter(s)
(or the algorithm for choosing them). However, it is hoped that the problem of
choosing the values of the meta-parameters will be easier than that of choosing the
original parameters. So allowing one (or more) levels of parameter to evolve makes
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the parameter-choosing problem easier to solve. This has proved to be the case
in practice: evolving mutation rates can allow the algorithm to adapt to different
environments in which the organisms might find themselves [11] [52].
2.6.1.2 Evolving populations of parameters
The Evolutionary Strategies described above allow some parts of an evolutionary
algorithm to evolve. They do this by taking parameters of the algorithm and
making them part of the organisms being evolved. This effectively allows the
algorithm to choose its own parameters by changing them as it runs. An alternative
approach is to have a different evolutionary algorithm change the parameters of an
evolutionary algorithm.
Figure 2.11 shows a hierarchical evolutionary algorithm. This consists of an
evolutionary algorithm that evolves solutions to an application problem, and a
meta-evolutionary algorithm that evolves parameter values for the evolutionary
algorithm. Each organism of the meta-evolutionary algorithm is itself an evolu-
tionary algorithm. In an evo-devo process, the genome of one of these organisms
is a set of parameter values for an evolutionary algorithm. The phenome of the
organism is a running evolutionary algorithm.
This technique has proved very successful at solving well-defined application
problems [30, p.26]. It can be seen as a way of automatically optimising the compu-
tational model of an evolutionary algorithm. But it is not appropriate for novelty-
generation algorithms. Hierarchical evolutionary algorithms can only change the
numerical parameters of an evolutionary algorithm. More involved design deci-
sions (such as the crossover function and fitness function) must remain fixed (or
chosen from a pre-defined set of fixed choices). Researchers have not managed
to incorporate these more involved design decisions into hierarchical evolutionary
algorithms [30, pp.3-6].
From the point of view of improving novelty-generation algorithms by changing
their biological model, hierarchical evolutionary algorithms are not at all biological.
Biology cannot have multiple versions of evolution competing with each other,
because there is only one instance of the physical world. But nevertheless, the
parameters of biological evolution do change over time. So the biological world
must be using a different form of meta-evolution.
2.6.1.3 Co-evolving evolutionary operators
From the point of view of novelty-generation, the main limitation of the two above
methods of meta-evolution is that they only evolve the numerical parameters of an
evolutionary algorithm. There are many design decisions involved in setting up an
evolutionary algorithm, that could in principle be evolved (and are in biology), such
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Figure 2.11: A hierarchical evolutionary algorithm evolves organisms that are pa-
rameter choices for an evolutionary algorithm. The lower-level evolutionary al-
gorithm searches for good solutions to the application problem, while the meta-
evolutionary algorithm searches for good parameter choices for the lower-level al-
gorithm.
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Figure 2.12: Organisms on the task level are solving the application problem. The
smart level contains the crossover operators, that can be randomly crossed over
(b) or can perform crossover on themselves, making them meta-operators (c). The
meta level is a separate population of crossover operators that can specialise to
be good at crossing-over crossover operators. Thus they work well when used as
meta-meta operators (d). Kantschik found that further meta-levels were not any
better than meta self [53], and neither was meta random. This image is figure 3
from [54]
as the: (1) problem representation, (2) fitness function, (3) mutation algorithm,
(4) crossover method, and (5) selection method.
The work of Kantschik et al. looks at evolving one of the evolutionary operators:
the crossover method [54]. Rather than having a fixed crossover operator, this
approach co-evolves a population of crossover operators alongside a population
of organisms solving an application problem. This is an example of cooperative
co-evolution. The fitness of an organism is related to how well it can solve the
application problem. The fitness of a crossover operator is related to its ability
to produce children that are fitter than their parents. Kantschik et al. found that
using this meta-evolution improved their algorithm’s ability to solve their speech-
recognition problem. And there is other empirical and theoretical work suggesting
that this co-evolutionary form of meta-evolution can be useful [87].
As with Evolutionary Strategies above, Kantschik et al. came across a tower
of meta-levels. Figure 2.12 shows some different implementations of this tower.
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The organisms solving the application problem (the task level) are crossed-over by
a population of crossover operators (the smart level). But then, which crossover
method should be used to crossover the crossover operators? Kantschik et al.
tried (1) crossing them over randomly, (2) having them cross over themselves, as
well as crossing-over the organisms, and (3) having a meta-population of crossover
operators (the meta level) that crossed over the crossover operators. They found
the same result as Evolutionary Strategies: at least two levels of crossover operator
are needed, and more levels seem to not add anything further (i.e. meta self from
figure 2.12 performed best). This shows that the types of crossover operator that
are good at crossing-over solutions to a speech-recognition problem (smart level)
are not good at crossing-over themselves. But the crossover operators that are
good at crossing-over crossover-operators (meta level) are also good at crossing
over themselves. This is intuitive logically: the smart level and the meta level are
both crossover operators, so it makes sense that the same strategy could work for
both of them. But the smart level and the task level are very different (crossover
operators versus solutions to a speech-recognition problem), so it makes sense that
they might need different strategies.
2.6.2 Problems with current methods
The algorithms described above represent a good start at tackling the hugely diffi-
cult problem of implementing meta-evolution. But naturally, they have limitations.
The problems with current algorithms fall into three broad categories:
1. tower of meta-levels;
2. brittle programming languages;
3. ignoring the biological model.
I describe these problems in more detail below, before suggesting some ideas for
addressing them.
2.6.2.1 Tower of meta-levels
When part of an algorithm is allowed to evolve, this makes the algorithm easier
to design by removing the need to design the evolving part. But it also makes
the algorithm harder to design, because it introduces a meta-part that must be
designed. For example, in the case of Evolutionary Strategies (section 2.6.1.1), the
mutation rate of the organism is allowed to evolve (does not need to be designed),
but the mutation rate of the mutation rate must be designed. And it must be de-
cided whether to allow this meta-mutation rate to mutate, and whether to include
a meta-meta-mutation rate.
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Kantschik et. al. found that for their application problem, the tower of meta
levels need only be two stories high. When evolving crossover operators, they
obtained the best results using a population of crossover operators and a population
of meta-crossover operators. But their system was very simple (evolving only the
crossover operator) and limited (tested on only one application problem). It is not
clear whether this result is general, or whether the best height of the tower will vary
depending on the application problem and the part of the algorithm being evolved.
If different parts of the algorithm prefer different heights of tower, then will this be
possible in a given implementation of meta-evolution? And is it possible to have a
system evolve the height of its tower(s)?
Biological systems evolve the heights of their towers, and do not have crisp
distinctions between the levels. I describe this in my biological model of meta-
evolution below, and suggest a way of implementing this in a novelty-generation
algorithm.
2.6.2.2 Brittle programming languages
It is well-known in the evolutionary algorithms community that an important part
in the design of an evolutionary algorithm is the representation of the organisms.
The organisms must be represented in an evolvable language. We need a language
where most small mutations to the syntax of the organisms correspond to small
mutations in the semantics of the organisms, but some small syntactic mutations
can have large semantic effects. So if we are to evolve the algorithm as well as the
organisms, then clearly we must represent the algorithm in an evolvable language.
A major problem is that evolutionary algorithms are often written in high-level
computer programming languages. It is well known that high-level programming
languages are brittle and difficult to evolve [64] [65], but this does not imply that
evolutionary algorithms must be brittle and difficult to evolve. It implies that high-
level programming languages are not the best choice of representation for evolving
evolutionary algorithms.
The problem of brittle programming languages is exemplified by Kantschik
et. al.’s evolution of a crossover operator (section 2.6.1.3). They encoded their
crossover operator as computer program represented by a Genetic Programming
tree. However, this program did not perform crossover on two trees, as may have
been expected. Instead, it merely traversed the trees, labelling nodes for crossover.
A hardcoded algorithm written in a high-level language then performed the actual
crossover, using the labelled nodes. While this method is capable of evolving
the particular nodes that will be crossed over in a given crossover event, it is
incapable of evolving the algorithm that performs the crossover. For example, it
will never invent a type of crossover involving three parents (as can happen in
biology: section 4.3.2). While this type of meta-evolution helped to better solve
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their application problem, it is a serious limitation from the viewpoint of novelty-
generation.
In order to evolve the actual algorithms, rather than just their parameters, we
need more evolvable representations of the algorithms. We need new languages in
which we can implement these algorithms. And we need languages that have been
designed to be evolvable, rather than high-level programming languages which were
designed to be the opposite (compact and efficient). In my biological model, I sug-
gest that biology implements its algorithms in the evolvable language of chemical
networks. I explain that artificial chemistries are a computational analogue of this,
and could be one example of the evolvable language we need.
2.6.2.3 Ignoring the biological model
The algorithms above are ways of putting meta-evolution into the computational
model, rather than the biological model. They consider a part of the computational
model and ask:
What can we add to the computational model, in order that we need not
design this part explicitly?
A different way of approaching the problem would be to ask:
How can we change the biological model, to prevent this part appearing
explicitly in the computational model?
An example of successfully applying the second method is evolving the popula-
tion size of a novelty-generation algorithm. This method was used in an Artificial
Immune System called RLAIS (Resource Limited Artificial Immune System) [98],
which is functionally identical to an evolutionary algorithm, just using different
biological analogies. Biological systems do not explicitly maintain a fixed popula-
tion size, as many evolutionary algorithms do. Rather, the appearance of stable
population sizes in biology is a consequence of the environment containing limited
resources. In RLAIS, there is a population of organisms but no fixed population
size. The population size increases as the organisms reproduce, but the organisms
must gather enough resource or be killed. Since the amount of resource is limited,
the population cannot grow unboundedly, but can vary. In the case of RLAIS,
this allows the algorithm to optimise a function while remembering the best local
optima. RLAIS ends up with precisely one organism per local optimum. If the
function has many local optima, then RLAIS can enlarge its population to dis-
cover them all. But if the function has few local optima, then RLAIS can shrink
its population to run more efficiently.
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It could be argued that RLAIS simply re-phrases the problem of choosing a
population size as choosing a resource level, but the two are not the same. The re-
source level is a meta-parameter: one level higher up the tower than the population
size. Choosing a resource level is an easier problem than choosing a population
size, as a given resource level allows many different population sizes, which the
algorithm is free to choose between. Also, the idea of resources allows further
metaphors, such as providing more resources in certain areas of the search space.
These types of metaphor are not possible (or at least not intuitive) when working
in terms of population sizes.
We want to design biologically-inspired versions of meta-evolution that can be
built upon in a principled way. To do this, we can modify the biological model
of novelty-generation algorithms. Instead of staring at a computational model
and wondering how to evolve parts of it, we can look to biology and wonder how
biological systems allow their evolutionary algorithms to vary. The next section
describes how I see biology doing meta-evolution, and the following section turns
this into a new computational model.
2.6.3 A biological model of meta-evolution
In evolutionary algorithms, there is a clear distinction between the organisms being
evolved and the algorithm that is evolving them. This distinction comes from an
(incorrect) view of biological evolution as a tool for producing fit organisms. This
trap is easy to fall into, especially for someone looking for a tool to solve their
application problem. However, the biological reality is that the ‘algorithm’ of
evolution cannot be separated from the organisms it is evolving. The biological
‘evolutionary algorithm’ is an emergent property of organisms living, reproducing
and dying in an environment.
Looking at biology, there is no analogue of computer programs that implement
evolution, let alone programs written in a brittle high-level language. Evolution
is an emergent property of a system of interacting parts (organisms in an envi-
ronment). When evolution changes individual parts of the system (via natural
selection), it changes the system as a whole. This in turn changes the emergent
properties of the system, one of which is evolution. Figure 2.13 shows this pro-
cess. When viewed as an emergent property, it is difficult to see how evolution can
change the organisms of a system and not change its own ‘algorithm’.
The reason biology is able to achieve this is that the different parts comprising
biology (organisms, reproduction, death, etc.) are not separate, isolated units,
like functions in a computer program. They are all ‘implemented in’ the same
language: that of chemistry. Biology can be thought of as an emergent property of
chemistry, and evolution can be thought of as an emergent property of biology. So
when evolution selects biological organisms, it is actually selecting collections of
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Figure 2.13: Organisms create evolution, as well as the other way around. If
evolution is an emergent property of a system of organisms, then evolution acting
on those organisms cannot help but change itself.
chemicals. Since the whole of biology emerges from these chemicals, selection has
the power to change what types of biology are seen. Since evolution emerges from
biology, selection also has the power to change what types of evolution are seen.
It is this closure of the loop that gives evolution the power of meta-evolution:
implementing the processes that lead to evolution in the same language as the
organisms that are being evolved. This makes evolution an emergent property of
the organisms that are being evolved, rather than a hardcoded, external algorithm.
The idea of meta-evolution naturally leads back to the origin of life: if evolution
is continually evolving its ‘algorithm’, and it can be assumed that it always has
been evolving this ‘algorithm’, then what ‘algorithm’ did it start with? There
are debates raging among biologists about what came first — evolution, or the
life-forms being evolved [67, chapter 2].
2.6.4 New computational models
In general, the field of meta-evolution is very broad. The idea of evolving an evolu-
tionary algorithm can potentially encompass many different computational models.
But, to date, no-one has managed to produce a landmark example of a success-
ful, useful and widely applicable computational model of meta-evolution from this
vast space of possibilities. Our approach to this problem is to use inspiration from
biology to help guide our search through this space. The biological model de-
scribed above specifies a sub-space of possible computational models. Rather than
thinking about the general task of evolving an evolutionary algorithm, we are now
thinking about the more specific task of making evolution an emergent property of
organisms interacting in an environment. Perhaps focusing on this specific version
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of meta-evolution might help the design of computational models and algorithms.
Hierarchical meta-evolution (section 2.6.1.2) does not fit with this biological
model. Evolutionary Strategies’ method of evolving parameters (section 2.6.1.1),
and Kantschik’s method of evolving crossover functions (section 2.6.1.3) do fit,
but are very simple examples of emergent evolutionary algorithms. Most of the
evolutionary algorithm is still hardcoded and not evolved. Only a small part is
allowed to evolve (the mutation rate or the labelling of tree nodes for crossover),
and this part is not an emergent property that evolves because its organisms evolve:
it is explicitly implemented and explicitly evolved by the hardcoded evolutionary
algorithm.
Banzhaf et. al. present a manifesto [8] in which they talk about the need to
enrich the biological models of evolutionary algorithms, allowing these algorithms
to address more complex problems in both engineering and biology. While this is
not precisely emergent evolution, it is similar. Banzhaf et. al. talk about evolu-
tion in simulated physical and chemical systems giving rise to emergent, complex
phenotypes. They present a research agenda rather than concrete algorithms im-
plementing these ideas. The idea of emergent evolution, and the work presented
in this thesis, can be seen as the start of an exploration of part of this agenda.
Spector et. al. use the term autoconstructive evolution to describe evolutionary
algorithms evolving computer programs that both solve an application problem and
create offspring computer programs [92]. They implement algorithms to test these
ideas, using the Push programming language to create a system called Pushpop.
This is a step towards emergent evolution, because Pushpop takes one part of the
evolutionary algorithm (reproduction) and makes it a consequence of organisms
(Push programs) interacting in an environment (executing in a virtual machine).
But the problem with Pushpop is that it is a modification to the computational
model of Genetic Programming, rather than the biological model. Thus it is difficult
to determine whether Pushpop’s strengths (and weaknesses) originate from its
biological model or from its computational model. This makes it difficult to modify
Pushpop to make more of its evolutionary algorithm emergent. Performing this
modification would require a lot of effort making arbitrary changes to Pushpop’s
computational model, rather than taking inspiration from biology and making
principled changes to its biological model. The abstract idea of autoconstructive
evolution encapsulates one aspect of emergent evolution (organisms constructing
their own offspring), but it does not go as far as making the entire evolutionary
algorithm emergent. And unfortunately, the Pushpop implementation of this idea
suffers from the problem of ignoring the biological model.
We can look at the progression of novelty-generation algorithms from early
evolutionary algorithms, through co-evolution and evo-devo to artificial life (sum-
marised in section 2.4.3) and see this as movement in the direction of emergent evo-
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lution. In this story, we see the fitness function change, becoming more evolvable,
until finally (in artificial life) it is an emergent property of a system of interacting
organisms. Unfortunately, the fitness function is the only part the evolutionary al-
gorithm that has gone through these transitions and become an emergent property.
In the next section, I describe a system from the literature that evolves the problem
representation of an evolutionary algorithm. It does not go all the way and make
the problem representation an emergent property; it implements a system that
changes the (explicit) problem representation. In terms of the fitness function’s
story, this system is the equivalent of co-evolution of the problem representation
and the organisms.
Finally, I describe my computational model of emergent evolution, and sum-
marise the different types of meta-evolution.
2.6.4.1 A meta-process changing an optimisation algorithm
The most general way of changing an evolutionary algorithm as it runs is to have
a meta-algorithm monitoring the state of the evolutionary algorithm and making
changes to the evolutionary algorithm based on its observations. This section
describes such a system by Watson et. al. [102]. It is a simple neural-network-like
optimisation algorithm (simpler than an evolutionary algorithm) that has a meta-
process applied to it, to increase its ability to perform its optimisation task. I
describe this system in detail because it is the closest approximation to emergent
evolution that I have found in the literature.
The system The organisms in this system are very simple. They are agents that
can choose between two different strategies, designated +1 and −1. We use the
notation Si to refer to the strategy chosen by organism i. The optimisation problem
is represented as a set of constraints between pairs of agents, saying whether these
agents benefit from choosing the same strategy or from choosing opposite strategies
(and by how much). This is a matrix of floating point numbers, ω, where ωi,jSiSj
is a number that is positive if organisms i and j have chosen strategies that satisfy
the constraint between them, and negative if they have not (and zero if there is no
constraint between them). This connects the organisms together in a topology. The
goal of each organism is to maximise its local utility. The local utility of organism
i is the extent to which it satisfies all of its constraints with other organisms (j):
ui =
N∑
j
ωi,jSiSj. (2.7)
Each organism selfishly changes its strategy to maximise its local utility. The global
optimisation problem is to choose a combination of strategies for the organisms,
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to maximise the global utility, which is how well all of the organisms satisfy all of
their constraints:
U =
N∑
i
ui =
N∑
i
N∑
j
ωi,jSiSj. (2.8)
When one organism changes its strategy to increase its local utility, the other
organisms can change their strategies in response, setting off a chain-reaction of
organisms changing their strategies. The system will settle to a point-attractor if
the weights are symmetric [102] (it might be chaotic or cyclic otherwise), so this
algorithm only uses symmetric weights.
When running this system, the organisms all change their strategies to selfishly
optimise their local utilities, until they settle down to a point attractor where
no organism wants to change its strategy. In an ideal world, this attractor of
the system would be the global optimum solution to the optimisation problem.
But, as might be expected, this algorithm often does not find the global optimum.
When there are local optima in the search space, this algorithm can get stuck in a
local optimum rather than finding the global. And compared to other optimisation
algorithms, this one performs very badly. But this is intentional. The optimisation
proceeds poorly because the problem representation (the weights ω) creates a space
that is difficult to search through. A meta-process is added to this system to allow
the system to change this representation and make the optimisation problem easier
to solve.
The meta-process The local utility of an organism (equation 2.7) depends on
the organism’s strategy (Si), the strategies of the organisms it is connected to (Sj),
and the constraints it shares with the other organisms (ωi,j). Rather than just
allowing organisms to change their strategy (Si), the meta-process allows agents
to maximise their local utility by changing their constraints (ωi,j) as well.
At first glance, this may seem a nonsensical way to go about optimising a
problem, because allowing the organisms to change their constraints is allowing
them to change the problem they are solving. So they will surely just change the
difficult optimisation problem into an easy problem that bears no relation to the
original problem, and trivially solve this easy problem. But the system is set up to
prevent this happening. Using a hardcoded, external algorithm, the original system
is run (without the meta-process) for a time, until it has probably converged to a
local optimum. Then one iteration of the meta-process is applied: the organisms
change their weights by a small amount. The strategies of each organism are then
randomised, and the original system is run again (and this process repeated).
This interleaving of the original system and the meta process (at the appropriate
timescale) implements a form of Hebbian learning [102], where the system changes
the problem it is solving, enlarging the basins of attraction of the local optima it has
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Figure 2.14: The meta-process changes the problem representation, making the
optimisation problem easier to solve. This image is figure 3 from [102].
visited. Figure 2.14 shows this process. When used on appropriate problems [102],
this allows the algorithm to generalise, enlarging the basin of attraction of the
unseen, global optimum. This makes the global optimum easier to find, thus
making the optimisation problem easier to solve. The use of the meta-process has
allowed the algorithm to transform a difficult problem into an easy problem. And,
under the right conditions, “the easy-to-find solution to the new problem is, in fact,
the hard-to-find solution of the original problem” [102].
Problem representations The meta-process changes the problem that the sys-
tem is optimising, but it does not change the location of the global optimum. So,
if we define our problem to be finding the global optimum, then the meta-process
does not change the problem: it just changes the problem representation. It changes
the space through which we are searching for a solution to the problem. This is
analogous to using a traditional Genetic Algorithm to minimise the function x2, but
choosing a fitness function of x4 to make the algorithm converge faster. However,
in the case of the algorithm described here, this choice does not need to be hard-
coded by the algorithm designer. As the meta-process is running, the algorithm
chooses for itself the best problem representation.
In terms of meta-evolution, the problem representation is usually part of the
algorithm implementing evolution. This system re-phrases the problem represen-
tation, implementing it as part of the organisms that are evolving. It changes a
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system of simple agents (selfishly choosing strategies) and a fixed problem represen-
tation (matrix of weights) into a different system with more complex agents (able
to selfishly change their weights) and an evolving problem representation. Note
that there is still the meta-problem-representation, which is the means by which
the problem representation is changed (selfish changes to a matrix of weights, on a
certain timescale). This system does not make the entire problem representation
an emergent property, but is a step in this direction.
This system is one specific example of making a part of the evolutionary algo-
rithm emergent. We require a general framework that we can apply to any and all
parts of the evolutionary algorithm.
2.6.4.2 My computational model: Emergent evolution
The biological model described above (section 2.6.3) tells us that rather than im-
plementing evolution explicitly, our meta-evolution algorithm should implement a
collection of organisms interacting in an environment, in such a way that evolution
can emerge as a property of this system.
Artificial life (section 2.4) provides a starting-point for this. Artificial life can
be seen as an extension of the novelty-generation capabilities of evolutionary al-
gorithms, that implements the fitness function as an emergent property. We can
take this further, also implementing the other parts of evolutionary algorithms
as emergent properties. Automata systems (section 2.4.2.1) are a step down this
road. They implement organisms that can reproduce themselves, and evolve their
reproduction algorithms, rather than having an external, hardcoded reproduction
function. But the problem with automata systems is that they use brittle com-
puter programming languages to define their individuals, so the evolvability of
the individuals is limited. Template addressing is one example of a reduction in
the brittleness of automata systems, which dramatically increased their novelty-
generation capabilities. So we should look to reduce this brittleness further by
using more evolvable, more biological programming languages.
Artificial chemistries (section 2.4.2.2) are an example of evolvable program-
ming languages that have a relevance to biology. But the problem with artificial
chemistries is that they are difficult to program in. The same properties that make
them attractive for implementing emergent evolution, also make them difficult to
program reliably and slow to execute (e.g. redundancy in their component parts,
softness (not brittle), and emergent properties). However, artificial chemistries are
the only programming languages (that I have been able to find) that satisfy all of
the requirements (described above) for a language in which to implement emergent
evolution.
When designing an emergent evolution algorithm, the effort of the algorithm
designer shifts from working out which evolutionary algorithm is best to use, to
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working out which artificial chemistry is best to implement the organisms, so that
evolution can evolve itself most easily. This shows that if we want to make progress
with emergent evolution, we need to understand how artificial chemistries work,
and make progress designing artificial chemistries that are suited to emergent evo-
lution. We need an artificial chemistry that can:
1. Implement organisms capable of solving an application problem (which might
be just survival).
2. Implement the component parts of evolution: reproduction of the organisms,
competition for resources, and death of organisms that fail to perform.
3. Encode the above things within the genomes of the organisms, so that they
can be evolved by evolution.
4. Do all of the above in an evolvable, non-brittle way, so that evolution will be
able to move successfully through the space of organisms and evolutionary
algorithms.
The task of implementing an emergent evolution algorithm is clearly an im-
mense challenge, that no-one has yet managed to achieve. And I do not manage
it in this thesis. In the remainder of the thesis, I define embodiment and artificial
chemistries in a way that is useful for emergent evolution, and I show how biolog-
ical systems are embodied in physical-world chemistry. I then design an artificial
chemistry that can implement the reproduction part of an evolutionary algorithm,
using a non-brittle reproduction method that can evolve.
2.6.5 Different types of meta-evolution
In summary, I have identified four different categories of meta-evolutionary algo-
rithm:
1. An evolutionary algorithm that has evolutionary algorithms as its individuals
(section 2.6.1.2).
2. An evolutionary algorithm that is changed by an external process as it runs
(section 2.6.4.1).
3. An evolutionary algorithm that changes itself as it runs, using an explicitly-
implemented function that changes itself (sections 2.6.1.1 and 2.6.1.3).
4. An evolutionary algorithm that changes itself as it runs, because the algo-
rithm is an emergent property of the system it is evolving (sections 2.6.3 and
2.6.4.2: emergent evolution).
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Having an evolutionary algorithm evolve a population of evolutionary algo-
rithms introduces massive computational overhead. This is why these algorithms
are only able to optimise a small number of numerical parameters. The tower of
meta-levels is not seen in these algorithms, because using more than one meta-level
would make the computational requirements completely intractable.
In order to change large-scale properties of an evolutionary algorithm, such as
the evolutionary operators or the problem representation, evolving a population of
algorithms is not feasible. We need a single algorithm that changes as it runs. If
this algorithm is changed by an external process (such as Hebbian learning), then
the tower of meta-levels is seen. Each level must be explicitly designed, and there
is the question of which type of external process to use on each level.
The biological solution is to have a single algorithm that changes itself as it
runs. This can be achieved in the computational model by programming in explicit
functions to change the algorithm (Evolutionary Strategies evolving mutation rates,
and Kantschik et al. evolving crossover functions). But this again runs into the
tower of meta-levels, and has the problem of brittle programming languages.
Meta-evolution can be achieved by changing the biological model and making
the evolutionary algorithm an emergent property of the system of evolving organ-
isms. This does not completely remove the tower of meta-levels, but it makes the
tower implicit rather than explicit. The tower still exists, but the algorithm can
now choose the tower’s height itself. Also, different parts of the algorithm can
evolve different towers of different heights. And different levels of the tower(s) can
interact with each other, as they do in biology. Emergent evolution still faces the
issue of brittle programming languages, but it forces this problem to be solved,
rather than hiding it away as a difficult design decision. Current, brittle, com-
puter programming languages are incapable of implementing emergent evolution.
Thus, to make a start on emergent evolution, we must first design a programming
language that is soft and biological (fulfilling the requirements of section 2.6.4.2).
In this way, we know that if we manage to implement emergent evolution, we will
have solved the problem of brittle programming languages (and can move on to
the next problem of evolvable programming languages).
The theoretical idea underlying emergent evolution is:
By implementing a process (evolution) in terms of a suitable (evolvable)
lower-level environment (artificial chemistry), we gain a benefit (meta-
evolution).
This idea is not new: it is generally called embodiment, and tends to refer to
implementing processes in the environment of the physical world. An example
of this is building physical robots rather than running simulations of them. But
processes can also be embodied in virtual worlds. The next chapter describes
embodiment, and explains how it relates to emergent evolution.
Chapter 3
Embodiment
This chapter describes the abstract concept of embodiment, which is the theoretical
principle underlying embodied evolution. The purpose of this chapter is to set out
the theoretical framework and terminology that we make use of throughout the
remainder of the thesis.
The following chapter gives physical-world examples of how biological systems
make use of embodiment to achieve meta-evolution. In later chapters, we use the
ideas of embodiment and the examples from biology to build a detailed computa-
tional model of emergent evolution, and implement an instance of this model as a
novel artificial chemistry.
3.1 Why do we want embodiment?
Our aim is to improve novelty-generation algorithms by making their biological
models richer. But this opens up huge design problems of precisely how to make
the biological models richer, and how much biology to include. At one extreme, we
do not want to copy the whole of biology within a computer. Even if we were able
to do this, we would just end up with another copy of biology, that would be as
difficult to understand and use as physical-world biology. Some computer scientists
believe that such a model would be useful [40], but in any case, it would be very
difficult to achieve, and so looking at alternative approaches seems sensible.
The benefit of making a model of biology within a computer (whether to under-
stand the underlying biology, or to exploit its properties computationally) is that
the model can be made at a certain level of abstraction. We can simplify some of
the biology to make the system easier to understand/control/program (whatever
our aim is). This lets us separate out one property of biology (such as, for exam-
ple, evolvability, robustness or novelty generation) from the multitude of properties
that biology possesses. Biological systems contain many evolutionary artefacts and
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frozen accidents [21] that are consequences of these systems having to survive and
evolve in the physical world. By making models of biological systems, we can tease
out which biological processes are necessary and sufficient to give the properties
we want computationally, and which are consequences of biological systems having
to survive in the physical world.
When choosing a level of abstraction at which to model, we face a problem.
We know that biological systems display many different properties that we want to
emulate within a computer program. And we know that biological systems are very
complicated, containing many mechanisms that work together to give rise to the
biological system as a whole, and copying them on their lowest level of abstraction
is not feasible. But we do not know which (combinations of) low-level mechanisms
give rise to which high-level properties. We do not know precisely how to change
the biological model of a system to endow it with a given high-level property. In
other words, we do not know how to engineer emergence.
The idea of embodiment provides us with a framework for deciding how to
change biological models. It does not solve the problem of engineering emergence,
but it gives us a set of different ways in which we can modify a given biological
model and carry these changes through to the computational model. By having
a language in which we can talk about changes to biological models, we obtain a
clear way to analyse and compare different novelty-generation algorithms.
3.2 What is embodiment?
The word embodiment is used in the robotics community to refer to physical robots
interacting with the physical world, in contrast to simulated robots interacting with
a simulated model of the world. The physical world is always more complicated and
heterogeneous than a simulated model. So running robots in the physical world
gives them a rich environment to exist in, which has many benefits for robotics
research [14]. While robotics is an example of embodiment (and an example of
how useful embodiment can be), the general concept of embodiment extends to
more than building robots [82] [93]: systems can be embodied within virtual envi-
ronments as well as within physical ones.
The purpose of embodiment is the idea that by interacting closely with an
environment, a system can more easily perform complex behaviours by using its
environment as a source of complexity and computation. So a simple system
interacting with a complex environment can perform complex behaviours.
In the robotics case this involves running physical robots in the physical world,
to gain the advantage of not having to simulate the richness of the physical world.
Simple robots can use the world as its own model [14] in order to perform behaviours
that human observers consider to be complex and useful.
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Figure 3.1: Quick’s definition of embodiment considers two dynamical systems
with the ability to perturb each other: the system being designed, X, and the
environment it is embodied within, E.
With meta-evolution the situation looks slightly different, but the same under-
lying principles apply. For biological evolution, the environment is the constantly-
changing, unpredictable nature of the physical world. This causes biological organ-
isms to vary in their behaviour: rather than being rigid mechanisms that operate
in precisely the same way all the time, they are soft mechanisms with behaviours
that can be modified by the environment. This modification is not a problem: in
fact, it is necessary for the existence of life! Constant modification of biological
mechanisms is the source of novelty that causes mutations and drives evolution.
But a given environment does not modify all the different biological mechanisms
uniformly, in the same way and at the same time. Different parts of biology are
affected in different ways by different environments. Evolution exploits this, by
changing biological mechanisms to change the effect that the environment has on
them. An example of this is given in the next section.
3.2.1 Previous definition: system and environment
The general definition of embodiment talks about a system being embodied in an
environment. Quick defines embodiment in terms of dynamical systems [82]. He
talks about a system, X, such as a robot or a biological organism, being embodied
within an environment, E, such as the physical world. This allows him to give a
formal definition of embodiment [82]:
A system X is embodied in an environment E if perturbatory channels
exist between the two. That is, X is embodied in E if for every time t at
which both X and E exist, some subset of E’s possible states have the
capacity to perturb X’s state, and some subset of X’s possible states
have the capacity to perturb E’s state.
This is shown schematically in figure 3.1.
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Now that we have a definition of embodiment where the environment is a gen-
eral dynamical system, E, rather than the physical world (which is a particular
example of a dynamical system), we have removed the reliance on the physical
world. We can imagine systems embodied within dynamical systems that are not
the physical world. In particular, we can imagine systems being embodied within
virtual environments.
Embodying systems in environments other than the physical world raises the
question of: given a system, X, and an environment, E, is the embodiment useful?
We know that biological systems benefit from being embodied within the physical
world, but that does not mean that an arbitrary system will benefit from being
embodied within an arbitrary environment. Quick gives three ways of quantifying
the degree of embodiment between a system and an environment [82]: (1) the size
of the structural state spaces of X and E; (2) the structural plasticity of X and E;
(3) the bandwidth of perturbatory channels between X and E. And Stepney gives
nine design principles to help people create embodied systems [93].
An example of embodiment in biology is the process of copying the genome of
an organism (which is described in detail in section 4.2). The genome is encoded
on a chemical called DNA, which is copied by another chemical called DNA poly-
merase. Errors in the copying process happen because of its embodiment within
the physical world. The DNA polymerase chemical does not always produce a
perfect copy of the DNA. This is because of thermal noise, mutagenic chemicals
and radiation in the environment. There is a system, X, comprising the DNA
and DNA polymerase, that is embodied within the environment, E, of chemistry
within the cell. This is a copying system, which in principle copies perfectly, but
because it is embodied within this environment, it copies imperfectly. Thus em-
bodiment provides the perfect copying system with mutations, that are the source
of the variation necessary for evolution. So biology’s embodiment of its copying
process allows evolution to happen. Further to this, different versions of DNA
polymerase can evolve, that are more or less susceptible to thermal noise. And
different versions of DNA can evolve, that are more or less susceptible to radia-
tion and mutagenic chemicals. The copying system can evolve the degree to which
its environment is able to cause mutations. In other words, biology can evolve
its own mutation function. So biology’s embodiment of its copying process allows
meta-evolution to happen.
3.2.2 Problem: Biology is not crisp
The above definition makes a crisp distinction between a system, X, and its envi-
ronment, E. While this may be an appropriate stance to take when thinking about
engineered systems such as robots, it is not as useful for thinking about biological
systems. With the robot case, there is a clear system X: a robot that has been built
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(a) Genome copying in
most biological organ-
isms
(b) Genome copying in RNA viruses
Figure 3.2: Biology has different systems that perform the same function, for
example copying the genome of an organism.
by an engineer, and a clear environment E: the arena in which the robot is to act.
But drawing crisp boxes around biological systems is not always straightforward
or useful.
For example, consider the genome-copying case above. Most biological organ-
isms encode their genome on DNA, and copy their DNA in the manner described
above, but there are exceptions to this rule. Figure 3.2 shows one example of
this. RNA viruses (described in detail in section 4.4.2) carry their information in
chemicals of RNA, rather than DNA. RNA cannot be copied directly by a DNA
polymerase chemical. These viruses encode a reverse transcriptase chemical that
turns their RNA into DNA, which is copied by DNA polymerase, before being
turned back into RNA by an RNA polymerase chemical.
The same abstract process is happening (copying an organism’s genome), in
the same environment, E, (chemistry within a cell). But two different systems,
X, are implementing the process (one composed of DNA and DNA polymerase;
the other composed of RNA, reverse transcriptase, DNA, DNA polymerase, and
RNA polymerase). To further complicate matters, the RNA virus encodes (on
its genome) the reverse transcriptase chemical, but not DNA polymerase or RNA
polymerase. It usurps these from the host cell in which it replicates. So in drawing
a box around the RNA virus replication system, X, we have to include some parts of
the RNA virus, and some parts of the DNA replication system of another biological
organism. To even further complicate matters, there exist DNA viruses that encode
some of their replication system but also usurp some from a host cell. And there
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are satellite viruses that require their host cell to be infected by a second, helper,
virus before they can be copied. So, in biology, there are many different versions
of a genome-copying system, X.
With all these different genome-copying systems, we can talk about the embodi-
ment of copying by one system, and we can (separately) talk about the embodiment
of copying by another system. But it is difficult to talk about the biological em-
bodiment of copying in general, because copying is not implemented by just one
system. This is because copying in biology is an abstract concept, rather than a
concrete system. This situation is different from robot-building, where there is a
concrete system, X, (the robot being built), that is separable from its environment,
E, (the parts of the physical world that the robot engineers didn’t build). When
looking at biological systems, every box that humans want to draw around a part
of biology, is really an abstract concept. While it is compelling (and necessary for
the sanity of people trying to understand biology) to talk about sub-sets of biology
as systems, it must be remembered that biological systems are not the same type
of thing as engineered systems. Biological systems are actually abstract concepts.
They are phenomena that can be observed to happen, and can be explained by
processes occurring on a lower level (i.e. chemistry and physics). But the processes
used to explain a biological phenomenon are not the same thing as the phenomenon
itself. The same phenomenon may also be caused by a different set of processes,
that may or may not overlap with the original processes.
3.2.3 My view: phenomena, mechanisms and worlds
Rather than splitting embodiment into a system and an environment, it may be
more useful (from a biological point of view) to split embodiment into a phe-
nomenon, some mechanisms and a world, as illustrated in figure 3.3. The phe-
nomenon is an abstract concept, such as copying. This abstract phenomenon is
embodied within a world if there exist some mechanisms within the world that
enable the phenomenon to happen. A collection of mechanisms could be called
a system (from Quick’s definition), if this makes sense to the particular problem
being investigated. But different collections of mechanisms (different systems) can
give rise to the same phenomenon.
This version of embodiment is a special case of Quick’s definition above. Rather
than having a separate system and environment that can perturb each other, this
definition of embodiment sees the system implemented as part of the environment.
There is a single world, which comprises both Quick’s environment and system.
When observing this world, we identify sub-systems (mechanisms) that we find
interesting, because their behaviour gives rise to an abstract phenomenon of the
system. We can say that the abstract phenomenon is embodied within the world,
via the mechanisms. And if the world contains some rich dynamics that are not part
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Figure 3.3: My definition of embodiment: Producing an abstract phenomenon by
implementing mechanisms in a world. The world is the only thing that exists
objectively. Mechanisms are sub-sets of the world, and the phenomenon is an
abstract property that we can observe of the system.
Figure 3.4: Different combinations of mechanisms can embody the same phe-
nomenon within the same world. Some of these mechanisms have overlapping
components in the world.
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Figure 3.5: Emergent properties, such as evolution, can be viewed as phenomena
embodied in a world by a collection of mechanisms.
of the mechanisms, then they can influence the mechanisms in the same way that
Quick’s environment influences his system. The benefit of this definition is that
we can easily talk about the same phenomenon being embodied within the same
world, but via different mechanisms. Or the same phenomenon being embodied
within a different world. Figure 3.4 shows this applied to the genome-copying
example described above. The phenomenon of genome-copying can be embodied
within the world of chemistry by two different mechanisms.
Describing embodiment in terms of phenomena, mechanisms and worlds en-
ables many different types of phenomenon to be considered. As well as clearly-
defined phenomena, such as robots, that fit into Quick’s definition, we can also
consider more abstract concepts such as copying. In addition, we can think about
the embodiment of phenomena that are impossible to describe as systems, such
as emergent properties. For example, figure 3.5 shows how we can consider the
emergent property of evolution to be embodied within the world of ecology via the
mechanisms of: reproduction with variation, death, and competition for resources.
When considering the embodiment of very-high-level concepts such as evolution,
we can see that embodiment is a hierarchical process, as shown in figure 3.6. We
can think of evolution as the phenomenon and reproduction with variation as one
of the mechanisms that embodies evolution within the biological world. But then
we can consider reproduction with variation to be an abstract phenomenon. We
can talk about genome-copying and cell division as some mechanisms by which
reproduction with variation is embodied within the bio-chemical world. And we
have already seen genome-copying expressed as a phenomenon, embodied within
the chemical world.
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Figure 3.6: Embodiment can be a hierarchical process, with the mechanisms on
one level being the phenomena on a lower level, embodied in a lower-level world.
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The mechanisms of one level are the (emergent) phenomena of the level below.
And each time we move down a level of embodiment, the world becomes more
detailed. This highlights the fact that for any given phenomenon, there isn’t just
one world in which it is embodied. There are multiple worlds, at different levels of
detail. A world in this sense is just a level of abstraction. In terms of the physical
world, going down through different levels of embodiment gives us more and more
information about how biological/chemical/physical processes happen. Physicists
have not yet determined whether the physical world has a lowest-level description
or not.
In terms of computer programs, there always has to be a lowest-level world.
This is the world that is implemented by the computer programmer. It could
be argued that programming languages are compiled to machine code, which is
a language for controlling electrons in the physical world. But this all happens
automatically, and is not under the control of the algorithm designer. We can use
embodiment as a design tool, if we consider the implemented computer program
to be a lowest-level world. The properties of this world determine the types of
mechanism that can be implemented in it, and hence the types of phenomenon
that can emerge from the computer program. Therefore, the correct design of this
world is crucial for the emergent properties of the program. In order to imple-
ment emergent evolution, we need to have the mechanisms of evolution embodied
within a novelty-generation algorithm. This will allow the algorithm to change the
mechanisms of evolution, and hence achieve meta-evolution.
3.2.4 A measurement of novelty-generation
We are trying to design novelty-generation algorithms. That is, algorithms that can
generate novel structures and behaviours. And we also want algorithms that can
generate novel ways of generating novel structures and behaviours. Embodiment
provides a way of measuring the extent to which an algorithm achieves this. I do
not have a formal definition that gives a numerical measure of novelty-generation.
I am not sure if this is possible, or even a sensible way to assess novelty-generation
algorithms. I provide an informal measure of novelty-generation, and a framework
for arguing that one novelty-generation algorithm is more able to generate novelty
than another.
Thinking of embodiment as a hierarchical process, figure 3.6 shows how to as-
sess the novelty-generation capability of an algorithm, or compare two algorithms.
All novelty-generation algorithms can be viewed as attempting to embody the phe-
nomenon of evolution (whether this was the intention of the algorithm designers
or not). So any novelty-generation algorithm can be represented by a diagram
similar to figure 3.6, with evolution at the top, and the different mechanisms im-
plemented by the algorithm below. Any mechanism that is implemented in a
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computer programming language and not able to evolve, is symbolised by an el-
lipse. Any mechanism that is embodied is symbolised by a cloud, and has a tree
below it showing the mechanisms that embody it.
With a few caveats, one algorithm is more able to generate novelty than an-
other if its diagram contains more clouds, i.e. its algorithm contains more embodied
mechanisms. This is because the embodied mechanisms (clouds) are the parts of
the algorithm that can evolve. This assessment must also take into account the im-
portance of each embodied mechanism, since different mechanisms may contribute
in different amounts to the running of the algorithm. Also, having more worlds
(with ellipses in) is not necessarily a good thing. Two mechanisms can only interact
with each other if they exist in the same world, and it is the interaction of mecha-
nisms that embodies phenomena. So the greater the extent to which mechanisms
are separated by existing in different worlds, the fewer phenomena can be embodied
within the algorithm. Figure 3.7 shows an example of how these diagrams can be
used to compare the embodiment structure of traditional Evolutionary Algorithms
(figure 3.7(a)) with that of the Tierra Artificial Life system (figure 3.7(b)).
We know that traditional Evolutionary Algorithms are poor at generating nov-
elty (section 2.3.1), and we can see this reflected in the diagram. The different
stages of the Evolutionary Algorithm (selection, copying, mutation, crossover) hap-
pen in separate worlds, and are not able to interact with each other. The fitness
function and selection algorithm can interact in a very primitive way, because the
granularity of the fitness values influences how discriminating the selection algo-
rithm can be. The novelty generated by the mutation function cannot go into the
evolutionary algorithm, because this algorithm is partitioned into separate worlds.
In contrast, the Tierra system is able to generate a limited amount of novelty
(section 2.4.2.1). Tierra is able to generate novel types of reproduction (para-
sites), because its reproduction with variation mechanism is embodied, in contrast
to that of Evolutionary Algorithms. Reproduction with variation in Evolutionary
Algorithms is implemented as a collection of different primitives in separate worlds
(perfect copying, mutation, crossover). But in Tierra it is implemented by a (muta-
tion process combined with a) collection of running computer programs, which are
mechanisms existing in a world containing a CPU and many instructions residing
in memory locations. Because of the level of indirection between the phenomenon
and its implementation, the process of reproduction with variation can itself vary.
The computer programs implementing the reproduction can change, giving rise to
different methods of reproduction.
An ideal novelty-generation algorithm is shown schematically in figure 3.8. This
algorithm contains only clouds in its first layer, showing that it embodies many
different phenomena, that can all evolve. Below these clouds there is a single world
containing all the ellipses. This means that all the mechanisms can interact with
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(a) Embodiment structure of traditional Evolutionary Algorithms
(b) Embodiment structure of the Tierra Artificial Life system
Figure 3.7: The Tierra system shows more embodiment than traditional Evolu-
tionary Algorithms.
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Figure 3.8: An ideal embodied algorithm has only one implemented world, from
which an interesting collection of mechanisms and phenomena emerge.
each other, to embody the evolving phenomena. The lowest-level world (below the
level of the mechanisms we are interested in) is likewise one single world, contain-
ing all the parts of the algorithm that are explicitly implemented by a computer
programmer. This is an ideal and may never be realised in practice. It is useful
to keep in mind and work towards, while realising that actual implementations of
novelty-generation algorithms may well contain multiple worlds on different levels,
thus embodying different phenomena to different degrees.
One issue with embodying many different phenomena within the same world
is that this moves the implementation further down the tree. This means that
the resulting computer program will take longer to run, because it is creating a
complex world on a lower level of detail. This is the central tradeoff with embodied
systems: trading off the degree of embodiment against the run-time of the resulting
program.
3.3 Designing embodiment
In order to obtain the benefits of embodiment within a computer program, there
are four things we need:
1. Some phenomena that we want our computer program to display (such as
evolution, robustness, complexity, novelty generation, etc. . . ). This is the
objective of the computer program.
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2. Some mechanisms that we believe give rise to the phenomena (such as re-
production with variation, death, and competition for resources). This is the
biological model underlying the program.
3. A virtual world in which we can build the mechanisms out of simpler parts
(such as an artificial chemistry). This is the computational model.
4. A traditional computer programming language. This is used to implement
the virtual world, so we can run instances of the world on currently-available
computer hardware.
For novelty-generation algorithms, we want the program to display the phe-
nomenon of novelty generation. We are trying to achieve this by embodying the
phenomenon of evolution. Our biological model is the sub-set of chemistry that
gives rise to evolution as an emergent property, as explained in section 2.6.3. Ar-
tificial Chemistries provide a framework for describing the types of virtual world
we are interested in.
3.3.1 Nested programming languages
These four requirements give us three programming languages, nested within each
other, as shown in figure 3.9. We use a traditional programming language (e.g.
Python, Java, C++) to implement a virtual world. This implementation language
is an arbitrary choice that does not matter from an embodiment viewpoint. The
virtual world can be thought of as a programming language in its own right (e.g. as
an Artificial Chemistry). Using this world language, we implement the mechanisms
of our biological model (e.g. self-replicating chemicals). A collection of mechanisms
can also be thought of as a programming language, on a higher level of abstrac-
tion than the world language. Using this mechanism language, we implement the
phenomena that we are interested in (e.g. reproduction with variation), possibly
as emergent properties.
The primitives of the world language are basic building blocks, and all the
properties that we want our mechanisms (or systems, in Quick’s terminology) to
gain for free from their environment (such as stochasticity, conservation laws, etc.).
These properties are not free in terms of the system as a whole, because they must
be calculated by the underlying implementation language, but they appear free
from the viewpoint of the mechanisms because they are primitives in the world
language.
The primitives of the mechanism language are ways of combining together the
basic building blocks of the world language. The mechanism language builds struc-
tures in the world, and uses the ‘free’ properties provided by the world to help
these structures act on each other. When the mechanism language runs, different
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Figure 3.9: Embodying a phenomenon within a computer program requires three
programming languages nested within each other. Everything can be thought of
as a consequence of the implementation language, but explicitly noticing the world
language and mechanism language allows us to study the system from the viewpoint
of embodiment.
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Figure 3.10: The interpretations of what constitute phenomena, mechanisms and
worlds can differ wildly between different systems.
mechanisms interact with each other and we observe the phenomena that we are
interested in.
If our phenomena are biological, then we can think of the world language as
physics and the mechanism language as bio-chemistry. Physics provides the basic
building blocks of atoms and electrons, and the ‘free’ properties of mass, charge,
attraction/repulsion, etc. From these building blocks we make bio-chemicals such
as DNA and DNA polymerase, and using the properties we allow the bio-chemicals
to interact with each other. This allows us to implement mechanisms such as DNA
copying. When this mechanism runs, it displays the phenomenon of reproduction
with variation.
Different applications will have different interpretations of what the world lan-
guage and mechanism language correspond to. Figure 3.10 shows examples of this
for three different applications on very different levels: a socio-economic system
on a very high level; a system of self-reproducing chemicals on the biological level;
and a fundamental physics system on a very low level. Also some applications will
be hierarchical, with the world language on one level being implemented in terms
of the phenomena of a lower level. But the same general theory of phenomena,
mechanisms and worlds applies to (each level of) each of these examples.
This nesting of programming languages within each other is not a new thing.
Whatever language it is written in, every computer program implicitly defines its
own programming language [1, p.294]. This is because the purpose of programming
is to build higher-level structures from lower-level components. Most programmers
do not care about the implicit programming languages they are defining: they
just care about building a working program. But in this case, we specifically care
about the programming languages we are defining, because we are matching them
to levels of complexity in biological systems. Our aim is to implement a low-level
description of biology (chemicals and reactions) and have the higher levels emerge.
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3.3.2 Crisp, stochastic and embodied languages
The world language and mechanism language are not like traditional computer
programming languages. The purpose of embodiment is to gain variability from
the environment. From the point of view of the mechanism language, this usually
means that the mechanism does not operate perfectly. As the mechanism is oper-
ating, things go wrong because of the environment being inherently variable. With
the physical world, this is easy to achieve. Everything in the physical world is noisy
and not perfectly predictable. But with virtual worlds, we need to replicate this
variability. The world language needs to contain variability, so that the mechanism
language can implement mechanisms that do not operate perfectly. This section
describes how we can achieve this, and gives some terminology for talking about
computer programs embodied within virtual environments.
3.3.2.1 Crisp languages
In traditional computer programs, operations should happen crisply, without any
errors. For example, if a programmer writes the assignment statement a := b in
their code, they expect the variable a to contain a precise copy of the variable b.
Expecting the copying process to work perfectly is a very reasonable expectation
to make of a computer programming language. The copying process here is treated
as a black-box phenomenon. It does not matter how the programming language
(or the underlying hardware) implements the copy, as long as it happens perfectly.
However, this is not necessarily what we want for novelty-generation algorithms.
When biological life-forms (such as bacteria) clone themselves asexually, the clones
are not exact copies of their parents (see any biology textbook, e.g. [15]). The
biological copy operation does not work perfectly. But this is not a mistake. Biology
would not be improved by a perfect copy operation. Imperfect copying in biology
results in mutations that generate novelty, exploring the space of possible organisms
that could exist and allowing evolution to happen.
The reason biological copying does not happen perfectly is that in biology, copy-
ing is not a black-box phenomenon: it is embodied within the physical world. In
order for a biological organism to be copied, there must be a biological mechanism
existing in the physical world and performing the copy (i.e. the DNA polymerase
chemical). This biological mechanism (or collection of different mechanisms) em-
bodies the phenomenon of copying within the physical world. Embodiment gives
the biological copying process the benefits mentioned above. The variability of the
environment causes errors in the copying process that allow evolution to happen.
Because traditional computer programming languages are crisp and do not vary,
a major task for novelty-generation programmers is replicating this variability in
the world language of an embodied system.
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3.3.2.2 Stochastic languages
Stochasticity is a way of introducing variation into computer programs (or more
generally, any systems). This variation can serve as a substitute for the unpre-
dictability of the physical world. Stochastic programs are crisp programs with
variation introduced via pseudo-random number generators. These do not repre-
sent true randomness, because all computer programs are strict on their lowest
level. (Except ones that use stochastic hardware exploiting thermal noise or ra-
dioactive decay, but these are not yet widely-available.) Pseudo-random number
generators use the mathematical idea of chaos to produce very unpredictable out-
comes that are a good approximation of true randomness.
However, the variability of the physical world is not the same thing as mathe-
matical randomness. The benefits gained by embodiment are more than having a
good random number generator. This is because the randomness of the physical
world has different effects depending on which mechanisms are implemented within
it. For example, if you are drinking a cup of tea or coffee, then there will be ran-
dom variations in the kinetic energy of each atom in the cup. If the energy of one
of these atoms were to suddenly change by a small amount, it would technically
change the temperature of the drink, but the change would be so small that you
would not notice the difference. On the other hand, the same energy variations
happen to the atoms of a bacterium’s DNA as it is replicating. If the energy of (the
appropriate) one of these atoms were to suddenly change by a small amount, then
this could cause a mutation in the bacterium’s DNA that allowed it to bypass your
body’s defences. If this bacterium was living on the biscuit you were dunking into
your drink, then the result of this tiny change could be you getting food poisoning.
This is a very different effect from not noticing a tiny change in the temperature
of a drink, but the cause each time is the same. The same cause was able to have
very different effects because it was a random change to different mechanisms.
3.3.2.3 Embodied languages
Every process is always embodied within some world, but the purpose of embod-
iment is to embody different processes within the same world. Suppose we have
a mechanism that we want to vary. We could write some computer code to im-
plement a stochastic process that varies the mechanism. This external stochastic
process would be embodied in a trivial world, outside the world of the mechanism,
as shown in figure 3.11(a). If we wanted the stochastic process to vary, we would
have to implement a second stochastic process, in a separate trivial world, that
varies the first process. This creates the tower of meta-levels that we have seen
before (section 2.6.2.1). It can be broken by embodying the stochastic process
within the system (figure 3.11(b)).
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(a) An external stochastic process
(b) An embodied stochastic process
Figure 3.11: An external stochastic process can vary a mechanism, but the mech-
anism cannot vary the stochastic process. A higher-level stochastic process is
needed for this. Embodying the stochastic process within the same world as the
mechanism, allows the mechanism to interact with the stochastic process and vary
it.
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For example, a naive way to implement the phenomenon of copying would be
to have an organism in a novelty-generation algorithm run a function called copy,
that makes a perfect copy of the organism, and then stochastically introduces some
errors. (This is how mutation happens in most evolutionary algorithms.) This is
an example of an external stochastic process, because the organism has no control
over the number or types of errors introduced. The organism is embodied in its
world, and the stochastic copying process is embodied in a separate world: a trivial
world that contains only the syntax of the organism that is being copied, and some
virtual dice that can be rolled to make stochastic choices. As it stands, the only way
to modify this external copying process would be to implement another external
process, embodied in another separate world, creating a tower of meta-levels.
A better way to vary the phenomenon of copying would be to embody the
copying phenomenon within the same world as the organisms that are being copied.
Rather than creating a separate (trivial) world in which copying takes place, we
can enrich the world in which the organisms are implemented, so that copying can
take place there. This means implementing stochastic mechanisms that perform
the copying process, within the world of the organisms. Now the organisms can
change their copying process, because it is embodied in the same world as the
organisms. In other words, the world language of the copying process is the same
as the world language of the organisms. Figure 3.11(b) shows this.
3.3.2.4 Where does the randomness go?
In an embodied system, we have three programming languages: the implementation
language, the world language and the mechanism language. The implementation
language must be completely crisp, because this is a traditional programming lan-
guage (ignoring hierarchical systems, although these must have a lowest level that
is crisp). So the choice is whether to put stochasticity into the world language or
the mechanism language.
The stochasticity comes from a pseudo-random number generator that is part
of the implementation language. Therefore, putting stochasticity directly into a
mechanism, forces that mechanism into its own separate world (as in figure 3.11(a)).
This is a very subtle point. The mechanism may be able to interact with other
mechanisms, and may be able to operate in their world for some of its functions.
But as far as its stochasticity is concerned, it is operating in its own world. This
means that the stochastic mechanism may be able to change other mechanisms due
to its stochasticity, but other mechanisms will not be able to affect the stochastic
process (and in particular, it will not be able to alter itself).
Therefore, the best place to put the stochasticity is into the world language.
Figure 3.12 shows the difference between putting the stochasticity into the world
language versus the mechanism language. A major benefit of putting it into the
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(a) Putting the stochasticity into the mechanism
language
(b) Putting the stochasticity into the world lan-
guage
Figure 3.12: Putting the stochasticity into the world language creates a more
embodied and evolvable system.
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world language is that the same source of randomness can be shared by many
different mechanisms. The world language can contain a stochastic property that
many different mechanisms can interact with. For example, the world language
could contain the property of thermal noise. This property would randomly make
changes to parts of the world, depending on their temperature. Because this ran-
domness is a property of the world language, different mechanisms can control the
effect it has on them. For example, if a copying process benefited from having a
low error rate, then it could evolve a way to perform copies while remaining at a
low temperature. Or alternatively, if a malicious mechanism wanted to disrupt the
function of its rival, then it could raise its rival’s temperature, and thus subject its
rival to more thermal noise, and hence more randomness.
Technically, an embodied system does not require any randomness: every lan-
guage could be crisp. But this is effectively just a (probably inefficient) implemen-
tation choice for a traditional, crisp algorithm. Doing this would have value if it
was the first step in an iterative design process, where there was a desire to have
a (working, crisp) world that could be examined to decide which parts to change
to be stochastic or embodied.
3.3.2.5 The spectrum of embodiment
Embodiment is a spectrum: it is not all-or-nothing. Because every process is always
embodied within some world, every system is always embodied to some degree. The
purpose of embodiment as a concept is to identify the different worlds comprising
each system: identifying the different worlds that different processes are embodied
within. The more different processes are embodied within the same worlds, and
thereby able to change each other, the more embodied the whole system is.
Because this use of embodiment is a new concept, we need new terminology to
talk about it. My use of the words crisp, stochastic and embodied is a first attempt
at identifying some landmarks on the landscape of embodiment. The terminology
is not perfect, and is not complete by any means.
I use the word crisp to mean a composite of deterministic and immutable. Crisp
processes are on one extreme of the embodiment spectrum. They always operate
in the same way, and their operation cannot be changed.
Stochasticity is an obvious way of allowing systems to be changeable. Making
a crisp process stochastic removes the deterministic part, allowing the process to
be changed, but begs the question of who changes the process?
An embodied process is one that is stochastic and is changeable by other entities
within the same world. Embodiment is a specific type of stochasticity, that answers
the question of who changes the process. It is the complete opposite of crispness. I
think that this particular type of stochasticity is a useful concept for evolutionary
algorithms.
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Figure 3.13: Emergent evolution
3.4 Emergent evolution: Summary
Figure 3.13 summarises this chapter, explaining how we can use embodiment to
implement emergent evolution.
We start with the laws of physics, which are the things we implement explicitly
within our computer program, and constitute the world of our embodied system. In
principle, we could implement the laws of physics in terms of fundamental particles
and fields, but this would lead to very slow programs by the time we got up to
the level of evolution. So in practice we implement abstractions, simplifications
and alternatives of the laws of physics, that run faster on our current hardware.
The world of our simulations does not have to correspond directly to the physical
world. The idea behind the world/physics is that it is a set of components that do
not change or evolve.
By taking subsets of the components of physics and allowing them to interact,
we get chemistry. This is the mechanism language of our system. A chemical
mechanism is a collection of components from physics (e.g. atoms and bonds) that
can interact with each other.
Biological organisms are the phenomena of our system. They are composed
of collections of chemicals that act together to achieve a high-level result (e.g.
self-reproduction). To close the loop, we need the biological organisms to be em-
bodied within the chemistry language in such a way that they have evolution as
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an emergent property (as described in section 2.6.4.2).
Evolution cannot change the laws of physics (the world language), nor can
it directly change chemicals (the mechanism language). What evolution does is
select which mechanisms are present in which organisms. The intrinsic variation
(stochasticity) in the world language creates new mechanisms. Evolution selects
which of these mechanisms will survive to be part of the evolving organisms. Be-
cause evolution is an emergent property of this collection of evolving organisms,
evolution can alter the mechanisms of evolution.
This chapter has provided a very abstract, theoretical introduction to the idea
of embodiment. Our aim from here is to implement embodied evolution within the
world of computer programs: we want to write a computer program that embodies
evolution. There are many different mechanisms we could use to do this, and so to
help us choose which mechanisms to embody, we will look to biology for inspiration.
The next chapter explores some of the ways in which biological systems benefit
from embodiment, to illuminate the theory introduced in this chapter and provide
inspiration for our computer programs (which we describe in later chapters).
Chapter 4
Biological embodiment
We are aiming to turn the theoretical concept of embodiment into a concrete
computer program. In order to know which mechanisms to embody, we look to
biology for inspiration. Biological organisms are embodied within the physical
world, and display the novelty-generation properties we are interested in. This
chapter describes some biological mechanisms that embody evolution, and explains
how biological systems benefit from their embodiment within the physical world.
Later, we take inspiration from some of these mechanisms in the design of our
computational novelty-generation system.
Biology is a huge subject, so this chapter focuses on biological mechanisms
that embody the phenomenon of copying a genome. This may seem a very narrow
focus, especially from a computer programming viewpoint, but it is not narrow in
terms of biology. Copying data is fundamental to computer programs, and copying
operations appear as primitives in most programming languages (and often in the
hardware of microprocessors). This makes it very easy to implement crisp copying
mechanisms in computers. But this is not the case in biology. Biological ‘copy
programs’ are embodied within the physical world as collections of mechanisms
operating in parallel on different timescales. This chapter shows how biology’s
embodiment of its copying mechanisms contributes to the phenomena of evolvability
and meta-evolution.
Most of the mechanisms described in this chapter are biological common knowl-
edge, and can be found in any first-year undergraduate genetics textbook, for ex-
ample [15]. Where I talk about things that are not common knowledge, I provide
explicit references.
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4.1 Looking at bacteria
Biology is complicated. There are huge numbers of mechanisms interacting within a
single cell, let alone in a multi-cellular organism. If we wish to extend the biological
models of existing novelty-generation algorithms, it makes sense to consider some
of the simplest biological systems displaying the phenomena we are looking for.
Since we are looking for evolution, with respect to novelty generation, bacteria
provide a good model system. Bacteria are very good at organising and rearranging
their genomes, which is a major design problem in novelty-generation algorithms
(choosing appropriate problem representations and evolutionary operators).
On the very low level of copying their DNA, bacteria operate in the same way as
the multi-cellular organisms that inspired previous novelty-generation algorithms,
so much of the biological intuition from those algorithms carries over to bacteria-
inspired algorithms. But because bacteria are unicellular, the process of copying
their DNA chemicals takes up a significant proportion of their replication cycle.
Because of this, bacteria have developed some ingenious mechanisms for work-
ing with DNA (both their own, and that of other organisms), that makes them
particularly suited to our purposes.
For example, bacteria reproduce asexually. One cell divides into two daughter
cells that each contain a copy of the parent’s DNA, possibly with mutations. This
is very different from the sexual reproduction that inspired genetic algorithms,
where two parents combine their DNA to produce children. Sexual reproduction
has evolutionary advantages over asexual reproduction, because it allows genes to
be spread more rapidly through an evolving population. Bacteria have reproduced
the phenomenon of rapidly spreading genes, but they have embodied it using very
different mechanisms to multi-cellular organisms. Bacteria have evolved a mech-
anism (called conjugation) for transmitting pieces of DNA between each other,
without having to reproduce.
So bacterial cells can change their own genomes, where multi-cellular organisms
must have children in order to create organisms with different genomes. This illus-
trates the fact that different biological systems often show the same phenomenon,
but use different mechanisms to embody that phenomenon. And different mech-
anisms come with different costs and benefits, and work better in different envi-
ronments. By looking at a wide variety of different mechanisms used by biological
systems to embody evolution, we can choose the ones most suited to implementing
computationally, or choose the ones must suited to whatever application problem
we are trying to solve. In this chapter, I describe the biology necessary to un-
derstand the conjugation mechanism, and see it as a marvelous example of meta-
evolution.
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Figure 4.1: Some combinations of linear and circular plasmids and chromosomes
in different bacteria. An example of the general rule that in biology, every rule has
an exception. (Mb means Mega bases of DNA, or 106 bases.) Information from [15,
p.229].
4.1.1 Genome organisation
Bacteria have very varied genetic organisations (some examples are shown in figure
4.1). They usually have one main chromosome of DNA, although some have two
chromosomes (e.g. vibro cholerae). This chromosome is not linear, like human
chromosomes, but circular. However, some bacteria do have a linear chromosome
(e.g. streptomyces coelicolor). As well as having genes on chromosomes, they also
have multiple copies of separate pieces of DNA called plasmids, which are usually
circular. They contain genes that are useful in certain circumstances but are not
part of the normal life-cycle of the bacterium. For example, some contain genes
coding for antibiotic resistance, and some contain genes coding for toxins that
attack the bacteria’s host. A given bacterium may or may not contain a given
plasmid, and may behave very differently if it acquires the plasmid. For example,
the bacterium escherichia coli lives in the large intestine of all (healthy) humans,
however, if this bacterium acquires a particular plasmid then it can cause food
poisoning. Some plasmids provide bacteria with the ability to transfer plasmids to
other bacteria (via conjugation). This mechanism allows genes to move between
the plasmids and chromosomes of a bacterium, and also to other bacteria.
A bacterium’s chromosome(s) and plasmid(s) are a collection of DNA chemicals
that embody the bacterium’s genome in the physical world. The genome is a
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phenomenon, that can be described by a sequence of the letters A, C, G and T.
The DNA chemicals embody this sequence of letters, but they are more than just
the abstract sequence. They are chemicals that exist in the rich, physical world.
They are acted on by mechanisms that exist in this complex, stochastic world.
And so, the ways in which a bacterium’s DNA can change are more than abstract
functions applied to sequences of letters. Traditional novelty-generation algorithms
try to work out which abstract functions are best to apply to a sequence of letters,
and then wonder how to vary and evolve these abstract functions. We can see
these abstract functions as biological phenomena. Embodied evolution asks which
mechanisms biology uses to embody these phenomena. We can vary and evolve
the phenomena by implementing these mechanisms in a stochastic world.
The sections that follow are a very simple introduction to some of the biology
that makes bacteria evolvable. The purpose of this exercise is not to explain
the biological processes in minute detail, but to look at the types of mechanism
that exist in biological systems. We can then think about the phenomena that
these mechanisms display. It is these phenomena that we wish to embody in
computational worlds, rather than a realistic description of biology.
4.2 DNA replication and transcription
There are four main types of chemical present in a biological cell:
• Proteins are large chemicals that form the active machinery of a cell.
• DNA carries the information necessary to build proteins.
• RNA is an intermediary between DNA and proteins; each gene on the DNA
is transcribed into multiple copies of RNA, before being translated into pro-
teins.
• Small chemicals are taken into the cell from its immediate environment; these
affect the way in which proteins and DNA work.
The interactions of these four different types of chemical implement the function of
a cell and embody evolution, allowing populations of cells to evolve. This section
describes the low-level mechanisms by which these four types of chemicals interact,
which the higher-level mechanisms in the following sections build on.
4.2.1 Copying DNA
Copying DNA is an example of a mechanism that is hardcoded as a stochastic phe-
nomenon in traditional novelty-generation algorithms. DNA is copied perfectly (by
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a crisp program written in a high-level language) and is then explicitly mutated
(by a stochastic program written in a high-level language). Biological cells, how-
ever, embody their copying process by using a protein called DNA polymerase to
copy DNA (technically there are many proteins involved in the copying process,
but DNA polymerase does the main work). It attaches to the DNA and moves
incrementally along the strand of DNA, reading the current base (A, C, G or T)
and adding the complementary base to a copy (A and T are complementary, as are
C and G). The fact that DNA is copied by a machine moving incrementally along
the DNA, has many computational consequences.
4.2.1.1 Bloat control
Because the copying machine moves incrementally along the DNA, it takes a certain
time to copy the DNA. This time is proportional to the length of the DNA. Thus
cells with a lot of DNA will take longer to copy their DNA, and so will take longer
to reproduce. In environments where reproducing faster is beneficial, evolution
will therefore work to control bloat in the DNA, so that reproduction time is
not wasted copying unnecessary DNA. So embodying the copying process gives
biological cells a bloat-control mechanism for free, solving a problem that affects
traditional genetic programming.
4.2.1.2 Mutations
Since the copying mechanism is embodied in a stochastic world, it may make copy-
ing mistakes. Unlike explicit mutation (by a stochastic computer program), the
frequency and type of these mistakes is not something hardcoded into a computer
program. It is a complex interaction between the copying mechanism and the pre-
cise sequence of bases that are being copied. Because the copying mechanism is
itself encoded on the DNA that it is copying, this provides a way for evolution to
control its own mutation phenomenon. Note that this is not just a way of control-
ling an overall mutation rate, but a way of controlling what types of mutations are
likely to occur at which places on the DNA.
4.2.2 Transcribing and translating DNA
As well as the copying of DNA, the translating of DNA is also performed by a col-
lection of protein machines. RNA polymerase is a protein that incrementally reads
the DNA and transcribes it into RNA. A schematic diagram of how it does this
is shown in figure 4.2. A ribosome protein then incrementally reads the RNA and
translates it into proteins. The difference between transcription and translation
is the same as its use in linguistics: whether the resulting language is the same
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Figure 4.2: The RNA polymerase machine starting the process of reading DNA to
produce RNA [15, figure 11.17].
or different. DNA stores information as a sequence of bases. In computational
terms, this is a string over the alphabet {A, C, G, T}. RNA also stores infor-
mation as a sequence of bases, as a string over the alphabet {A, C, G, U}. The
chemical structure of DNA and RNA is slightly different, and the T base of DNA
is replaced by the U base of RNA, but from an information viewpoint there is no
difference; they are storing information in the same language. Proteins, however,
store information in a different language. Although a protein is also a string over
an alphabet, the protein alphabet is chemically very different from the DNA/RNA
alphabet, and contains 20 characters. Each successive triplet of bases in the RNA
string is translated into one character of the protein string, according to the table
in figure 4.3.
We have seen that embodiment of the copying phenomenon gives biological cells
extra properties, that are not available to computational systems that implement
the phenomenon directly. In the same way, embodiment of DNA reading gives
extra properties, which are described below.
4.2.2.1 Redundancy
There are 43 = 64 different possible triplets of RNA, and only 20 different char-
acters in the protein alphabet (plus one start translating character and one stop
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Figure 4.3: The genetic code, that translates triplets of RNA characters into protein
characters [15, figure 1.20].
translating character). This implies a high level of redundancy in the translation
process. There are many different strings of RNA that code for the same pro-
tein. Redundancy in the genotype-phenotype mapping exists already in evo-devo
algorithms (section 2.3.3), and this was part of the biological basis for it.
As an example, the DNA double-string:
TAATGCTAGACGTGTTCTAGGA
ATTACGATCTGCACAAGATCCT
would be transcribed into the RNA single-string:
UAAUGCUAGACGUGUUCUAGGA,
which is a copy of the top DNA string (the complement of the bottom DNA string),
with T replaced by U. This would then be translated into the five-character protein
string:
met - leu - asp - val - phe.
The start triplet is AUG and one of the (redundant) stop triplets is UAG. (For the
full copy of this mapping, see figure 4.3.) All RNA characters coming before the
start triplet or after the stop triplet are ignored.
We can see from this mapping that many different DNA strings could have been
used above, and would have mapped to the same sequence of amino acids. This
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redundancy in the mapping between DNA and proteins helps biological cells to be
evolvable. Neutral mutations can change the DNA sequence without changing the
proteins that the sequence codes for.
4.2.2.2 Bursting
As with DNA copying, there are consequences to the fact that transcription is
performed by machines moving along the DNA. For example, RNA polymerase
can pause as it is moving along the DNA, which causes the genes to be transcribed
in bursts rather than at a constant rate [83]. Moreover, the degree of bursting can
be modulated by the actual sequence of bases on the DNA being transcribed.
This is an example of a property of the ‘evolutionary algorithm’ that can be
evolved by the algorithm itself. The idea of having bursting in a novelty-generation
algorithm might not even be imagined without the concept of machines moving
along the DNA, without considering how difficult it would be to evolve. But having
DNA-reading embodied as a mechanism within a world, allows the mechanism to
operate differently, within the constraints imposed by the world. In the case of
bursting, this is the transcription machine pausing as it moves incrementally along
the DNA, rather than moving at a constant rate. Because the world allows mecha-
nisms to operate in different ways, the phenomenon embodied by the mechanisms
can be varied. An example of this is expressing proteins in bursts, with the degree
of bursting modulated by the particular DNA sequence being expressed.
4.2.2.3 Parallelism
In multi-cellular organisms, transcription and translation happen in different spa-
tial regions of the cell (transcription inside the nucleus, and translation outside).
This ensures that transcription of one RNA chemical finishes completely before its
translation begins. However, in bacteria this is not the case. Both transcription
and translation happen in the same place in the cell (because bacterial cells do
not have a nucleus), and they happen in parallel. Ribosomes begin translation of
the RNA before the RNA polymerase has finished transcribing the RNA from the
DNA. Also, multiple RNA polymerase proteins can be transcribing the same gene
on the DNA in parallel, and multiple ribosomes can be translating the same piece
of RNA in parallel. This is shown schematically in figure 4.4.
This parallelism is the reason that RNA polymerase pausing can cause bursts
of translation, as described above. The lead RNA polymerase pauses, causing a
traffic jam of RNA polymerases to build up behind it. When it unpauses, they all
start moving again at the same time, and so all finish transcription at the same
time. In multi-cellular organisms this causes a burst of RNA to be produced, but
in bacteria the traffic jam carries over and jams the ribosomes as well, which causes
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Figure 4.4: Multiple copies of biological machines (RNA polymerase and ribo-
somes) working in parallel [15, figure 12.10].
a burst of protein production.
The idea of multiple copies of machines working in parallel is ubiquitous in
biology. For example, a bacterial cell can only divide once its chromosome has
been copied by DNA polymerase. One copy of the chromosome is given to each
daughter cell. But before the copying process has completed, each copy of the
chromosome has already started its own copying cycle. When the daughter cells are
produced, they are already well into their own copying cycles. This overlapping of
stages stands in sharp contrast to evolutionary algorithms based on multi-cellular
organisms, where each stage is fully completed before the next can begin. It is
closer to the artificial life models of automata systems (section 2.4.2.1) in which
individual instructions are executed in series, but programs of different length
execute in parallel.
One computational property gained by overlapping different stages is the ability
of different levels to influence each other. For example, RNA polymerase can pause
due to the underlying sequence of DNA bases. This causes ribosomes to also pause,
whether or not the ribosomes would have paused on their own. This influence across
stages is difficult to achieve if the stages are explicitly split, but is easy to obtain
if they are overlapped.
When abstract phenomena are implemented directly as computer programs,
it is very difficult to overlap different stages of the algorithm. If we have a Java
function called copy genome, then we have to wait for this function to finish and
return its result before we can think about copying the daughter genome. But
bacterial copying systems do not have this limitation. They can start copying the
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Figure 4.5: The (very complicated) protein structure of the ribosome from the
bacterium Thermus thermophilus [15, figure 13.13].
daughter genome before the parent genome has finished copying, because copying
is a phenomenon embodied by machines in a parallel world.
4.2.3 Biological complexity
In physical-world biology, the machines working on the DNA are very complicated.
For example, figure 4.5 shows the structure of a bacterial ribosome. We are not
looking to copy all of this complexity. Our purpose in studying biology is to pick
out some of biology’s mechanisms, and the phenomena they entail. For example,
some of the mechanisms involved in DNA replication and transcription are: reading
and writing DNA and RNA one unit at a time; encoding machines on the DNA;
translation of the same information into a different language; working incrementally
on different levels at the same time; and repeating the same process many times in
parallel. These give rise to the phenomena of: bloat control; evolvable mutations;
evolvable pausing and bursting; and interactions between different stages.
It is these mechanisms that we are wanting to copy in our computational mod-
els, rather than the specific ways in which biology has implemented them. We are
trying to copy figure 4.4 rather than figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.6: A bacterial cell, with a single chromosome (nucleoid) and multiple
plasmids [15, figure 8.5].
4.3 Plasmids
Plasmids are a major way in which bacteria organise their genes. Figure 4.6 il-
lustrates that they are individual pieces of (usually circular) DNA that can be
thought of as separate to the bacteria’s core genome, as they replicate separately
from the main chromosome(s) and carry genes that are not part of the normal
life-cycle of the bacterium [104]. Plasmids carry genes that are useful in certain
special situations, such as:
• Resistance to antibiotics.
• Toxins to kill other bacteria.
• Proteins that cause disease in hosts.
• Proteins to metabolise unusual food sources.
• Conjugation: transferring plasmids between bacteria.
Because plasmids are separate from the main chromosome (both physically and in
the functions of their genes), bacteria can transfer plasmids between each other.
This has many implications for meta-evolution, as explained in this section.
4.3.1 Horizontal gene transfer
In multi-cellular organisms, genes can only be transferred between individuals ver-
tically, i.e. children inherit genes from their parents. But because bacteria can
exchange plasmids, they can transfer genes horizontally: at any time during an
organism’s life, it can receive genes from another member of the population. Fig-
ure 4.7 shows these two mechanisms.
The fact that bacterial cells can transfer plasmids between each other makes
them very evolvable. This is particularly so for features such as antibiotic resis-
tance, production of toxins and the ability to metabolise unusual food sources.
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(a) Vertical gene transfer (b) Horizontal gene transfer
Figure 4.7: Vertical gene transfer only allow genes to be passed from parents to chil-
dren during reproduction. Horizontal gene transfer allows genes to be exchanged
at any time, between arbitrary individuals of a population.
Only one bacterial cell needs to evolve one of these abilities, and (assuming it sur-
vives long enough) it can pass this ability on to other cells, which can then pass it
on further. This allows beneficial mutations to spread through a population much
more quickly than if they were spreading to children through reproduction. In or-
der to amplify a beneficial trait in the population, it is only the beneficial plasmid
that needs to be copied, rather than whole organisms.
Horizontal gene transfer is possible in biology because the genome is embodied
within DNA chemicals. This enables different genes to reside on different DNA
chemicals, and allows mechanisms to evolve that move these DNA chemicals be-
tween organisms. If the genome of a computational organism was implemented as
a pre-defined, fixed data structure (such as a string of length 17), then it would not
be possible to split this genome into separate pieces (and still have a valid string of
length 17). This would be an implementation of the genome phenomenon, rather
than embodying the genome within a DNA chemical existing in a world, where it
can be split into pieces and moved around by different mechanisms.
4.3.2 Conjugation
Conjugation is a mechanism that implements horizontal gene transfer, and is a
very good example of meta-evolution. The bacterium E.coli has a plasmid known
as the fertility factor or F-plasmid. This plasmid contains genes that allow the
bacterium to perform conjugation, which is a process that copies a plasmid from
one bacterium to another, as shown in figure 4.8. The mechanism of conjugation
operates as follows: the donor bacterium builds a structure (out of proteins) known
as a sex pilus. This is a long appendage that it uses to attach itself to the recipient
bacterium. The donor then draws the recipient towards itself, before opening a
channel between the two cells. Down this channel is sent one strand of the double-
stranded DNA composing the F-plasmid. After the plasmid has been sent, both
cells complete their single-stranded plasmids into double-stranded ones (using DNA
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Figure 4.8: During bacterial conjugation, a donor cell transfers one of its plasmids
(or its chromosome) to a recipient cell [15, figure 3.23(a)]
polymerase), and detach from each other. This has copied the plasmid from the
donor to the recipient. This now enables the recipient to perform conjugation as
well.
On its own, the F-plasmid would be little more than a virus: able to spread
between bacteria and have them copy it, but not do anything more. However, when
we consider that pieces of DNA can move between plasmids and the bacterium’s
chromosome, then the F-plasmid becomes an interesting mechanism. Figure 4.9
shows the different types of cell that can arise, along with their biological names.
• An F− cell does not have the F-plasmid, and cannot be a conjugation donor.
But it can receive conjugations from other cells.
• An F+ cell has the F-plasmid, and so can donate this to other cells via
conjugation. An F+ cell conjugating with an F− cell turns the F− cell into
an F+.
• In an Hfr cell, the fertility genes have moved from the F-plasmid onto the
chromosome. This can happen by random chance to any F+ cell. If an Hfr
cell performs conjugation, it will donate its whole chromosome to the recipient
cell, since its fertility genes are on its chromosome rather than on a plasmid.
Transfer of the whole E.coli chromosome in this way takes approximately 100
minutes, and if the transfer is interrupted at any point during this time then
only part of the chromosome will be transferred.
• In an F ′ cell, the fertility genes have moved off the chromosome (of an Hfr
cell) and back onto a plasmid, but they have taken part of the chromosome
with them. An F ′ cell can conjugate with other cells to transfer its fertility
plasmid, but this time some extra genes are sent as well.
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Figure 4.9: The different types of cell the can arise when fertility (conjugation)
genes move between the F-plasmid and the chromosome.
Conjugation allows different bacterial cells to share genes. But more than this, it
enables different species of bacteria to share genes, something that is not possible in
higher organisms. Conjugation can even allow certain bacteria to transfer genes to
certain plants [105]. And there is also the possibility of triparental mating, where
where bacterium C helps bacterium A to conjugate with bacterium B.
The description of conjugation given here provides many computational oppor-
tunities, but is still a vast simplification of the underlying biology. For example, the
process of moving genes between the chromosome and plasmids relies on the chro-
mosome and plasmid sharing similar sequences of DNA. This means that different
regions of the chromosome can evolve to be easier (or more difficult) for plasmids
to remove. And different plasmids can evolve to integrate into different places on
the chromosome. But even with this very simplified description of conjugation, we
can see the benefits of embodiment for meta-evolution.
The meta-evolution implications of the conjugation mechanism are huge. Here
is an evolutionary operator (conjugation), a piece of code that implements it (the
F-plasmid) and a method for enabling other organisms to use the operator, after
one organism has acquired it (after conjugation, both organisms have a copy of
the F-plasmid). This operator is evolvable (the genes controlling conjugation can
change) and can be used in other situations (the fertility genes can conjugate
other plasmids and remove genes from the chromosome). And this is all possible
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because the genomes of bacteria are embodied within DNA chemicals that exist
in the physical world. Conjugation is one mechanism that implements horizontal
gene transfer. The next section describes a different mechanism that implements
the same phenomenon.
4.4 Bacteriophages
Bacteriophage is the name given to viruses that infect bacteria. Similarly to the
conjugation mechanism by which plasmids transfer genes between bacterial cells,
viruses can also transfer genes between bacterial cells, in a mechanism called trans-
duction. This mechanism operates in two different ways, depending on whether
the virus has a lytic cycle and a lysogenic cycle.
The lytic cycle is shown in figure 4.10. A virus attaches to a bacterial cell
and injects its DNA into the cell. This viral DNA then hijacks the bacterial cell’s
transcription, translation and replication machinery, turning the cell into a virus
factory. The proteins (and DNA, and sometimes RNA) produced by this factory are
sub-components of the original virus particle. These sub-components self-assemble
into full virus particles. When enough virus particles have been produced, the cell
bursts from the pressure of the produced virus particles (and sometimes from a
signal given by the virus). This scatters the virus particles into the environment
(so they can go on to infect other bacterial cells and repeat the process).
The transduction mechanism begins when the virus particles are self-assembling.
This assembly process packages the viral DNA into a protective protein coat (called
a capsid). However, sometimes DNA from the bacterial cell can become packaged
up along with the viral DNA. The second stage of transduction happens when this
wrongly-packaged virus particle infects another bacterial cell. As it injects its viral
DNA into the host cell, it also injects the bacterial DNA that was packaged up
from the previous host. This embodies the same phenomenon as the conjugation
mechanism: the transfer of bacterial DNA from one bacterium to another. (Note
that viral infections do not always kill the host cell, so the bacterial cell can make
use of the transferred DNA, without dying soon after from the viral infection.)
The lysogenic cycle is shown in figure 4.11. This is a slightly different mecha-
nism that viruses can use to infect a host. When the viral DNA is injected into the
host cell, rather than producing new viruses and destroying the cell immediately,
the virus instead incorporates itself into the host DNA. This means that the host
cell can go through many reproduction cycles as normal, each time copying the
viral DNA along with its own. In this state, the virus is called a retrovirus or a
prophage. At any time (possibly dependent on environmental conditions), the viral
DNA can remove (excise) itself from the host DNA and switch to a lytic cycle.
With a lysogenic virus, transduction can happen by a slightly different mecha-
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Figure 4.10: A virus (Bacteriophage T4) with a lytic cycle, infecting the bacterial
cell E.coli [15, figure 9.4(b)].
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Figure 4.11: A virus (Bacteriophage λ) with a lysogenic cycle, infecting the bacte-
rial cell E.coli [15, figure 9.5].
nism. When the virus DNA is removed from the host DNA, some host DNA might
be removed along with the viral DNA, and be packaged up into newly-produced
virus particles, to be transferred into the next infected bacterium.
This highlights the fact that biological systems are able to embody the same
phenomenon via many different mechanisms. This is because they are embodied
within a very rich world (the physical world). This degeneracy in the embodiment
of biological phenomena provides biological phenomena with a form of robustness.
If, for example, all the bacteria able to perform conjugation died out, then the
phenomenon of horizontal gene transfer could still happen, via the mechanism of
transduction rather than conjugation. And if all the lytic viruses died out, then
the lysogenic ones would still be around.
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4.4.1 Horizontal gene transfer, via a different mechanism
Plasmid conjugation and viral transduction are two mechanisms that embody the
phenomenon of horizontal gene transfer. The computational difference between the
two is that with conjugation, the process happens within a healthy bacterial cell.
Thus the cell has some control over what is happening. But with transduction,
the viral particles come from outside the bacterial cell. Since the rate and type
of transduction depend on the precise DNA sequence of the virus, the bacterial
cell has less control over what will happen. Also, when the bacterial DNA is
packaged into an assembling virus, the cell has been taken over and turned into
a virus factory. So the bacterial cell does not have the same control over what is
happening within itself.
This is important for embodiment, because it shows that the two mechanisms
are embodying the same process in very different ways. As well as using different
parts of the world to embody the same phenomenon, they are using mechanisms
that can be controlled in different ways (functions that have different parameters).
As well as providing robustness against one type of part failing, this also provides a
different type of robustness: giving different ways in which the same phenomenon
can be controlled. Conjugation allows bacterial cells to control the phenomenon of
horizontal gene transfer, whereas transduction allows the cell’s external environ-
ment to control the same phenomenon (via the viruses it contains).
Biology does not work out the best way of embodying a phenomenon, and use
only that. It develops different mechanisms by which the same phenomenon can be
embodied using different parts and different methods of control. This degeneracy
gives biology its robustness.
4.4.2 Mixing up levels
As explained previously (section 3.2.2), biological systems do not confine them-
selves to the crisp boxes we draw around them. But we need to draw boxes around
parts to biology to understand anything.
4.4.2.1 Biology breaks the rules
As an example, biological organisms embody their genomes within DNA chemicals.
Their DNA is transcribed into RNA and then translated into proteins. We can talk
about the information flowing from DNA, through RNA, into proteins, and not
in the opposite direction: the central dogma of molecular biology [20]. This crisp,
logical description of biology helps us to understand the embodiment of genomes
within DNA chemicals, and the cell cycles of biological organisms. But it is not
correct. Or, rather, there are exceptions to it. The vast majority of biological
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Figure 4.12: The steps by which an RNA retrovirus inserts its genetic material
into the host’s genome [15, figure 9.7].
organisms embody their genomes within DNA chemicals, and operate according to
the above description, but there are a few exceptions that break the rules and mix
up the crisp, logical levels.
Figure 4.12 shows an organism that breaks these rules. There exist RNA viruses
that embody their genome within RNA chemicals rather than DNA. They can
still integrate themselves into a host genome (made of DNA), by performing the
reverse operation of transcription: turning their RNA into a strand of DNA that
can be integrated into the host DNA. These viruses nicely close a loop because
the mechanism performing the reverse transcription operation (a protein called
reverse transcriptase) is encoded on the viral RNA itself. Thus the virus carries
an encoding of the operator that integrates the virus into the host genome, but it
needs the machinery of the host cell in order to decode (forward transcribe) and
run (translate) this operator.
A further example of mixing up levels is that some huge viruses exist that
contain more genes than some bacteria. These huge viruses can also be infected
by smaller viruses [79].
4.4.2.2 Humans make the rules
The fact that biology escapes our boxes and mixes up levels is not a problem, but it
is something we should be aware of. Humans need to chunk things into boxes and
write down rules for what is in each box and how the boxes relate to each other.
But it is important to remember that these boxes only exist within the minds of
humans: they are not intrinsic to the physical world.
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This is a particular issue when we make computational models of biology. Be-
cause of how computers have been built, computer programs are forced to be
constructed out of rigid boxes1. So whenever we take a biological concept and
put it into a computational box, we should be aware that are are losing some of
the phenomena of the biological system. But if we embody a biological concept
in a computer program, rather than hardcoding it, then we allow our computer
program to break the rules as far as this concept is concerned. The design problem
is working out which concepts to embody and which to hardcode.
We have said previously (section 3.1) that we do not want to copy the whole
of biology inside a computer. We just want to capture some of the phenomena
that biology displays, and so we need to model the biology at a certain level of
abstraction. But we must make sure the level of abstraction is appropriate. If our
level abstraction is too high then we lose the phenomena we want, because we have
made rigid boxes (mechanisms) for them. We want our rigid boxes (mechanisms) to
be below the level of the phenomena we are interested in, and have the phenomena
emerge as a consequence of our mechanisms interacting. This is what embodying
a phenomenon means.
4.5 Transposons
We have seen various ways in which bacteria can change their genome by acquiring
genes from other bacteria. Transposons are a different take on changing genomes:
they are a mechanism by which bacteria (and other organisms) can change their
genomes, without requiring another organism to donate genes.
4.5.1 Example: colourful maize
Transposons are sections of DNA that can move from one position on an organism’s
genome to another position (possibly chosen at random). They are common to all
organisms, not just bacteria, and are particularly prevalent in plants. For example,
they can cause maize (sweetcorn) kernels to change colour (see figure 4.13) as they
are developing, which is where transposons were originally discovered [68].
In maize, the colour of a kernel is determined by a chemical that moves through
a pathway in which its colour is modified from light to dark (see figure 4.14(a)). It
changes from white to yellow to orange to red to purple. Each step in this pathway
is performed by a mechanism coded for in a gene on the DNA. If a transposon moves
itself into the middle of one of these coding regions, it renders the gene useless and
1On a philosophical level, I do not believe this always has to be the case for computers in
general (for example, because I believe that biological cells are computers), but for our current
programming languages and models of computation, it definitely is the case.
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Figure 4.13: A colourful display of the extent to which transposons can affect
developing maize kernels. Image from [13]
so the mechanism is not produced. This stops the pathway at this point, and
determines the colour of the maize kernel, whether or not the mechanisms further
down the pathway have been produced (as shown in figure 4.14(b)).
From an embodiment viewpoint, the power of transposons lies in their ability
to change the genome of an organism as it is developing. Similarly to plasmids and
viruses, transposons can change the genome of a living organism without having
to wait for a child organism to be produced. But unlike plasmids and viruses,
transposons can change the genome of an organism without the presence of another
organism (or virus) donating some of its DNA. So they are a different mechanism
that embodies the phenomenon of genome-change, with different requirements for
how the mechanism can operate.
4.5.2 Types of transposon
There are two different ways in which a transposon can move from one place on the
DNA to another: conservatively and replicatively, as shown in figure 4.15. Conser-
vative transposition involves removing the transposon from its original place in the
DNA and inserting it into a new place. In replicative transposition, the transposon
remains in its original place and a copy is inserted into a new place. There are clear
computational advantages to being able to both move and copy. Copying allows
sections of the DNA to be duplicated, whereas moving allows sections of the DNA
to be deleted (if the removal is successful but the insertion is not).
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(a) Pathway determining the colour of maize kernels.
(b) The orange-red gene broken by a transposon.
Figure 4.14: If one of these genes is destroyed by a transposon, then all downstream
reactions will not happen and the maize kernel will be a colour other than purple.
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Figure 4.15: The difference between conservative and replicative transposons [15,
figure 9.11].
Replicative transposons fall into two types: DNA transposons and RNA trans-
posons. DNA transposons are transposed directly from DNA to DNA by a mech-
anism called a transposase. Some DNA transposons contain the gene that codes
for their transposase, in which case the transposon can transpose itself whenever it
feels like it. But some DNA transposons do not code for their transposase. These
can only move if there is another transposon in the environment that does code
for a transposase, since one transposase chemical can act on many transposons.
RNA transposons (or retrotransposons) are pieces of DNA that transpose via
an intermediate RNA chemical, as shown in figure 4.16. Their DNA is transcribed
(by the normal transcription mechanisms of the cell) into RNA. This RNA is then
reverse-transcribed into DNA (not part of the normal mechanisms of the cell),
before being integrated into the host DNA. Similarly to the transposase mechanism,
the reverse-transcriptase mechanism can be coded for on the transposon or not.
This reverse-transcription is the same mechanism by which retroviruses integrate
themselves into host genomes (figure 4.12), and it has been shown that some RNA
transposons are related to retroviruses. DNA transposons are common in bacteria,
however, RNA transposons have so far only been discovered in higher organisms.
But since we do not have to be bound by the specific implementation details of
biology (or by what biologists have so far discovered), there is no reason why we
cannot implement analogues of RNA transposons in our analogues of bacterial
cells.
One use of transposons in bacterial cells is to move segments of DNA between
plasmids and the main chromosome. In the same way that plasmids often carry
non-essential but useful genes, such as genes for antibiotic resistance, transposons
can similarly carry such genes. Also, some transposons carry genes that code for
viruses, and are termed transposable phages. These viruses use transposition as a
means to replicate themselves.
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Figure 4.16: Details of how retrotransposons replicate [15, figure 9.12]. This is
the same process by which retroviruses integrate themselves into host genomes
(figure 4.12).
4.5.3 Common problems
We have seen that different mechanisms, performing different tasks, can face the
same kinds of problems. In this case, we have a piece of DNA that is to be
copied. The problem is whether or not this DNA should encode the mechanism
that performs its copying:
• Some plasmids encode the genes necessary to make their host bacteria per-
form conjugation, whereas some plasmids need others to conjugate them.
• Some transposons encode their own transposase (and if necessary, reverse
transcriptase), whereas some transposons need others to transpose them.
• All viruses require a host cell to replicate their DNA (or RNA), but RNA
viruses encode their own reverse transcriptase, since the host cell does not
have this.
In terms of embodied meta-evolution, we can think about programming mech-
anisms that contain all the necessary functionality to close their loops and sustain
themselves. In terms of copying, this means we do not want to implement a copy-
ing function that sits in an external world and copies organisms. We want to
implement a copying mechanism that exists in the same world as the organisms it
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is copying. This copying mechanism must be able to copy organisms and also copy
itself, using the same mechanism.
Even if a mechanism can close its loop and contain all the machinery necessary
to sustain itself, it does not contain within itself all the information necessary to
sustain itself. Every mechanism exists within a world, that provides an environment
in which the mechanism can operate. The next section describes a feature of the
biological world used by the three mechanisms described in this section (plasmids,
viruses and transposons).
4.6 Recombination
Recombination is a low-level mechanism by which two double-strands of DNA can
interact. It can be thought of as a feature of the world that allows the mechanisms
of plasmids, viruses and transposons to operate. In computational terms, this
means that if we wanted to embody these mechanisms within a computer program,
then DNA chemicals and recombination is what we would hardcode using a crisp
computer programming language. Given an implementation of DNA chemicals
and recombination, the mechanisms of plasmids, viruses and transposons would be
relatively straightforward to build.
4.6.1 Recombination is not crossover
Recombination is not the crossover operator used in genetic algorithms. The
crossover operator was inspired by a process that occurs during cell meiosis (a
type of cell division that produces sex cells). This was also the original biological
meaning of the term recombination, however, during the 1960s biologists investigat-
ing it discovered that a variety of different processes occur within cells as a result
of the same underlying mechanism. Thus the biological term recombination refined
in meaning, and now refers to a general mechanism by which two double-strands
of DNA come together and are broken and re-joined in such a way as to change
the makeup and/or topology of the DNA strands. Crossover is therefore a special
case of recombination, that occurs during cell meiosis. The general process of re-
combination happens much more frequently within cells. It is the process by which
transposons and plasmids move onto and off the chromosome, and the process by
which viral DNA integrates itself into the host chromosome.
There are three main types of recombination: homologous recombination, site-
specific recombination and transposition.
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Figure 4.17: Showing how homologous recombination starts, by small breaks in
either or both DNA molecules [15, figure 17.3]. (A) shows Holliday’s original
model. (B) shows a modification to this model that removes the need for both
strands to be broken simultaneously. There is a further model (the double-strand
break model) that explains a further problem that both (A) and (B) share.
4.6.2 Homologous recombination
Homologous recombination is a generalisation of the crossover operator from ge-
netic algorithms. It is a mechanism in which two strands of DNA that are homolo-
gous (meaning similar2) come together. Because the two strands are homologous,
they line up with each other (due to the electrostatic forces between the chemicals).
Now, small breaks in either (or both) strands can cause the two strands to pair up
wrongly (see figure 4.17), causing two strands to become crossed over. Resolution
of this cross-over (by cutting the DNA) results in two strands of DNA that have
exchanged some bases. There are different biological models of precisely how this
mechanism operates, and figure 4.17 shows two of these models. Since we are not
trying to emulate biology, but rather emulate its computational properties, we are
free to choose which model of recombination we want to implement, to obtain the
computational properties we want. However, if we cannot get the properties that
we want from the model that we have chosen, then one place to look would be
towards more biologically accurate models.
When homologous recombination happens between two different molecules of
DNA, it can reproduce the one-point and two-point crossover operators from ge-
netic algorithms, as shown in figure 4.18. This figure also shows that a single
2 Technically, the word homologous means that the two objects being compared are similar
because they share an ancestry, either in an evolutionary or a developmental sense. But for the
purposes of this discussion, it is only important that the two strands of DNA are similar.
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Figure 4.18: Homologous recombination can implement the genetic-algorithm one-
point and two-point crossover operators, and also an operator not found in genetic
algorithms [15, figure 17.1(a)].
Figure 4.19: Site-specific recombination can integrate a plasmid into another piece
of DNA (for example, the main chromosome) [15, figure 17.1(b)].
DNA molecule can undergo crossover with itself (if it possesses two regions of ho-
mology). This shows the novelty-generation capabilities of a general (embodied)
model of recombination over a simple model of crossover. The idea of a strand of
DNA performing crossover on itself would be very hard to imagine if the crossover
mechanism was a hardcoded function taking two DNA strands as inputs. But if
the crossover mechanism was a special case of a general recombination process
that happens between homologous regions of DNA, then crossover within a single
strand is easy to imagine.
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4.6.3 Site-specific recombination
Site-specific recombination is the main way in which plasmids integrate into the
main chromosome of their host bacterium (or more generally, integrate into any
strand of DNA). As can be seen in figure 4.19, both the plasmid and the strand of
DNA share a short region of homology. Essentially a one-point crossover happens
within this region of homology but because the plasmid is circular, only one result-
ing strand of DNA is produced, rather than two. The has the effect of inserting the
plasmid into the strand of DNA. Note that there is nothing stopping the strand of
DNA itself being a plasmid, or any type of DNA chemical.
Once the plasmid has been integrated into the strand of DNA, the two regions
of homology are still present (see figure 4.19). They flank the plasmid, providing
information as to which part of the DNA came from the plasmid. Some retroviruses
use this mechanism to insert their (circular) DNA into a host genome and remove
it when they choose. The recombination process happens all the time, between
homologous regions of DNA, but viruses code for mechanisms that speed up the
process, giving them control over the process and making it more reliable. These
viruses did not need to invent a whole new mechanism for integrating themselves
into host genomes. The used the existing recombination mechanism, inventing
machines to speed up the mechanism and invoke it when they choose.
4.6.4 Transposition
DNA transposons use recombination to implement their transposition mechanism.
As explained above, DNA transposons can transpose replicatively (where the trans-
poson is copied) or conservatively (where the transposon is moved). Figure 4.20
shows how these two types of transposition are implemented in terms of recombi-
nation.
4.6.4.1 DNA transposition mechanism
The transposase enzyme makes a series of cuts in the DNA, both around the
transposon and at the site where the transposon will be moved to. It then joins
cuts made at the target site to cuts made at the transposon site, to create a hybrid
molecule in which the two DNA strands are joined together. This joining can be
resolved in two different ways (replicatively or conservatively).
The structures at either end of the transposon in the hybrid molecule look very
much like the structures that occur during DNA replication. This can cause a DNA
replicase molecule to come in and replicate the transposon. After replication, the
molecule is still a hybrid of both DNA strands, but it now contains a region of
homology (namely, the transposon that has just been replicated). Homologous re-
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Figure 4.20: DNA transposition is implemented in terms of DNA cutting, ligation
(joining), replication and recombination [15, figure 17.17].
combination now happens between the two copies of the transposon, to disentangle
the two strands of DNA and complete the replicative transposition.
Alternatively, if the replicase molecule does not come in to replicate the trans-
poson, then additional cuts can be made to disentangle the two strands of DNA.
In this case the transposon does not replicate: it simply moves to the other strand.
4.6.4.2 Evolving transposition
DNA transposition is a marvelous example of biology creating mechanisms by re-
using existing mechanisms and general properties of the world (lower-level mecha-
nisms). DNA transposition requires a specialised machine, the transposase enzyme,
to make cuts in the right places on the DNA. But this machine does not implement
the complete transposition process. Lower-level mechanisms are needed: DNA
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chemicals that can be cut; DNA sticking together at points that have been cut
(ligation); and the mechanism of homologous recombination. Also, the mechanism
for replicating DNA can be co-opted to help in replicative transposition. But it
does not need to be co-opted, in which case transposition happens conservatively.
The evolutionary operator of transposition could not have evolved without these
existing mechanisms being around and available for use in new situations. In an
evolutionary algorithm in which all the evolutionary operators are hardcoded, the
whole process of transposition would need to be hardcoded. To evolve the whole
process of transposition from nothing would be a daunting task. However, in
an embodied algorithm, the ideas of cutting, ligation, recombination and DNA
replication are available as mechanisms in a common world. This makes the task
of evolving transposition seem a lot easier.
4.7 Summary
Looking at some examples of how biological systems copy themselves, we have
identified three different but related mechanisms: plasmid conjugation, viral repli-
cation, and transposition. These three mechanisms can each encode all the ma-
chinery necessary to close the loop and copy themselves within the physical world.
But as well as sustaining themselves, their copying also confers evolutionary ad-
vantages to the bacteria they exploit. We have seen how the many advantages of
embodiment can be gained from a relatively simple world (containing not much
more than DNA chemicals and recombination).
Our task now is to take inspiration from these biological systems and use this
to design computational worlds that are sufficiently rich. We do not need to im-
plement the precise details of each biological mechanism in computer code. We
need to implement the important properties of the physical world in our artificial
worlds. Using a suitable artificial world, we can build mechanisms that embody
interesting biological processes.
Chapter 5
Artificial embodiment
We have a general theory of embodiment (chapter 3) and some inspiration from how
biology uses embodiment (chapter 4). We now use this to think about designing
computer programs that are embodied.
When designing embodied computer programs, we must create the world and
the mechanisms that exist within it. For this we need three nested programming
languages, as described in section 3.3.1. We use a traditional programming lan-
guage to implement our virtual world. The virtual world defines the second pro-
gramming language, in which we can implement mechanisms that embody phenom-
ena of interest (the third programming language). Artificial chemistries provide a
good metaphor for the mechanism and world languages.
This chapter describes how we can think of the specification of an artificial
chemistry as the world language, and the artificial chemicals themselves as the
mechanism language. Artificial chemistries can serve as a metaphor for a wide
range of (non-chemical) systems, and so using them as an example of world and
mechanism language encompasses a wide range of novelty-generation algorithms.
This chapter ends by describing how we can embody the phenomenon of copying
a genome within a new artificial chemistry, GraphMol, designed to investigate
embodiment.
5.1 Artificial Chemistries for embodiment
As an example of artificial chemistries being a metaphor for many different novelty-
generation systems, consider the artificial life systems Tierra and Avida, described
in section 2.4.2.1. These systems are inspired by ecology, with their agents (com-
puter programs) being analogies of biological organisms competing for resources
(processor time and memory). There is an obvious analogy here with (for exam-
ple) thinking about the agents as grazing animals such as zebra or geese. But the
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analogy with chemicals works just as well.
Throughout this section, it should be remembered that the chemistry metaphor
is being used as an abstract concept to describe a broad class of systems. A lot of
different systems can be thought of as artificial chemistries, even though they are
not trying to model physical-world chemistry. And we are not trying to focus on
physical-world chemistry: we are focusing on novelty-generation. There is nothing
chemistry-specific about the abstract notion of an artificial chemistry, just as there
is nothing tape-specific about the abstract notion of a Turing machine [99].
5.1.1 A physical-world model of artificial chemistries
Section 2.4.2.2 introduces artificial chemistries as they can be found in the litera-
ture. As with evolutionary algorithms, the people designing these systems often do
not state the physical-world models that inspire their computational algorithms.
Section 2.4.2.2 gives the historical definition of artificial chemistries (from [27]),
which describes them in terms of three components: a set of chemicals, a set of
reactions and a mixer algorithm that decides which chemicals react together when.
This definition is useful for analysing some systems, but is not quite what we want
for thinking about embodiment.
I define artificial chemistries in terms of:
1. A world (physics engine) containing primitive atoms and properties
2. A chemistry describing how atoms can connect together and how these con-
nections can be modified.
3. A set of constraints (physical laws) that restrict how chemicals are allowed
to act in the world (part of the world).
And we can refine the constraints, by thinking about:
4. An energy model that describes how likely different events are to happen (one
of the constraints).
5. A binding model that describes which chemicals can interact with which oth-
ers (part of the energy model).
This definition is more suited to looking at open-ended artificial chemistries,
i.e. implicitly-defined artificial chemistries, built to cope with the introduction of
novel chemicals. This is a requirement for artificial chemistries designed for novelty-
generation. As stated earlier, the purpose of this work is not to exhaustively review
every different artificial chemistry. So I will not specify in detail how every existing
open-ended artificial chemistry fits into this definition.
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This definition is a description of artificial chemistries in terms of concepts that
exist in the physical world (atoms and conservation laws), rather than abstract
computational concepts (sets and functions). This is useful, because we can use
this physical-world model to compare artificial chemistries with real chemistry.
For evolutionary algorithms, we have seen how enriching the physical-world model
creates new algorithms with more novelty-generation capabilities. Hopefully, the
same will be true for artificial chemistries: we will be able to make better novelty-
generating artificial chemistries by enriching their physical-world models.
5.1.1.1 World (physics engine)
The world is the environment in which chemicals exist. For example, it could be
a well-mixed aspatial bucket, a two-dimensional space mixed by arbitrary vector
fields [59], or a cellular automaton.
The world contains all the primitive units (atoms) of the system, that cannot
be broken down into smaller components. So if the chemicals are strings over an
alphabet, then the world contains the letters of the alphabet. If the chemicals are
random boolean networks [32], then the world contains the nodes of these networks.
The world also provides a set of properties, such as the distance between two
chemicals, the neighbours of a chemical, mixing of chemicals, or stochasticity.
These are the properties that our embodied mechanisms want to gain ‘for free’
from their environment.
5.1.1.2 Chemistry
The chemistry specifies how the units of the world can interact with each other.
The world provides atoms and determines when atoms are close together, but the
chemistry says which atoms can interact with each other in which ways. If the
atoms are letters of the alphabet, then the chemistry says how these join together
into strings. It says what the different letters mean, and specifies how two strings
react with each other.
The chemistry specifies how the units and properties of the world can be used to
perform basic computations (chemical reactions). By combining together multiple
reactions and executing many reactions in parallel, we can build complex computer
programs out of simple reactions.
5.1.1.3 Constraints
In order to perform computation, systems need to be constrained in some way.
In the physical world, this corresponds to the conservation of physical quantities
(mass, momentum, energy, . . . ). In our virtual worlds, we must choose which con-
straints to place on our systems to achieve the properties we are looking for. There
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has not been much work done on this for artificial chemistries, but I believe that
choosing the correct constraints will prove critical in designing artificial chemistries
that evolve in interesting and useful ways.
Two constraints we have identified are conservation of mass and conservation
of energy. It is not known what effect conservation of mass might have on a system.
We simply note that the vast majority of artificial chemistries do not conserve mass
in their reactions. Conservation of energy is something that has been looked at,
in a limited way. In virtual systems, there are different ways to define energy, on
different levels of abstraction. So rather than asking if a system conserves energy
or not, a more incisive question is to ask what model of energy the system uses.
5.1.1.4 Energy model
In physical-world chemistry, energy plays a huge role in chemical reactions. The
amount of energy within a system changes which reactions are possible, and the
rates at which different reactions happen. Chemists talk about reactions in terms of
energy barriers, meaning the amount of energy that must be added to the products
to allow them to react.
Current artificial chemistries are not nearly this sophisticated. The closest thing
to an energy model I have found (and it is not very close!) is the constraint placed
on most aspatial worlds conserving the number of chemicals present in the world.
Many aspatial worlds force a fixed number of chemicals to exist. Reactions that
destroy existing chemicals are not possible, and if a reaction creates a new chemical,
then this replaces one of the existing chemicals in the world. This is a purely
computational conservation law, and does not correspond to any mechanisms from
physical-world chemistry.
The Stringmol artificial chemistry [42] addresses this problem of a fixed number
of chemicals in the same way the RLAIS artificial immune system addresses the
problem of a fixed population size (section 2.6.2.3). Stringmol phrases this problem
in terms of an energy model. Rather than having a fixed number of chemicals,
Stringmol has a fixed energy flux. The world contains a number of energy units
that build up over time because of the energy flux, and are consumed by chemicals
reacting. Also, chemicals randomly decay over time (and so are removed from the
system). Reactions can create new chemicals, and the number of chemicals in the
world can increase. But the decay process, and the fact that reactions consume
energy, balances the creation of chemicals, leading to stable numbers of chemicals
being observed in the world (with stochastic noise).
Stringmol’s energy model is clearly very simple compared to physical-world
chemistry, since it treats energy as discrete tokens that are used up when reactions
happen. This very high-level energy model embodies the number of chemicals
within the world and provides a selection pressure for chemicals to replicate. I
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believe that different energy models could embody different phenomena within
artificial chemistries and provide different selection pressures. More sophisticated
energy models would therefore give algorithm designers more control over how
artificial chemistries evolve and behave.
5.1.1.5 Binding model
Binding is a constraint on which chemicals are allowed to react with which other
chemicals. In physical-world chemistry, different chemicals have different shapes
and different patterns of charge on their surfaces. Two chemicals can react if their
shapes and patterns of charge are sufficiently complementary. This can all be
understood in terms of energy, and so for physical-world chemistry, binding is a
part of the energy model.
In artificial systems with impoverished energy models (or very high-level ones),
binding can be hardcoded as a property of the world, rather than being embodied
within the energy model (as it is in the physical world). A hardcoded binding
function takes two chemicals as input and decides whether or not they can bind
(and possibly, whereabouts on their surfaces they bind). In artificial systems, this
function can be defined in any way.
Many artificial chemistries use a trivial binding function, allowing any two
chemicals to bind. Some artificial chemistries run the reaction to see what the
product would be, and decide based on this whether to allow the bind or not
(e.g. AlChemy, section 2.4.2.2). A more biological way (that some artificial
chemistries use) is to analyse the structure of the chemicals (without running their
reaction) to see if they are complementary, for some definition of complementary
(e.g. binary string matching (possibly with wildcards [47, ch.8]), r-contiguous bits,
Smith-Waterman subsequence alignment [41], properties of random boolean net-
works [31]).
I believe that having a rich binding model is important for artificial chemistries.
This means not letting every chemical bind to every other, and also having different
chemicals with different promiscuity of binding. We have developed an algorithm
for quantifying the richness of a binding model [17]. We have also shown that,
for an artificial chemistry with a rich binding model and interesting properties
(Stringmol), making the binding model trivial removes many of its interesting
properties.
5.1.2 A metaphor for embodiment
The definition of artificial chemistries above allows us to see how artificial chemistries
can be used to produce embodied computer programs. They provide us with the
nested programming languages introduced in section 3.3.1.
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• The implementation language is the programming language we use to im-
plement the artificial chemistry so it can run on existing hardware. It is an
arbitrary choice that does not concern us here.
• The world language is the specification of the artificial chemistry. It is the
collection of all the components of the world, together with the behaviours
of the chemistry and their constraints. It is a program written in the imple-
mentation language.
• The mechanism language is the collection of chemicals and reactions we can
build within the artificial chemistry world. It is a program written in the
world language. The richer the world is, the more complicated and interesting
mechanisms we can build within it.
• The phenomena are properties we observe of the running artificial chemistry.
These can be thought of as programs written in the mechanism language.
When the artificial chemistry runs, code from the implementation language exe-
cutes to create the components of the world language. These interact with each
other according to the mechanism language, which produces the phenomena as
emergent properties.
In our case, the world language corresponds to physics and chemistry, the
mechanism language corresponds to biology and the phenomena are evolution and
novelty-generation. These terms make sense in our context, because our focus is
on mechanisms at the level of biology. If our mechanisms were at the level of fun-
damental physics or ant colonies, then these words would lose their metaphors. So
this is not an absolute definition of what physics, chemistry and biology means to
any embodied computer program: just to ones that focus on our level of abstrac-
tion.
It would be possible to only consider the world language, and build everything
up from there. But this would be like trying to understand physical-world biology
in terms of physics. In programming terms, this would be a nightmare to design
and would be immensely slow to run. In practice, the chemistry defines the level of
abstraction on which we are working, because it specifies the types of behaviour that
are hardcoded into the system. By combining these world-level behaviours using
the mechanism language, we create mechanism-level behaviours that are evolvable.
The benefit we can expect to gain from embodiment is limited by the richness of
the world language (physics and chemistry). As we have seen from biology (chap-
ter 4), the benefit of embodiment comes from mechanisms being able to exploit the
world (and exploit existing mechanisms, that are implemented within the world).
The ways in which our mechanisms are able to exploit their virtual world are lim-
ited by the richness of this world and the flexibility of the chemistry used to build
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(a) Two different chemistries embodying
the same phenomenon using mechanisms
on different levels of abstraction.
(b) A single chemistry embodying a phe-
nomenon using mechanisms on different
levels of abstraction.
Figure 5.1: The two separate senses in which artificial chemistries can operate on
different levels. Clouds represent embodied phenomena, ovals represent directly-
implemented mechanisms, and boxes represent different worlds.
mechanisms. So to produce a system that benefits well from its embodiment, we
need a rich physics/chemistry world in which we can build evolvable mechanisms.
5.1.3 Artificial chemistries on different levels
Embodiment is a hierarchical phenomenon (section 3.2.3) with systems being view-
able on different levels, depending on which phenomena are of interest. Similarly,
artificial chemistries can exist on different levels, allowing phenomena to be em-
bodied to different levels of detail.
There are two separate ways in which artificial chemistries can be said to operate
on different levels, as shown in figure 5.1:
1. One chemistry can embody a phenomenon using high-level mechanisms, whereas
another chemistry can embody the same phenomenon using low-level mech-
anisms (figure 5.1(a)).
2. A single chemistry can embody a phenomenon using mechanisms at different
levels of abstraction (figure 5.1(b)).
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The best novelty-generation algorithm is a chemistry that embodies a high-level
phenomenon using low-level mechanisms and many different levels of embodiment
(figure 5.1(a), lower image). But the problem with these algorithms is that they
take a long time to run. So in practice, it may be better to adopt the second
approach (figure 5.1(b)), embodying the most crucial mechanisms on a low level,
and implementing the others on higher levels. These types of system can always
be extended to embody more of the higher-level mechanisms within the lower-level
world(s) of the chemistry.
The highest level on which an artificial chemistry can be implemented is the
symbolic level (section 2.4.2.2). This is not a suitable level on which to build
novelty-generation algorithms, because every behaviour must be explicitly specified
before running the algorithm. But it is still a useful level to consider. Whatever
level(s) an artificial chemistry is implemented on, it is always possible to run the
chemistry for a time and generate a symbolic description of that run. If the purpose
of the chemistry is to generate novelty, then (hopefully) this symbolic description
will not capture everything the chemistry is capable of. It will only capture a
description of the events that happened during the run. Symbolic chemistries
can be used during the process of designing an artificial chemistry, to describe
scenarios the chemistry should be able to reproduce. For example, if chemicals in
the chemistry are intended to replicate, then the following symbolic reactions can
be considered, to illustrate different types of replication:
A 7→ A+ A (5.1)
A+B 7→ A+B + A (5.2)
A+m 7→ A+ A (5.3)
A+B +m 7→ A+B + A (5.4)
Equation 5.1 represents a chemical replicating itself, while equation 5.2 represents
a copying machine, B, replicating a template, A. Equations 5.3 and 5.4 represent
these two reactions with conservation of mass taken into account.
Symbolic chemistries can also be used to understand an artificial chemistry.
For example, if an artificial chemistry was run and analysed symbolically, and one
of the above equations (5.1—5.4) was contained within the symbolic description,
then it could be concluded that the chemistry was doing replication.
There are some situations that involve crossing levels. Physical-world chemistry
has gone through level-crossing events at different times during the evolution of life
(the major transitions in evolution [67]), for example: naked replicating molecules
becoming encased in compartments and replicating as populations; RNA acting as
both genes and enzymes, changing to use DNA as genes and proteins as enzymes;
and the evolution of multi-cellular organisms from single-celled organisms. These
kinds of problem are interesting to systems biologists wanting to better understand
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Algorithm 1 Deconstructing the string copy operation, as a prerequisite to em-
bodying it.
result string A := string B
i := start(string B)
while i not at-end(string B) do
string A(i) := char-copy(string B(i))
i := next(i)
end while
what happened during the history of the physical world. They are also interesting
for novelty-generation, as they are examples of natural systems increasing their
own complexity, something that current artificial systems find difficult to achieve.
For more discussion about artificial chemistries at different levels, see [44]. The
following section focuses on embodying a specific phenomenon (namely, copying)
using mechanisms at different levels.
5.2 Embodying the copying process
We have introduced the theoretical concept of embodiment, seen how biological
systems benefit from embodying their phenomena, and found a computational
medium (artificial chemistries) for embodied computer programs. Our overall aim
is to embody evolution within a computer program, to create a meta-evolutionary
algorithm. Clearly, there is a lot to evolution in the physical world. It would take
a lot of work to embody all of evolution’s mechanisms within a computer program.
I did not have time within one PhD to look at the whole of evolution. Therefore I
have chosen one aspect of evolution: copying, to investigate in detail and use as a
case-study for exploring the ideas of artificial embodiment.
Copying is very important to evolution because it is a major source of mu-
tations, which are the novelty that drives evolution. The copying and mutation
processes in most novelty-generation algorithms are stochastic, rather than embod-
ied. This means that, although they can introduce novelty into the structures they
copy, they cannot introduce novelty into the process of copying. Embodying the
copying process is a way of allowing the copying process to change, and allowing
different types of copying process to emerge.
5.2.1 Deconstructing the copy operation
In writing an embodied copying program, we must think about the process of
copying a string, rather than the result of the copy. Thinking about the result
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describes copying as a phenomenon, whereas we want to think about to process
of copying, in order to design mechanisms that can implement this process. To
say this in computer science jargon, a phenomenon is a declarative description of
a process, whereas its mechanisms are an operational description.
Algorithm 1 breaks down the copying process into four parts, each involving
a particular function: start, at-end, char-copy, and next. There are different
ways to break down any process; the first design decision is how to break down the
phenomena of interest into lower-level functions. Each of these four functions can
be either crisp, stochastic or embodied.
5.2.1.1 Crisp
Making a function crisp means writing it in the implementation language, so the
function appears as a primitive in the world language. The system’s mechanisms
can use this function but it will always work perfectly and cannot be changed in
any way. If all four functions are crisp, then the overall copying process is crisp,
and exact copies are always produced.
5.2.1.2 Stochastic
Making a function stochastic means writing it in the implementation language,
but incorporating a (pseudo-)random number generator. This makes the function
appear as a primitive in the world language, but it does not always give the same
result (because of the random numbers). Although the function can now intro-
duce variation into the system, this variation cannot be controlled by the system’s
mechanisms (without creating a tower of higher-level worlds).
If any of the four functions are stochastic, then the overall copying process will
be stochastic. Making different combinations of these four functions stochastic
introduces different kinds of variation into the copying process. For example:
• making char-copy stochastic could cause some characters to be copied in-
correctly;
• making at-end stochastic could cause the copy to be truncated;
• making start stochastic could miss an initial substring off the copy;
• making next stochastic could cause some characters/substrings to be missed
out of the copy, or repeated.
Different stochastic operations could be created by making different combinations
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of the four functions stochastic or crisp, leading to 15 different types1 of stochastic
copy operation.
5.2.1.3 Embodied
Making a function embodied means writing it in the world language: combining
primitives from the world language to build a mechanism. This makes the function
appear in the mechanism language. If the function uses stochastic primitives from
the world language, then it appears as a mechanism that can introduce variation
into the system.
Rather than being a black box that cannot be changed, the function is a mech-
anism composed of primitives from the world language. This means that other
mechanisms can interact with the function, changing how it operates and changing
how it introduces variation into the system.
We can embody the copying process in different ways, and to different degrees,
by embodying different combinations of the four functions. We do not need to
embody all four of the functions: we can implement some of them as crisp or
stochastic functions, as long as at least one of them is embodied. This leads to
65 different combinations2. But there are also multiple different worlds in which
each of the functions could be embodied. So there are many different ways in
which we can embody the copy operation. Each of these leads to different systems
with different properties and different degrees of novelty generation. The following
section describes one of these ways from the literature, as an example. The next
chapter describes my implementation of a different way.
5.2.2 Example: Stringmol’s copying chemical
The Stringmol artificial chemistry [41, 42, 43] has been used to implement an em-
bodied copy operation. In terms of algorithm 1, it has embodied start and at-end
functions, a stochastic char-copy function and a crisp next function. Figure 5.2
shows the structure of Stringmol’s embodiment in detail.
Stringmol’s copy operation is embodied within a replicase chemical that can be
built as a string of characters within the Stringmol world. Two replicase chemicals
can bind with each other, and undergo a reaction. The reaction takes multiple
steps, and involves one of the replicase chemicals acting as a mechanism that copies
the other replicase string, character-by-character (as biological DNA is copied: see
section 4.2.1).
1Four different functions, with two choices each (stochastic or crisp), minus the single case
where all the functions are crisp. 24 − 1 = 15
2Four different functions, with three choices each. Then remove the 15 stochastic combina-
tions, and the single crisp one. 34 − 15− 1 = 81− 16 = 65
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Figure 5.2: The mechanisms and worlds used by the Stringmol artificial chemistry
to embody the phenomenon of copying a string.
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Stringmol’s start function is embodied within the binding model of Stringmol.
Rather than always starting a copy at the beginning of the template string, the
binding model uses a modified version of the Smith-Waterman algorithm [91] to
find a pair of binding regions on the two chemicals. If two regions can be found
that are approximately complementary, then the two chemicals can bind and react,
with the copy beginning from the start of the binding region, rather than from the
start of the string. If a string is to be copied from its start, then it must have a
suitable binding region at its start, otherwise any copies will miss off the start of
the string. This allows evolving Stringmol chemicals to alter where copies start
from, and exploit the embodied start function.
The Smith-Waterman algorithm was developed in Biology to compare the
genomes of organisms. It finds the longest common subsequence between two
genomes (strings over the alphabet {A, C, G, T}), taking into account small in-
sertions, deletions and point-mutations. Given two strings (e.g. genomes from
completely different organisms), the Smith-Waterman algorithm searches the two
strings, looking for regions that are approximately the same (e.g. a gene common
to both organisms, that has mutated slightly).
Stringmol modifies the Smith-Waterman algorithm to search over strings from
the Stringmol alphabet, treating matching subsequences as binding sites. Also,
rather than matching subsequences common to both strings, Stringmol matches
complementary subsequences. Stringmol does this by inverting one of the strings
before searching for common subsequences. The details of the inversion function are
important for evolution. For investigations into the inversion function, see [28]. For
the implementation details of Stringmol’s modified Smith-Waterman algorithm,
see [43].
Stringmol uses the same Smith-Waterman substring-matching algorithm to em-
body its at-end function. Reactions end crisply when the copying mechanism
reaches a special end reaction character, or when it reaches the end of the tem-
plate string. But in Stringmol, the copy produced by the replicase is embodied
in the system as a sequence of characters appended onto the end of the replicase
chemical. When the copy is complete, the replicase mechanism cuts this copied
chemical off itself. Thus the replicase mechanism needs to detect when the copy
is complete and cut itself in the correct place before the reaction ends, otherwise
the replicase would be left with the copied chemical attached to itself (which can
happen in Stringmol runs, if one of these sub-mechanisms mutates). To perform
these tasks, it uses the Smith-Waterman substring-matching algorithm to move its
various pointers around the two chemical strings. This allows evolving Stringmol
chemicals to change their matching sub-strings and alter the embodied at-end
function.
Stringmol’s char-copy function is stochastic. The replicase’s read pointer iden-
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tifies the next character to be copied, and its write pointer references the location it
will be copied to. There is a copy instruction on the replicase chemical that copies
the character from the read pointer to the write pointer, with a small chance of
error. This copy instruction executes instantly, in a separate world to the rest of
the reaction. So the char-copy function can introduce variation into the copied
string, by copying some characters wrongly (single-character substitutions). But
evolution cannot change the behaviour of the char-copy function.
Stringmol’s next function is crisp. To operate the copying mechanism, different
pointers need to be incremented at different times. The read pointer and write
pointer are both incremented when the char-copy function is called. There is an
instruction pointer that increments each timestep. These pointer increments are
built into the world of Stringmol. They cannot vary, either by the influence of
random numbers or other mechanisms.
5.2.2.1 Embodiment generates novelty
Stringmol’s embodied copying process has been shown to generate novelty [42].
Because the phenomenon of copying is embodied within a population of repli-
case chemicals, evolution can change the copying phenomenon when the replicase
copies (another instance of) itself. Copying errors produce different versions of the
replicase chemical that embody the copying process using slightly different mech-
anisms. If one of these mechanisms is more efficient at copying than the others,
then this will out-compete the others due to Stringmol’s energy model (described
in section 5.1.1.4), and the copying phenomenon will have changed.
One sequence of changes observed in Stringmol (described in detail in [42])
led to a completely different type of copying emerging from the initial replicase
mechanism.
1. The stochastic char-copy function can make a certain single-character sub-
stitution in a copy of the replicase that stops it from implementing its at-end
function properly.
2. When this mutated replicase tries to copy a non-mutated replicase, it does
not detect when it has reached the end of the copy. The result is a mutated
replicase chemical that has another copy of the replicase appended onto its
end (so is twice as long as it should be).
3. When this double-length replicase attempts to copy a normal replicase, its
embodied start function happens differently. The double-length replicase
has two start binding regions, since it is two copies of the original replicase
glued together.
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4. This causes it to start copying the replicase in the wrong place: it misses out
the first few characters.
5. The result of this chain of reactions is the creation of a replicase chemical
that is missing its first few characters.
The only type of mutation programmed in to Stringmol is the stochastic char-copy
function, that can make single-character substitutions. But because of its embod-
iment, the copying phenomenon has been able to evolve a different type of muta-
tion: a macro-mutation that removes the first few characters of a chemical. This
is meta-evolution: the evolution of one of the mechanisms of evolution (the mu-
tation function). And this meta-evolution happened because of embodiment: the
embodied start and at-end functions could be exploited by the system, and used
in a novel way.
The macro-mutation on its own would be a strong enough argument for em-
bodiment, but Stringmol went further than this with its novelty-generation. The
short replicase produced by the macro-mutation can influence the evolution of the
long replicase. There is a long period of evolution (described in detail in [42]), after
which the two replicase mechanisms are no longer able to copy themselves, but can
copy each other. This is a huge change to the copying phenomenon. Stringmol
has changed from a single copying mechanism that copies itself, to two copying
mechanisms that depend mutually upon each other.
The embodiment of Stringmol’s copying mechanism produced something dif-
ferent from what would normally be expected of a copy operation in novelty-
generation algorithms. It produced a novel type of mutation, which led to the
emergence of a mutualism. The emergence of a new type of mutation is not pos-
sible using just a stochastic copy operation. Embodiment is needed to allow the
intermediate stages of the copying process to be exploited and changed. This exam-
ple shows the potential novelty-generation capabilities of embodying the copying
process (or more generally, any process). I believe that by embodying different
stages of the copying process, we will be able to observe different, unprogrammed
types of mutation emerging from our novelty-generation algorithms. And these
different types of mutation may lead to other different types of novelty, such as
Stringmol’s mutualism.
The following chapter describes my artificial chemistry, GraphMol, that embod-
ies the next function of the copying process. I chose the next function in order to
investigate a method of embodying the copying process that would be completely
different from Stringmol’s.
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Chapter 6
GraphMol
GraphMol is an artificial chemistry I have developed to investigate how the phe-
nomenon of copying can be embodied within low-level mechanisms in an artificial
chemistry world. The world defined by GraphMol contains chemicals (represented
as graphs) that bind to each other via multiple binding sites, and then run sim-
ple computer programs (encoded in the graphs) that modify the binding of these
chemicals.
I have designed this world so that copying mechanisms can be embodied natu-
rally within it. The current version of GraphMol is particularly suited to embody-
ing the next function of the copy operation, described in section 5.2. The next
function is what I concentrate on here, but the design of GraphMol is not limited
to just embodying this aspect of copying. The design of GraphMol is intention-
ally flexible and modular so it could be extended and modified to allow the other
functions to be embodied also. To illustrate this, some possible ideas for extending
GraphMol to embody the char-copy function are discussed in the future work
section (chapter 9).
This chapter describes the GraphMol artificial chemistry. I start by describing
GraphMol in terms of my definition of artificial chemistries given in chapter 5.
I then describe in detail the different components of the GraphMol world, before
showing how these can be used to build a mechanism embodying the phenomenon of
copying. The following two chapters describe experiments investigating embodied
copying in GraphMol.
6.1 Overview of GraphMol
As explained in section 5.1.1, artificial chemistries can be defined by describing
their world, chemistry and constraints (two important constraints being the energy
model and the binding model).
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Figure 6.1: The components that make up the GraphMol world. There are three
different types of atom, that combine to make three different types of node that
are connected together by three different types of edge.
Figure 6.1 shows the different components that make up GraphMol’s world.
GraphMol chemicals begin their existence as a sequence of atoms. This sequence
of atoms is parsed into a sequence of nodes, which are folded into a graph and
connected together by edges. The parsing and folding processes are described
in sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 below. Figure 6.2 shows an example of a GraphMol
chemical graph, which exists in an abstract, aspatial world. We can visualise this
graph in two dimensions, to help our intuitive understanding, but the GraphMol
world does not have the geometry of our world. The GraphMol distance between
two atoms is their distance through the edges of the graph. This graph distance is
an important property of the world that is used heavily by the chemistry.
GraphMol’s chemistry defines how two chemical graphs can react with each
other and change their topology (i.e. add and remove edges). Each graph is both a
data structure and a computer program. GraphMol’s binding model stochastically
searches for binding site nodes with matching templates. When it finds a matching
pair of binding site nodes, it joins them together with a bind edge, changing the
topology of their graphs. It also runs the computer programs encoded on each
graph. The execution of a program is influenced by the topology of its graph
and the data stored within it; and likewise, execution of the program changes the
topology of the graph and the data stored within it. Data is stored in a graph in the
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Figure 6.2: An example of a GraphMol chemical. Program edges are denoted by
solid lines and fold edges by dashed lines. There are no bind edges in this image.
Shown binding sites are dark blue, hidden binding sites are medium blue, junk
and function nodes are light blue (see the text for details of these terms). The
geometry of how this graph is visualised does not influence its function: it is the
topology of the graph that matters.
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form of its binding sites, which are each in one of three states: shown; hidden; or
bound. Shown binding site nodes are the only sites available for the binding model
to bind, hidden binding site nodes have been explicitly unbound and removed from
the binding model by a graph’s program, and bound binding site nodes are those
that are already connected to a bind edge. GraphMol uses the same token-based
energy model as Stringmol, to embody the number of chemicals within the world
(described in section 5.1.1.4).
In static terms, a GraphMol system is a collection of nodes, connected together
by edges. These form chemical graphs with binding sites that are shown, hidden
or bound.
In dynamic terms, there are two different processes that work together to change
GraphMol’s chemical graphs:
1. a declarative, binding process (physics);
2. a collection of imperative, computer programs (chemistry).
I describe these two processes below, and explain how they can be used to build
mechanisms in the GraphMol world.
6.1.1 Declarative binding process (physics)
The binding process operates continually, as a declarative programming language.
In other words, GraphMol chemicals specify what should bind (by defining binding
sites with matching templates), and the GraphMol world (the binding process)
specifies how binding happens. The binding process runs continuously, searching for
matching binding sites and forming binds when it finds matches. This is analogous
to the level of physics (processes happening continually to atoms).
The process is stochastic, and the chance of two sites binding depends on: (1)
how closely their binding site patterns match; and (2) their distance apart through
the graph, measured as the length of the shortest path between the two binding
sites. It continually changes the graph topology by adding bind edges between
shown binding sites.
Figure 6.3 shows how the binding process creates binds between different chem-
icals, thus joining together two different graphs via the addition of a bind edge
between them. This new edge changes the topology of the graphs, and so changes
the graph distances between binding sites. Sites that were on different chemicals
were previously far away from each other, but are now close together because of the
bind. As well as creating binds between different chemicals, the binding process
can also create binds within a single chemical, if one chemical contains two binding
sites with matching patterns.
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(a) Before a bind has been formed (b) After a bind has been formed
Figure 6.3: The binding process creates binds (stochastically) between matching
binding site nodes by adding a bind edge between them. This changes the graph
distances between other binding sites in the graph, changing the probabilities of
future binds forming.
6.1.2 Imperative computer programs (chemistry)
The computer programs form an imperative programming language. Each graph
contains a sequence of instructions (function nodes) that explicitly specify how
to execute a program. Computer programs do not run continuously: they are
explicitly started when a bind happens, then they run until they reach the end of
the program, at which point they stop. This is analogous to the level of chemistry
(reactions happening between chemicals, at a higher level than physics).
Figure 6.4 shows an example GraphMol computer program. The program is
encoded in a chemical graph by the function nodes, program edges and fold edges.
When the binding process forms a bind, it creates an instruction pointer at the
binding site, that moves through the graph, following the program edges and ex-
ecuting the function nodes. The fold edges specify parameters to some of the
function nodes (show and hide), in the form of a pointer to a binding site. When
instruction pointers execute functions, they change the topology of the graph by
showing and hiding binding sites. When binding sites are shown, new binds
become possible; when binding sites are hidden, some binds become impossible.
In the binding process above, GraphMol chemicals are treated as undirected
graphs. The computation of shortest-paths through the graphs treats equally each
different type of edge (program edge, fold edge and bind edge). However, to the
computer programs, GraphMol chemicals are directed graphs. The instruction
pointers follow a linear sequence of directed program edges as the program executes.
At show and hide function nodes, the program peeks down a fold edge to determine
the parameter passed to the function.
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Figure 6.4: An example imperative computer program represented as: (a) its en-
coding within a GraphMol chemical; and (b) the sequence of steps happening as
the program executes. The instruction pointer moves along program edges (solid
lines) and uses the fold edges (dashed lines) to access parameters of function nodes.
6.1.3 Building mechanisms
The declarative binding process and the imperative computer programs interact
with each other. When the binding process forms a bind between two binding sites,
it starts two computer programs executing (one starting from each binding site).
When a computer program runs, it can show and hide binding sites, making them
available or unavailable to the binding process.
In terms of embodiment, the two processes can interact because they exist in
the same world. The processes cannot change each other’s implementations, but
they can change the effect that the other process will have on a given GraphMol
chemical. This interaction between the two processes can be used to implement
mechanisms within GraphMol chemicals.
6.1.4 Running GraphMol
Algorithm 2 shows the processes involved in a complete GraphMol run. The
world is initialised with a collection of chemicals, represented as sequences of atoms.
In an initial setup phase, these atoms are parsed and folded to produce a collection
of graphs. Then the main loop starts, where the binding process and computer
programs run, modifying the collection of graphs. The main loop will typically run
many times, until any desired stopping condition is met (e.g. novelty-generation
observed, the chemicals have stopped reacting, we have run out of time, etc).
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of a GraphMol run
Input: S collection of sequences of atoms
C := ∅ collection of GraphMol chemicals
initial setup of the chemicals
for all sequence of atoms in S do
Parse sequence of atoms into a sequence of nodes
Connect nodes with program edges, creating a graph
Fold graph, adding fold edges
Add graph to C
end for
run the GraphMol world
repeat
binding process
for all binding site in all chemical in C do
Stochastically search for a bind partner for this binding site
if found a bind partner then
Connect the two binding sites with a bind edge
Create a new instruction pointer at each binding site
end if
end for
computer programs
for all instruction pointer in all chemical in C do
Move instruction pointer along the next program edge
if instruction pointer at a function node then
Execute the function
end if
end for
until any desired stopping condition is met
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6.1.5 Junk (controlling mechanisms)
GraphMol nodes are either binding sites (which interact directly with the binding
process), function nodes (which interact directly with the computer programs),
or junk (which interacts directly with neither process). Although it does not act
directly in the world, junk is an important concept in GraphMol. It is a link
between the binding process and computer programs, that can be used to tune the
effect that each process has on the other.
Junk affects the GraphMol world in two different ways:
1. It affects the graph distance between nodes, used to calculate binding prob-
abilities. Adding junk between two binding sites makes them further apart,
and thus less likely to bind.
2. It acts as a no-op for instruction pointers moving through the graph, slowing
down execution of programs with respect to the timescale of the binding
process. Because the computer programs execute at the same time as new
binds are being formed, adding junk into a computer program effectively
makes the computer program run more slowly, compared to the rate at which
new binds are being formed.
Because junk indirectly affects both processes in different ways, it can be seen
as a parameter of a mechanism implemented in GraphMol. This parameter tunes
the effect that the two processes exert on the mechanism. By changing a non-
functional part of a mechanism, it is possible to change the effect that the world
has on the functional parts of the mechanism.
Because junk is composed of atoms and nodes in the GraphMol world, a copying
mechanism embodied within the GraphMol world will be able to change the amount
of junk in its copies. Thus, GraphMol mechanisms can evolve their own junk
parameter. This means that GraphMol mechanisms can evolve the effect that the
world has on their functional parts. So GraphMol mechanisms can evolve their
own functions, and hence achieve meta-evolution (at least in principle). This is an
example of how embodied evolution can be used to implement meta-evolution.
We see later (in chapter 7) that junk can have a dramatic effect on how Graph-
Mol mechanisms operate.
6.2 GraphMol chemicals in detail
The previous section gave a general overview of GraphMol. This section explains
in detail how GraphMol chemicals are implemented. The next section describes in
detail how GraphMol chemical reactions are implemented.
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[ begin Begin defining a binding site binding
] end End definition of a binding site binding
< show Show binding site function
> hide Hide binding site function
! stop Stop the execution of a program function
a-z, 0-9 junk Non-functional atoms template
Figure 6.5: The alphabet of GraphMol atoms.
6.2.1 Biological inspiration
In biological cells, chemical mechanisms start their existence encoded in a sequence
of DNA that is translated into a linear sequence of amino acids. These amino acids
then fold into a 3-dimensional shape (a protein) that has both a structure and a
function. The embodiment implications of this are described in more detail in
section 4.2.
GraphMol chemicals start their existence as a sequence of atoms, corresponding
to amino acids in biology. There are 20 different amino acids in biology, whereas
in GraphMol there are 6 different types of atom, listed in figure 6.5 (although the
junk atoms are different from each other, but not as different as they are from
the functional atoms and binding atoms). This leaves plenty of room to add more
atoms to GraphMol in the future, and still keep the biological analogy.
Protein folding in biology is known to be a very complex process, the precise
details of which are not fully understood. But the result of protein folding is to
create a chemical that has multiple binding sites, which are collections of amino
acids that are physically close to each other and can recognise the binding sites of
other chemicals by their physical shape and their pattern of electrical charge. It is
the properties of biology that we care about, rather than biology’s implementations
of those properties. So we define an analogue of protein folding in GraphMol that
achieves an analogous result, but using a different process that is much simpler to
compute.
There are two steps to converting a sequence of GraphMol atoms into a chemical
graph composed of nodes and edges. These are (1) parsing atoms into nodes and
(2) folding: connecting function nodes to their corresponding binding site nodes.
These processes are illustrated in figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Parsing and folding: (a) a sequence of atoms; (b) the parsed graph
of nodes connected by program edges (solid edges); (c) part way through folding:
temporary edge between the u1u1u binding node and the t1t1t binding node
(dash-dotted edge), used to find the closest function node and binding site (dotted
arrows); (d) resulting folded graph, with fold edge between the function node and
its binding site (dashed edge).
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6.2.2 Parsing
Just as biological binding sites are composed of multiple amino acids that are close
to each other, binding sites in GraphMol are composed of multiple atoms that
are close to each other. In biology, amino acids can be close to each other in 3-
dimensional space, but a long way from each other through the linear sequence of
amino acids. In GraphMol, we simplify this by requiring that the atoms comprising
a binding site must be close together (contiguous) in the linear sequence. This
makes it easy to compute and design GraphMol binding sites.
We want to refer to binding sites as single units (graph nodes), rather than as
collections of atoms, so we parse the string of atoms to identify binding sites. At
this stage, we also group together contiguous junk regions, to make the GraphMol
code run faster and to aid understanding of how GraphMol is working. The string
of atoms (figure 6.6 (a)) is parsed into a linear graph (figure 6.6 (b)) of binding
site nodes, junk regions, and function nodes (which contain only one atom).
6.2.2.1 Determining binding sites
A sequence of atoms enclosed in brackets [aaaaa] (with no internal brackets)
defines a binding site. So the string:
[hdfggd[icsd]bdgd[dhdhd]ixr]ss[sda<dsa]djs>tf (6.1)
defines three binding sites, with patterns: icsd, dhdhd and sda<dsa. Mismatched
brackets are treated as junk, so the above sequence has five junk nodes: [hdfggd,
bdgd, ixr]ss djs and tf. If there are any function atoms within a pair of matching
brackets, then they are added to the pattern of their binding site and they do not
turn into function nodes. So the above sequence has only one function node: >.
The sequence above parses into the following nodes:
Node type Pattern
Junk node [hdfggd
Binding site node icsd
Junk node bdgd
Binding site node dhdhd
Junk node ixr]ss
Binding site node sda<dsa
Junk node djs
Function node >
Junk node tf
These nodes are connected together into a linear sequence with directed pro-
gram edges. The folding process transforms this linear sequence into a general
graph.
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6.2.2.2 Why have explicit binding sites?
In biology, binding sites do not have special bracket symbols enclosing them. A
biological binding site is an emergent property of the structure of a chemical, in
relation to the other chemicals in its environment. But in GraphMol, binding sites
are explicitly encoded in the string of atoms that defines a chemical. It is possi-
ble for artificial chemistries to have binding sites that are defined implicitly. For
example, the Stringmol artificial chemistry [41] applies a subsequence alignment
algorithm to two chemicals, to determine if they share a region of similarity (and
hence determine if they bind).
My reason for using explicit binding sites in GraphMol is that I want the
chemistry level (imperative computer programs) to explicitly manipulate binding
sites, showing and hiding them. Stringmol’s chemistry level is simpler than this,
manipulating only four pointers, whereas GraphMol’s chemistry level can manip-
ulate an unbounded number of binding sites. There is an inherent tradeoff here
between the complexity of the physics level and the complexity of the chemistry
level. Stringmol has implicitly-defined binding sites in its physics, at the expense
of explicitly-defined pointers in its chemistry. GraphMol has explicitly-defined
binding sites in its physics, so that it can have implicitly-defined operations in its
chemistry (binding sites as parameters to functions).
Clearly, biology’s chemicals have both implicitly-defined structure and function.
In principle, it would be possible to define both levels implicitly in an artificial
chemistry, but (with our current understanding of artificial chemistries) this would
create a world in which mechanisms were difficult to design and took a long time
to run.
6.2.2.3 Why have two bracket symbols?
Having an opening bracket and a closing bracket is not the only way to define
binding sites in a string of characters. I could have used a single symbol to toggle
whether the next sequence of characters is a binding site or not, for example:
|hdfggd|icsd|bdgd|dhdhd|ixr|ss|sda<dsa|djs>tf (6.2)
In contrast to the above example (equation 6.1), this method creates four binding
sites: hdfggd, bdgd, ixr and sda<dsa. I decided against this method because it
allows a mutation in one character to completely change all downstream binding
sites and junk regions. For example, if the second | character above was mutated
to a non-functional character, the above sequence would become:
|hdfggdzicsd|bdgd|dhdhd|ixr|ss|sda<dsa|djs>tf (6.3)
The sequence now defines four completely different binding sites: hdfggdzicsd,
dhdhd, ss and djs>tf. It contains none of its original binding sites or function
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characters, and all the function characters it now contains were not present before
the mutation.
If this same mutation were to happen in the representation using brackets,
equation 6.1 would become:
[hdfggdzicsd]bdgd[dhdhd]ixr]ss[sda<dsa]djs>tf (6.4)
Comparing equations 6.1 and 6.1, we can see that the mutation has only affected
one binding site: changing it from icsd to hdfggdzicsd. The effects of this mu-
tation are local to its binding site and adjacent junk region. None of the binding
sites and function characters downstream of this change have been affected.
I considered large-scale mutational effects to be too drastic, but it would be
interesting to see if evolving systems can survive when mutations like this are
possible. Also, using brackets makes hand-designing chemicals easier, because
looking at a chemical string, it is immediately obvious which sequences are binding
sites.
6.2.3 Folding
Two of the functions, < and >, take parameters. When executed, the < function
shows a particular binding site and the > function hides a particular binding
site. These binding sites may be located anywhere in the GraphMol chemical. The
folding process connects these function nodes to the binding sites they affect, by
adding in fold edges between function nodes and the binding sites they operate on.
Folding changes a linear sequence of nodes into a graph with (potentially) long-
range connections and cycles. An example of a folded graph is shown in figure 6.2.
The folding process may seem convoluted at first glance, but (as explained
below) it has been designed from a biological viewpoint, and it is useful computa-
tionally. It implements a form of indirect addressing, that should make GraphMol
chemicals more evolvable than if direct addressing were used. The biological anal-
ogy is with how proteins fold in biology. The folding process could be embodied as
a GraphMol chaperone chemical, rather than the crisp algorithm used here. Doing
this could potentially allow the folding process itself to be under the control of
evolution (although this is not investigated in this thesis).
6.2.3.1 Folding process
The folding process is described in algorithm 3 and illustrated in figure 6.6. To
fold a chemical, the chemical is searched for pairs of binding sites with matching
folding patterns. These are binding sites of the form uxuxu and txtxt, where x is
any atom. For example, in figure 6.6, the matching patterns are u1u1u and t1t1t.
Note that the rule used to determine matching folding patterns is different from
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Algorithm 3 The GraphMol folding process
Input: a GraphMol chemical to be folded
for every possible fold in the chemical
for all binding sites in the chemical do
if the binding site is of the form uxuxu where x is any atom then
Search in the chemical for a matching binding site, of the form txtxt
if found a matching binding site then
perform the fold
Add a temporary graph edge between uxuxu and txtxt
Search the chemical graph breadth-first, ignoring txtxt and uxuxu
Starting from uxuxu, search for the closest function node
Starting from uxuxu, search for the closest binding site
if found a function node and found a binding site then
if the function node does not already have a fold edge then
Add a fold edge between the function node and binding site
end if
end if
Remove the temporary graph edge between uxuxu and txtxt
end if
Hide the binding site uxuxu
end if
end for
the rule used during binding. These two binding sites do not bind, they are merely
brought close together for the folding process. The implications of these design
decisions are discussed in the following sections.
When two matching binding sites have been found, a temporary graph edge
is added between them, bringing them close together in terms of graph distance.
We then start from the uxuxu binding site and search for the closest function node
(show or hide) and the closest binding site (ignoring the uxuxu and txtxt sites).
This is shown in figure 6.6 (c). Closest here refers to distance along the edges of the
graph, including the temporary edge (with all edges being the same length). This
means that a function node and a binding site can be far apart in the chemical
graph, but close together when the temporary edge is taken into account.
When the closest function node and binding site have been identified, they are
joined by a fold edge, and the temporary edge is removed. The result is shown in
figure 6.6 (d). Finally, the uxuxu binding site is hidden.
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Every fold is controlled by a uxuxu binding site. One chemical might require
many folds, and so contain many uxuxu binding sites. One fold is performed for
each uxuxu binding site, until each such binding site has been hidden. This means
that some function nodes may not get fold edges added to them (if there are more
function nodes than uxuxu/txtxt binding site pairs). These function nodes do not
have a parameter to act on, so they are treated as no-ops or template characters.
One useful design pattern is to place the uxuxu binding site immediately after
the function node, and the txtxt binding site immediately before its target binding
site, with junk used to provide buffers around these regions. This ensures that the
function node and its target binding site will always fold correctly. It also means
that multiple function nodes can fold to the same target binding site, because
the target binding site is referenced by a txtxt binding site rather than a uxuxu
binding site. Placing the uxuxu binding site after the function node and the txtxt
binding site before the target binding site is a trick used to reduce implementation
errors by having different standards for the two different types of folding binding
site. This design pattern is used in the embodied copying mechanism described
later.
6.2.3.2 Indirect addressing
The fold edge is a form of indirect addressing. Instead of the function node specify-
ing explicitly which binding site it shows (or hides), it instead specifies a template:
uxuxu. During folding, this template is dereferenced to locate the binding site: the
closest binding site to the matching txtxt1.
Indirect addressing should make the system more evolvable, because the tem-
plates can change independently of the pattern of the target binding site. Figure 6.7
illustrates this. For example, chemical A may have a binding site that binds to
chemical B. But the pattern of the binding site on chemical B may change over
evolutionary time. With indirect addressing (figure 6.7 (b)), the pattern on chem-
ical A can change to match this, without affecting the folding of chemical A. But
if direct addressing were used (figure 6.7 (a)), then for every mutation of chemical
B’s pattern, chemical A would have to make a mutation in its binding site, and an
extra coordinated mutation in every folding template that references the binding
site. This would be less likely to happen by chance, and could disrupt the folding
of chemical A if it went wrong. Indirect addressing decouples the two tasks of
folding and binding, allowing them to evolve independently and not disrupt each
other.
1Technically, it is the closest binding site to uxuxu. But the purpose of the matching uxuxu
and txtxt pair is to bring a different binding site close to uxuxu, via the temporary graph edge
to txtxt.
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(a) Direct addressing (b) Indirect addressing
Figure 6.7: Chemical A has a binding site matching chemical B. If the binding
site on B mutates, then: with direct addressing (a), chemical A needs to make
two coordinated mutations; but with indirect addressing (b), only one mutation is
needed. Indirect addressing decouples folding and binding.
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Figure 6.8: The (simplified) chaperone chemical that can implement the folding
process, in conjunction with a modified GraphMol physics engine.
With the uxuxu/txtxt matching rule, there are a total of 41 different matching
patterns, because there are 41 different atoms that could go in place of x. These
are: a-z 0-9 [ ] < > ! If very large chemicals were needed in a system, with
more than 41 folds, then a different matching rule could be used, allowing for
more different matching patterns. For example, if the two x characters in the
above pattern were allowed to be different, and the matching patterns were uxuyu
and tytxt (for any x and y), then there would be 412 = 1681 different patterns
available. And if three characters were allowed to vary in the pattern, then there
would be 413 = 68, 921 different patterns available.
6.2.3.3 Crispness, stochasticity and embodiment
The uxuxu/txtxt matching rule used here is crisp (exact string matching), be-
cause folding is not the subject of this investigation. But the matching rule could
easily be changed for one that is stochastic. Having a rich, stochastic matching
rule (such as Stringmol’s binding model based on inexact subsequence matching,
section 5.1.1.5) would give evolution a finer level of control over the folding process,
making GraphMol chemicals more evolvable.
The method of choosing the function node and target binding site is crisp
(choose the closest ones to the uxuxu binding site). These choices could be made
stochastic by choosing function nodes and binding sites randomly, weighted by their
distance from the uxuxu binding site. This would mean that the ‘correct’ folding
was most likely to happen, but it would also allow the possibility of ‘mistakes’ to
happen during the folding process, which could help evolution.
The two ideas above would make the folding process stochastic, and so improve
the evolvability of GraphMol chemicals. The following section describes an alter-
native approach, that makes the folding process itself evolvable by embodying it
as a GraphMol chemical, within the GraphMol world.
6.2.3.4 Chaperone chemicals (embodied folding)
The folding process can be viewed as two different processes: a physics process and
a chemistry process:
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• The physics process connects function nodes to binding sites that they are
close to.
• The chemistry process finds binding sites with matching folding patterns,
and brings them close together.
This is analogous to how proteins fold in biology, although clearly GraphMol uses a
much simpler physics engine than biology does. The laws of physics fold biological
proteins into low-energy configurations. This is sufficient to fold some proteins,
but others need help from chaperone proteins that bind to them to help with the
fold, and unbind when their job is complete (see any molecular biology textbook
for details, for example [15, p409-10]).
The GraphMol folding process has been designed so that it could be imple-
mented using GraphMol chaperone proteins, rather than the crisp algorithm de-
scribed above. This would embody the folding process within the GraphMol world.
To do this, we implement the physics of the folding process within the GraphMol
physics engine, and we implement the chemistry of the folding process as a Graph-
Mol chemical.
The physics part of the folding process works in a similar way to the binding
process described above. It runs continually, but rather than using bind edges to
connect matching binding sites, it uses fold edges to connect function nodes to
binding sites that they are close to. To keep the chemicals stable, function nodes
only have one chance to make a connection: once they have connected to a binding
site then they do not spontaneously connect to a different one in the future.
The chemistry part of the folding process is implemented as a GraphMol chap-
erone chemical, shown in figure 6.8. Figure 6.9 shows how this chemical (together
with the physics part) can fold the example chemical from figure 6.6, described by
the sequence of events below:
1. If we put a parsed chemical into the world, then the physics part will fold
its function nodes to the binding sites they are close to in the linear graph
(figure 6.9 (b)).
2. In order to make long-range folds, we need chaperone chemicals. A chaperone
chemical contains two binding sites that match the folding sites on the target
chemical (uxuxu and txtxt). Here we mean match in the sense of binding.
So the chaperone chemical binds to a pair of uxuxu and txtxt binding sites
on the target chemical (figure 6.9 (c)).
3. This brings the uxuxu and txtxt binding sites close together, because they
are both bound to the same chemical (and the binding sites on the chaperone
chemical are close together). So now, the target function node and its target
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Figure 6.9: The chaperone chemical helping to fold a target chemical. See the text
for details.
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Figure 6.10: The full chaperone chemical, with all the functionality needed to fold
multiple chemicals in the GraphMol world. The folding templates are omitted from
this diagram, to more clearly show the functionality of the chaperone chemical,
rather than the details of its folding. For the folding templates, see figure 6.11.
binding site are close together. But the fold cannot happen yet, because the
target function node has already been folded: to whichever binding site was
closest to it in the linear graph.
4. So GraphMol needs a new function node: unfold, with a new atom symbol:
%. This unfolds a function node (the closest function node to the binding
site that its target is bound to). When this function has been executed, the
target function node will be unfolded (figure 6.9 (d)).
5. The physics part will fold the function node to its closest binding site, which
will now be the target binding site (figure 6.9 (e) and (f)).
6. Depending on the parameters of the GraphMol physics engine, this process
may take a little time to happen, so the chaperone chemical contains some
junk to keep its program running and keep it bound to the target chemical.
7. After this junk region, the chaperone chemical contains function nodes that
unbind it from the target chemical. When it executes these, it will unbind
itself from the target chemical and leave the target chemical folded (fig-
ure 6.9 (g)).
Two technical details are needed before the chaperone chemical can operate
successfully. Firstly, when the chaperone chemical unbinds itself from the target
chemical, the function > hides its target binding site as well as unbinding it.
So the chaperone chemical needs two extra < functions to show its binding sites
after it has unbound itself. Secondly, we need to hide the uxuxu binding site on
the target chemical after the refolding has happened. Otherwise, the chaperone
chemical will keep binding to chemicals that are correctly folded and waste time.
GraphMol chemicals cannot currently hide binding sites on other chemicals, but
we can introduce another new function to do this: HBT (standing for hide bound
target), with its corresponding new atom symbol: &. Figure 6.10 shows the full
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[t1t1t] [mt1tm] ! junk
[t2t2t] [mu1um] junk
% [u2u2u] junk
junk junk junk junk
& [u2u2u] junk
> [u2u2u] junk > [u1u1u] junk
< [u2u2u] junk < [u1u1u] junk
Figure 6.11: The full chaperone chemical as a string of atoms, with all function-
ality and folding templates included. Junk is used to protect the folding templates
and ensure correct folding. The % atom is the new unfold function; the & atom is
the new hide bound target function. mt1tm is a pattern that matches (binds to)
t1t1t. Whitespace is not meaningful — it is added here for readability only. For
the folded version of this chemical, see figure 6.10.
chaperone chemical, with these additions. Figure 6.11 shows the full chaperone
chemical in terms of atoms and folding templates.
This chaperone chemical introduces two new atoms into the design of Graph-
Mol: unfold, %, and hide bound target, &. These atoms do not appear in the design
of GraphMol above, because chaperone chemicals and embodied folding are not in-
vestigated experimentally in this thesis. The chaperone chemical is presented here
to illustrate why GraphMol’s parsing and folding process has been designed in the
way it has. Also, the chaperone chemical shows the flexibility of the GraphMol lan-
guage. New mechanisms can be obtained by modifying the chemistry slightly and
exploiting the physics. We do not implement embodied folding by adding a com-
plicated fold atom to the chemistry to fold chemicals with one function. Rather,
we:
• add two simple, low-level functions to the chemistry (at a lower level than
folding),
• re-use some existing functions of the chemistry (show, hide, stop),
• exploit some properties of GraphMol’s physics (chemicals, graph distances,
binding and unbinding).
This allows us to implement folding as an embodied process within the GraphMol
world, with very minor modifications to the GraphMol chemistry and no modifi-
cations to the GraphMol physics. GraphMol is designed to be extended in this
way
The chaperone chemical described here is able to fold one pair of folding tem-
plates, e.g. u1u1u/t1t1t, depending on which pair of templates its binding sites
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match. But in general, GraphMol chemicals will need to contain more than one
fold. This means that they will need more than one pair of folding templates.
There are two solutions to this. One possibility would be to have different chap-
erone chemicals, with binding sites that matched different folding templates. Or
alternatively, these different chaperone chemicals could be concatenated together
into one (very) large chaperone. With an exact binding function (as used here),
this would require a separate chaperone chemical (or a separate section of the
large chaperone) for each pair of folding templates. For all practical purposes,
this could be too much. Using an inexact binding function (such as Stringmol’s,
section 5.1.1.5), one chaperone chemical could match multiple folding templates.
This redundancy would reduce the number of chaperone chemicals (or sections of
the large chaperone) required.
An interesting consequence of embodying the folding process within chaperone
chemicals is that chaperone chemicals also need to be folded. This raises the
question of: who folds the folding mechanism? From a computer science viewpoint,
this may seem like a circular reference that cannot be resolved. This is because
traditional computer science thinks of algorithms existing in isolated worlds, where
there is only one copy of each algorithm. But from a biological viewpoint, there is
no problem. There is not just one single, isolated, chaperone chemical, but multiple
chaperone chemicals existing in the same world. A given chaperone chemical does
not need to fold itself; it folds a copy of itself. So a GraphMol system can be
initialised with unfolded chaperone chemicals, as long as it is also bootstrapped
with some pre-folded chaperone chemicals as well. This may seem like cheating,
but it is not. Every biological system always starts its existence with a bootstrap.
When a bacterial cell clones itself, the daughter cells do not just contain a copy
of the DNA and re-create everything from scratch. Even though the DNA-reading
machinery is coded for on the daughter cell’s DNA, the daughter cell must be
bootstrapped with some DNA-reading machines that have already been decoded,
to start the process of reading the DNA. The same is true of GraphMol chaperone
chemicals.
6.3 GraphMol reactions in detail
The previous section described in detail the static properties of GraphMol chem-
icals, including how they are parsed and folded. We have briefly introduced the
dynamic processes involved in GraphMol chemical reactions: the binding process
and the encoded computer programs. This section describes these in detail, ex-
plaining how these two processes allow GraphMol chemicals to change each other.
The following section shows how we can use these processes to design GraphMol
chemicals that embody the copying mechanism.
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Once strings have been parsed and folded into chemical graphs, the graphs
can start to react with each other. A GraphMol chemical can be described by its
linear sequence of parsed nodes, and a collection of internal state information. The
internal state of a chemical consists of the following different types of data:
• Which binding sites the chemical’s show and hide functional atoms are con-
nected to (as determined by the folding process). With a crisp folding process,
this is fixed after the chemical has folded. With an embodied folding process,
this can be changed by a chaperone chemical.
• Which of the chemical’s binding sites are shown and which are hidden. This
can be changed by the the execution of the computer programs encoded in
GraphMol chemicals.
• Which of the chemical’s binding sites are bound, and to whom. This can be
changed by the binding process of the GraphMol physics engine.
• The number of instruction pointers moving along the chemical, and their
current positions. New instruction pointers can be added by the binding
process, and removed by the computer programs.
As GraphMol runs, the declarative binding process and the imperative com-
puter programs change the internal states of the chemicals in the GraphMol world.
The binding process uses binding sites to create instruction pointers, whereas the
computer programs use instruction pointers to show and hide binding sites. Graph-
mol chemical reactions exploit the feedback between these two processes to imple-
ment mechanisms that embody phenomena.
6.3.1 Declarative binding process
The declarative physics process simulates the GraphMol chemicals moving in a
physical space, and the binding sites being attracted to each other. In biology,
chemical enzymes are physical objects that move through space and experience
forces. The main forces that biological enzymes experience are: (1) impacts from
their surrounding molecules (mostly water molecules), that cause the enzymes to
move randomly; and (2) electrostatic attraction and repulsion between different
(charged) parts of different chemicals.
In biology, any part of an enzyme can be positively or negatively charged. So to
calculate the force on any given part of a chemical, many different charges (in the
local area) need to be taken into account. Chemicals move around each other, re-
orienting their positions to minimise the energy implied by their (very complicated)
electric fields. Any part of any chemical can potentially stick to any other part,
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if their patterns of charges complement each other, and they manage to move
together to align these complementary parts. Molecular Dynamics simulations
capture these ideas computationally, but are very expensive to run.
GraphMol simplifies the above situation by using the abstraction of binding
sites. GraphMol chemicals can only stick to each other (and to themselves) at
certain, pre-defined positions: binding sites. This design decision has two conse-
quences:
1. It simplifies the binding calculation, because every part of every chemical can
no longer stick to every other. Only the binding sites of chemicals can stick
together, so only the binding sites need to be considered when calculating
binding.
2. It allows the functionality of a chemical (its imperative computer programs)
to reference the binding sites as objects in their own right.
GraphMol’s binding process is an analogue of electrostatics and the random
movement of chemicals. It continuously monitors the binding sites that exist in a
GraphMol world, creating binds between binding sites if their patterns match and
the binding sites are close together. The process of creating a bind is described be-
low, as is the process of determining if two patterns match. There are two different
processes that stochastically search for binding sites that are close together:
1. The mixing process simulates the GraphMol chemicals moving randomly in
space, and two binding sites happening to be close to each other. GraphMol
uses an aspatial mixer, that stochastically determines which chemicals are
close to each other at any given time.
2. The graph distance process takes account of the fact that binding sites that
are close to each other in the same graph, would also be close to each other
in physical space. This process creates binds stochastically between binding
sites that are close together in terms of graph distance.
The mixing process brings together separate chemicals and allows them to bind
(and hence react) in the same way as a traditional artificial chemistry; any artificial
chemistry mixing algorithm could be used here. But in GraphMol, reactions are
not atomic operations like they are in many artificial chemistries. The forming of
a bind is atomic, as is the execution of one instruction of an imperative computer
program. But after a bind has formed, and before the computer programs have
finished executing, other binds can form and interact with the reaction. After a
bind happens, the two chemicals are joined together by bind edges. This means
that other binding sites from the two chemicals have now become close together.
The graph distance process exploits this, allowing more binds to happen between
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binding sites on the two chemicals, because they are close together through the
graph.
Also note that the mixing process does not just bring together separate chem-
icals. It can bring together binding sites on the same chemical that are separated
by a large graph distance.
6.3.1.1 Aspatial mixing process
As introduced in section 5.1.1.1, one thing an artificial chemistry world must specify
is the type of space in which chemicals react. If an artificial chemistry has a
non-trivial type of space, then its world can have a non-trivial mixing process as
well. For example, if the chemicals were two-dimensional circles, then the physics
engine’s mixing process could simulate movement and collisions of two-dimensional
circles in two-dimensional space. But equally, it could instead simulate these two-
dimensional circles moving and colliding in a one-dimensional space, or a five-
dimensional space.
Different definitions of space provide the artificial chemistry with different pos-
sibilities. Humans live in a three-dimensional (almost Euclidean) space and are
familiar with its properties. But some properties that exist in three dimensions
do not carry over into spaces with different numbers of dimensions. For exam-
ple, in three dimensions you can tie knots in shoelaces (which are essentially one-
dimensional lines), but in four dimensions these knots would fall apart and your
shoes would slip off. In order to tie knots in four dimensions, you have to use
two-dimensional planes (which is hard to visualise). But in two dimensions, you
can’t even get started tying a knot (using a one-dimensional line) because the space
does not let you move the shoelace over itself. And in one dimension, you cannot
even bend the shoelace to make it touch itself, let alone think about going further
towards tying a knot. All you can do is slide the shoelace backwards and forwards
along a straight line.
The number of dimensions is not the only property that space possesses. An-
other property is a definition of distance. This can have massive impacts on the
computational properties of novelty-generation algorithms. For example, in Arti-
ficial Immune Systems using Euclidean distances2 makes the algorithms perform
increasingly poorly on higher-dimensional problems [95]. This issue can be resolved
by using Manhattan distances3. The reason for this difference is that the volume
of a hypersphere (Euclidean distance) does not grow as quickly as the volume of a
2Euclidean distance is the familiar notion of straight-line distance, calculated using Pythago-
ras’ equation: d(a,b) =
√∑n
i=1 (ai − bi)2, where n is the number of dimensions in the space.
3Manhattan, or taxicab, distance is named after the grid layout of most streets in Manhattan,
where a taxi travelling between two points would drive on the edges of a rectangular grid, and
cover a distance of: d(a,b) =
∑n
i=1 |ai − bi|.
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hypercube (Manhattan distance) when the dimension of the space is increased.
The idea of an aspatial space is to remove as many of the complications of
space as possible, while still allowing chemicals to react with each other. It is not
clear how different spaces affect artificial chemistries, and complicated spaces take
a long time to run. So aspatial spaces start from the minimum requirements on an
artificial chemistry space, with the idea that further complications can be added
later.
One major complication of space is correlations between chemicals. If two
chemicals are close together at a certain time, then there is a high chance that
they will still be close together after a short time has passed. Aspatial spaces
remove this by not representing the space explicitly. Rather than keeping track
of the positions of every chemical over time, aspatial spaces just store a list of
all the chemicals in the world. At every timestep, the mixing process chooses
stochastically which chemicals are close to each other. Literally, this does not
make sense in terms of the physical world, but it makes sense mathematically and
is easy to create within a computer. The physical-world analogy is of a well-mixed
container that is being continually stirred to destroy the correlations.
Most aspatial artificial chemistries from the literature (described in section 2.4.2.2)
use a very simple method for choosing which chemicals are close to each other each
timestep. They stochastically pair up chemicals from the list, meaning that every
chemical reacts with a (uniformly) randomly chosen partner every timestep. This
works for chemistries with trivial binding models, where every chemical can bind
with every other. But for chemistries with richer binding models, we can improve
the mixing process by keeping track of which pairs of chemicals can bind, and only
pairing up chemicals that are able to bind (and hence react).
We can extend the naive method of pairing up chemicals from the list, to include
some spatial properties. In a well-mixed reactor in the physical world, chemicals
are not paired up with each other every timestep. The chance of a particular
reaction taking place at any time is a function of the concentration of the reactants
in the world. The Stringmol artificial chemistry [43] replicates this by assigning an
abstract concept of volume to the world and the chemicals within it. Each timestep,
all the chemicals are randomly distributed throughout the world’s volume. If the
volumes of two chemicals intersect, then they are close enough to bind. (And if
one chemical intersects with two others, then it binds to the closest one.) This can
be implemented very efficiently. To test if a given chemical is close enough to bind
with anything, we use the equation:
probability of being close enough = 1− (1− vchem/vworld)n (6.5)
where vworld is the volume of the world, vchem is the volume of a single chemical, and
n is the number of chemicals in the world that the target chemical can bind with.
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Algorithm 4 Stringmol’s aspatial mixing process (also used in GraphMol)
vworld = volume of the world
vchem = volume of one chemical
Wt = the list of all chemicals in the world at timestep t
Wt+1 = ∅
at timestep t, check which chemicals bind
for all chemicals, c, in Wt do
remove c from Wt
B = the list of chemicals in Wt that c can bind with
n = |B| the number of chemicals in Wt that c can bind with
p = 1− (1− vchem/vworld)n
if random dice roll with probability p then
chemical c binds with something
d = random choice of chemical from B
remove d from Wt
form a bind between c and d
add c and d to Wt+1
else
add c to Wt+1
end if
end for
Algorithm 4 shows how this equation is used to implement Stringmol’s aspatial
mixing process. GraphMol uses this same method as its mixing process. GraphMol
also optimises storage of the sets W , grouping together repeated instances of the
same chemical (using multisets rather than lists). This speeds up the computation
of B (and n), and speeds up most of the adding and removing.
Using this mixing process allows the binding process to take into account the
concentrations of chemicals present in the world. This makes reactions happen
more frequently when more of their reactants are present in the world, and less
frequently when there are fewer. In combination with Stringmol’s energy model
(section 5.1.1.4) that allows variation in the number of chemicals in the world,
this has been shown to produce interesting results in the Stringmol artificial chem-
istry [42]. This is why GraphMol uses Stringmol’s mixing process and energy
model.
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Algorithm 5 Graph distance process testing for a single bind
B = set of all free binding sites in the world
filter B, keeping binding sites that are close to a matching, free target
if B is not empty then
b = a random choice of binding site from B (uniform distribution)
T = set of all free target binding sites that b is close to
t = a random choice of binding site from T (uniform distribution)
distance = the graph distance between b and t
match = the strength of the match between b’s pattern and t’s pattern
p = binding probability function(distance,match)
if random dice roll with probability p then
form a bind between b and t
end if
end if
6.3.1.2 Graph distance process
Once the mixing process has brought together two chemicals, the graph distance
process allows those chemicals to interact with each other by forming further binds
between their binding sites. While the mixing process forms binds between arbi-
trary binding sites, the graph distance process forms binds between binding sites
that are close together on the same graph. It is a stochastic process that is biased,
with the probability of two sites binding based on their distance through the graph.
Algorithm 5 shows GraphMol’s graph distance process, that chooses one binding
site at random from the world and tries to find a nearby target binding site for it
to bind with. During a GraphMol run, this process is continually iterated to form
binds between binding sites that are close to each other on the same chemical. To
optimise this process, the data structures B (filtered version) and T are cached,
and updated when necessary, to avoid re-calculating them each time.
The probability of a given bind forming depends on two factors: (1) the dis-
tance between the two binding sites and (2) the affinity between the binding sites’
patterns. In the current version of GraphMol, the matching function is crisp and
trivial: two binding sites either match or they do not (exact string matching). It
would be easy to add a rich, stochastic matching rule into GraphMol in the future
(such as Stringmol’s binding model based on inexact subsequence matching, sec-
tion 5.1.1.5) . Because a GraphMol match is either true or false, it does not have
a quantitative affect on the binding probability function (it only says whether a
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Figure 6.12: The binding probability function used in the current version of Graph-
Mol.
bind can happen or not).
Any binding probability function could be used to convert distances into prob-
abilities of binding. The current version of GraphMol uses the function:
bind probability(distance) =
{(
k
distance
)α
if this is < 0.5
0.5 otherwise
(6.6)
which is visualised in figure 6.12 for the parameters k = 61.451 and α = 9.705.
The particular form of this function was chosen to allow us to control the error
rate of the embodied copying mechanism described later (see section 6.4.2.4 for
details). Since all the GraphMol runs described in this thesis relate to the embodied
copying mechanism, the above choice of binding probability function is appropriate.
However, if different mechanisms were to be implemented within the GraphMol
world, then a different function might be more appropriate here.
6.3.1.3 Calculating graph distances
In order to operate, the graph distance process must know the distances between
each binding site in the graph. When binding sites create and break binds with each
other, these distances will change. And if embodied folding were used, then these
distances would change when chemicals were re-folded (this does not happen in the
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Algorithm 6 Floyd-Warshall all-pairs shortest path algorithm
n = the number of nodes in the graph
D = an n× n table of distances between nodes in the graph
initialised with the distances between adjacent graph nodes
for k = 1 to n do
for i = 1 to n do
for j = 1 to n do
D[i][j] = min(D[i][j], D[i][k] +D[k][j])
end for
end for
end for
current version of GraphMol). One option would be to re-calculate the distances
between binding sites on each iteration of the graph distance process. This would
remove the problem of the graph structure changing between binds, but would be
very inefficient to run. A more efficient method is to store the distances between
binding sites and update them as binds change.
The standard algorithm for computing the shortest distances between all pairs
of nodes in a graph is the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [33], described in algorithm 6.
This looks at every triple of nodes (i, j, k) and asks the question: Is it quicker
to travel directly from i to j, or would I be better off going via k? Iterating this
question multiple times has the effect of calculating the lengths of the shortest
paths between each pair of nodes in the graph. Using this algorithm to store the
distances means we do not have to re-calculate them on every iteration of the
binding process, but it does require us to re-calculate them all every time a bind
is formed or removed. The problem with this algorithm (and similar ones, such as
Dijkstra’s algorithm) is that when a small change is made to the graph (such as
adding or removing a bind edge), we must re-calculate all the distances between
every pair of nodes, even if most of them have not changed.
To solve this problem, and only perform a small amount of re-calculation when
a small change is made to the graph, GraphMol’s distance process uses a modified
version of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, based on an algorithm used to route
packets through the internet [37, pp.734-737]4. Rather than having a global two-
dimensional table, D, containing the distances between each pair of nodes, each
node, x, has its own local one-dimensional table, Dx, containing the distances from
node x to every other node in the graph. This breaks up the global distance table,
4Modern routers use a more sophisticated version of this algorithm, along with many other
tricks, to route packets through the internet. The algorithm described here is an early routing
algorithm based on the distance vector routing protocol.
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(a) An example graph with its
global distance table, D.
(b) The corresponding
local distance tables,
Dx, with their next node
tables, Nx.
Figure 6.13: An example showing the difference between global and local distance
tables.
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Algorithm 7 GraphMol routing algorithm for propagating a change (inspired
by [37, pp.734-737]).
a small change is propagated throughout the whole graph
U is the set of nodes that have recently updated their distance tables
initialised to contain the nodes directly affected by the change
while U is not empty do
Uc = a copy of U
empty U
shuﬄe Uc
for all nodes, x, in Uc do
for all neighbours, y, of node x do
node x sends its distance table to node y (algorithm 8)
if this caused node y to update its distance table then
add node y to U
end if
end for
end for
end while
distributing it between the nodes in the graph. Figure 6.13 shows this for a small
example graph. As well as storing the distances to every other node, each node
also stores the next node in the shortest path.
Because the distance table has been distributed, changes can be made to it only
where they are needed. For example, in figure 6.13, if the edge between nodes a
and b was removed, then this would affect the distance tables of nodes a and b,
but not those of nodes c, d or e.
Algorithm 7 describes how to spread a change through the graph. We maintain
a set, U , of graph nodes that have recently updated their distance tables. When a
change happens (e.g. removing the edge between a and b), we add to U the nodes
that are directly affected by the change (nodes a and b). In order to spread a
change through the network, we iterate through U , removing each node and sending
that node’s distance table to all of its neighbours. Each neighbour integrates the
distance table it receives into its own. If this integration causes the neighbour’s
distance table to change, then the neighbour adds itself to U , ensuring that the
change will propagate to its neighbours as well. In the example above, node a (and
also node b) will send its distance table to node c. Node c will examine node a’s
distance table and realise that the change does not affect node c. Thus, node c will
not add itself to U , and hence nodes d and e will not be affected by the change.
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Algorithm 8 GraphMol routing algorithm for updating a single node (called from
algorithm 7).
node a sends its distance table to node b
Dx is the distance table for node x
Dx[y] is the distance from node x to node y
Nx is the next node table for node x
Nx[y] is the node that is next on the route from node x to node y
update every one of b’s routes that goes via a first
for all nodes, c, in Db do
if Nb[c] = a then
calculate how long the route is, using a’s new distance table
new Db[c] = Db[a] +Da[c]
if the distance has changed, then b updates its distance table
if new Db[c] 6= Db[c] then
Db[c] = new Db[c]
end if
end if
end for
check if b can make any of its routes shorter by going via a first
for all nodes, c, in Da do
check we are not making a circular route
if (c 6= b) and (Na[c] 6= b) and (Nb[c] 6= a) then
if a’s route is shorter, then b uses it
new Db[c] = Db[a] +Da[c]
if new Db[c] < Db[c] then
Db[c] = new Db[c]
Nb[c] = a
end if
end if
end for
apply a cutoff distance
for all nodes, c, in Db do
if Db[c] > cutoff then
remove node c from Db and Nb
end if
end for
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Algorithm 8 gives details about precisely how a node integrates a neighbour’s
distance table into its own. This is a distributed version of the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm (algorithm 6). Figure 6.14 shows an example of the distributed algorithm
running, gradually building up the distance table of a GraphMol chemical.
The benefit of distributing the distance calculation in this way is that it pro-
vides the GraphMol world with parameters that can be used to tune the distance
calculation, and alter the effect it has on GraphMol chemicals. As can be seen in
algorithm 8, it is straightforward to add a cutoff distance into this algorithm. The
cutoff parameter stops the algorithm calculating distances between nodes that are
very far apart. Since the binding process uses these distances to form binds with
a greater probability between nodes that are close together, we can safely ignore
distances over a high-enough cutoff. Technically this will prevent some binds hap-
pening that could have happened without the cutoff, but we can calculate which
binds we will lose in this way. Using equation 6.6, we can calculate that using a
cutoff of 250 units, we will lose all binds with a probability of less than 4.1×10−11.
Unless we were to run the GraphMol world for an inordinately long time, we would
be extremely unlikely to see any of these binds happen, and we gain performance
by not considering them.
The set, U , of nodes that have to send their distance tables, provides many
opportunities for variation and the creation of parameters. U is a rather complex
data structure. It is ostensibly a straightforward set of nodes, but the way in which
it is used makes it more involved than this. Nodes are removed from U , and they
send their distance tables to their neighbours. But sending their distance table
may cause further nodes to be added to U . So when removing a node from U , we
may cause U to grow. And in removing further nodes from U , we may cause the
addition of nodes that have been removed on previous iterations. Thus, statements
such as process every node in U are not well defined.
In terms of ending up with correct distance tables, any method of iterating
through U will converge on the same distance tables when U eventually becomes
empty (and U will always become empty, provided the network is only changed
once). But one benefit of this algorithm is that we do not need to wait for the
distance tables to converge before doing other things in GraphMol. For exam-
ple, looking at figure 6.14, after only 4 iterations, a good proportion of the nodes
have most of their distances calculated. And after 6 iterations, almost all of the
distances are correct. At this point, we could stop the distance-propagation pro-
cess and start the binding process. The binding process would have a very high
probability of forming the same binds as if we had let the distance-propagation
process finish. This provides us with a parameter for the GraphMol world: the
number of iterations we perform on U (the speed of the distance-propagation pro-
cess) before performing one iteration of the binding process. This is a classical
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(a) Neighbour distances
after initialisation
(b) After 1 iteration
(63 nodes in U)
(c) After 2 iterations
(61 nodes in U)
(d) After 3 iterations
(63 nodes in U)
(e) After 4 iterations
(52 nodes in U)
(f) After 5 iterations
(51 nodes in U)
(g) After 6 iterations
(34 nodes in U)
(h) After 7 iterations
(31 nodes in U)
(i) After 8 iterations
(20 nodes in U)
(j) After 9 iterations
(6 nodes in U)
(k) After 10 iterations
(1 node in U)
(l) Distances computed by
Floyd-Warshall algorithm
Figure 6.14: An example of how the distributed algorithm gradually builds up its
distance table and converges on that computed by the Floyd-Warshall algorithm.
Darker shades equate to longer distances. For this graph (with 63 nodes), the
algorithm takes between 8 and 14 iterations to converge.
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speed-accuracy tradeoff. Running the distance-propagation process faster provides
the binding process with a more accurate estimate of the distances, at the expense
of processing time.
Algorithm 7 describes one method of iterating through U . During each iteration
of the routing algorithm, a copy is made of U , and this copy is iterated through.
Any nodes added to U during an iteration are not added to the copy being iterated.
When repeated, this provides a breadth-first traversal of the data structure implied
by U . Algorithm 7 iterates through the copy of U in a random order (by shuﬄing
Uc). Iterating in the same order each time would cause artefacts to spread through
the distance tables, making them fill out unevenly.
6.3.2 Imperative computer programs
The imperative computer programs are encoded within GraphMol chemicals. The
binding sites and function nodes of a GraphMol chemical define crisp computer
programs (one program for each binding site) and the junk nodes control the speed
at which these computer programs execute. When a bind happens, two programs
start executing: one starting from each binding site.
This programming language is completely crisp (it contains no stochastic ele-
ments). GraphMol’s stochasticity is contained within its physics process; the crisp
function nodes form a programming language that can exploit the stochasticity of
the physics process to implement interesting computer programs capable of em-
bodying phenomena of interest.
This section describes in detail how the computer programs execute, and dis-
cusses how different design decisions might impact the potential evolvability of
GraphMol programs.
6.3.2.1 Instruction pointers
When the binding process forms a bind between two binding sites, it creates an
instruction pointer at each binding site. These two instruction pointers start ex-
ecuting in parallel, moving along their respective chemical graphs’ program edges
(which have a fixed direction, determined when the chemical is created). Each time
the instruction pointers are iterated, they move along one atom of the chemical.
This means that when they reach nodes containing multiple atoms (junk regions
and binding sites), it takes the instruction pointers multiple iterations to move
over these nodes. This is how junk regions can be used to slow down execution of
GraphMol programs.
When an instruction pointer reaches a junction in the graph, it moves along
the graph’s program edge, rather than along any fold or bind edges. Although
the fold edges transform a linear string of nodes into a general graph, and the
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bind edges connect together different graphs, the instruction pointers ignore all of
this. To an instruction pointer, a GraphMol chemical is simply a linear sequence
of atoms, as described by the graph’s program edges. The fold edges could be used
to implement jump instructions in GraphMol, and the bind edges could be used
to allow one chemical to execute code from another chemical (as can happen in
Stringmol [43]), but these have not been investigated in this thesis (see the future
work section for a discussion of these). The fold and bind edges do, however, affect
the binding process, because they alter distances through the graph (and hence
the probabilities of binding).
When an instruction pointer moves to a function node, it executes this function.
In the current version of GraphMol, there are just three functions: show <, hide
> and stop !. These are described below. Clearly, some type of copy function is
needed to implement a copying mechanism. This is added later, since the focus
of GraphMol is on embodying the next function of the copying process, rather
than char-copy. GraphMol has been designed so that adding new functions is
easy. The folding process makes it possible to add any function that takes a single
binding site as a parameter. Functions without parameters can be added also.
For example, the description of the chaperone folding chemical introduces two new
functions that both take a single parameter (section 6.2.3.4). The future work
section shows how new instructions could allow GraphMol to embody the copy-
ing process in ways different from those investigated in this thesis. As with CISC
(Complex Instruction Set Computer) and RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Com-
puter) processor architectures respectively, different versions of GraphMol could
be designed that either (1) used many different functions covering all conceivable
requirements, or (2) used a bare-minimum of functions, that could be combined to
implement more complex operations.
When an instruction pointer reaches a stop instruction, !, or if it reaches the
end of the chemical, the program stops executing and the instruction pointer is
removed from the chemical’s internal state.
6.3.2.2 Show and hide functions
As explained in the folding section above (section 6.2.3), the show and hide func-
tions each take one binding site as a parameter: the particular binding site they
show or hide when an instruction pointer executes them. This parameter is spec-
ified via a fold edge connecting the function node to the binding site. If, during
the folding process, this fold edge is not created, then the function node essentially
turns into a junk node, because it has no binding site to operate on.
The effects of showing and hiding binding sites are changes to the topology of
the chemical graph, which affects the future behaviour of the chemical. Showing
a binding site makes it possible for the shown binding site to bind and start an
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imperative program running. Hiding a binding site makes it impossible for the
hidden binding site to bind (until it is shown again). We have one process that
makes certain things possible, and another process that makes certain things im-
possible. This allows us to perform computation. Later, we will see GraphMol’s
embodied copying mechanism use this to decide which characters to copy.
6.3.2.3 Timescales
GraphMol has four different processes operating on different timescales:
1. the distance-propagation process (quickest timescale),
2. the instruction pointer process,
3. the binding process,
4. the imperative programs showing and hiding binding sites (slowest timescale).
The fastest of these is the distance-propagation process. Every iteration of this
process performs one routing-table update, taking some nodes from those that
need updating and sending their distance tables to their neighbours. On a slower
timescale, the instruction pointer process iterates, moving each instruction pointer
one atom along its chemical. The binding process operates on a slower timescale
again. One iteration of this process chooses a certain number of binding sites at
random, and tests to see if they bind to anything.
The binding process must happen on a slower timescale than the distance-
propagation process, so that information about distance-changes can spread through
the graph before new binds are formed. The instruction pointer process should
happen on a quicker timescale than the binding process, because the instruction
pointer process changes what binds are possible (by showing binding sites). If
the binding process happened on too quick a timescale, then it would waste time
checking for new binds when none were possible.
Finally, there is a process that is not programmed into the GraphMol world, but
rather programmed into the computer programs encoded on GraphMol chemicals.
To implement a useful mechanism, a GraphMol chemical will have to show and hide
its binding sites in some pattern, causing them to bind to other sites in a useful
way. This showing and hiding of binding sites will have to happen on a timescale
slower than that of the binding process, because the purpose of showing binding
sites is to allow them to bind to something. But this process is implemented by
instruction pointers, that operate on a quicker timescale than the binding process.
This is where junk comes in. GraphMol programs contain junk so that they can
effectively slow down their instruction pointers when they need to (when they are
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waiting for binds to happen), and speed them up at other times (when they want
to show/hide multiple binding sites before a bind happens).
For the experiments presented in this thesis, one GraphMol iteration corre-
sponds to one iteration of the distance-propagation process, which processes 10%
of the nodes currently in U . The instruction pointer process runs once every 31
iterations, moving each instruction pointer along one atom. The binding process
runs once every 71 iterations, choosing one binding site on each chemical that could
bind, and testing if it does bind. These parameters were chosen by testing each
permutation of the three delays (from 1 to 91 in steps of 10) using the GraphMol
copying mechanism (described later). Some parameter combinations prevent the
mechanism from functioning, but there is a large region of parameter space in which
the mechanism works, with different degrees of reliability (probability of making
the correct binds) and speed (runtime of the GraphMol world). The chosen param-
eters trade off these two factors, to give a GraphMol world in which the copying
mechanism can be implemented reliably, while avoiding obvious inefficiencies that
would slow down execution of the GraphMol world. If other mechanisms were to
be implemented in GraphMol, then these parameters may benefit from checking.
6.3.2.4 Uniqueness of programs
When a bind is formed between two binding sites, two instruction pointers are
created. If the two binding sites are on the same chemical, then there will be
two programs executing in parallel on the same chemical. These are different
computer programs, since they each have their own instruction pointer, and each
instruction pointer starts from a different place on the chemical (a different binding
site). Also, these programs will always remain different from each other, i.e. their
instruction pointers will never coincide. This is because all instruction pointers
move along their chemicals at the same speed, and there is no jumping possible in
the GraphMol language (although jumping could be added in the future, with a
new instruction).
Two instruction pointers could coincide, if two separate binds happened with
precisely the right timing. One of the instruction pointers created by the first bind
would have to move along its chemical and reach another binding site. This bind-
ing site would have to bind to a suitable target at the same time as the instruction
pointer reached it. Then, we would have two instruction pointers in precisely the
same place. These two would move along their chemical at the same rate, and
would always overlap. Because all current GraphMol functions (show and hide)
are idempotent5, the second instruction pointer would be completely redundant. It
5A function is idempotent if applying it twice has the same effect as applying it once. A
function, f, is idempotent if f(f(x)) = f(x) As an example: stopping a video playing is idempotent,
but turning up the volume is not.
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would technically execute every instruction it reached, but this instruction would
have already been executed by the first instruction pointer. Idempotency is not
a requirement of GraphMol functions, we just note here that the current Graph-
Mol functions are all idempotent. Non-idempotent functions could be added, for
example, a function that toggled whether its binding site was shown of hidden.
As an optimisation of the GraphMol instruction pointer process, duplicate in-
struction pointers could be detected and removed. But running instruction pointers
is very cheap computationally. So the cost of detecting duplicates may be greater
than the time lost by running them. And the computational gains of removing
duplicates are small.
Since the binding process is stochastic, the fact that a duplicate binding site
appears at a given time is no guarantee that another duplicate will appear in the fu-
ture. If the bind had (stochastically) happened a little earlier or a little later, then
the duplicate would not have occurred. An almost-duplicate instruction pointer
would be present in this case. This would closely follow its almost-duplicate, ex-
ecuting duplicate instructions very soon after they had first been executed. This
would most likely have the same effect as an exact duplicate, because the state of
the chemical is not likely to change between the duplicate executions in such a way
as to make the duplicate instruction meaningful. But it might do. There is a small
chance that another process could change the state of the chemical in the time
between the almost-duplicate instruction pointers executing the same instruction.
In this case, the duplicate execution of the instruction could have a major change
on the chemical, disrupting other processes or allowing something else to happen.
This type of potential for change is what we are trying to allow our systems
to do. We want processes that happen in the same way most of the time, but
occasionally do different things. And the different things should come not from an
external source perturbing the system, but from a process internal to the system.
This is why we do not want to remove almost-duplicate instruction pointers. In-
deed, we want to encourage them (and phenomena like them), and see what effects
they have on the evolvability of systems containing them.
6.3.3 Types of reaction
The previous two sections described in detail that implementation of GraphMol’s
various processes. This section discusses how those processes fit with the traditional
notion of artificial chemistries.
Traditional artificial chemistries define chemicals, that participate in reactions.
GraphMol has a clearly-defined notion of chemical: a graph built from nodes,
program edges and fold edges. But in GraphMol there are two different concepts
of reaction, at two different scales:
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Figure 6.15: Two chemicals binding can bring together other binding sites from
the two chemicals (A and Z), and also distant binding sites on the same chemical
(X and W).
1. A micro-scale reaction is an interaction between two binding sites.
2. A macro-scale reaction is an interaction between two chemicals. This can
either be designed into the chemicals, or be an emergent property of the
system.
Micro-scale reactions are the mechanics of how GraphMol runs, and are pro-
grammed into the GraphMol world.
Macro-scale reactions are combinations of low-level events occurring in the
GraphMol world, that have a well-defined outcome. They are mechanisms that
can be built from components existing in the GraphMol world. And in principle,
they could emerge from an evolving GraphMol system.
6.3.3.1 Micro-scale reactions
In the micro-scale case, a reaction is the same as a bind between two binding sites.
The immediate result of this type of reaction is a change in the topology of the
graph, as shown in figure 6.15. The two chemicals are now connected together,
so the distances between their binding sites have changed. Each binding site now
has some new binding sites that it has become close to, namely those on the other
chemical (in figure 6.15, sites A and Z have become close). Also, two binding sites
on the same chemical may have become closer together. This could happen if the
two chemicals were bound together in multiple places, and there was a shorter
route between the two binding sites through the bound chemical than through the
chemical they belong to (in figure 6.15, sites X and W have become close).
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A longer-term result of this reaction is that when the bind formed, two computer
programs started running, represented by the two instruction pointers that were
created. If another bind happens before these programs finish running, then further
programs start executing in parallel. Also, if the two binding sites are on the same
chemical then there will be two programs running in parallel on the same chemical.
This definition of reaction views a GraphMol system as a collection of nodes in
a graph. GraphMol updates these nodes by continually iterating the instruction
pointers that exist (running the programs), and checking if any new binds happen
(starting new programs). As the programs run, new binding sites can become
visible and so new binds can happen. On the micro-level, GraphMol can be viewed
as an artificial chemistry in which the chemicals are graph nodes and the reactions
between them are binds. The artificial chemistry runs the physics of the world (the
binding process), and there is also a higher-level chemistry running in parallel (the
instruction pointers). We have a low-level artificial chemistry with a higher-level
imperative language operating alongside. But this is not the only way of viewing
GraphMol.
6.3.3.2 Macro-scale reactions
In the macro-scale case, a reaction is not defined explicitly as part of the Graph-
Mol world: instead, it is a property of a running system. This can be an emergent
property, produced by an evolutionary system. But in order to bootstrap evolu-
tionary systems, we can design macro-scale reactions by hand-crafting GraphMol
chemicals.
As an example, we can imagine designing two chemicals that interact with
each other to perform a reaction. For example, one chemical copies the other,
creating a third chemical as a product of the reaction. (We do not currently have
enough function nodes in GraphMol to implement this, but for this example we
can imagine that a future version of GraphMol does.) We can equip each chemical
with a binding site whose pattern matches the other. We can set up the internal
states of these chemicals so that only the two matching binding sites are shown (the
rest being hidden). When we put just these two chemicals into a GraphMol world,
they will bind and start executing their programs. The execution of their programs
might cause other binding sites to become shown and other binds to happen, but
eventually all the programs will stop and no more binds will be possible. The
individual programs cannot go into an infinite loop, since they execute along the
program edges of a finite, linear graph. The chemicals could go into an infinite
loop of binding, un-binding and re-binding, but we assume not for this example.
We can think of this whole process as one reaction, and the system now looks
like an artificial chemistry in which the chemicals are GraphMol chemicals and
the reactions are complicated. The products of this type of reaction are whatever
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is left in the GraphMol world when the chemicals finish interacting (and possibly
unbind). In contrast to most artificial chemistries, the world in which GraphMol
reactions happen is the same as the world in which the chemicals exist. In other
words, GraphMol reactions are embodied within the same world as GraphMol
chemicals. This gives GraphMol some advantages over other artificial chemistries:
1. Other chemicals can interfere with the process of a reaction.
2. Reactions involving more than two chemicals are possible.
3. Different reactions can take different lengths of time, without this needing
any special treatment.
4. GraphMol can handle reactions that go into an infinite loop, without them
needing any special treatment.
6.3.4 Summary of GraphMol’s processes
GraphMol is more complicated than most artificial chemistries. Figure 6.16 shows a
summary of the different processes that operate concurrently, on different timescales,
to implement the GraphMol world. This section has described these processes in
detail. The following section shows how these processes can be used to implement a
mechanism that embodies the phenomenon of copying within the GraphMol world.
6.3.4.1 Time complexities
Since performance is an issue for GraphMol, it is useful to consider the time com-
plexities of the different components of GraphMol. The are two separate stages
to GraphMol: initialising a chemical (parsing and folding); and running the world
(declarative binding and imperative programs).
When initialising a chemical the important variable is the length of the chemical
(measured in atoms), which we denote by l. Parsing a chemical (section 6.2.2) is
a straightforward linear process, requiring O
(
l
)
time. Folding (section 6.2.3) is
lightly more complicated, involving a search through the chemical for matching
fold sites. Searching the whole chemical for a matching folding site would require
O
(
l
)
time, so the worst-case time complexity of the folding process is O
(
lf
)
, where
f is the number of folding sites in the chemical. In the worst case this is O
(
l2
)
, but
in practical chemicals there will be fewer folds than there are binding sites in the
chemical. In chemicals that make use of their folds, then searching for matching
folding sites will be much faster than the worst case. So the time complexity of
initialising a chemical is O
(
l2
)
in the worst case, which is negligible compared to
running the world.
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Figure 6.16: A summary of the different processes comprising the GraphMol world.
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Running a GraphMol world requires four different processes operating on dif-
ferent timescales, as detailed in section 6.3.2.3. Since these four processes operate
independently and in parallel, we can calculate their time complexities indepen-
dently. Note that calculating the time complexity of a phenomenon embodied
within a GraphMol world (such as copying) would be very difficult. The phe-
nomenon relies on these four processes interacting appropriately over a period of
time. Here, we are calculating the time complexities of the different components
of the GraphMol world.
The slowest of these four processes is: the imperative programs showing and
hiding binding sites. This process is implemented within the imperative programs
of GraphMol chemicals, rather than implemented by the code that makes up the
GraphMol world, so we cannot calculate its time complexity (because it can be
changed by evolution).
The next process is the binding process (section 6.3.1), which is a combination
of the mixing process and the graph-distance process. The important parameters
here are the number of chemicals in the world, which we denote by n, and the
number of binding sites in a chemical, which we denote by b.
The mixing process (algorithm 4) iterates through all the chemicals in the world,
checking if any pairs of chemicals bind. Naively, one might expect this process to
be O
(
n2
)
, but it is more efficient than this. Because GraphMol caches information
about which pairs of chemical species can bind, every combination does not need
to be tested every time. Thus the mixing process takes O
(
n
)
time.
The graph distance process (algorithm 5) iterates through all binding sites in a
chemical (or in two chemicals, if they are bound together), checking if any pairs of
binding sites bind. Similarly to the mixing process, the graph distance process does
not need to re-compute the graph distances between each pair of binding sites each
time. Thus, to test all binding sites in a chemical would require O
(
b
)
time. But in
GraphMol, we do not test all binding sites on each iteration of the graph distance
process: we pick one at random and test it, requiring O
(
1
)
time. This allows finer
control of the interleaving of these processes (as explained in section 6.3.2.3).
The instruction pointer process (section 6.3.2) increments every instruction
pointer on every chemical. Incrementing a single instruction pointer is very simple,
requiring only O
(
1
)
time. For the GraphMol chemicals investigated in this thesis,
each chemical creates a maximum of one instruction pointer per bound binding
site, because each imperative program terminates before its binding site unbinds.
This gives the instruction pointer process a time complexity of O
(
nb
)
. In princi-
ple, GraphMol chemicals could bind and unbind rapidly, creating many instruction
pointers that would need iterating. The worst case would be chemicals composed
entirely of binding sites, that all bound to each other as often as possible. This
would give the instruction pointer process a worst-case time complexity of O
(
nbl
)
.
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The final process, with the greatest time complexity, is the distance-propagation
process (section 6.3.1.3). This updates the distance tables of each GraphMol node,
successively updating the cache that approximates the distances between nodes in
the graph. The important new parameter here is the number of binding sites that
are within the cutoff distance of a binding site, which we denote by bc.
One step of updating the distance table for a single node (algorithm 8) requires
iterating through all the entries in both nodes’ distance tables, which is O
(
bc
)
.
Calculating the time complexity of the rest of this algorithm (algorithm 7) is more
complicated. At any time during algorithm 7, the data structure U can contain at
most b nodes (only considering one chemical). So the outer for loop in algorithm 7
executes at most b times. The inner for loop executes a constant number of times,
since each node has a constant number of neighbours. The most complicated part
is the while loop, since this iterates over a data structure that is changed by the
loop body. The worst-case number of iterations of this while loop occurs for a
completely linear graph, where each iteration of the for loop adds a new node
to U . In this case, the while loop executes b times. But in this case the for
loop only executes once, since U contains only one item. So the theoretical worst-
case execution time of algorithm 7 is O
(
b2bc
)
. Considering multiple chemicals,
this makes the theoretical worst-case execution time of the distance-propagation
process O
(
nb2bc
)
. But the actual execution time will always be lower than this,
since the worst-case scenarios for the while loop and the for loop cannot coincide.
Using a naive distance algorithm such as the Floyd-Warshall algorithm (algo-
rithm 6) would give the distance-propagation process a time complexity of O
(
nb3
)
in every case. The benefits of GraphMol’s complex distance-propagation process
are:
1. A lower worst-case time complexity.
2. A much lower average-case execution time.
3. The ability to interleave the distance calculation with other GraphMol pro-
cesses, and always have an approximation to the ‘true’ distance.
The time-complexity of the all-pairs shortest path problem has (surprisingly) not
been determined precisely, but no solutions with quadratic time complexity have
been found [16]. GraphMol’s distance-propagation process manages to attain a
quadratic time complexity of O
(
b2bc
)
because it uses a cutoff distance. The number
of binding sites within the cutoff distance, bc, is a parameter of GraphMol that we
can use to change the performance of the distance-propagation process. Without a
cutoff, bc becomes b and we have a (theoretical worst-case) cubic time-complexity.
With a cutoff, the time complexity becomes quadratic multiplied by a constant
that we can control.
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Figure 6.17: The copier chemical moves along the DNA by binding its binding site
feet to a series of binding sites on the DNA.
This shows that the distance-propagation process is the most expensive part of
GraphMol. And further, it shows that this process is not expensive because of an
inefficient implementation, but because the problem is genuinely intensive to solve.
The next section shows how GraphMol’s embodiment of the copying process relies
on this complex definition of space and distance within GraphMol reactions.
6.4 Embodying copying in GraphMol
This section describes a mechanism implemented in the GraphMol world: a chemi-
cal that can perform an embodied copy macro-reaction. The following two chapters
describe experiments using this mechanism, investigating how this embodiment af-
fects the mutations performed by the copying mechanism.
As introduced in section 5.2, this mechanism embodies the next function of
the copying phenomenon: moving on to the next character of the template. The
GraphMol world has been designed so that we can implement this mechanism
within a GraphMol chemical. Binding and program execution change the topology
of chemical graphs by showing, hiding and connecting binding sites. We can use
this to make one chemical graph move, relative to another. Figure 6.17 shows a
long, linear ‘DNA’ chemical composed of binding sites separated by regions of junk.
This chemical contains no function atoms, so will not change its own topology. A
second, smaller, copier chemical walks along the DNA by alternately showing and
hiding its six binding site feet.
The idea of a small chemical moving along a long, linear chemical is analogous
to the way in which DNA is copied in biology. DNA is a long linear chemical. The
chemical DNA polymerase moves along the DNA and copies it base-by-base (as
described in section 4.2.1). The actual biology is much more complicated than this,
and uses a slightly different mechanism (DNA polymerase wraps around the DNA
in three dimensions, rather than walking with feet), but abstracting the process
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of moving base-by-base along the DNA allows us to implement an embodied copy
operation using different mechanisms.
Furthermore, many chemicals in biology move along DNA or RNA chemicals
(for purposes other than copying). For example (see any biology textbook for
details, for example [15]): helicases unwind the two strands of DNA, ligases glue
together sections of DNA and ribosomes transcribe RNA into protein. All of these
chemicals are encoded in the DNA on which they operate. For this reason, the
DNA chemical is much longer than any individual chemical that operates on it
(by many orders of magnitude). So these chemicals have to move along the DNA,
rather than processing it in one go.
If we are interested in building computational analogies of biology, then move-
ment of one chemical along another is a useful type of process to have in general,
and has biological uses beyond copying.
In terms of the decomposition of the copying process described in section 5.2,
the GraphMol copying mechanism comprises:
1. The start function: implemented as a program on the copier chemical, and as
a pair of matching binding sites on the copier chemical and DNA chemical.
Partially embodied.
2. The at-end function: implemented as a program on the copier chemical, and
as a pair of matching binding sites on the copier chemical and DNA chemical.
Partially embodied.
3. The char-copy function: implemented as a crisp process attached to the copier
chemical. Not embodied at all.
4. The next function: embodied to a high degree within the interaction of mul-
tiple programs on the copier chemical and many binds between the copier
chemical and DNA chemical.
6.4.1 GraphMol DNA chemical
Biological DNA stores information as a sequence of bases attached to a backbone.
Figure 6.18 shows that the backbone is a linear structure composed of a small sub-
chemical that repeats. The information carried by the DNA is held in a sequence
of bases attached to this backbone. Two backbone-base structures bind together,
and their physical shapes and charges make them form a three-dimensional double-
helix shape. The backbone is a regular pattern that gives the DNA chemical its
structure, and the bases are an irregular pattern that carries the information.
Note that it is not the position of the bases that is irregular: the bases are always
positioned in a regular pattern. It is the choice of which base (A, C, G, T) is in
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Figure 6.18: Biological DNA is a three-dimensional double-helix structure com-
prised of a common backbone with bases (information) attached. Figure 1.8a
from [15]
which position that is irregular, and hence carries the information. The backbone
also gives the DNA chemical a direction, allowing the bases of information to be
read in a specific direction. (The two ends are called 3′ and 5′ in biology, because
of the chemical structure of the backbone at the different ends.)
GraphMol DNA is an abstraction of biological DNA, implementing the ideas of
a regular backbone and irregular bases. It uses the benefits and constraints of the
GraphMol world, rather than the physical world. Figure 6.19 shows the GraphMol
DNA chemical. GraphMol does not have three-dimensional space, as the physical
world does, and GraphMol has explicit binding sites. So the GraphMol DNA
chemical is a linear sequence of binding sites representing the backbone and bases.
The patterns of the backbone binding sites are regular, and indicate which is the
left end (lllll) of the DNA and which is the right end (rrrrr). The patterns
of the base binding sites are irregular, and are either aaaaa, bbbbb, ccccc, or
ddddd, giving GraphMol DNA four bases: A, B, C and D, analogous to the four
biological DNA bases. GraphMol DNA is single-stranded, as opposed to biological
DNA that is double-stranded. From an information-carrying viewpoint, there is no
difference between single and double stranded DNA. The double-stranded nature of
biological DNA is important in the mechanism of recombination (see section 4.6),
so if GraphMol were to be used in the future to implement recombination, then
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Figure 6.19: GraphMol DNA is a linear structure comprised of base binding sites
and backbone binding sites, separated by regions of junk. The bases each have a
pattern of either aaaaa, bbbbb, ccccc, or ddddd
[start] junk
[lllll] ! junk [XXXXX] ! junk [rrrrr] ! junk
[lllll] ! junk [XXXXX] ! junk [rrrrr] ! junk
...
[lllll] ! junk [XXXXX] ! junk [rrrrr] ! junk
[lllll] ! junk [XXXXX] ! junk [rrrrr] ! junk
[stop]
Figure 6.20: The GraphMol DNA chemical as a sequence of atoms (whitespace
added for readability only). The XXXXX binding sites are the bases carrying the
information, with a pattern of either aaaaa, bbbbb, ccccc, or ddddd. The junk
regions are all of a fixed length (in this case, 40 atoms). The DNA chemical can
contain an arbitrary number of repeated base–backbone sections.
designing a double-stranded DNA chemical would probably be useful.
Figure 6.20 shows the complete GraphMol DNA chemical as a sequence of
atoms. To allow the copying chemical to begin at the start of the DNA, and finish
when it reaches the end, the DNA chemical has a start binding site at the begin-
ning of the chemical and stop binding site at the end. This allows us to program
the copy operation as a macro-scale reaction, as described in section 6.3.3.2.
The stop atoms (!) are for efficiency, to remove the instruction pointers created
on the DNA when binds occur. They are not strictly necessary, but without them
the GraphMol chemistry process would spend a lot of time iterating instruction
pointers along the DNA that are never going to execute a function atom. We have
said previously that we are looking for this kind of redundancy in our mechanisms,
to make them more evolvable, but the DNA chemical is not the correct place to put
this redundancy. The DNA chemical does not evolve; what evolves is the pattern
of bases on the DNA. Thus we need to put redundancy and evolvability into the
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copier chemical, rather than the DNA chemical.
The junk regions add distance between the binding sites, which controls the
probability of the copier chemical binding to different sites. The probability of
two sites binding depends on their graph distance, so the probability of the copier
chemical making a correct step when it moves (rather than stepping forwards two
bases, or backwards) depends on these distances. The junk in the DNA chemical
must be long enough that the walker has a low chance of making an erroneous
step. But if it is too long, then the chance of the copier making any step will be
very low. This would still allow the copying mechanism to function, but it would
function very slowly. The probability of the copier making an erroneous step also
depends on the copier’s junk level. But because evolution only changes the copier
chemical and not the structure of the DNA chemical (in this system), the copier’s
junk level can be optimised by evolution whereas the DNA’s cannot. So we set the
DNA’s junk level to be long enough, and concern ourselves with the copier’s junk
level in the experiments described in the following chapters. We set each of the
DNA’s junk regions to be 40 atoms long.
6.4.2 GraphMol copier chemical
The GraphMol copier chemical is a complicated graph, visualised in figure 6.21
and shown as a sequence of atoms in figure 6.22. It is composed of three regions:
1. Six feet, labelled by the folding tags t1t1t to t6t6t in figure 6.22. These
bind to the base and backbone binding sites on the DNA, and are shown and
hidden in sequence to make the copier walk along the DNA. This implements
the next function of the embodied copy operation described in section 5.2.
2. A start binding site, labelled by the folding tag tstst. This binds to the
DNA chemical’s start binding site and initialises the mechanism ready to
begin walking. This implements the start function of the embodied copy
operation.
3. A stop binding site, labelled by the folding tag tetet. This binds to the DNA
chemical’s stop binding site and unbinds the copier chemical from the DNA
chemical, ending the copying process. This implements the at-end function
of the embodied copy operation.
The next function of the copy operation is embodied within this mechanism,
because it is implemented as the process of moving the copier’s feet from one DNA
binding site to the next. The level of junk in the copier affects how this walking
process operates, and can cause it to go wrong (explained below), resulting in
mutations in the copied DNA (and hence, mutations in any chemicals encoded in
the DNA, such as the copier chemical).
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Figure 6.21: The GraphMol copier chemical after folding. Program edges are
denoted by solid lines and fold edges by dashed lines. Shown binding sites are dark
blue, hidden binding sites are medium blue, junk and function nodes are light
blue. The geometry of how this graph is visualised does not influence its function:
it is the topology of the graph that matters. This is a duplicate of figure 6.2,
reproduced here for convenience.
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[t1t1t] [yyyyy] junk >[u4u4u] junk <[u2u2u] !
[t2t2t] [magic] junk >[u5u5u] junk <[u3u3u] !
[t3t3t] [eeeee] junk >[u6u6u] junk <[u4u4u] !
[t4t4t] [yyyyy] junk >[u1u1u] junk <[u5u5u] !
[t5t5t] [magic] junk >[u2u2u] junk <[u6u6u] !
[t6t6t] [eeeee] junk >[u3u3u] junk <[u1u1u] !
[tstst] [fgneg] junk <[u1u1u] junk junk junk
junk <[ueueu] junk >[ususu] !
[tetet] [fgbc] junk junk junk junk
junk >[u1u1u] junk >[u2u2u]
junk >[u3u3u] junk >[u4u4u]
junk >[u5u5u] junk >[u6u6u]
junk <[ususu] junk >[ueueu] junk <[ueueu] !
Figure 6.22: The GraphMol copier chemical as a sequence of atoms (whitespace
added for readability only). There are six feet (t1t1t–t6t6t), a start site (tstst)
and a stop site (tetet). The length of the junk sections is varied in the experiment
in the next chapter.
6.4.2.1 Start region
When the copier chemical is created, it is initialised with all its binding sites
hidden except its start site. This has a pattern of fgneg, which matches the DNA
chemical’s start pattern on its start site. As can be seen in figure 6.22, the copier’s
fgneg site is followed by a short program that performs three operations to set up
the copying process:
1. Show the first foot to start the walking process, allowing the copier to move
along the DNA.
2. Show the stop binding site, allowing the copier to detect when it has walked
to the end of the DNA, and trigger the at-end function.
3. Hide the start binding site, removing the bind to the DNA’s start site and
allowing the copier to move beyond the start of the DNA chemical. This
step is performed last (and is preceded by a long junk region) because the
first foot must bind to the DNA before the program hides the start site,
otherwise there will be no binds between the copier and DNA, and so the
reaction will finish.
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After executing these three instructions, the ! function terminates the program.
The start function of the copy operation is crisp in this mechanism, because
the copier and the DNA both have explicit start binding sites, and this version of
GraphMol uses exact string matching as its binding function. This means that for a
given copier and DNA chemical, the copying process either starts perfectly or does
not start at all. If the DNA chemical contained extra start binding sites spread
throughout it, then the start function would be stochastic because GraphMol’s
mixing process would stochastically bind the copier’s start site to one of the inter-
nal start sites on the DNA. This would create DNA copies that were missing the
start of the DNA. If the world contained mechanisms that could insert start bind-
ing sites into the DNA, then this would embody the start function. Combining
this with a rich binding function should make the start function evolvable.
6.4.2.2 Stop region
When the copier walks to the end of the DNA chemical, its stop binding site (with
pattern fgbc) will bind to the DNA chemical’s stop binding site. This causes the
copier’s stop program to execute, which finishes the copying process by hiding all
the copier’s binding sites, causing the two chemicals to unbind and the reaction to
finish. There are three technicalities to this process:
1. The program begins with a long junk region. This is because the stop sites
might bind before the last few bases of DNA have been copied. Adding junk
here slows down the stop program, giving some extra time to finish the copy.
2. The copier’s start site is already hidden at this point in the mechanism (it
was hidden by the start program). The end program shows it, to set up the
copier for its next copying reaction (so it can bind to the start site on the
next DNA chemical it encounters via the mixing process).
3. The last thing the end program does is show the copier’s stop binding site,
immediately after hiding it.
This may seem a strange (and possibly redundant) thing to do, but it ad-
dresses a subtle issue with the at-end function.
The issue occurs because at the same time as the end program is running,
other programs can be running in parallel on the copier, started by the copier’s
feet binding. Most of the time this parallel execution does not cause a problem,
but every time a copy ends there is a small chance that one of these programs can
cause an error in the ending of the reaction. The error occurs because the programs
associated with the copier’s feet show and hide the copiers’ feet. Hiding feet is
not a problem, because the end program hides all the feet anyway. The problem
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occurs if one of the foot programs shows a foot after the end program has hidden
it. If this foot binds to the DNA before the end program hides its stop binding
site, then the two chemicals will not disconnect, because the foot will keep them
bound. The stop binding site will now be hidden, so the two chemicals would stay
bound indefinitely. Showing the stop binding site at the end of the end program,
gives the program another chance to hide all of the copier’s binding sites. The
issue is not guaranteed to occur: it only happens with a small probability. So by
effectively sending the end program into a loop, this showing of the stop binding
site guarantees that all of the copier’s binding sites will be unbound from the DNA
at some point, and the reaction will end.
The at-end function of the copy operation is mostly crisp in this mechanism,
for the same reasons that the start function is crisp: both the copier and the
DNA have explicit stop binding sites, and GraphMol has a trivial binding function.
Unlike the start function, adding extra stop binding sites into the DNA would not
immediately make the at-end function stochastic, because the copier mechanism
would run its stop program as soon as it reached the first stop binding site on the
DNA. This could be made stochastic by combining it with a non-trivial binding
function that would allow the copying mechanism to ignore some stop binding
sites on the DNA and carry on copying. As with the start function, introducing
mechanisms into the world that could insert stop binding sites into the DNA would
embody the at-end function within this copying mechanism, and a rich binding
function should make it evolvable.
The issue described above, and its resolution, serve to partly embody the
at-end function of this copying mechanism. When the issue is happening, the
at-end function is not operating crisply, and the reason for this is the embodiment
of the copying mechanism within the GraphMol world. This could potentially have
evolutionary consequences, but these are not investigated in this thesis. We just
note that the issue and its resolution are interesting properties of this embodied
copying mechanism. And sometimes, things that seem like problems (the end func-
tion not always ending the reaction) can be solved by making the mechanisms more
embodied (sending the crisp end function into a loop, using mechanisms already
available in the GraphMol world).
6.4.2.3 Walking region
The copier chemical’s six feet embody the next function of the copy operation. As
seen in figure 6.22, each of the copier’s feet is labelled by a folding template from
t1t1t to t6t6t. Each foot contains one (non-folding) binding site, with a pattern
of either yyyyy, eeeee or magic. After this binding site comes a short program
that hides one of the feet and shows another. Each of program is terminated by
a stop function (!), separating the programs associated with each foot.
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Figure 6.23: One step of the cyclic walking process. Three feet are always bound
to the DNA. One new foot binds and runs its program, hiding one of the feet (and
thus unbinding it from the DNA) and showing the next foot that will bind.
Figure 6.23 shows one iteration of the walking mechanism, which proceeds
according to the following steps:
• Initially: feet 1–3 are shown and bound to the DNA; foot 4 is shown and
unbound; feet 5 and 6 are hidden.
• Foot 4 has a pattern of yyyyy, which matches the lllll pattern of the DNA
backbone’s left binding site.
• Foot 4 binds to the left site on the DNA.
• This causes foot 4’s program to run, which hides foot 1 and shows foot 5.
• The copier chemical has now taken one step, which corresponds to moving
one third of a base along the DNA.
• Foot 5 is now ready to bind to the next base on the DNA, and start the next
iteration of the cycle (hiding foot 2 and showing foot 6).
Each foot’s binding sites matches one of the binding sites on the DNA. The
copier’s yyyyy sites (1 and 4) match the DNA’s lllll sites. The copier’s eeeee
sites (3 and 6) match the DNA’s rrrrr sites. And GraphMol’s binding process is
modified so that the copier’s magic sites (2 and 5) match any of the DNA’s base
sites (aaaaa, bbbbb, ccccc or ddddd). This allows the copier chemical to walk
along the DNA, binding to each of the DNA’s binding sites in turn. The programs
associated with each foot show and hide the other feet in a cycle, ensuring that
the correct walker foot is shown, to bind with the next binding site on the DNA.
Figure 6.24 shows precisely how these programs achieve this, beginning from the
initial bind between the start sites of the copier and DNA.
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Figure 6.24: A full walking cycle, showing the sequence of binds and show and hide
functions allowing the copier’s feet to walk along a DNA chemical. One iteration
of the cycle takes six steps and moves the copier over two bases on the DNA. This
sequence cycles indefinitely, allowing the copier to walk along a DNA chemical of
arbitrary length.
The above, crisp, description of the copier’s walking assumes that each step
happens perfectly. But this is not actually the case. Each time a foot takes a step,
it is most likely to bind with the next site on the DNA, but there is a small chance
that it could either:
1. step backwards, binding to the previous site; or
2. jump forwards, missing out a site.
These possibilities are shown in figure 6.25. Foot 4 has a pattern of yyyyy, so
can only bind to left (lllll) binding sites on the DNA. The distances to each
binding site determine how likely each possibility is. The foot most often binds
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Figure 6.25: The possible binds a foot could make. It is most likely to bind to the
next location along the DNA. There is a small chance it could step backwards, or
jump forwards. It cannot bind to sites that are too far away, or those that are
already bound. (Distances are for a junk level of 10.)
to the next site on the DNA because this is the closest available binding site with
a matching pattern. The jumps forwards and backwards involve binding over a
longer distance, and so happen with lower probabilities. The foot cannot jump
forwards or backwards two (or more) steps, because these binding sites are too far
away: beyond the cutoff of the graph distance process. Even if the graph distance
process had a larger cutoff, these binds would be very unlikely to happen because
their distances are so large.
From an embodiment viewpoint, the copier’s feet jumping forwards and back-
wards correspond to variations in how the next function of the copying process
operates. But this variation is not performed by a stochastic process existing in a
separate world. The variation originates from the stochastic operation of Graph-
Mol’s binding process. The effect that this stochasticity has on the copier’s feet is
modulated by the graph distance process, which is influenced by the level of junk
in the copier (and the level of junk in the DNA). Because the copier’s junk level
can be changed by the copier (via the copying of a DNA chemical that encodes the
copier), the copying mechanism can change the influence that the stochastic pro-
cess has on it’s next function. This is an example of embodied evolution leading
to meta-evolution.
6.4.2.4 Designing the world
We can use the distances above (in figure 6.25) to help us design the GraphMol
world. The binding probability function (described in section 6.3.1.2) determines
the probability of two sites binding, depending on their distance. This function
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takes the form:
bind probability(d) =
(
k
d
)α
(6.7)
where d is the distance between the two binding sites. This has two parameters: k
and α. We can choose these parameters to give the copier chemical the behaviour
we want, by assuming the following things:
1. The copier is copying a DNA chemical requiring l steps.
2. We want it to make an average of x errors per copy of the DNA.
3. We want the probability of a ‘correct’ bind to be pc.
4. The distance of the bind for a ‘correct’ step is dc.
5. The distance of the bind for an ‘error’ step is de.
We can use these assumptions to derive the following values for the parameters in
equation 6.7 (full details in appendix A), giving:
α =
log(x)− log(l)
log(dc)− log(de) (6.8)
k = exp
(
log(dc) +
log(pc)
α
)
(6.9)
This expresses two parameters of the GraphMol world in terms of requirements
that we have for the copier chemical.
Note that this is not a universal method for designing GraphMol mechanisms.
If we were to design a different mechanism, with different values of α and k, and
put it into the same world as the copier, then we would have a problem. We
would have to decide which values of α and k to use, which might break one of
the mechanisms. The purpose of this exercise is to show how the parameters of
the GraphMol world affect the mechanisms implemented within it. And also, to
show that we can analyse the mechanisms before implementing them, to gain an
intuition for how they will operate. This is only an intuition, rather than a full
understanding, because any analysis must make simplifying assumptions. In this
case, for example, we assume that there is only one distance for an ‘error’ step,
when in reality there are two different types of ‘error’ (stepping backwards and
jumping forwards).
To give the copier chemical interesting behaviours over a range of junk lengths,
we calculated the values of α and k for a copier chemical of junk length 10. This
gives the copier chemical a length of 621 atoms, meaning that its DNA requires
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(a) The distances of ‘correct’ and ‘erro-
neous’ steps increase linearly with the
copier’s junk level.
(b) The likelihood of making a ‘correct’
step over an ‘erroneous’ step increases
more quickly than linearly.
Figure 6.26: Changing the copier’s junk level has a small effect on the geometry
of the graph (a), but the binding probability function amplifies this, producing a
large effect in the behaviour of the chemical (b).
l = 621× 3 = 1863 steps to copy. We wanted x = 0.5 errors per copy of DNA, i.e.
an average of one error every other copy, and the probability of a ‘correct’ bind
to be pc = 0.5. With a copier chemical of junk length 10, dc = 66 and de = 154
(see figure 6.25). Using equations 6.8 and 6.9, this leads to the values of α and k
given in section 6.3.1.2: α = 9.705 and k = 61.451. After calculating these values,
we fixed them in the GraphMol world.
As explained earlier, junk is the means by which GraphMol mechanisms can
change the influence the GraphMol world has on them. If we change the sizes of
the junk regions in the copier chemical, we change the graph distances between the
binding sites in the copier, and so we change the distances of the ‘correct’ and ‘er-
ror’ steps. Figure 6.26 shows that increasing the junk level in the copier increases
the likelihood of making a ‘correct’ step compared to making an ‘error’ step. Thus
changing the sizes of the junk regions changes the reliability of the embodied walk-
ing process. The following chapter describes an experiment investigating exactly
how the junk level affects a copier running in the GraphMol world.
The following section describes how the copier’s feet jumping correspond to
mutations in the copied DNA chemical.
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6.4.3 Walking to copying
The walking mechanism described above allows the copier chemical to move along
the DNA and embody the next function of the copy operation, but it does not
allow it to actually copy the DNA. In other words, we need to add a char-copy
function to the copier chemical.
We attach a crisp char-copy function to the copier chemical. In principle, we
could build an embodied char-copy function in GraphMol, by designing a more
complicated copying chemical and adding some more function nodes to the Graph-
Mol world. But this would complicate both GraphMol and the copier chemical,
and would combine the effects of an embodied next function with an embodied
char-copy. This is clearly an interesting research direction, but for this thesis we
focus on embodying the next function by using a crisp char-copy.
The copier’s magic bindings sites are where we attach the crisp char-copy
function (hence the name magic, because these sites operate outside the rules of
the GraphMol world). As explained above, these bind to the bases of the DNA,
while the copier’s other feet bind to the backbone. One magic modification of the
GraphMol rules is that GraphMol’s binding function only allows a binding site’s
pattern to match one other pattern (its exact complement), but the magic pattern
is allowed to match the patterns of each of the DNA bases: aaaaa, bbbbb, ccccc
and ddddd. When a magic site binds to one of these bases, we invoke the crisp
char-copy operation. In a separate (crisp) world, we record the pattern of the base
that has been bound to, keeping a record of the order in which the DNA’s bases
have been walked over. This copying does not consume any additional energy,
other than that required to advance the steps of the reaction. When the reaction
ends (when both chemicals have completely unbound), the crisp char-copy process
looks at this record of bases and uses it to construct a new DNA chemical, which
it adds to the GraphMol world.
The addition of this magic to the copier chemical allows it to implement a
full copying process with an embodied next function and a crisp char-copy. The
start and at-end functions are technically embodied here, but they have not been
embodied in a very evolvable way, so for all intents and purposes they are crisp.
When the copier chemical is producing copies of the DNA it walks over, the
copier jumping forwards and backwards causes mutations in the copied DNA. Fig-
ure 6.27 shows a trace of the copier chemical making a perfect copy of a short
piece of DNA. Figure 6.28 shows how a jump backwards causes an insertion of two
DNA bases, because the copier goes back to the previous base, repeating the pre-
vious base and the ‘current’ base. Figure 6.29 shows how a jump forwards causes
a deletion of one DNA base.
As well as small insertions and deletions, the copier chemical can perform an-
other type of mutation: a large insertion due to its feet tangling. Figure 6.30 shows
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.......................... S
S.........................
S......................... 1
S1........................
S1........................ 2
S12.......................
S12....................... E
.12....................... E
.12....................... E, 3
.123...................... E
.123...................... E, 4
.1234..................... E
..234..................... E
..234..................... E, 5
..2345.................... E
...345.................... E
...345.................... E, 6
...3456................... E
....456................... E
....456................... E, 1
....4561.................. E
.....561.................. E
.....561.................. E, 2
.....5612................. E
......612................. E
......612................. E, 3
......6123................ E
.......123................ E
.......123................ E, 4
.......1234............... E
........234............... E
........234............... E, 5
........2345.............. E
.........345.............. E
.........345.............. E, 6
.........3456............. E
..........456............. E
..........456............. E, 1
..........4561............ E
...........561............ E
...........561............ E, 2
...........5612........... E
............612........... E
............612........... E, 3
............6123.......... E
.............123.......... E
.............123.......... E, 4
.............1234......... E
..............234......... E
..............234......... E, 5
..............2345........ E
...............345........ E
...............345........ E, 6
...............3456....... E
................456....... E
................456....... E, 1
................4561...... E
.................561...... E
.................561...... E, 2
.................5612..... E
..................612..... E
..................612..... E, 3
..................6123.... E
...................123.... E
...................123.... E, 4
...................1234... E
....................234... E
....................234... E, 5
....................2345.. E
.....................345.. E
.....................345.. E, 6
.....................3456. E
......................456. E
......................456E
......................456E 1
......................456E
.......................56E
........................6E
.........................E
.........................E S
.......................... S
DNA sequence: ABCDABCD
Copy produced: ABCDABCD
Figure 6.27: The copier chemical making a perfect copy of an 8-base DNA chemical.
Dots represent unbound DNA binding sites. Numbers represent the copier’s feet,
with S representing the start binding site and E representing the end binding
site. The numbers at the right show the copier’s binding sites that are shown and
unbound.
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.......................... S
S.........................
S......................... 1
S1........................
S1........................ 2
S12.......................
S12....................... E
.12....................... E
.12....................... E, 3
.123...................... E
.123...................... E, 4
.1234..................... E
..234..................... E
..234..................... E, 5
..2345.................... E
...345.................... E
...345.................... E, 6
...3456................... E
....456................... E
....456................... E, 1
....4561.................. E
.....561.................. E
.....561.................. E, 2
.....5612................. E
......612................. E
......612................. E, 3
......6123................ E
.......123................ E
.......123................ E, 4
.......1234............... E
........234............... E
........234............... E, 5
........2345.............. E
.........345.............. E
.........345.............. E, 6
.........3456............. E
..........456............. E
..........456............. E, 1
..........4561............ E
...........561............ E
...........561............ E, 2
...........5612........... E
............612........... E
............612........... E, 3
............6123.......... E
.............123.......... E
.............123.......... E, 4
.............1234......... E
..............234......... E
..............234......... E, 5
..............2345........ E
...............345........ E
...............345........ E, 6
............6..345........ E
............6...45........ E
............6...45........ E, 1
............61..45........ E
............61...5........ E
............61...5........ E, 2
............612..5........ E
............612........... E
............612........... E, 3
............6123.......... E
.............123.......... E
.............123.......... E, 4
.............1234......... E
..............234......... E
..............234......... E, 5
..............2345........ E
...............345........ E
...............345........ E, 6
...............3456....... E
................456....... E
................456....... E, 1
................4561...... E
.................561...... E
.................561...... E, 2
.................5612..... E
..................612..... E
..................612..... E, 3
..................6123.... E
...................123.... E
...................123.... E, 4
...................1234... E
....................234... E
....................234... E, 5
....................2345.. E
.....................345.. E
.....................345.. E, 6
.....................3456. E
.....................3456E
......................456E
......................456E 1
......................456E
.......................56E
........................6E
.........................E
.........................E S
.......................... S
DNA sequence: ABCDABCD ABCDAB--CD
Copy produced: ABCDABABCD ABCDABABCD
Figure 6.28: The copier chemical jumping backwards during a copy and making
an insertion of two bases. Dashes in the DNA sequence show the position of the
insertion.
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.......................... S
S.........................
S......................... 1
S1........................
S1........................ 2
S12.......................
S12....................... E
.12....................... E
.12....................... E, 3
.123...................... E
.123...................... E, 4
.1234..................... E
..234..................... E
..234..................... E, 5
..2345.................... E
...345.................... E
...345.................... E, 6
...3456................... E
....456................... E
....456................... E, 1
....4561.................. E
.....561.................. E
.....561.................. E, 2
.....5612................. E
......612................. E
......612................. E, 3
......6123................ E
.......123................ E
.......123................ E, 4
.......123...4............ E
........23...4............ E
........23...4............ E, 5
........23...45........... E
.........3...45........... E
.........3...45........... E, 6
.........3...456.......... E
.............456.......... E
.............456.......... E, 1
.............4561......... E
..............561......... E
..............561......... E, 2
..............5612........ E
...............612........ E
...............612........ E, 3
...............6123....... E
................123....... E
................123....... E, 4
................1234...... E
.................234...... E
.................234...... E, 5
.................2345..... E
..................345..... E
..................345..... E, 6
..................3456.... E
...................456.... E
...................456.... E, 1
...................4561... E
....................561... E
....................561... E, 2
....................5612.. E
.....................612.. E
.....................612.. E, 3
.....................6123. E
.....................6123E
......................123E
......................123E 4
......................123E
.......................23E
........................3E
.........................E
.........................E S
.......................... S
DNA sequence: ABCDABCD ABCDABCD
Copy produced: ABCABCD ABC-ABCD
Figure 6.29: The copier chemical jumping forwards during a copy and making a
deletion of one base.
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.......................... S
S.........................
S......................... 1
S1........................
S1........................ E
S1........................ E, 2
S12....................... E
.12....................... E
.12....................... E, 3
.123...................... E
.123...................... E, 4
.1234..................... E
..234..................... E
..234..................... E, 5
..2345.................... E
...345.................... E
...345.................... E, 6
...3456................... E
....456................... E
....456................... E, 1
....4561.................. E
.....561.................. E
.....561.................. E, 2
.....5612................. E
......612................. E
......612................. E, 3
......6123................ E
.......123................ E
.......123................ E, 4
.......1234............... E
........234............... E
........234............... E, 5
........2345.............. E
.........345.............. E
.........345.............. E, 6
.........3456............. E
..........456............. E
..........456............. E, 1
.......1..456............. E
.......1...56............. E
.......1...56............. E, 2
.......12..56............. E
.......12...6............. E
.......12...6............. E, 3
......312...6............. E
......312................. E
......312................. E, 4
......312....4............ E
......3.2....4............ E
......3.2....4............ E, 5
.....53.2....4............ E
.....53......4............ E
.....53......4............ E, 6
.....53..6...4............ E
.....5...6...4............ E
.....5...6...4............ E, 1
.....5...61..4............ E
.....5...61............... E
.....5...61............... E, 2
.....5...612.............. E
.........612.............. E
.........612.............. E, 3
.........6123............. E
..........123............. E
..........123............. E, 4
..........1234............ E
...........234............ E
...........234............ E, 5
...........2345........... E
............345........... E
............345........... E, 6
............3456.......... E
.............456.......... E
.............456.......... E, 1
.............4561......... E
..............561......... E
..............561......... E, 2
..............5612........ E
...............612........ E
...............612........ E, 3
...............6123....... E
................123....... E
................123....... E, 4
................1234...... E
.................234...... E
.................234...... E, 5
.................2345..... E
..................345..... E
..................345..... E, 6
..................3456.... E
...................456.... E
...................456.... E, 1
...................4561... E
....................561... E
....................561... E, 2
....................5612.. E
.....................612.. E
.....................612.. E, 3
.....................6123. E
.....................6123E
......................123E
......................123E 4
.......................23E 4
......................423E
......................4.3E
......................4..E
......................4..E 5
......................45.E
.......................5.E
.........................E
.........................E 6
.........................E
.........................E S
.......................... S
DNA sequence: ABCDABCD ABCD---ABCD-
Copy produced: ABCDCBDABCDD ABCDCBDABCDD
Figure 6.30: The copier chemical tangling and making an insertion of three bases
rather than two. (And also making a small insertion at the end of the copy, due
to the embodied at-end function.)
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S.........................
S......................... 1
S1........................
S1........................ 2
S12.......................
S12....................... E
.12....................... E
.12....................... E, 3
.123...................... E
.123...................... E, 4
.1234..................... E
..234..................... E
..234..................... E, 5
..2345.................... E
...345.................... E
...345.................... E, 6
...3456................... E
....456................... E
....456................... E, 1
....4561.................. E
.....561.................. E
.....561.................. E, 2
.....5612................. E
......612................. E
......612................. E, 3
......6123................ E
.......123................ E
.......123................ E, 4
....4..123................ E
....4...23................ E
....4...23................ E, 5
....45..23................ E
....45...3................ E
....45...3................ E, 6
...645...3................ E
...645.................... E
...645.................... E, 1
...645....1............... E
...6.5....1............... E
...6.5....1............... E, 2
..26.5....1............... E
..26......1............... E
..26......1............... E, 3
..26.....31............... E
..2......31............... E
..2......31............... E, 4
.42......31............... E
.42......3................ E
.42......3................ E, 5
.42......3.5.............. E
.4.......3.5.............. E
.4.......3.5.............. E, 6
.4.6.....3.5.............. E
.4.6.......5.............. E
.4.6.......5.............. E, 1
.4.6......15.............. E
...6......15.............. E
...6......15.............. E, 2
..26......15.............. E
..26......1............... E
..26......1............... E, 3
..26.....31............... E
..2......31............... E
..2......31............... E, 4
.42......31............... E
.42......3................ E
.42......3................ E, 5
.42.....53................ E
.4......53................ E
.4......53................ E, 6
.4.6....53................ E
.4.6....5................. E
.4.6....5................. E, 1
.4.6...15................. E
...6...15................. E
...6...15................. E, 2
..26...15................. E
..26...1.................. E
..26...1.................. E, 3
..26..31.................. E
..2...31.................. E
..2...31.................. E, 4
..2.4.31.................. E
..2.4.3................... E
..2.4.3................... E, 5
..2.453................... E
....453................... E
....453................... E, 6
...6453................... E
...645.................... E
...645.................... E, 1
...645.1.................. E
...6.5.1.................. E
...6.5.1.................. E, 2
..26.5.1.................. E
..26...1.................. E
..26...1.................. E, 3
..26..31.................. E
..2...31.................. E
..2...31.................. E, 4
.42...31.................. E
.42...3................... E
.42...3................... E, 5
.42..53................... E
.4...53................... E
.4...53................... E, 6
.4.6.53................... E
.4.6.5.................... E
.4.6.5.................... E, 1
.4.615.................... E
...615.................... E
...615.................... E, 2
..2615.................... E
..261..................... E
..261..................... E, 3
..261.3................... E
..2.1.3................... E
..2.1.3................... E, 4
.42.1.3................... E
.42...3................... E
.42...3................... E, 5
.42..53................... E
.4...53................... E
.4...53................... E, 6
.4.6.53................... E
.4.6.5.................... E
.4.6.5.................... E, 1
.4.615.................... E
...615.................... E
...615.................... E, 2
..2615.................... E
..261..................... E
..261..................... E, 3
..261.3................... E
..2.1.3................... E
..2.1.3................... E, 4
.42.1.3................... E
.42...3................... E
.42...3................... E, 5
.42..53................... E
.4...53................... E
.4...53................... E, 6
.4.6.53................... E
.4.6.5.................... E
.4.6.5.................... E, 1
.4.615.................... E
...615.................... E
...615.................... E, 2
..2615.................... E
..261..................... E
..261..................... E, 3
..261.3................... E
..2.1.3................... E
..2.1.3................... E, 4
.42.1.3................... E
.42...3................... E
.42...3................... E, 5
.42..53................... E
.4...53................... E
.4...53................... E, 6
.4.6.53................... E
.4.6.5.................... E
.4.6.5.................... E, 1
.4.6.5.1.................. E
...6.5.1.................. E
...6.5.1.................. E, 2
...6.5.12................. E
...6...12................. E
...6...12................. E, 3
...6...123................ E
.......123................ E
.......123................ E, 4
.......1234............... E
........234............... E
........234............... E, 5
........2345.............. E
.........345.............. E
.........345.............. E, 6
.........3456............. E
..........456............. E
..........456............. E, 1
..........4561............ E
...........561............ E
...........561............ E, 2
...........5612........... E
............612........... E
............612........... E, 3
............6123.......... E
.............123.......... E
.............123.......... E, 4
.............1234......... E
..............234......... E
..............234......... E, 5
..............2345........ E
...............345........ E
...............345........ E, 6
...............3456....... E
................456....... E
................456....... E, 1
................4561...... E
.................561...... E
.................561...... E, 2
.................5612..... E
..................612..... E
..................612..... E, 3
..................6123.... E
...................123.... E
...................123.... E, 4
...................1234... E
....................234... E
....................234... E, 5
....................2345.. E
.....................345.. E
.....................345.. E, 6
.....................3456. E
.....................3456E
......................456E
......................456E 1
......................456E
.......................56E
........................6E
.........................E
.........................E S
.......................... S
DNA sequence: ABCDABCD ABC----------------DABCD
Copy produced: ABCBADACABABABABABCDABCD ABCBADACABABABABABCDABCD
Figure 6.31: The copier chemical tangling and making a large insertion.
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an example of a tangle, which happens in the following steps:
1. The copier begins copying perfectly, until one of its feet (here foot 1) jumps
backwards, as in an insertion mutation.
2. The following foot (foot 2) proceeds as in a normal insertion, binding after
foot 1.
3. Foot 3 does not proceed normally. Instead of binding to the next DNA
binding site after foot 2, it binds to the previous site (before foot 1).
4. Normally, foot 6 would be blocking this bind, but because of the insertion,
foot 6 is further ahead on the DNA, so foot 3 is able to bind to the site before
foot 1, rather than binding to the site after foot 1. The copier is effectively
walking backwards at this point.
5. Now, when foot 4 comes to bind, it has a choice. It can either continue the
walk backwards, and bind to the site before foot 3, or it can walk forwards,
binding to the site after foot 6.
6. It may seem like binding after foot 6 is impossible, because foot 6 has unbound
at this point and so the distance of this bind from the walker’s current position
is very large. But the graph distance process takes time to propagate this
information.
7. Foot 4 makes its bind downstream on the DNA, before the graph distance
process has propagated the information about foot 6 unbinding. This creates
two regions on the DNA where the copier’s feet are bound. When subsequent
feet bind, they choose stochastically which of these regions they bind to.
8. In this case, foot 5 binds upstream and foot 6 binds in the middle of the
two regions, ending the tangle and coaxing the copier’s feet back into their
walking pattern.
In this example, the tangle caused an insertion of three bases rather than the
usual two. But the tangle does not have to end this quickly. Figure 6.31 shows
an extreme example, where the stochastic choices of which region to bind to have
prolonged the tangle, causing an insertion of 16 bases.
It is important to notice that the insertions do not insert arbitrary DNA bases
into the copy. The insertion happens because the copier’s feet walk in a tangled
fashion over the DNA. Thus the bases that are inserted depend on which bases are
present in the region of the insertion. As an extreme example, if the copier tangled
in a region of DNA that contained only A bases, then only A bases would be inserted
into the copy. But in a region containing a mix of all four bases, insertions may
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appear arbitrary. Looking at insertions performed by the copier chemical, I have
observed two distinct types of insertion. Sometimes the insertions appear arbitrary,
and sometimes they repeat two characters in sequence. These two different types
of insertion are not mutually exclusive: they can occur in the same insertion event,
as seen in figure 6.31. This insertion starts arbitrarily (BADAC) before changing
to the repeating mode (ABABABABAB). These two modes can also be seen in the
pattern of the copier’s feet in figure 6.31:
1. In the arbitrary mode, the two regions are far apart. This means that the
next foot has a wide choice of different sites to which it can bind (near each
region, or in the middle). So, copied bases will be chosen stochastically from
any bases appearing on the DNA between the two regions.
2. In the repeating mode, the two regions are very close together. The next
magic foot always binds to the other region, making the copied bases repeat
the same two characters.
The reason for the two regions staying close together in the repeating region is
purely anthropic. They can drift apart, but this would change the insertion into
an arbitrary one. They can come together, but this would stop the insertion and
change into the perfect copying mode. But nevertheless, I have observed a higher
frequency of repeats (compared to arbitrary insertions) than I would expect by
chance. So I conjecture that, in the repeating region, staying in the repeating
region is more probable than moving into the arbitrary region.
Tangling is an emergent property of the copier chemical’s next function. Be-
cause this next function is embodied within the same world as the other functions
of the copier chemical, these functions can interact with each other. Figure 6.32
shows an example of a tangle interacting with the copier’s at-end function. At one
point, the two regions of this tangle are far apart, and so the tangle would continue
for a while before the two regions would stochastically come together. But one of
these regions reaches the end of the DNA, causing the copier’s end site to bind to
the DNA’s end site. This triggers the copier’s end program, that hides its binding
sites and ends the reaction. This interaction between the copier’s next function
and its at-end function is only possible because they are both embodied within
the same world.
In summary, the GraphMol language has been designed to allow us to embody
the different functions of the copying operation within the same world. We have
used GraphMol to build embodied start, next and at-end functions, although
the next function is the most flexible of these. We have added a crisp char-copy
function to these embodied mechanisms, to create an embodied copy operation
within the GraphMol world. The variation in how the next operation works allows
this mechanism to perform four different (but related) types of mutation:
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.......................... S
S.........................
S......................... 1
S1........................
S1........................ E
S1........................ E, 2
.1........................ E, 2
.12....................... E
.12....................... E, 3
.123...................... E
.123...................... E, 4
.1234..................... E
..234..................... E
..234..................... E, 5
..2345.................... E
...345.................... E
...345.................... E, 6
...3456................... E
....456................... E
....456................... E, 1
....4561.................. E
.....561.................. E
.....561.................. E, 2
.....5612................. E
......612................. E
......612................. E, 3
......6123................ E
.......123................ E
.......123................ E, 4
.......1234............... E
........234............... E
........234............... E, 5
........2345.............. E
.........345.............. E
.........345.............. E, 6
.........3456............. E
..........456............. E
..........456............. E, 1
..........4561............ E
...........561............ E
...........561............ E, 2
...........5612........... E
............612........... E
............612........... E, 3
............6123.......... E
.............123.......... E
.............123.......... E, 4
.............1234......... E
..............234......... E
..............234......... E, 5
..............2345........ E
...............345........ E
...............345........ E, 6
...............3456....... E
................456....... E
................456....... E, 1
................4561...... E
.................561...... E
.................561...... E, 2
.................5612..... E
..................612..... E
..................612..... E, 3
...............3..612..... E
...............3...12..... E
...............3...12..... E, 4
...............34..12..... E
...............34...2..... E
...............34...2..... E, 5
..............534...2..... E
..............534......... E
..............534......... E, 6
..............534....6.... E
..............5.4....6.... E
..............5.4....6.... E, 1
.............15.4....6.... E
.............15......6.... E
.............15......6.... E, 2
.............15.....26.... E
.............1......26.... E
.............1......26.... E, 3
............31......26.... E
............31......2..... E
............31......2..... E, 4
............31.....42..... E
............3......42..... E
............3......42..... E, 5
............3.5....42..... E
............3.5....4...... E
............3.5....4...... E, 6
............3.5...64...... E
..............5...64...... E
..............5...64...... E, 1
.............15...64...... E
.............15...6....... E
.............15...6....... E, 2
.............15..26....... E
.............1...26....... E
.............1...26....... E, 3
.............1.3.26....... E
.............1.3.2........ E
.............1.3.2........ E, 4
.............1.342........ E
...............342........ E
...............342........ E, 5
..............5342........ E
..............534......... E
..............534......... E, 6
..............534.6....... E
..............5.4.6....... E
..............5.4.6....... E, 1
.............15.4.6....... E
.............15...6....... E
.............15...6....... E, 2
.............15..26....... E
.............1...26....... E
.............1...26....... E, 3
............31...26....... E
............31...2........ E
............31...2........ E, 4
............31...2.4...... E
............3....2.4...... E
............3....2.4...... E, 5
...........53....2.4...... E
...........53......4...... E
...........53......4...... E, 6
...........53.....64...... E
...........5......64...... E
...........5......64...... E, 1
..........15......64...... E
..........15......6....... E
..........15......6....... E, 2
..........15......6.2..... E
..........1.......6.2..... E
..........1.......6.2..... E, 3
..........1.......6.23.... E
..........1.........23.... E
..........1.........23.... E, 4
..........1.........234... E
....................234... E
....................234... E, 5
...........5........234... E
...........5.........34... E
...........5.........34... E, 6
...........56........34... E
...........56.........4... E
...........56.........4... E, 1
...........561........4... E
...........561............ E
...........561............ E, 2
...........561.........2.. E
............61.........2.. E
............61.........2.. E, 3
............61.........23. E
............61.........23E
.............1.........23E
.............1.........23E 4
.............1........423E
......................423E
......................4.3E
......................4.3E 5
..............5.......4.3E
..............5.......4..E
..............5..........E
..............5..........E 6
..............56.........E
...............6.........E
.........................E
.........................E 1
.........................E S, 1
.......................... S, 1
DNA sequence: ABCDABCD ABCDABC---------D-
Copy produced: ABCDABCACABABDCDDA ABCDABCACABABDCDDA
Figure 6.32: A tangle interacting with the end function, to stop the tangle earlier
than it would have stopped by itself. An example of the copier’s next function
interacting with its at-end function.
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1. Single-base deletions, where a foot jumps over a DNA base.
2. Double-base insertions, where a foot jumps backwards and repeats two bases.
3. Repeating insertions, where the feet tangle but stay close together, repeating
the same two bases in sequence.
4. Arbitrary insertions, where the feet tangle but move apart into two distinct
regions. The bases inserted here are not truly arbitrary, but are arbitrary
walks over those bases available nearby on the DNA.
Because these different types of mutation are different behaviours of the Graph-
Mol copier chemical, these different types of mutation are embodied within the
GraphMol world, and hence can be evolved.
The following two chapters describe experiments investigating how these differ-
ent types of mutation affect the evolution of the GraphMol copying chemical.
Chapter 7
Junk changes GraphMol copier
The GraphMol copier chemical (described in the previous chapter) can copy a
GraphMol DNA chemical, making different types of insertion and deletion errors.
When we encode the copier chemical on the DNA being copied, the GraphMol
copier chemical can change itself, thus performing meta-evolution.
This meta-evolution can happen because the errors made by GraphMol’s copy-
ing phenomenon are embodied within the same world as the copying mechanism.
The errors are not due to a stochastic piece of code implementing the copying
phenomenon (which would not allow meta-evolution). Rather, the copying errors
occur because the copying phenomenon is embodied within a mechanism imple-
mented in a stochastic world. The stochasticity of the world is fixed and cannot
vary, but the copying mechanism can vary, thus changing the influence that the
stochastic world has on the copying phenomenon. Letting the copying mechanism
change itself closes the loop, allowing the copying phenomenon to change its own
errors.
The experiment in this chapter is a feasibility study, testing the evolvability of
the embodied copying process implemented by the GraphMol copier. We want to
test whether differences in the low-level mechanism of the copier chemical (its junk
level) can transfer to the high-level phenomenon embodied within it (errors in the
copying process), causing variations in the phenomenon that we can measure. If
we can observe these low-level changes propagating upwards, then this provides
some validation of the design of the copier and of GraphMol, showing that both of
them are useful components in our investigation of embodiment.
It is important to note that this experiment does not attempt to discover exactly
how the copier chemical will evolve when allowed to replicate in an open world
(which is investigated in the following chapter). This experiment just shows one
way in which mutations to the GraphMol copier chemical can affect its behaviour.
The particular effect demonstrated in this experiment may or may not be useful
to an evolving copier chemical, depending upon the world in which it is evolving.
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There will hopefully be more different effects that could be seen by making different
types of mutation to the copier chemical. This experiment shows just one effect,
to demonstrate that this is possible in GraphMol and the copier chemical.
This experiment successfully finds that low-level changes to the copier chemi-
cal’s mechanisms can transfer to high-level changes in its phenomenon. With more
junk, the chemical copies more accurately but also more slowly. With less junk,
the chemical copies less accurately but also more quickly. This tradeoff has an
optimum junk level, where the rate of nearly-perfect copying is maximised.
7.1 Hypothesis
We hypothesise that changing the copier’s junk level changes its speed and accuracy
of copying. We expect that increasing the junk level will make the copier slower
but more accurate, with a sweet spot at an intermediate junk level, that trades off
speed against accuracy to produce a copier with the highest rate of copying. We
expect this to be the case, since the GraphMol language and the copier chemical
were designed to achieve this.
The null hypothesis is that changes to the GraphMol copier’s junk level will have
no statistically significant effect on the speed or accuracy of the copies produced.
This experiment manages to successfully refute its null hypothesis, showing
that the junk level of the copier does affect both the speed of copying and the
accuracy of the copies produced, with the appearance of the predicted sweet spot
at an intermediate junk level.
7.2 Experiment design
To test the above hypothesis, we allow the GraphMol copier chemical to copy
multiple DNA chemicals, measuring its speed and accuracy of copying. We repeat
this process using copier chemicals with different junk levels, investigating how the
copier’s junk level affects its speed and accuracy of copying.
One possible approach would be to put copier chemicals with different junk
levels into the same world and allow them to compete with each other. Or we
could put one copier chemical into a world and allow it to mutate, with its children
competing with each other and evolving. But this is not what we do here. Having
multiple chemicals competing in the same world is a complicated experiment, with
the survival of a particular chemical depending on external factors (such as the
energy flux into the world, and which other chemicals it stochastically binds to).
We perform that experiment in the following chapter.
In this experiment, we measure two specific properties of the copier chemical (its
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speed and its accuracy), in the absence of any other factors (such as evolution). To
do this, we put one copier chemical and one DNA chemical into a GraphMol world
and allow them to perform one macro-scale reaction (as in the example reactions
shown in figures 6.27–6.32 above). When the reaction finishes, we compare the
copied DNA chemical with the original, measuring the copier’s accuracy. We count
the number of GraphMol iterations taken, to measure the copier’s speed.
After one reaction has finished, we destroy its world and start again with a
fresh GraphMol world, a fresh copier chemical and a fresh DNA chemical. Because
the copying is stochastic, we repeat this process 80 times for each junk level, to
determine the variation in our measurements. We then repeat the whole process,
varying the copier’s junk level from one atom up to 20 atoms.
7.2.1 DNA length
For each junk level, the length of the DNA chemical (measured as the number of
bases) is the same as the length of the copier chemical (measured as the number
of atoms). This means that copiers with different junk levels will have different
lengths of DNA to copy (higher junk levels will have longer DNA chemicals). This
simulates the fact that if the copier was evolving, then it would have to copy a
DNA chemical that encoded itself. So changing its junk level would change the
length of its encoding on the DNA.
The copier chemical used in this experiment has the following form (introduced
in section 6.4.2):
[t1t1t] [yyyyy] J >[u4u4u] J <[u2u2u] !
[t2t2t] [magic] J >[u5u5u] J <[u3u3u] !
[t3t3t] [eeeee] J >[u6u6u] J <[u4u4u] !
[t4t4t] [yyyyy] J >[u1u1u] J <[u5u5u] !
[t5t5t] [magic] J >[u2u2u] J <[u6u6u] !
[t6t6t] [eeeee] J >[u3u3u] J <[u1u1u] !
[tstst] [fgneg] J <[u1u1u] J J J
J <[ueueu] J >[ususu] !
[tetet] [fgbc] J J J J
J >[u1u1u] J >[u2u2u]
J >[u3u3u] J >[u4u4u]
J >[u5u5u] J >[u6u6u]
J <[ususu] J >[ueueu] J <[ueueu] !
Each junk region, J, comprises a number of characters, j, corresponding to the
copier’s junk length.
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This means the length of the copier (and hence the number of bases in its DNA)
is:
copier length = 311 + junk length× 31, (7.1)
since there are 311 non-junk characters and 31 junk regions of varying length.
The junk regions in the copier chemical are varied in length from one atom to 20
atoms (in steps of one). In this experiment, all of the junk regions within the copier
are kept the same length as each other, for simplicity. If the copier was evolving,
then it would not need to enforce this. Indeed, unless there was evolutionary
pressure for it, evolution would probably not maintain 31 different regions at the
same length. So this experiment shows a coarse view of the evolutionary options
possessed by the copier. In reality, the copier has a much finer level of control over
its junk regions than this experiment shows.
For example, an evolving copier chemical might find it useful to have long
junk regions within the programs of its six feet, so that it walks accurately over
the DNA and accurately implements the next function of the copy operation. But
being shorter might confer an evolutionary advantage (as it can be copied quicker),
so the copier chemical might be able to make gains by shortening some of its less
critical junk regions, such as the delay parts of its start and end programs.
7.2.2 Initialisation
For each macro-level reaction, we create a new DNA chemical of the correct length
and set all of its binding sites to be shown. This is the default state for new
GraphMol chemicals, so no special treatment is needed for the DNA chemical.
The pattern of bases on the DNA chemical makes no difference to this experiment,
so it is randomly generated each time.
We create a new copier chemical and initialise it by hiding all of its binding sites
except its start site (fgneg). This may seem like twisting the rules of the GraphMol
world, to create a chemical with some sites shown and others hidden, but it is not.
In a larger system, the copier chemical would exist in a world containing many other
chemicals, such as the chaperone folding chemicals described in section 6.2.3.4. We
can imagine another chaperone chemical that helps to initialise copier chemicals
(and other mechanisms) by binding to their end site (fgbc). In this case, new
chemicals could be created with all their binding sites shown, and these chaperones
would run the end program of each new chemical, initialising it.
Technically, a chaperone chemical binding to the copier’s end site would not
be appropriate for this mechanism, because the copier leaves its end site shown
throughout the reaction, so that it can detect the end of the DNA chemical. The
problem here is that a chaperone chemical could bind to the copier’s end site at any
time while the copier was copying a DNA chemical. This would run the copier’s
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end program, hiding all its feet and thus terminating the copy. Instead of the
chaperone chemical binding to the end site on the copier, the copier could have
another, initialise, binding site just before its end site. Binding to the initialise
site would still run the end program and correctly initialise the copier, but the
initialise site could be hidden by the chaperone chemical after initialisation. This
would allow the chaperone chemical to initialise the copier chemical (or any other
mechanism) once only, and not interfere with its copying mechanism. It would also
allow other mechanisms to show the initialise site at a later time, if there was any
reason to re-initialise the copier chemical.
After initialisation, we create an empty GraphMol world and put into it one
DNA chemical and one copier chemical. We bind the copier’s start site to the
DNA’s start site and run the (macro-scale) reaction until the copier unbinds from
the DNA, thus finishing its copy. We then take our measurements of speed and
accuracy before destroying this GraphMol world.
7.2.3 Defining accuracy (nearly-perfect copying)
Since the copier can make different types of mutation in its copy of the DNA, there
are many different ways to define accuracy. Our definition counts the number of
nearly-perfect copies. The copier chemical is designed to copy a sequence of DNA
perfectly most of the time, but occasionally to make small mutations for evolution
to exploit. To make this concept rigorous, we define a nearly-perfect copy as a copy
that differs from the original by at most three bases, i.e. any combination of three
insertions or deletions.
The value three here is a parameter that could be set to any whole number
between zero and the length of the DNA sequence being copied. Biologically, it
corresponds to the number of DNA bases that can be changed simultaneously in an
organism’s DNA before the combination of changes breaks the organism, making
it no longer viable. Clearly, the effect of mutations in biological organisms depends
on precisely which part of the DNA is mutated, rather than just how many bases
are changed. Some regions need to be conserved precisely, while others can undergo
huge changes with no phenotypic difference in the organism. But this experiment
does not focus on individual mutations to individual organisms: it is looking at
the statistical properties of the copying mechanism (how quickly it makes copies
with few mutations). The idea is that, for evolution to work properly, we want a
copying mechanism that:
1. Makes some perfect copies
2. Makes some copies with small mutations
3. Can (rarely) make copies with large mutations
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Since we know that there is always a probability of the copier making a large
mutation (section 6.4.3), we concentrate on the small mutations as our measure of
accuracy. We define a mutation of three bases or less as a small mutation. The
value of three is not critical: values other than three have been tested and give
qualitatively similar results, but larger values are more noisy so more experiments
would need to be run to obtain the same error bars on the graphs.
To calculate if a copy is nearly-perfect, we use Smith-Waterman alignment [91].
The Smith-Waterman algorithm measures the length of the longest common sub-
sequence between two strings, taking into account (and penalising) short insertions
and deletions. We set the penalty for an insertion or deletion to be 1, to measure
the number of errors in the copy (subtracting the length of the original DNA, and
taking the absolute value). If the number of errors is three or less, the copy is
nearly-perfect.
7.2.4 Parameters
The parameters of the GraphMol world are as described in chapter 6, except for
the distance spreading cutoff of the graph distance process (section 6.3.1.3), which
is increased to 300 atoms. Because this experiment involves copier chemicals with
high levels of junk (up to 20 atoms), the cutoff distance is increased to ensure that
these extreme copiers are still able to make all of their binds.
7.3 Results
The graphs shown in figures 7.1 and 7.2 refute the null hypothesis and show that
the GraphMol copier’s junk level does affect its speed and accuracy of copying.
Figure 7.3 shows the predicted sweet spot in the rate of copying.
7.3.1 Accuracy of copying
As the junk level increases, the copier becomes more accurate at copying its DNA
(figure 7.1). This is in spite of there being more DNA to copy at higher junk
levels (equation 7.1), so more chances of making an error. Accuracy is measured
as the number of nearly-perfect copies produced by the copier chemical, out of its
80 reactions.
The reason for the increase in accuracy is that as the junk level increases, the
distances increase between the copier’s feet and the binding sites on the DNA. This
increase in distance between the binding sites reduces the probability of each bind.
The important point for this experiment is that GraphMol’s binding probability
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Figure 7.1: Accuracy of copying increases with junk level. The notches show the
95% confidence intervals on the medians.
function is non-linear (see section 6.3.1.2). It reduces the probability of an ‘erro-
neous’ bind more than it reduces the probability of a ‘correct’ bind, as shown in
figure 6.26. This means that increasing the junk level decreases the probability of
an ‘erroneous’ step, relative to the probability of a ‘correct’ step. This makes the
copier more accurate with more junk.
7.3.2 Speed of copying
As the junk level increases, the copier takes longer to copy its DNA (figure 7.2).
This is for two reasons.
1. More junk makes the distances between binding sites larger (as explained
above). This reduces the probability of each bind, making each of the copier’s
steps take more time.
2. More junk means there is more DNA to copy, so the DNA takes more steps
to copy.
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Figure 7.2: Copying time increases with junk level (so speed decreases). These are
boxplots; the variation is too small to see (apart from some large outliers at high
junk levels, that take a long time to copy).
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Figure 7.3: Rate of copying has an optimum junk level, trading off speed against
accuracy. The notches show the 95% confidence intervals on the medians.
7.3.3 Rate of copying
A copier with a low junk level is fast but error-prone, whereas a copier with a
high junk level is slow but reliable. So, the copier can trade off accuracy against
speed. We can see this tradeoff by graphing the rate of copying for each junk level
(figure 7.3). This is not a quantity that we measure directly, but is calculated as
the number of nearly-perfect copies made, divided by the time taken to make them.
The graph is noisy at low junk levels because few nearly-perfect copies are made
here (as can be seen from the accuracy graph, figure 7.1). The tradeoff can be seen
in this graph as a peak at a moderate level of junk. This sweet spot is the junk
level at which the copier chemical achieves its highest rate of accurate copying.
• Too much junk and the copier copies too slowly, making its rate of accurate
copying low.
• Too little junk and the copier makes too many errors, making its rate of
accurate copying low.
The consequences of this sweet spot are discussed below.
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7.4 Discussion
When the copier chemical is put into a world where it can evolve, it will be able
to control its own junk level through mutations that add or remove junk atoms.
These results show that changing the copier’s junk level changes its position on
its speed/accuracy tradeoff for copying. Thus (when it is evolving in different
environments) the copier will be able to find, for itself, the tradeoff between speed
and accuracy that optimises its survivability in its particular environment.
This tradeoff between speed and accuracy of copying is not specific to the
GraphMol copier. It is a common feature of many systems, whether they be virtual
(such as artificial chemistries), lab-based (such as self-replicating RNA molecules
in a test tube [51]) or biological (such as bacteria and viruses). The precise de-
tails of this tradeoff depend on the parameters of the world in which the copying
mechanism is embodied. In GraphMol, the important parameter is the binding
distance probability equation. The difficult task in designing a virtual world (such
as an artificial chemistry) is making the world rich enough that there is structure
for the embodied mechanisms to exploit, while keeping it simple enough that the
computer code can be run in a reasonable time on modern hardware.
7.4.1 Replicating quickly
As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the purpose of this experiment is to
show the general idea of how low-level changes to GraphMol mechanisms can feed
through to measurable high-level changes in the embodied phenomena. Thus the
specific changes demonstrated in this experiment (junk length affecting rate of
accurate copying) are less important than the fact that such changes are possible.
But nevertheless, it is worth discussing the implications of these specific changes.
7.4.1.1 Growth laws
A na¨ıve view of replication is: copiers that can replicate quickly will have a fit-
ness advantage, and will displace slower replicators in a population. This seems
intuitively true, but is not always the case. Whether one replicating species will
replace another in a population, depends to a large extent on the growth laws of
each species. These are idealised differential equations modelling how the species
would increase in number over time, if it had unlimited resources and no compe-
tition. Much work has been done on growth laws relevant to biological systems
thought to be related to the origin of life. A concise summary is given in [96],
which describes three very different growth laws:
1. Exponential growth, given by the growth law: x˙ = kx.
This leads to survival of the fastest, where the quickest-replicating species
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displaces the others (the species with the highest k).
2. Hyperbolic growth, given by the growth law: x˙ = kx2.
This leads to survival of the common, where the species starting with the
highest concentration displaces the others (the species with the highest x).
3. Parabolic growth, given by the growth law: x˙ = kxp for 0 < p < 1.
This leads to survival of everybody, where all species survive despite compet-
ing for the same resources.
In these equations: x represents the number of chemicals of the species; x˙ represents
the derivative of x, which is the rate at which the species is copying (i.e. the quantity
I show in figure 7.3); and k is a constant, allowing different copiers with the same
growth law to grow at different rates.
Each of these three different growth laws leads to systems with different dynam-
ics. Biologists trying to understand the origin of life are concerned with working
out which growth laws could have applied at which times to the precursors of life.
In artificial systems, we are able to choose the growth laws we want our systems
to have. We do not need to be constrained by how life started; we can design our
systems to have the growth laws that give the behaviours we want.
7.4.1.2 Reaction equations
In a well-mixed space such as a primordial soup (for the origin of life), a chemo-
stat (for biochemistry experiments), or an aspatial artificial chemistry (such as
GraphMol, section 6.3.1.1), these three growth laws can be obtained as follows:
Exponential growth is produced by a copier chemical reproducing asexually,
taking in raw materials and making a copy of itself and some waste products:
C +M → 2C +W, (7.2)
where C is the copier chemical, M is the raw materials and W is the waste product.
Hyperbolic growth is produced by a copier chemical reproducing sexually, where
two copier chemicals are required to create a third from raw materials:
2C +M → 3C +W. (7.3)
Parabolic growth is more complicated to produce. It requires a copier chemical
that attaches raw material to itself, then takes some time before dissociating into
two copies:
C +M
c→ CC (7.4)
CC
a

b
C + C, (7.5)
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where the rate constants a, b and c are such that a  b > c. The exponential
and hyperbolic growth laws can be clearly seen from these reaction equations. The
parabolic case is less obvious, but is explained in [96].
The evolutionary biology literature on reaction equations is concerned with
divining those equations that apply to physical systems relevant to the origin of life,
and extrapolating their growth laws (see [96] for references). The above reaction
equations only yield the growth laws above in a well mixed space. The benefit of
artificial chemistries is that we are able to define the space. GraphMol uses a well-
mixed space for simplicity, and because the experiments performed in this thesis do
not investigate growth laws. But different artificial chemistries (or modifications
of GraphMol) could be made with different definitions of space, so that the above
reaction equations lead to different growth laws.
7.4.1.3 Consequences for artificial chemistries
The consequence of this for artificial chemistries is that we have two choices to
make, which depend on what we what to do with the artificial chemistry. The
choices are:
• Which growth laws we want our system to use.
• Which replicating mechanisms and definition of space we will use to obtain
these growth laws.
We might want to see selective evolution: sweeps of change where one dom-
inant species is suddenly replaced by a fitter species. We can obtain this using
exponentially-growing replicators that are able to change their replication rate by
low-level mutations. With an aspatial artificial chemistry, this means we have to
use copying chemicals that reproduce asexually. Or if we want to use a differ-
ent copying mechanism, then we have to use a different type of space where that
mechanism leads to exponential growth.
If we have hyperbolically-growing replicator species, then changing their repli-
cation rate is not enough to see selective sweeps. In this case, we need a different
mechanism by which one species can take over from another. One example of this
is parasitism, where one species uses the other to replicate itself. It has been shown
that some types of parasite can cause selective sweeps under hyperbolic growth [57,
p.68].
Alternatively we might want to generate different novel forms of replicator
species, without selective sweeps (similarly to how novelty search operates, sec-
tion 2.5). In this case, parabolic replicators may be more appropriate. Exponential
or hyperbolic growth would reduce the diversity of species in the world, whereas
parabolic growth (with mutation) would increase diversity.
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It is important to note that these growth laws are only a model of how an actual
system will behave. Necessarily, they make assumptions about the system. The
most important of these assumptions are that the space is well-mixed, and that
stochastic effects can be ignored. It is easy to implement artificial systems (and
physical ones) in which these assumptions break down. For example, if we have
chemical species existing in very low numbers (for example, DNA chemicals), then
they will be very affected by stochastic events, and by definition they cannot be
“well-mixed”. Alternatively, if we have an artificial chemistry with a Euclidean
definition of space (section 6.3.1.1), if there are high numbers of different species of
chemicals then they will experience crowding effects and so will not be well-mixed.
Therefore these growth laws should be applied only where they can be shown to
be appropriate.
7.4.2 The copier’s control over its junk regions
When the copier chemical is free to evolve, it will be able to change the lengths
of each of its 31 junk regions independently. So it will have a much finer level
of control over its junk regions than this experiment suggests. But although the
copier has control over its junk regions in principle, this does not necessarily mean
that it will be able to accurately control its junk regions in practice.
As a thought experiment (and a simplification of the evolving copier), consider
the copier’s binding sites and functional code to be fixed (the copier cannot mutate
them). From the viewpoint of evolution, this situation might occur if they could
technically be mutated, but any change to these parts created a copier chemical
that was no longer able to make copies, so would not survive. The copier is able
to mutate the lengths of each of its 31 separate junk regions. This creates a 31-
dimensional search space in which the copier can evolve, shown schematically in
figure 7.4. The experiment performed in this chapter looks at a 1-dimensional line
through this space. It shows that different points in the space produce copiers
with different copying rates, which will correspond to different survivabilities in an
environment (i.e. different fitnesses in an evolutionary sense).
Although the search space is easy to describe, it is not obvious how the evolv-
ing copier will be able to move through this space. This is because the copier
encodes the ways in which it can move through this space, and these can change
as it moves through the space (as it evolves). In a traditional evolutionary algo-
rithm, there would be a crisp mutation function describing the possible moves an
organism could make through its search space. (For example: moving 1 unit in any
dimension; or moving to any point less than 3 units away.) Wherever the organism
was in the search space, the mutation function would be the same, providing the
same movement options to the organism (as shown in figure 7.5(a)). But with
an embodied mutation function (as in the GraphMol copier), the mutation func-
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Figure 7.4: A 2-dimensional example of the search space of copier chemicals with
different junk lengths. The points investigated in this experiment all have the
same junk lengths, but the copier could evolve to different junk lengths by moving
through this search space.
(a) Crisp mutation function (b) Embodied mutation function
Figure 7.5: A crisp mutation function is the same at all points in the search space,
but an embodied mutation function can change as the organism moves through its
search space. (These diagrams are illustrative only, and are not examples of actual
systems.)
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tion changes as the organism (copier) moves to different points in its search space
(as shown in figure 7.5(b)). So at different points in its search space, the copier
chemical (potentially) has different options as to how it can make its next move to
another point.
This chapter’s experiment illustrates that copiers at different points in their
search space can have different probabilities of making mutations (i.e. changing
their mutation rate). And further to this, we can see that copiers at different
points in their search space can make different types of mutation. For example,
the copier chemical is designed to start its mutations by stepping one of its feet
wrongly on the DNA, either jumping forwards or backwards. The copier chemical
described in chapter 6 can only jump forwards or backwards one base on the DNA.
But with different junk levels, it can jump further. For example, a copier chemical
with a junk level of 19 has to bind over a distance of 301 atoms in order to jump
backwards two bases. But for a copier chemical with a junk level of 4, this distance
decreases to 286. So, if the cutoff of the graph distance process is 300 atoms, then
the 4-junk copier can perform a behaviour that the 19-junk copier cannot (jumping
backwards two bases). This changes the types of mutation that the copier is capable
of performing.
An important point about this version of meta-evolution is that we do not have
a separate organism and mutation function co-evolving. The mutation function is
not adapting to the organism’s position in its search space. The mutation function
is a consequence of the organism’s position in its search space. The organism
and mutation function cannot be separated and evolved separately, because the
mutation function is part of the organism. The organism and mutation function
combination is what adapts to the environment it finds itself in. This is what
it means for the mutation function to be embodied within the organisms it is
mutating.
7.4.3 Designing embodied mechanisms
When designing embodied mutation functions, it is not possible to know (and so
design) all the possible ways in which the mutation function could evolve. But
there are things that we can design:
1. We design the initial mechanism, with its initial structure and parameters
(e.g. the copier chemical with 6 feet and 31 junk regions each of length 12).
2. We can analyse this initial mechanism to determine the mutations it can
perform, or design it to perform specific mutations (e.g. small deletions, small
insertions, large insertions).
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3. We design the world in which the mechanism exists, which implicitly deter-
mines how the mutation function can evolve (even though we cannot neces-
sarily predict this).
Although we do not know how the mutation function will evolve, we can design
the world and the initial mechanism in such a way that we allow the mutation
function to evolve. To date, there is no foolproof method for designing evolvable
worlds, although this is an ongoing area of research. We feel that worlds can be
made more evolvable by avoiding crisp processes in the world, and instead using
rich ones. For more details about this, see [45] [17] [44].
For systems with a crisp mutation function, the designer has a completely
free choice of which mutation function to use. They can choose any possible way
of moving from one point in the search space to a set of mutants. But with
embodied mutation functions, the mutation function must be embodied within
a mechanism implemented in the world (in this case, a copying chemical). This
places constraints on the possible mutation functions that can be realised. As well
as placing constraints on the initial mutation function that is designed into the
mechanism, embodiment also places constraints on the ways in which the mutation
function is able to evolve.
It is not clear (to me) whether it is theoretically possible to embody any pos-
sible mutation function within a copying mechanism existing in a world. But it
feels like this is not possible, at least for all practical purposes. Even if it were
possible in theory to embody any mutation function, many of those embodiments
might not produce evolvable implementations of the mutation function. Some mu-
tation functions might be so awkward to embody that their embodiments would
be effectively crisp implementations of that mutation function within a world that
did not allow them to evolve. Doing this would serve no purpose. It would be
merely an inefficient way of implementing a crisp mutation function. So if our pur-
pose in embodying mutation functions is to make the mutation function evolvable
(i.e. meta-evolution), then there will be some mutation functions that we cannot
embody (either by designing them or evolving them).
It is not a bad thing that we cannot embody every possible mutation function.
The vast majority of possible mutation functions are arbitrary, not interesting to us
and probably not very useful for evolution (for example: “Increase every junk region
by 42 atoms, except the seventh junk region, which should be decreased by five
atoms, and change the ninth atom into a show function.”). We are not looking for
every possible mutation function; we are looking to evolve mutation functions that
are interesting to us as humans, or functions that exploit the structure inherent
in the problem they are given to solve. The fact that we cannot reach every
possible mutation function does not mean that we cannot reach a large range of
useful and interesting mutation functions. Indeed, removing many of the arbitrary
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Figure 7.6: There are many possible mutation functions, most of which are arbi-
trary and uninteresting. Of the mutation functions that humans would consider to
design, some are crisp and some are embodied. We hope that embodied designs will
be able to evolve into embodied mechanisms that are interesting and useful, but
that humans would not have thought to design (or been able to design). For any
given world, there may be better copying mechanisms that cannot be embodied
within that world.
mutation functions may even help us to reach the interesting and structured ones.
This situation is similar to the no free lunch theorems [103], which imply that all
optimisation algorithms perform equally well, when all possible fitness landscapes
are considered. These theorems are not applicable to the types of problems that
humans want to optimise, because we do not want to optimise every possible fitness
landscape (most of which are very arbitrary and not interesting); we just want to
optimise the fitness landscapes that we are interested in. Equally, it does not
matter that we cannot embody every possible mutation function, because we are
not interested in all of them.
From the viewpoint of novelty-generation algorithms, this situation is a good
thing. It provides exactly what we need for novelty-generation. Figure 7.6 sum-
marises this. Embodiment is about moving up a meta-level, for example: em-
bodying copying, rather than explicitly writing a mutation function. To do this,
we design an initial mechanism within a world, and hope that this mechanism will
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evolve to an interesting place that we would not have thought to design. The evolv-
ing mechanism cannot evolve to all of the possible mutation functions we could
have implemented; its evolutionary options are limited by the world in which it is
embodied. This has both positive and negative implications:
• The positive is: the mechanism cannot evolve to many of the arbitrary, unin-
teresting mutation functions that we do not want. Any evolved mechanisms
will have some structure to them, because they are embodied within a world.
• The negative is: there may be excellent copying mechanisms that we cannot
evolve, because of the constraints imposed by the world. But we can explore
these by designing different worlds with different constraints, to see what
effect they have on the evolvability of mechanisms embodied within them.
This is analogous to the transition from traditional evolutionary algorithms to evo-
devo algorithms (section 2.3.3). We can no longer evolve arbitrary results, but all
the results that we do evolve are more structured. The form and details of this
structure are determined by the problem representation. For evo-devo algorithms,
this is the development function; for the meta-evolution of embodied mechanisms,
it is the way in which we embody these mechanisms within a world.
In order to evolve novel mechanism, we need a world that is suitable for both:
1. Designing embodied mechanisms, so that we can implement an initial mech-
anism within the world.
2. Evolving the initial mechanism, to a novel place that is interesting to humans.
The previous chapter shows that the GraphMol world fulfills the first point: we
can design an embodied copying mechanism in GraphMol. This chapter’s exper-
iment shows that in principle the GraphMol copier is able to evolve, with low-
level changes to its mechanisms being able to propagate upwards to measurable
high-level changes in its phenomena. The following chapter performs experiments
investigating how well the GraphMol copier evolves in practice.
Chapter 8
GraphMol copier evolving
The previous feasibility experiment (chapter 7) shows that GraphMol’s embodied
copying mechanism can evolve in principle. It has a search space of different
instantiations of the copier chemical, through which it can potentially evolve. This
chapter describes a sequence of experiments designed to investigate how well the
copier chemical actually evolves in practice.
The previous experiment ran one reaction within a GraphMol world (between a
copier chemical and a DNA chemical). It repeated this process multiple times, with
multiple GraphMol worlds. This experiment does the opposite. We create a single
GraphMol world, in which we allow multiple copier chemicals and DNA chemicals
to react. This creates an environment in which the copier chemical can potentially
evolve. Copier chemicals copy DNA chemicals that encode copiers. Thus the copier
chemical makes mutations in future generations of copier chemicals. These future
copiers compete with their parents, giving an intrinsic definition of fitness.
This is the standard experiment performed on artificial chemistries: initialise
a world with some chemicals and allow them to react, looking out for novelty-
generation. This type of experiment is necessary to test the novelty-generation
capabilities of an artificial chemistry. To make an analogy with biology:
• In the previous experiment, the world was very sparse and tightly-controlled.
This is analogous to a lab-based experiment, where one parameter is varied
and the others are controlled for.
• This experiment is analogous to going into the field and observing the system
in its natural environment. There are many different parameters affecting the
system, but we are not trying to characterise the consequences of each one.
We are allowing the system to run on its own and we are observing it, to see
what behaviours it displays.
From the viewpoint of novelty-generation, the tightly-controlled (lab-based) exper-
iments can be used to help understand the parameters and design decisions of a
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novelty-generation algorithm, but they cannot prove that an algorithm is capable
of actually generating novelty. They can only prove that an algorithm is incapable
of generating novelty (for example, if the sweet spot had not been found in the
previous experiment). Open-ended in the field experiments are needed to show
that an algorithm actually can generate novelty.
Due to the open-ended nature of this experiment, and the length of time that
GraphMol runs take, the results are not as quantitative as in the previous exper-
iment. We present a collection of GraphMol runs with different parameters, and
discuss the behaviours displayed by the system. These experiments do not show
the results we expected beforehand, but by analysing their results in different ways
we are able to narrate the story of each experiment. We identify two distinct types
of behaviour displayed by the system: a dynamic equilibrium in which the number
of chemicals in the world remains stochastically constant over time, even though
the chemicals mutate and new copier species are produced; and a spike-and-death,
where the number of chemicals in the world increases massively and then plummets
as the world dies.
8.1 Hypothesis
We hypothesise that the behaviour predicted by the previous lab-based experiment
will be seen in the field:
1. When initialising the world with copier chemicals containing low levels of
junk, we expect them to evolve, increasing their junk level until they reach
an optimum rate of copying.
2. When initialising the world with copier chemicals with high levels of junk,
we expect them to reduce their junk level until they reach the same optimum
rate of copying.
We do not expect the evolving copier chemical to find precisely the same sweet spot
as observed in the previous experiment (all junk levels around 9-10 atoms). We
expect it might obtain a higher copying rate by having some of its junk regions at
different lengths.
One potential caveat here is that we may not see evolution at all. Because
GraphMol uses a well-mixed aspatial space, and the GraphMol copier chemical re-
produces sexually, we might see hyperbolic growth rather than exponential growth
(section 7.4.1). This could cause the novelty-generation of the system to be im-
paired. But GraphMol is very complicated, and violates many of the assumptions
that these types of analysis make. So it is worth trying the experiment to see how
well the actual results match with the pure theory. This is discussed towards the
end of this chapter.
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Because of the open-ended nature of this experiment, we do not presume the
ability to predict everything that the evolving copier might do. So we also hypothe-
sise that the copier might evolve a behaviour different from those programmed into
it. An example of this is Stringmol’s replicase chemical evolving a macro-mutation
and hypercycle (as described in section 5.2.2.1). We do not know if a new type of
mutation or copying will evolve here, but it is the ideal goal of this type of exper-
iment: showing an example of novelty-generation. So when analysing the results
of this experiment, we will keep an open mind as to the possible behaviours that
GraphMol might demonstrate.
The null hypothesis of this experiment is that the copier chemical will not
evolve. It will make copies of itself, and it will make mutated versions of itself,
but none of these mutants will have a fitness advantage over the original copiers.
Over time, the only dominant chemical species in the GraphMol world will be the
original copier chemical.
This experiment manages to refute its null hypothesis: the copier chemical
evolves, producing mutant copiers chemicals that displace the original copier chem-
ical from the population. But it does not evolve as neatly as might be expected.
We (implicitly) hypothesised that the GraphMol world would have one single dom-
inant copier species, sustaining itself, that would be replaced by a fitter mutant.
This does not happen in these experiments. Instead we have a collection of copier
species that sustain the phenomenon of copying, while the particular species em-
bodying the phenomenon change over time. Also, collections of parasites appear
in the world and cause the world to die.
We do see changes in the lengths of the copier chemicals, but not in the clean,
idealised manner hypothesised above. The copiers become longer a lot more than
they become shorter, because of the bias in GraphMol’s embodied mutation process
(tangles producing long insertions, but no equivalent process for long deletions).
The copier chemicals appear to have a maximum length that they attain in a stable
world, but when the world is dying they exceed this.
8.2 General experiment design
Saying that we will put the copier chemical into a GraphMol world and allow it
to evolve is an imprecise statement. There are different types of copier chemical
(with different junk levels), different types of GraphMol world (different parameter
values) and there are different ways in which we can allow the copier chemical to
evolve. This chapter contains a series of related experiments, exploring different
copier chemicals evolving in different GraphMol worlds. In this section, we describe
the design decisions that are common to all of these experiments. We then describe
each separate experiment, evaluating its results.
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The major factors affecting these experiments are:
1. The mechanism of evolution: how a chemical copying DNA can reproduce
itself.
2. The copier chemical: its junk level.
3. The GraphMol world: its mixing process and energy model.
Each of these is described in detail below.
8.2.1 Evolution from copying
In the GraphMol world, we have copier chemicals and DNA chemicals. Copier
chemicals can copy DNA chemicals, and DNA chemicals can encode copier chem-
icals. In order to implement biology’s copying phenomenon (as described in sec-
tion 4.2) we also need a third process, an analogue of the expression process: decod-
ing the information contained within a DNA chemical, to build a new copier chem-
ical. We have not implemented an embodied expression process within the Graph-
Mol world. Instead, we implement the expression process crisply. Our method of
doing this is described below.
There are three different ways in which we can represent a GraphMol copier
mechanism:
1. As a copier chemical
2. As a DNA chemical
3. As a genome
These three representations interact, allowing the copier mechanism to replicate
itself.
A copier chemical is a chemical in the GraphMol world. It has six feet that
walk along a GraphMol DNA chemical and copy it. A DNA chemical is a chemical
in the GraphMol world that can be copied. It encodes another GraphMol chemical
in its pattern of bases. A genome is an abstract entity that does not exist within
the GraphMol world. It is a sequence of characters (A, B, C, D), that represents
an encoding of a GraphMol copier chemical in terms of DNA bases. These three
different entities are isomorphic in terms of the copying mechanisms they represent.
Any one of these three entities can be changed easily into either of the others. We
choose the genome to be our canonical representation of a copying mechanism,
since it does not exist within the GraphMol world. In order to instantiate a genome
within a GraphMol world, we either transform it into a DNA chemical or express
it as a copier chemical (illustrated in figure 8.1).
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Figure 8.1: Each genome can be processed in two different ways: it can be (1)
transformed into a DNA chemical; and it can be (2) expressed as a copier chemical.
Note that the DNA chemical here has had some sections removed so it can fit in
this figure.
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Figure 8.2: The process by which evolution happens in these experiments.
Genomes are represented explicitly; a crisp process transforms two genomes into a
copier chemical and a DNA chemical, allowing them to react. Multiple reactions
happen in parallel, starting and ending asynchronously.
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Figure 8.2 shows how these three representations interact, allowing evolution
to happen. Into the GraphMol world, we put 20 instances of the genome of the
copier mechanism. The GraphMol mixing process chooses pairs of genomes to
react. Given a chosen pair of genomes, we transform one into its DNA chemical
and the other into its copier chemical. These two chemicals are then allowed to
bind and react in a separate GraphMol world. Once the reaction has finished,
we put the copied genome into the original GraphMol world, along with the two
genomes of the copier and DNA chemicals.
GraphMol’s energy model controls the number of chemicals in the world, by
decaying chemicals at random and slowing down reactions when too many are
happening in parallel.
As the copier chemical mutates, it has the possibility of destroying its start
binding site, thus preventing it from binding with a DNA chemical. If this happens,
then the two genomes are returned to the GraphMol world without a reaction (and
copy) happening. The GraphMol mixing process cannot tell in advance if a genome
encodes a copier that cannot bind to the DNA; it must express the copier and test
if a bind is possible. But it does memoise the results of these tests, so it does not
need to pair up non-binding genomes more than once.
Note that whichever genome is transformed into a DNA chemical, the resulting
DNA chemical will always have the same structure of backbone and base units, and
will always function correctly as a DNA chemical. The only difference will be in
the patterns of the base binding sites (aaaaa, bbbbb, ccccc and ddddd). Figure 8.1
illustrates this. But when a genome is transformed into a copier chemical, differ-
ent genomes can encode very different copier chemicals. Some genomes may even
encode ‘copier’ chemicals that have mutated so deleteriously that they no longer
function as copiers. The transformation into a DNA chemical simply takes the
information contained within the genome, and embeds it into a GraphMol DNA
chemical with a fixed format. But the transformation into a copier chemical is dif-
ferent: it decodes the information in the genome, creating an arbitrary GraphMol
chemical.
As described in section 7.2.1, the length of the copier chemical is:
copier length = 311 + copier junk length× 31, (8.1)
for a copier chemical with all of its 31 junk regions the same length. The exper-
iments in this chapter use two different ways of encoding the copier chemical on
the genome, but if we assume that three bases are used to encode each atom of the
copier chemical (as in biology), then we have that:
genome length = 3× copier length. (8.2)
From this, we can work out the length of the DNA chemical into which this genome
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can be embedded:
dna chemical length =
14 + dna junk length + genome length× (24 + 3× dna junk length). (8.3)
For example, copier chemical with junk length 16, has a length of 807 atoms. This
equates to a genome of length 2,421 bases and a DNA chemical of length 348,678
atoms (using a DNA junk length of 40, as discussed in section 6.4.1).
8.2.2 Different copier chemicals
As discussed in the previous chapter, we can create different copier chemicals by
varying the sizes of each of the copier’s junk regions. We expect evolution to adjust
the sizes of these junk regions, but we must choose which junk levels to use in the
initial bootstrap copier chemical that the world is initialised with. The hypothesis
section (8.1) explains our strategy of performing different experiments on junk
level: initialising the world with a high-junk copier to see if it reduces its junk
levels; and initialising with a low-junk copier to see if it increases its junk levels.
For simplicity, we keep two factors constant regarding the copier chemical’s
junk level:
1. We do not vary the junk levels within a copier chemical. This is to reduce the
number of permutations of experiments needed, and to test whether evolution
will produce copiers with some junk regions at different levels.
2. We initialise the world with copiers of only one junk level. This ensures that
any observed behaviours are due to the copier chemical mutating itself, rather
than interactions between different types of copier chemical. It also makes
these experiments comparable to Stringmol’s diversity from a monoculture
experiments [42].
There are obvious ways of varying these two factors, but they create many dif-
ferent permutations of experiments. There are 26 different junk regions in the
copier chemical (section 7.2.1), so varying each of them would require n26 different
experiments to investigate fully, where n is the number of different lengths tested
for each junk region. Initialising the world with copiers of different lengths entails
a potentially unbounded number of experiments, although we could use scenarios
requiring fewer experiments, such as short junk versus long junk. To curtail this
potential proliferation of experiments, we keep constant the two factors above.
8.2.3 Mixing process and energy model
GraphMol’s aspatial mixing process (described in section 6.3.1.1) and its energy
model are the same as Stringmol’s. This is to make these experiments comparable
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parameter value(s) description
vworld 100 volume of the world
vchem 10 volume of a chemical
initial energy 1000 energy added to a newly-created world
energy flux 10 – 100 energy added into the world each timestep
decay rate 0.00001 probability of decay each timestep
Figure 8.3: The parameters of the GraphMol world relating directly to this exper-
iment.
with Stringmol’s, and because Stringmol has shown that this mixing process and
energy model can lead to novelty-generation. The parameters of these processes
are shown in figure 8.3, along with their values as used in this experiment.
8.2.3.1 vworld and vchem
The parameters vworld and vchem are set to values that have been shown useful in
Stringmol. The absolute values of these parameters do not affect the algorithm:
it is their ratio that matters (vchem/vworld), which represents the concentration of
chemicals within the world. Having a ratio close to 0 would mean that the solution
would be very dilute, so many chemicals would be needed before they were likely to
react with each other. Having many chemicals existing in the world would make the
code take a long time to run. Having a ratio close to 1 would mean that we could
still have a concentrated solution with very few chemicals existing in the world,
because the volume of the world would be similar to the volume of a chemical.
This would be the same as pairing up each of the chemicals in the world, which
would negate the benefit of using this mixing algorithm. A ratio greater than 1
is not sensible (it would lead to reactions having probabilities greater than 1). So
intermediate ratios are desired, to balance the benefits of having the concept of
volume against the run-time of the code. We use an intermediate ratio of 0.1.
8.2.3.2 Initial energy
The GraphMol world is not very sensitive to the initial energy added to the world
when it is created. If the initial energy is set too low, then the copier chemicals
cannot start copying instantly. They must wait for the energy flux to provide them
with some energy that they can use to react and produce copies. In this case, the
copier chemicals have a chance of all decaying before they have managed to make
any copies. If the initial energy is set too high, then the copier chemicals will start
to produce copies quickly, and the number of chemicals in the world will increase.
The population will increase until the initial energy has been used up. At this
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point, the energy flux will control the reactions, bringing the population down to
a level that is sustainable by the energy flux.
For these reasons, the initial energy is not an important parameter in these
experiments, so we will not vary it. It needs to be set high enough that the initial
population of chemicals is not likely to all decay before they have had a chance to
reproduce. And it does not want to be set too high, otherwise the initial population
spike will take a long time to die away, slowing down the code.
8.2.3.3 Energy flux and decay rate
The energy flux and the decay rate are important parameters affecting these ex-
periments. The energy flux specifies how much energy is added to the world each
timestep, and the decay rate specifies the probability that each chemical decays
each timestep. These two parameters work together to embody the carrying-
capacity of the world, as a function of the replication rate of the chemicals contained
within it.
If the copier chemical operated crisply, producing perfect copies at a constant
rate, and if it had unlimited energy, then its population in the world would increase
hyperbolically (section 7.4.1). The energy flux provides a limited resource that the
copier chemicals must compete for. The decay rate provides a reason for the
copiers to compete: they must copy or else they will decay. This transforms the
population’s hyperbolic growth into a steady-state behaviour: the population will
increase or decrease, until it reaches a fixed number of chemicals that balances
the copier’s growth rate against the decay rate and energy flux. Since our copier
chemical operates stochastically, the steady-state will not be a fixed number of
chemicals: it will contain some noise. Also, we expect that the value of the steady-
state might change as the copier chemical evolves.
The relationship between the energy flux and the decay rate affects the carrying
capacity of the world (the number of copier chemicals at steady-state).
• If the energy flux is large compared to the decay rate, then the carrying
capacity of the world will be large (the world will be able to support many
copier chemicals). While this may help the world to maintain diversity in
the mutant copiers that can be supported, it will also slow down the code to
run many copier chemicals in parallel.
• If the energy flux is small compared to the decay rate, then the carrying
capacity of the world will be small. If the energy flux is too small, then
the copier chemicals might not be likely to complete their copies before they
decay. This would mean that the copier chemicals would all decay and the
world would be left empty. This is not what we want.
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AAA [ ABA ] ACA a ADA e
AAB [ ABB ] ACB b ADB f
AAC [ ABC ] ACC c ADC g
AAD [ ABD ] ACD d ADD h
BAA < BBA > BCA i BDA m
BAB < BBB > BCB j BDB n
BAC < BBC > BCC k BDC o
BAD < BBD > BCD l BDD p
CAA ! CBA x CCA q CDA u
CAB ! CBB x CCB r CDB v
CAC ! CBC x CCC s CDC w
CAD ! CBD x CCD t CDD x
DAA y DBA x DCA 6 DDA 2
DAB z DBB x DCB 7 DDB 3
DAC 0 DBC x DCC 8 DDC 4
DAD 1 DBD x DCD 9 DDD 5
Figure 8.4: GraphMol’s triplet-based translation table, as used in Experiment 1.
Compare this with the biological translation table (figure 4.3).
The ratio of energy flux to decay rate trades off the carrying capacity of the
world against the time that the experiments take to run. Since it is their ratio that
matters, we do not need to vary both of these parameters. We set the decay rate to
be low enough that the copier chemicals are not likely to all decay before copying.
We then vary the energy flux, to investigate how the copier chemical evolves in
GraphMol worlds with different carrying capacities.
8.3 Experiment 1: DNA triplets
The copier chemical is a GraphMol chemical graph, composed of a sequence of
GraphMol atoms. There are 41 different atoms in the GraphMol alphabet. In
biology, proteins are chemicals composed of a sequence of amino acids, of which
there are 20 (as described in section 4.2.2). Biological genomes are a sequence of
bases (A, C, G, T), where each triplet of bases codes for one amino acid. The first
method we use to define a genome in GraphMol, is to copy biology. We choose 4
base symbols (A, B, C, D) and encode each GraphMol atom as a sequence of these
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bases, as shown in table 8.4.
Unfortunately, this experiment was not successful at generating novelty. The
experiment failed to refute the null hypothesis that the copier chemical will not
evolve. Using this triplet-based encoding method, the copier chemical is able to
copy the DNA chemicals, and make mutations, but these mutations produce copier
chemicals that are not functional. The mutants can bind to the start of the DNA,
but they are not able to walk along the DNA, so they cannot make copies. This
means that the copier chemical produces some perfect copies, and some mutants,
but none of the mutants are able to copy. Because the mutants can start a copy
but not finish it, they act as parasites. When a mutant reacts with a functional
copier, it effectively traps the functional copier until it decays. This causes the
functional copiers to decay out of the system, and the mutants soon follow with
nothing left to copy them.
The reason that all the mutants are non-functional is the triplet-based encoding
method. Each GraphMol atom is specified by three bases, and the copier chemi-
cal makes insertion mutations in the genome. This means that this triplet-based
encoding causes a more drastic type of mutation to happen to the encoded copier
chemical: a frame-shift. If an insertion of, say, 2 bases happens in the middle of
the copier chemical’s genome, this throws the triplet-based encoding out of line.
This changes the decoding of every triplet downstream of this insertion, as shown
in figure 8.5. This is extremely likely to destroy the functionality of the decoded
chemical. Any insertion that is not a multiple of three bases will cause a frame
shift, effectively destroying the functionality of the mutant chemical. There are
some functional mutants produced, by an insertion mutation of a multiple of 3
bases, within a junk region. But these are rare compared to the number of para-
site mutants, so they are not enough to save the world from death.
Ideally we would like to use a triplet-based encoding, since this provides a clear
separation between functional chemicals (the copier) and information-carrying chem-
icals (the DNA). Biological systems have made good use of this distinction [67,
chapters 4 and 5]. But in order to test the evolutionary capabilities of the Graph-
Mol copier, we do not need this triplet-based encoding. So for the next experiment,
we move to a direct encoding that is not vulnerable to frame-shift mutations. This
allows us to investigate the copier chemical without introducing extra complica-
tions.
8.4 Experiment 2: Direct encoding
In the triplet-based encoding above, the genome consists of 4 bases, which are
read in triplets and translated into the 41-character alphabet of GraphMol atoms.
In contrast, the direct encoding has 41 different genome bases, which are read
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Original copier: [t1t1t][yyyyy]jjjjjjjjjj>[u4u4u]jjjjjjjjjj<
Frame-shift: [t1t1t][yyyyy]jjjjjjjjjj>[u4u4u]jjjjjjjjjj<
[u2u2u]![t2t2t][magic]jjjjjjjjjj>[u5u5u]jjjjjjjjjj<[u3u3u]!
[u2u2u]![t2t2t][magic]jjjjjjjjjj>[u5u5u]jjjjjjjjjj<[u3u3u]!
[t3t3t][eeeee]jjjjjjjjjj>[u6u6u]jjjjjjjjjj<[u4u4u]![t4t4t]
[t3t3t][eeeee]jjjjjjjjjj>[u6u6u]jjjjjjjjjj<[u4u4u]![t4t4t]
[yyyyy]jjjjjjjjjj>[u1u1u]jjjjjjjjjj<[u5u5u]![t5t5t][magic]
[yyyyy]jjjjjjjjjj>[u1u1u]jjjjjjjjjj<[u5u5u]![t5t5t][magic]
jjjjjjjjjj>[u2u2u]jjjjjjjjjj<[u6u6u]![t6t6t][eeeee]jjjjjjjjjj>
jjjjjjjjjj>[u2u2u]jjjjjjjjjj<[u6u6u]![t6t6t][eeeee]jjjjjjjjjj>
[u3u3u]jjjjjjjjjj<[u1u1u]![tstst][fgneg]jjjjjjjjjj<[u1u1u]jjjj
[u3u3u]jjjjjjjjjj<[u1u1u]![tstst][fgneg]jjjjjjjjjj<[u1u1u]jjjj
jj--jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj<[uxuxu]jjjjjjjjjj>[usus
jj>jxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx]]0<1>yjxxxxxxxxxx>[0sst
u-]![txtxt][fgbc]jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
ct[ayk3s78z[!<!<!>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
jjjjj>[u1u1u]jjjjjjjjjj>[u2u2u]jjjjjjjjjj>[u3u3u]jjjjjjjjjj>[u
>>>>>><le9e9[>>>>>>>>>>>!thdhd[>>>>>>>>>>>!lhlhl[x>>>>>>>>>><t
4u4u]jjjjjjjjjj>[u5u5u]jjjjjjjjjj>[u6u6u]jjjjjjjjjj<[ususu]jjj
htht[x>>>>>>>>>><th9h9[>>>>>>>>>>>[9gdgd[x>>>>>>>>>>[tctct[]>>
jjjjjjj>[uxuxu]jjjjjjjjjj<[uxuxu]!
>>>>>>>>ytd9f9[x>>>>>>>>>><9bdbl[6
Figure 8.5: A frame-shift mutation destroys the functionality of the chemical down-
stream of the mutation. Dashes have been added into the sequence of the original
copier, to show the location of the frame-shift.
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individually and ‘translated’ directly into their counterparts of GraphMol atoms.
In the triplet-based encoding, the 4 different genome bases are embodied within the
GraphMol DNA chemical as binding sites with patterns of aaaaa, bbbbb, ccccc
and ddddd. In the direct encoding, the representation is very similar, with each
of the 41 genome bases embodied as a binding site with a pattern such as a0000,
j0000, >0000, etc. (The atom being represented, followed by four 0 characters.)
Since we are not investigating binding in this thesis, the precise details of these
patterns do not affect the running system. But with a rich binding function, these
patterns would matter. The two binding site atoms [ and ] need special treatment,
as they cannot be part of GraphMol binding patterns, so their binding site patterns
are bleft and bright respectively. This direct encoding method has no biological
basis, and we do not expect it to be as evolvable as a triplet-based encoding in the
long run, but for these experiments it allows us to avoid frame-shift mutations and
investigate the evolutionary capabilities of the GraphMol copying mechanism.
As explained above, the parameters we vary here are the energy flux of the
world (section 8.2.3.3), and the junk length of the copier chemical (section 8.1).
8.4.1 Technical problems
One huge problem with these experiments is that they take a very long time to
run. A single experiment initialising a GraphMol world with 20 copier chemicals
and running it until extinction, takes around two months of wall clock time on the
fastest computer available to me (a server equipped with four 8-Core AMD Opteron
processors running at 2.3 GHz, of which I was able to use 50%-100% of the cores,
depending on how many other people were running jobs on the server). Also, the
server is not equipped to run jobs for months at a time, and so occasionally it
would crash in the middle of a run, or need to be restarted to install an upgrade.
When implementing GraphMol, I did not implement the feature of being able to
re-start a GraphMol world from a given point. GraphMol has a lot of state: the
sequences and folding of all the chemicals in the world, which of the binding sites
are shown and hidden, which binding sites are bound to which others, the positions
of the instruction pointers, the current state of the distance tables of each node. I
did not save all this state regularly, so I could not restore the world after a server
crash. But I highly recommend that other people making such systems save all
their state and allow their worlds to be restored, particularly if they are to be run
for a very long time.
Another problem with these experiments is that, late in the project, I discovered
a bug in my code. When a binding site unbound, it did not correctly update
its distance table. This biased the probabilities of future binds, increasing the
probability of the copier chemical stepping backwards (and hence, increasing the
probability of tangles and the lengths of tangles). Thankfully, this did not alter the
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fundamental behaviour of the copier chemical. It effectively increased its mutation
rate. After fixing the bug, I found the mutation rate of the copier chemical to be
very low. I used equations 6.8 and 6.9 to change two parameters of the GraphMol
world (α and k, section 6.4.2.3) to compensate for this. This increased the mutation
rate of the copier chemical to the rate I had been observing with the bug. I re-ran
the experiment in chapter 7 and obtained the same results. All of the experiments
and numbers in this thesis are from GraphMol with this bug fixed, except for
experiments 2A, 2B and 2C below, which effectively have a higher mutation rate.
For these reasons, it was not possible for me to perform multiple runs of each
experiment and calculate statistics. I present a single run for each of these exper-
iments, showing the only complete run that I was able to perform with the time
and equipment available. This is not the ideal situation, but even with one run
we can still see interesting behaviour and begin to understand how GraphMol’s
copying mechanism might evolve.
8.4.2 Experiment 2A: Low energy flux
Using a low energy flux (of 10 energy units per iteration), the GraphMol world
does not have enough energy to sustain the copying mechanism. Some copies are
made, and some mutants are made, but the rate of production of viable copies is
too low compared to the decay rate.
8.4.2.1 Results
Figure 8.6 shows the dynamics of the GraphMol world, initialised with 20 copier
chemicals of junk length 16. Figure 8.6(b) shows that many mutants are made,
that each have varying lifetimes in the world. But figure 8.6(a) shows that none
of these mutants manages to take over the world. Each mutant exists only in very
small numbers (between one and three chemicals). The initial copier chemical
does not replicate itself quickly enough, and its numbers decrease over time until
it eventually dies out. After the death of the initial copier (just before timestep
0.5× 106), some of the mutants are able to carry on the copying process, but their
error rate is even higher than that of the initial copier. This causes every chemical
species in the bucket to gradually die out, until they have all gone and the world
is dead.
The death of the world can be seen clearly in figure 8.7. Figure 8.7(a) shows
the number of individual chemicals in the world over time. This decreases sharply
after the death of the initial copier, coinciding with an increase in the energy in
the world. This shows that there are not enough chemicals at this time, to use
all the energy coming into the world. Before this point, the chemicals had been
using all the available energy to do copying reactions, so their rate of copying was
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Figure 8.6: Dynamics of Experiment 2A (low energy flux). See also figure 8.7
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(a) Total number of chemicals in the world
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Figure 8.7: Dynamics of Experiment 2A (low energy flux). See also figure 8.6
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limited by the energy flux. When the energy starts to increase, this is because the
rate of copying is limited by the number of chemicals present in the world (which
is lower than the energy flux). The same story can be seen in figure 8.7(b), which
shows the number of different chemical species present in the world (rather than
the number of individual chemicals).
8.4.2.2 Discussion
As discussed in chapter 7: in order to be viable, the GraphMol copier chemical
needs to have a high rate of accurate copying. This can be hampered in two different
ways: by the chemical copying slowly; or by it copying inaccurately. Chapter 7
investigated how the copier’s junk level can influence these two factors, but when
the copier chemical is reacting in an open world (rather than the constrained test-
tube of chapter 7), the world can also influence these two factors. In experiment
2A, the low energy flux reduces the chemical’s copying rate, making it copy more
slowly because of GraphMol’s energy model (section 5.1.1.4).
A low copying rate kills the copier chemical because it cannot produce accurate
copies quickly enough to combat the decay rate of the world, as discussed in sec-
tion 8.2.3.3. An additional factor that makes this worse is the mutants produced
by the copier. Some of these mutants are themselves viable copiers, so these will
help to keep the world alive. But many of these mutants are not viable copiers.
These non-viable copiers act as parasites: chemicals that can be copied, but do
not do any copying in return. Parasites drain resources from the viable copiers
and speed up the death of the world. A non-viable copier is a copier chemical that
has mutations in one (or more) of its functional regions (as opposed to its junk
regions). These mutations prevent it walking properly, and so stop it performing a
copy when it is chosen as the copier chemical by the mixing process (section 8.2.1).
But when it is chosen as the DNA chemical it can still be copied by a viable copier,
which prevents that copier reproducing itself for a time and increases the number
of parasites in the world.
From the viewpoint of novelty-generation, experiment 2A does not show very
much novelty. Figure 8.6(b) shows that many different mutants were created by
the copier chemical. This is a type of novelty-generation, but it is not sustainable
or useful, as shown by the death of the world. Rather than being an interesting
exploration of a search space, these mutations seem to be the death throes of a
dying world.
Figure 8.7(b) shows the number of different species in the world over time. This
is one measure of novelty-generation. The number of different species represents
the diversity of the world, and the number of different copying mechanisms that
are being explored in parallel. Changes in this measure correspond to changes in
the state of the world, that may help us to understand what is happening within
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the world. For example:
• This measure rises at the start of the run. This corresponds to an increase
in novelty-generation, because of how the system is initialised (a supply of
perfect copiers and energy).
• The decrease in this measure at the end of the run corresponds to a decrease
in novelty-generation as the world dies.
• During the run, the measure fluctuates up and down. Some of this is due to
the stochasticity of the world, but some of the larger fluctuations could cor-
respond to particular chemical species either being created or going extinct.
For example, the trough just before timestep 0.5 × 106 might be caused by
the extinction of the original copier.
This measure may be able to tell us interesting things about novelty-generation
worlds, or point us to regions of time to investigate in more detail.
8.4.3 Experiment 2B: High energy flux
Since a low energy flux causes the world to die quickly, with very little novelty-
generation, we investigate the opposite extreme: a high energy flux. Using a high
energy flux of 100 energy units per timestep, the code runs very slowly: too slowly
for us to see much novelty-generation within the time frame of this project (the
experiment was terminated after two months).
8.4.3.1 Results
Figures 8.8 and 8.9 show the results of a run with high energy flux. Although the
number of timesteps in this run is fewer than in the previous experiment, we can
see from these figures that many more reactions happen when the world has a high
energy flux. This gives us different ways of measuring time in GraphMol:
1. From the viewpoint of GraphMol’s clock (timesteps), experiment 2B took less
time than experiment 2A (0.5× 106 iterations versus 0.75× 106 iterations).
2. From the viewpoint of a clock on the wall, experiment 2B took much longer
to run than experiment 2A (2 months versus 8 days).
3. From the viewpoint of GraphMol chemicals participating in reactions, exper-
iment 2B performed many more reactions than experiment 2A (non-trivial
to quantify because of the changing numbers of chemicals, but the graphs
clearly show a large difference).
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Figure 8.8: Dynamics of Experiment 2B (high energy flux). See also figure 8.9
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Figure 8.9: Dynamics of Experiment 2B (high energy flux). See also figure 8.8
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Unlike with a low energy flux, a GraphMol world with a high energy flux can
sustain a population of copying chemicals. Figure 8.9(a) shows very clearly the
number of chemicals increasing, up to the carrying capacity of the world. There is
an overshoot, followed by the system settling into a noisy dynamic equilibrium, as
predicted in sections 8.2.3.2 and 8.2.3.3. Although the total number of chemicals
in the world remains constant (with some noise), the makeup of these chemicals
is constantly changing. Figure 8.9(b) shows that the number of different chemical
species is also constant (with noise) during this period, and is similar to the number
of chemicals, which means that the number of copies of each chemical species must
be low, as can be seen in figure 8.8(a). So during this dynamic equilibrium, the
copier chemical is making many copies, each with different errors. Its copying rate
is constrained by the energy flux of the world.
Figure 8.8(a) shows that during the dynamic equilibrium phase, the number of
original copier chemicals decreases steadily until the original copier chemical dies
out just after timestep 0.3× 106 (as seen in figure 8.8(b)). Around this point there
is an explosion of diversity, followed by a decline until the run is terminated. The
reason for the run stopping at this point is that the server was restarted by the IT
support team. But this does not matter, because we can see from figures 8.9(a)
and 8.9(b) that the world is dying. The excess energy in the world increases
after timestep 0.3× 106, which shows that the rate of copying is no longer limited
by the world’s energy flux, but by the number of viable copiers present in the
world. There are some viable copiers at this time (figure 8.8(b) shows new species
being produced), but not enough. The energy curve increases in steepness as time
progresses, which shows that there are fewer and fewer viable copiers present in the
world. And just after timestep 0.4× 106, figure 8.8(b) shows that new species are
no longer being produced, which suggests that all the viable copiers have died out.
This does not conclusively prove that the world is dying, but it strongly implies it.
8.4.3.2 Discussion
In the previous experiment (2A), the original copier chemical manages to make
some perfect copies of itself as it dies, but in this experiment it does not. Fig-
ure 8.8(a) shows that, after a (very quick) initial growth, the number of original
copier chemicals declines monotonically (apart from a single increase of one chem-
ical around timestep 0.1× 106). This may seem counter-intuitive, because there is
more energy available in this experiment, so the copier chemical does more copying
reactions, so it should produce more perfect copies. This is all true, but the dif-
ference is in what it is copying perfectly. Because the copier chemical makes many
copies, it also makes many mutants. These mutants considerably outnumber the
original copier chemical, with a maximum of 31 original copiers out of around 160
chemicals in total. Many of these mutants are still viable copiers, so this zoo of
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mutants does not (necessarily) dilute the copying process, just the original copier
chemical. Although there is more copying happening in this experiment, it is more
likely that a mutant will be copied, rather than the original copier chemical. We
can see this in figure 8.8(a), by the fact that the number of molecules of some
mutants rises above 1. This shows that the mutants are being copied perfectly, as
well as being produced by imperfect copying of other chemicals.
The dynamic equilibrium persists even though the original copier chemical is
diluted and dies out. This shows an important difference between the process of
copying and the particular copying chemical with which we initialise the world.
Many of the mutants must be functional copiers themselves, in order to sustain
this dynamic equilibrium for so long. We hypothesised (section 8.1) that we would
see one dominant species of copying chemical, that is displaced by a fitter species
of copying chemical. Instead, we see a collection of closely-related mutants that
exist in small numbers and sustain the process of copying, rather than sustaining
a population of their particular species.
The spike around timestep 0.3×106, and subsequent decline, happen at around
the same time as the original copier chemical dies out, but I suspect this is a co-
incidence. As discussed above, the dynamic equilibrium persists while the original
copier chemical is being diluted, and it does not seem sensible that less than 20
original copiers out of 160 chemicals would be able to maintain this equilibrium
between timesteps 0.1× 106 and 0.2× 106. Thus the cause of the spike and decline
must be a property of the collection of copying mutants, rather than a consequence
of the original copier dying out. In order to test this hypothesis, we would need to
repeat this experiment, measuring the time at which the original copier chemical
dies out and the time at which the spike and subsequent decline happen (assuming
the repeated experiments behave in this way).
From the viewpoint of novelty-generation, experiment 2B is more promising
than experiment 2A. We have a system that can sustain itself in a dynamic equi-
librium, composed of a collection of ever-changing chemical species. Figure 8.8(b)
shows that new species are being continually created during the equilibrium phase,
which means that the system is exploring different parts of its search space by
generating new mutant copier chemicals. We do not know the exact mechanisms
causing the spike and decline, but (as described above) we can infer that it must
be a consequence of the collection of copiers deteriorating in copying fidelity. An
increased error rate in the collection of copiers causes the production of more mu-
tants with even greater error rates, exacerbating the problem. The world becomes
diluted with parasites and then dies.
It seems likely that the spike and decline is an inevitable consequence of the er-
ror rate of the copying process growing too high. Other aspatial artificial chemistries
die due to parasites (section 2.4.2.1), so this could be the equivalent phenomenon
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in GraphMol. Repeated experiments would be able to test this hypothesis.
From a novelty-generation viewpoint, the time required to run this experiment
is too long. Of the three different definitions of time given above, a large number
of reactions is needed to generate novelty (which we have here), but also needed
is a short-enough wall-clock time, so that human observers can notice the novelty
and use it for something (which we do not have here). The next experiment tries
to address this issue.
8.4.4 Experiment 2C: Medium energy flux
With a low energy flux (experiment 2A), we have a short wall-clock time (8 days)
but also a low number of reactions. With a high energy flux (experiment 2B), we
have a large number of reactions but a very long wall-clock time (2 months). In
order to gain the best of both situations, we run an experiment with a medium
energy flux (of 20 energy units per timestep). This experiment started to show
promising results in a reasonable time (17 days), but the run was terminated due
to a server problem. The discovery of a bug in my code meant that it was not
worth re-running this experiment.
8.4.4.1 Results and Discussion
This experiment does indeed perform in between experiments 2A and 2B in terms
of wall-clock time and number of reactions. Figures 8.10 and 8.11 clearly show
a number of reactions in between 2A and 2B. This shows that the energy flux
parameter can be used to control the performance of the GraphMol world, as
predicted in section 8.2.3.3.
This run starts in a similar way to experiment 2B, with the establishment of a
dynamic equilibrium that lasts for around 0.5× 106 timesteps. Unlike experiment
2B, there is no overshoot this time, because of the lower energy availability. In-
terestingly, figure 8.11(a) shows that this ‘equilibrium’ is not a constant number
of chemicals (with noise). The number of chemicals decreases very gradually over
time. This seems to be a cross between the behaviour seen in experiments 2A and
2B. There is a high enough energy flux to stop the chemicals dying out quickly, as
in experiment 2A, but not quite enough energy to maintain the clean equilibrium
of experiment 2B. The world is unsustainable, but only just. It is dying, but doing
so very slowly. So slowly, in fact, that something interesting happens before it dies
completely.
From around timestep 0.55× 106, there are bursts of activity and the creation
of many more chemicals. These bursts are different from the spike and decline in
experiment 2B, as can be seen from the energy graphs in figure 8.11. In experiment
2B the viable copiers die out, causing a continual increase in excess energy. But
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in this experiment, the excess energy does not increase indefinitely. There are
periods of energy buildup, suggesting a decrease in the number of copying reactions
happening, but these periods end and the energy is used up. This proves that there
is a sizeable population of viable copier chemicals existing at this time. Something
happening in the world prevents them from being able to copy (or reduces their
numbers so that there are less around to copy), but then this prevention eases (or
more viable copies are produced) and they can copy again.
From a novelty-generation viewpoint, the bursts at the end of this run are very
interesting. It is not clear whether these bursts are a more drawn-out version of the
spike and decline seen in experiment 2B, or whether they are something different.
But whichever option is true, both are interesting:
• If this is a drawn-out spike and death, then it shows that the copying process
can die in different ways depending on the parameters of the world. Also, the
fact that the excess energy keeps being used up in this experiment suggests
that there is a force in the world that is pulling the system towards living
rather than dying. If this is the case, then understanding this force might
allow us to design GraphMol chemicals that could help to control the causes
of the world’s death, and allow the system to remain alive (even if only for a
little longer, before it was killed by a different cause).
• If this is something different, then we have discovered a new behaviour that
the system is capable of displaying. We could analyse the mechanisms that
cause these fluctuations in the excess energy, to determine exactly what the
chemicals are doing at this time.
This shows a common feature of complex systems: a parameter that can change
the behaviour of the system (energy flux), with the most complex behaviour seen at
intermediate values of the parameter. With a low energy flux (experiment 2A), the
system operates too slowly, so is destroyed by the dissipative forces present in the
world (the decay process). With a high energy flux (experiment 2B), the system
operates too quickly and destroys itself by working too hard (creating too many
mutants). But with an intermediate energy flux (experiment 2C), these two forces
oppose each other to produce complex behaviours (spikes of energy and diversity).
If this complex behaviour can be harnessed, then we might be able to produce a
system that steers itself away from both of these two death scenarios.
It is unfortunate that a server problem caused the run to be terminated. While
this experiment was running, I discovered a bug in the GraphMol code, as explained
in section 8.4.1. Because of this, I felt it was better to run some experiments with
the bug fixed, rather than re-running this experiment or trying to re-start it where
it had terminated.
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Figure 8.10: Dynamics of Experiment 2C (medium energy flux). See also figure 8.11
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(a) Total number of chemicals in the world
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(b) Total number of different species in the world
Figure 8.11: Dynamics of Experiment 2C (medium energy flux). See also figure 8.10
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8.4.5 Experiment 2D: After fixing the bug
Section 8.4.1 describes the bug I found in my code, and how I fixed it. After doing
this, I ran an experiment with:
• A medium energy flux, of 20 energy units per timestep, because this showed
promising results in experiment 2C.
• A copier chemical with a lower junk length of 4 atoms, compared to the
16-atom copiers of experiments 2A, 2B and 2C. This was to investigate the
hypothesis (section 8.1) that a copier chemical with lower junk would increase
its junk level.
Again, the server had a problem and crashed the program after 15 days of
runtime. But the results from this terminated run, experiment 2D(1), seemed
to suggest that one copier chemical might be taking over the population. To
test if this was a genuine takeover of a fitter copying chemical, I ran another
experiment competing this chemical against the original copier, experiment 2D(2).
Unfortunately, the chemical is a parasite, and kills off the original copier before
destroying the world entirely. But comparing these two experiments is interesting.
It shows us in detail how a parasite can destroy a GraphMol world, and illuminates
the differences between this and the dynamic equilibrium state where the world is
alive and exploring its state space.
8.4.5.1 Experiment 2D(1): Results
Figures 8.12 and 8.12 show that this experiment begins by establishing a stable,
dynamic equilibrium that persists for around 0.5× 106 timesteps. The population
size is similar to that of experiment 2C, because the energy flux of these two exper-
iments is the same. In this experiment, the population does not slowly decrease, as
in experiment 2C. This is probably because the original copier chemical is shorter
in this experiment, so can be copied more quickly. This has the same effect as
increasing the energy flux, because it decreases the energy needed for each copy.
Figure 8.13 shows that the dynamic equilibrium is broken by spikes of diversity
towards the end of the run, as in experiments 2B and 2C. But the energy signature
of this experiment is different from that of both the previous experiments. The
energy is not increasing continually, as in experiment 2B, so this does not seem
to be the world dying. But there are changes in the numbers of chemicals and
species present, without corresponding spikes of energy, as there are in experiment
2C. The largest diversity increase, around timestep 0.65 × 106, corresponds to an
energy spike, but there is a smaller diversity spike before this, and a large one
afterwards, with no changes to the energy. These diversity spikes could be simply
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noise, in which case we would not expect them to come with energy spikes, or they
could be a type of behaviour different from that seen in experiment 2C.
Towards the end of the run, we see an increase in the population of one of
the mutants (in figure 8.12(a)). It is very unfortunate that the run terminated
at this point, because from this data we cannot tell whether this is a fitter copier
species that is beginning to take over the world, or whether it is just part of
the noise, because the overall population size has increased (figure 8.13(a)). To
determine which of these is the case, we run an experiment competing 15 copies of
this chemical against 15 copies of the original copier chemical. The results of this
experiment are described below.
8.4.5.2 Experiment 2D(2): Results
Unfortunately, the competitor chemical is a parasite that kills off the original copier
chemical, before proceeding to kill off all the mutants and destroy the world.
Figure 8.14(a) shows this clearly. The run starts with 15 copies each of the
original copier and the competitor. The competitor (highest line) is replicated by
the original copier (second highest line at the start). The original copier declines
throughout the run, many mutants are made, then the competitor declines, fol-
lowed by the few mutants remaining in the world. The world’s death is also clear
from figure 8.15, with the numbers of chemicals and species rising, then falling
dramatically until their die out completely, with a corresponding increase in the
excess energy. The death of this world shows the same energy signature as exper-
iment 2B (figure 8.9), which lends support to the idea that experiment 2B’s world
is dying towards the end of its experiment.
Figure 8.16 shows the differences between the sequences of the competitor and
the original copier chemicals. We can see that the competitor chemical has been
produced by a sequence of insertion mutations. Some of these insertions have
increased the lengths of some of its junk regions, but others have increased the
lengths of some of its binding sites. GraphMol’s binding function is crisp (sec-
tion 6.3.1.2), so increasing the length of a binding site is the same as destroying it.
Thus these mutations render the competitor chemical non-functional as a copier.
8.4.5.3 Discussion
From a novelty-generation viewpoint, the fact that this experiment establishes a
dynamic equilibrium (figure 8.13(a)) is very promising. This was that main (un-
derstandable) behaviour identified in the previous experiments, and it still persists
after fixing the bug. This strongly suggests that the conclusions drawn from the
previous experiments are valid despite the bug.
We can use to our advantage the fact that experiment 2D was terminated
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Figure 8.12: Dynamics of Experiment 2D(1). See also figure 8.13
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Figure 8.13: Dynamics of Experiment 2D(1). See also figure 8.12
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Figure 8.14: Dynamics of Experiment 2D(2). See also figure 8.15
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(a) Total number of chemicals in the world
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Figure 8.15: Dynamics of Experiment 2D(2). See also figure 8.14
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Original copier: [t1t1t][yyyyy]jjjj>[u4u4u--]jjjj<[u2u2u]!
Competitor: [t1t1t][yyyyy]jjjj>[u4u4u4u]jjjj<[u2u2u]!
[t2t2t][magic]jjjj>[u5u5u]jjjj<[u3u3u]![t3t3t][eeeee]jjjj>
[t2t2t][magic]jjjj>[u5u5u]jjjj<[u3u3u]![t3t3t][eeeee]jjjj>
[u6u6u]jjjj<[u4u4u]![t4t4t][yyyyy]j----jjj>[u1u1u--]jjjj<
[u6u6u]jjjj<[u4u4u]![t4t4t][yyyyy]j]y]jjjj>[u1u1u1u]jjjj<
[u5u5u]![t5t5t][magic]jjjj>[u2u2u]jjjj<[u6u6u--]![t6t6t]
[u5u5u]![t5t5t][magic]jjjj>[u2u2u]jjjj<[u6u6u6u]![t6t6t]
[eeeee]jjjj>[u3u3u]jjjj<[u1u1u]![tstst][fg--neg]jjjj<
[eeeee]jjjj>[u3u3u]jjjj<[u1u1u]![tstst][fgfgneg]jjjj<
[u1u1u--]jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj<[uxuxu]jjjj>[ususu]![txtxt][fgbc]
[u1u1u1u]jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj<[uxuxu]jjjj>[ususu]![txtxt][fgbc]
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj>[u1u1u]jjjj>[u2u2u]jjjj>[u3u3u]jjjj>
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj>[u1u1u]jjjj>[u2u2u]jjjj>[u3u3u]jjjj>
[u4u4u]jjjj>[u5u5u]jjjj>[u6u6u]jjjj<[ususu]jjjj>[u--xuxu]
[u4u4u]jjjj>[u5u5u]jjjj>[u6u6u]jjjj<[ususu]jjjj>[u[uxuxu]
jjjj<[uxuxu]!-
jjjj<[uxuxu]!!
Figure 8.16: The mutations of the competitor chemical from experiment 2D, as
compared to the original copier chemical. Dashes have been added into the se-
quence of the original copier, to make the alignment easier to read and to show
insertion mutations in the competitor.
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and restarted. Rather than observing a ‘natural’ death of the world, as seen in
experiment 2A and suspected in experiment 2B, we have a different type of death
in experiment 2D(2):
• In experiment 2A, the cause of death is clear: the world has too little energy
for any copier chemicals to survive.
• In experiment 2B, the run has been going for a long time before the end, and
many reactions have happened, with a long period of dynamic equilibrium
before the spike. This makes the precise low-level cause of death difficult to
determine, because there are over 350 different chemical species present in
the world at the height of the spike. All of these could be contributing in
subtle ways to the world’s death.
• In experiment 2D(2), we have very few complications. Although many dif-
ferent chemical species are created during this run, which may have subtle
interactions, we know that the cause of death is the presence of the competi-
tor species. Without the competitor (experiment 2D(1)), the system enters
a dynamic equilibrium. But with the competitor (experiment 2D(2)), the
system immediately undergoes a spike and death.
The fact that experiment 2D(2) did not manage to establish a dynamic equilibrium
shows that the presence of the competitor chemical alone is sufficient to destroy
the copying process. This opens up many questions for future work, such as:
1. Experiment 2D(2) has an initial ratio of 50% copier chemical to 50% competi-
tor parasite. Is this always sufficient to destroy the world? How do different
ratios fare?
2. When the world dies ‘naturally’, after a period of equilibrium, is it the pres-
ence of a single parasite that initiates the destruction of the world? Or is
it the combination of many parasites? (I strongly suspect it is a combina-
tion of many parasites, just as the copying process is a combination of many
mutated copiers.)
3. In experiment 2B (and other, future, spike-and-decline experiments), can we
identify the combination of parasites responsible for the decline? Can we
identify the combination of copiers that sustain the equilibrium phase, and
show that they are displaced by parasites during the spike phase? (I suspect
this will be very difficult but ultimately possible.)
From these results, we are able to identify the two different behaviours of dy-
namic equilibrium and spike-and-death. GraphMol is a complex system, generating
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a lot of data that can be analysed in many different ways. The following sections
analyse the experiments using different techniques. They look at the lengths of the
chemicals produced, and the family trees implied by the copying process.
8.4.6 Analysis: Chemical lengths
For this chapter’s experiment, we hypothesised (section 8.1) that the length of the
dominant copier chemical would change, optimising itself to a sweet spot at an
intermediate junk level. Figures 8.17, 8.18 and 8.19 show how the lengths of each
chemical in the world change over time. Because there are many timesteps in each
run, these figures are produced by sampling the world every 10,000 timesteps and
plotting a circle for every chemical length present in the world.
The figures show that the copier chemical does indeed change its length. Be-
cause these runs do not have a single dominant species, it is not possible to say
how the length of the copier chemical is adapting. Instead, it makes more sense to
talk about the collection of chemical lengths across all the chemicals in the world.
All of these figures have the same y-axis range, allowing them to be compared
easily. The only exception is figure 8.17(a), which has an anomalous chemical
that is a lot longer than any discovered in the other experiments. I have not
looked into this chemical’s story in this thesis, because I am focusing on the high-
level properties of the system (section 8.4.9.5). But looking into this would be an
interesting avenue for future work.
Figures 8.17(b) and 8.18(a) show changes in the chemical lengths consistent
with our analysis of these experiments above. With a low energy flux (experiment
2A), the collection of copier chemicals explores a small number of different chemical
lengths, seemingly choosing them at random. With a high energy flux (experiment
2B), the system explores a large number of chemical lengths within a certain range.
We can see from figure 8.18(a) that when the system is in its equilibrium phase,
the range of chemical lengths is roughly constant, with some occasional outliers
a small distance away. But when the system enters its spike phase, the range of
chemical lengths increases. From this one experiment, we cannot say which way
the causality goes. It could be that either:
• The length increase drives the spike. A mutation happens to one of the
chemicals that creates some very long mutants. Having a population of long
mutants upsets the equilibrium and causes the spike. Or:
• The spike drives the length increase. Something happens in the population
of chemicals, to upset the equilibrium (either a single event or a gradual
decrease in copying fidelity). This creates a population of copying chemicals
with a high error rate, that are more likely to make large insertion mutations
and increase the sizes of the chemicals in the world.
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(a) Experiment 2A (low energy flux)
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(b) Experiment 2A (low energy flux, without anomaly)
Figure 8.17: Lengths of each chemical in the world. See also figures 8.18 and 8.19.
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(a) Experiment 2B (high energy flux)
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(b) Experiment 2C (medium energy flux)
Figure 8.18: Lengths of each chemical in the world. See also figures 8.17 and 8.19.
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(a) Experiment 2D(1) (medium energy flux, low junk copier)
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(b) Experiment 2D(2) (original copier vs. parasite)
Figure 8.19: Lengths of each chemical in the world. See also figures 8.17 and 8.18.
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With a medium energy flux (experiment 2C, figure 8.18(b)), we see an inter-
mediate state between the two extremes. During the equilibrium phase, there is
exploration of different lengths within a range. More different lengths are explored
than in the low energy flux case, but not as many as in the high energy flux case.
Towards the end of this run, the range of lengths increases. This is similar to the
high energy flux case, lending support to the idea that this is a drawn-out spike
and death. But the pattern of the length increases is not identical to the high
energy flux case. There is an absence of short copier chemicals compared to the
numbers of longer copier chemicals. This could be because of a number of different
things:
• Random chance. It could be that in this particular run, the short copier
chemicals happened to decay more than the longer copiers. Worlds with
high energy flux are less susceptible to this, explaining why we do not see a
similar depletion of any lengths in the case of high energy flux.
• Long parasites. It could be that the longer chemicals are parasites, and are
in the process of killing off the shorter copier chemicals.
• Long copiers. It could be that the collection of copier chemicals is increasing
in length, and there is an advantage to being longer. Thus more long copiers
are being created and the shorter ones are dying out.
I feel that long parasites is the most likely explanation, because longer chemicals are
more likely to be parasites, and copier chemicals with high error rates (producing
a lot of parasites) are more likely to produce long copies (because they are more
likely to tangle, and slower to recover from tangles). But more experiments would
be needed to prove this.
In the final experiment (2D, figure 8.19), we again see the same behaviours. At
equilibrium (figure 8.19(a)) there is an exploration of a range of different lengths,
with some outliers. During the spike and death (figure 8.19(b)) there is an increase
in both the maximum length of the range, and in the number of different lengths
explored.
Compared to experiment 2C, experiment 2D shows a greater range of different
lengths explored at equilibrium. This is probably because in experiment 2D, the
initial copier chemical has a lower junk level. This can be seen by the chemical
length at time 0 being just over 400 in experiment 2D (junk length 4), compared to
800 in experiment 2C (junk length 16). This makes the copier chemical explore a
greater range of lengths, but the population as a whole does not increase in length.
A constant feature of the equilibrium states is the maximum length reached.
Ignoring anomalies, the copier chemical explores lengths up to around 1,000 atoms
in experiments 2B, 2C and 2D. This consistency suggests that a length of around
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1,000 atoms is an intrinsic feature of the system. It seems likely that having too
many copier chemicals above this length upsets that equilibrium and sends the sys-
tem into a spike and death. The precise mechanisms for this are not known. More
experiments would be needed to prove this conjecture and discover its mechanisms.
Throughout the experiments, the copier chemical is able to explore lengths
longer than the initial copier chemical, but not shorter. This is because mutants
are much more likely to be longer than shorter. The copier chemical was designed
to be able to preform small insertion and deletion mutations (section 6.4.2.3). But
its embodiment within the GraphMol world causes the appearance of a large inser-
tion mutation due to its feet tangling (section 6.4.3). Because of the embodiment,
this large insertion mutation cannot be removed from the GraphMol copier chem-
ical, and there is no analogous large deletion mutation that can be added. This
introduces an asymmetry into the mutation process, allowing the copier chemical
to explore longer chemicals with much more ease than smaller chemicals. The
copier chemical does make single-base deletion mutations, but these are less easy
to see in these diagrams than the large insertion mutations. Of the 269 mutants
produced in experiment 2D(1), 10 are single-base deletions, 10 are single-base dele-
tions combined with insertions (multiple, separate mutations in one copy), and the
remaining 249 are just insertions.
Looking at these experiments as a whole, we can see general rules governing the
behaviour of the GraphMol copying mechanism. From a given starting length, the
copier chemical explores longer mutations of itself. It mostly searches lengths under
1,000 atoms, with only occasional anomalies above this. The greater the energy
flux, the more chemicals it explores within this range. If it ventures too high above
this range, it triggers a spike and death, that destroys the world. An alternative
explanation for the world’s death is that a build-up of low-fidelity copiers and
parasites eventually overwhelms the high-fidelity copiers, an event which can be
noticed by the creation of many very long chemicals.
8.4.7 Analysis: Family trees
The above analyses look at how the numbers and lengths of chemicals in the
GraphMol world change over time. This section looks at the relationships between
the different chemicals in the world, focusing on the ancestry of mutant chemicals.
Figures 8.22, 8.23, 8.24, 8.25 and 8.26 show family trees of the mutant chem-
icals produced in each experiment. Each mutant has two parents: one chemical
operating as the copier and one chemical acting as the DNA. So in principle, it
would be possible to draw family trees for each run, showing how each of the mu-
tant chemicals is related. The problem with this is that GraphMol copier chemicals
are more promiscuous than humans. Inbreeding is not a problem in GraphMol,
and chemical species survive for a long time compared to their copying speed, so
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Figure 8.20: Family tree for experiment 2D(1). The promiscuity of GraphMol
chemicals makes this diagram very difficult to interpret, so we look at sub-graphs
of this overall family tree.
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Figure 8.21: An example showing how the full family tree is visualised, and how
this is simplified into the copier and DNA graphs.
GraphMol family trees look very tangled and not at all illuminating, as shown in
figure 8.20. To extract some information from these tangled graphs, I have split
them into four separate images, as illustrated by figure 8.21.
1. Image (a) shows a tree of just the copier chemicals. If, at some point during
the GraphMol run, chemical x copies chemical y to produce chemical z, then
a line is drawn from chemical x to chemical z.
2. Image (c) shows the situation from the viewpoint of the DNA chemicals. A
line is drawn from chemical y to chemical z.
3. Image (b) shows the same tree as image (a), but laid out differently. Image
(a) uses an organic graph layout algorithm that spaces out the nodes to
make the tree structure visible. Image (b) positions the nodes so that their
y-coordinate is proportional to the GraphMol iteration number at which they
were created. This allows us to see at which time during the run different
parts of the tree are created.
4. Image (d) uses the same hierarchical layout to display graph (c).
The nodes in these graphs are circles with the species number inside. These are
not visible in the printed version of this thesis, but readers with the PDF version
can zoom in on these images to see the details. The numbers represent the order
in which the species were created during the GraphMol run. Species numbers can
be compared across images (a), (b), (c) and (d), but not across different runs (i.e.
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species 16 in experiment 2B is not the same as species 16 in experiment 2C). A
double circle around a node indicates that this species has made at least one copy
of a chemical during this run, so has been verified as a functional copier.
We did not make a hypothesis about the structure of the family trees produced
by these experiments (apart from the trivial hypothesis that the copier chemical
will make some viable mutants, thus there will be some family trees). So in looking
at these family trees, we are not trying to find any specific features or trace the
ancestry of any particular chemicals; we are looking at the overall structure of the
tree. From this, we can see: how much diversity is generated by each genome,
when it is used as a copier chemical (shown by the degree of each node in the
copier trees); how much diversity is generated from each genome, when it is used
as a DNA chemical (degrees of nodes in the DNA trees); and we can look for any
interesting structures in the trees (which would indicate complex behaviour and
possible novelty-generation).
The family tree diagrams agree with the previous analyses of each experiment.
This supports the conclusions we have been drawing about the behaviour of the
GraphMol copying mechanism:
• With a low energy flux (experiment 2A), we see the least amount of diversity
and very few interesting structures in the family trees (figure 8.22).
• With a high energy flux (experiment 2B), we see massive diversity but boring
(low depth, and uniform) family trees (figure 8.23).
• With a medium energy flux (experiment 2B), we see a medium amount of di-
versity combined with interesting structures in the family trees (figure 8.24).
• In experiment 2D, we see medium diversity and interesting family trees in the
first part of the experiment (figure 8.25), but this degenerates into massive
diversity and boring family trees as the world dies (figure 8.26).
Low energy flux (experiment 2A, figure 8.22), while having the smallest fam-
ily trees (fewest nodes and lowest branching factors), still has a copier tree that
branches up to a maximum depth of five. This means that there are five genera-
tions of copier chemicals created in this experiment (the original copier chemical
is a great great great grandparent). Although the world is dying throughout this
experiment, the system is still able to create diversity and explore the space of
copying chemicals.
Intermediate nodes in the copier tree (nodes that are not the root and not
leaves) represent mutant chemicals that are functional copiers. Some of the leaf
nodes may be functional copiers, but they have not performed a copy during this
run, so we do not know for certain whether they are or not. Comparing the number
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(a) Copiers, organic layout
(b) Copiers, hierarchical layout
(c) DNAs, organic layout
(d) DNAs, hierarchical layout
Figure 8.22: Family trees of experiment 2A (low energy flux).
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(a) Copiers, organic layout (b) Copiers, hierarchical layout
(c) DNAs, organic layout (d) DNAs, hierarchical layout
Figure 8.23: Family trees of experiment 2B (high energy flux).
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(a) Copiers, organic layout
(b) Copiers, hierarchical layout
(c) DNAs, organic layout
(d) DNAs, hierarchical layout
Figure 8.24: Family trees of experiment 2C (medium energy flux).
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(a) Copiers, organic layout
(b) Copiers, hierarchical layout
(c) DNAs, organic layout
(d) DNAs, hierarchical layout
Figure 8.25: Family trees of experiment 2D(1) (medium energy flux, low junk
copier).
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(a) Copiers, organic layout
(b) Copiers, hierarchical layout
(c) DNAs, organic layout
(d) DNAs, hierarchical layout
Figure 8.26: Family trees of experiment 2D(2) (original copier vs. parasite).
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of intermediate nodes to the number of leaf nodes shows us how many copier species
were created during the run, compared to the number of parasite species (plus
copier species that did not manage to make a copy during the run). What the
copier tree does not tell us is how many mutations each node has undergone. For
example, a level-4 copier has not necessarily undergone 4 mutations. Being a level-4
copier means that this chemical is a mutant that was produced by a level-3 copier.
But the level-3 copier could have been copying the original copier chemical,in which
case the level-4 copier would have undergone only one mutation. Or it could have
been copying a chemical that had undergone 37 previous mutations.
The DNA tree gives us different information about the behaviour of the system
to the copier tree. It provides information about how many mutations a chemical
has undergone. A level-4 DNA has been produced by a sequence of 4 copying
reactions, each of which produced mutant copies (but two or more mutations could
have occurred in one copy). But the copier chemicals performing these mutations
could have been at any level. To demonstrate that a particular run is using a
complex, rich copying mechanism, we look for intermediate nodes in the copier
tree that are also deep nodes in the DNA tree. These nodes represent genomes
that have undergone a series of mutations, but still remain viable copiers. The
overall structure of the DNA tree does not carry much information. This tree is
built up randomly, because GraphMol’s mixing process effectively pairs up valid
copier chemicals with randomly-chosen DNAs from the world. If no species died
out in the world, we would expect the DNA graph to be a random small-world
network, since it is constructed by a preferential attachment process (the more
copies of a particular DNA, the more likely it is to be copied, and hence mutated).
Species dying out will alter this, forming DNA graphs with different structures.
8.4.7.1 High energy flux (2B)
An example of boring graphs are those produced by the experiment with high
energy flux (experiment 2B, figure 8.23). From its copier graph (figure 8.23(a)),
we can see that the original copier chemical produces many mutants, but most of
them do not produce copies themselves. This could be because most of them are
parasites, but it is more likely that these mutants do not get a chance to copy, since
so many mutants are being produced and competing for a finite energy supply. The
same pattern can be seen with those level-1 copiers that do make copies themselves:
most of their mutants do not have a chance to copy. This causes the copier graph
to be very shallow: even though this experiment produces many more copies than
the previous low energy flux experiment, it only generates a copier graph with a
maximum depth of three, compared to five for low energy flux. From the viewpoint
of novelty generation, this means that although the system is generating many new
chemicals, it is not investigating the properties of these chemicals before they decay.
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Thus the system is wasting its novelty-generation resources.
Also, the hierarchical graphs (figures 8.23(b) and 8.23(d)) are very homoge-
neous. This shows that the same types of things are happening to each different
chemical species, and this does not change over time (apart from the transition
between equilibrium and spike-and-death). Note that this is a very broad, high-
level view of the system. There is lots of individual variation in these graphs, but
the overall impression is one of homogeneity. Rather than generating novelty and
changing its behaviour over time, the system keeps doing the same thing over and
over again.
8.4.7.2 Medium energy flux (2C)
In contrast, the experiment with medium energy flux (experiment 2C, figure 8.24)
shows interesting structure in its hierarchical graphs. We can see from the hier-
archical copier graph (figure 8.24(b)) that different copier species are more active
at different times during the run. This shows that the copying process changes as
the run progresses. Note that this graph shows only the number of mutant species
produced by each copier species, rather than the absolute number of chemicals
copied. But since the absolute numbers of each species are all very low, this should
give a good feel for the dynamics of the system. Also, the hierarchical DNA graph
(figure 8.24(d)) shows dramatic changes as the run progresses. Since the DNAs in
each copying reaction are chosen randomly, this shows that there are substantial
changes to the pool of DNAs available during this run.
8.4.7.3 Experiment 2D
As in the previous analyses, experiment 2D behaves in a similar way to experiment
2C during its first part (experiment 2D(1), figure 8.25), and in a similar way to
experiment 2B in its second part (experiment 2D(2), figure 8.26). This shows that
the boring family trees are a signature of the world dying. They show that all the
world’s energy is being used to copy a parasite, which generates more parasites
and compounds the problem. From a novelty-generation viewpoint, the generation
of novelty has stopped. Or, more precisely, all the novelty-generation potential of
the system is being used to generate novel parasites that are killing the system.
8.4.7.4 Discussion
Looking across all of the organic copier graphs (sub-figures (a)), we see the original
copier chemical in the centre of the graph, surrounded by mutants. Many of these
mutants are leaf nodes, indicating that they are either parasites or copier chemicals
that did not get a chance to copy (so they acted as parasites). But some are copiers
in their own right, and are surrounded by a collection of their own child parasites
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and copiers. We talked above about the equilibrium state of the system being
sustained by a collection of copier species, rather than a single dominant species.
I think it is very likely that this collection of copier species is composed mostly of
those graph nodes with many children.
Experiment 2B (figure 8.23(a)) shows us that with a high energy flux, the
branching factor of this graph is huge and so the space of possible copier chemicals
is explored in a very shallow way. Experiment 2A (figure 8.22(a)) shows that with
a low energy flux, the branching factor is small so we can travel deeper into the
graph but we cannot explore as many different options along the way. Experiment
2C (figure 8.24(a)) shows that with an intermediate energy flux, we can trade off
these two extremes. This is clear in experiment 2D(1) (figure 8.25(a)), where we
can see that the organic copier graph is not symmetrical about the original copier
species. There is at least as much exploration happening from an early copier
mutant (species 28) as from the original copier chemical. From the viewpoint of
novelty generation, this is evidence of the search process moving to a different area
of the search space from where it was initialised.
8.4.7.5 Copier family trees
The images above visualise every node in the family tree while dividing its edges
into two groups: copiers and DNAs. Each graph discards one set of edges to make
the image more understandable. An alternative approach is to visualise every edge,
but divide the nodes into two groups: copiers and parasites, drawing the copiers
and discarding the parasites. Drawing just the parasites would not be worthwhile,
because that would produce a completely disconnected graph (as it is the copiers
that connect nodes together via copying reactions). Figures 8.27, 8.28 and 8.29
show these graphs. In these images, a dashed line from a parent to a child indicates
that this parent was a copier chemical in the reaction, and a solid line indicates
that this parent was a DNA chemical. Where a node appears to have only one
parent, this is when a chemical reacted with another copy of itself (there are two
lines, but they are drawn over the top of each other).
In these runs, we can say definitively that some chemicals are copiers, but we
cannot say definitively which are parasites. We know that some chemicals have
copied others during the run, so these must be copiers. And we label as parasites
those chemicals have not acted as copiers during the run. This does not mean that
they would not function as copiers if given the chance. So we also include in these
graphs all of the ancestors of every copier chemical.
Looking at the graphs, we see that some parasite chemicals (nodes with only
one circle around them) act as DNA chemicals in reactions producing mutants
that are valid copiers. From this we can infer that although these chemicals did
not perform a copy during this run, they are actually valid copiers and just did
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not have a chance to copy due to GraphMol’s stochasticity. It would technically
be possible for a mutation to turn a genuine parasite into a valid copier, but the
probability of this happening is so low that we can discount it. It would require
the parasite to be created by a two-atom insertion mutation in one of the copier’s
binding sites. (This is the most efficient way to create a parasite.) This parasite
would then have to be copied by a reaction that happened to make two deletion
mutations (since deletions only remove one atom) at the appropriate places in the
binding site (or undergo two separate reactions that each performed a deletion
mutation in the appropriate place).
These images confirm the story told by the other analysis methods. At low
energy flux (experiment 2A, figures 8.27(a) and 8.27(b)), the space of possible
copier chemicals is explored deeply but not in very much detail. At high energy
flux (experiment 2B, figures 8.27(c) and 8.27(d)), the space is explored broadly but
not very deeply. At medium energy flux (experiments 2C and 2D(1), figure 8.28)
we trade off these two extremes, with many deep nodes in the graph. And in
experiment 2D(2) (figure 8.29), the world is dying rather than exploring its search
space.
These graphs show more clearly than the previous images the way in which
GraphMol is exploring its search space. For example, it is fairly clear from fig-
ure 8.29 that experiment 2D(2) is not doing much exploration (if we assume that
this figure is representative of the system’s exploration). But to discern this fact
from the previous images of experiment 2D(2) requires a deeper understanding of
GraphMol. Also, it is clear from these images that experiment 2B behaves very dif-
ferently to experiments 2A, 2C and 2D(1) (which are more similar to each other).
This is because experiment 2B it has a much higher energy flux (of 100, compared
to 10 for experiment 2A and 20 for experiments 2C and 2D).
8.4.8 Analysis: Hyperbolic parasites
In contrast to the previous analyses, that look at the results of these experiments
and try to infer the reasons for observing them, there are different ways to analyse
experiments. One such alternative way is to consider in a abstract sense the types
of behaviour we might expect this type of system to perform, and then look at the
results of the experiments to see if this is what we actually observe.
Since the GraphMol copier chemical reproduces sexually in a well-mixed world,
we would expect its growth law to be hyperbolic (section 7.4.1). There has been
a lot of work done on hyperbolic growth of replicators in physical-world biological
systems (see [96] for references), but the analysis most applicable to these experi-
ments is Kelly et. al.’s classification of parasite types in virtual systems undergoing
hyperbolic growth. This is introduced in [70], and described fully in [57, pp.60-74].
Kelly’s work takes the opposite approach to GraphMol. Rather than building
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(a) 2A, Reactions, organic layout
(b) 2A, Reactions, hierarchical layout
(c) 2B, Reactions, organic layout (d) 2B, Reactions, hierarchical layout
Figure 8.27: Family trees showing only copier chemicals.
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(a) 2C, Reactions, organic layout
(b) 2C, Reactions, hierarchical layout
(c) 2D(1), Reactions, organic layout
(d) 2D(1), Reactions, hierarchical layout
Figure 8.28: Family trees showing only copier chemicals.
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Figure 8.29: Family tree of experiment 2D(2), showing only copier chemicals.
a complicated system inspired by biology and looking for interesting behaviour,
Kelly builds a very simple system in which it is possible to enumerate all the
different behaviours and analyse them mathematically (under certain simplifying
assumptions). Although these two approaches are very different to each other,
neither one is right, or better, than the other. These systems are very complex,
and in order to understand them we need a variety of different approaches. I feel
that the most important insights will come from combining different approaches
to obtain the strengths of both.
8.4.8.1 Assumptions
Kelly’s system is intentionally much simpler than GraphMol, so it is not possible
to map the two systems onto each other exactly, or make quantitative comparisons
between them. But by making clear the differences and similarities between the
two systems, it might be possible to see some of the theoretical dynamics described
by Kelly reflected in the complicated, practical example of GraphMol.
Space in Kelly’s system is the typical artificial chemistry method of pairing up
chemicals from a list; it lacks GraphMol’s concept of volume in aspatial spaces
(equation 6.5, section 6.3.1.1), and GraphMol’s ability to vary the total number of
chemicals present in the world. In Kelly’s system it is possible to show mathemat-
ically that his definition of space leads to hyperbolic growth of sexual replicators.
In GraphMol’s more sophisticated definition of space, the mathematics is more
complicated (because of equation 6.5). It might be that the GraphMol copier does
grow hyperbolically, and equation 6.5 merely lowers its growth rate rather than
qualitatively changing its growth law, but this is not guaranteed.
In Kelly’s system, copying reactions happen instantly. But in GraphMol, longer
chemicals take longer to copy, and cannot participate in other reactions until they
have finished copying. Also, GraphMol’s energy model (Kelly’s system has no
energy model) effectively lengthens the reaction time of copying reactions when
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many reactions are happening in parallel. I do not know what effect this has on
the growth law of GraphMol copiers. The fact that GraphMol copying reactions
take time to copy makes them similar to the reaction equations of parabolic growth
(equations 7.4 and 7.5). But the similarity is not exact, so again, drawing firm
conclusions either way is not possible.
Kelly’s analysis models the replicating chemicals using Ordinary Differential
Equations (ODEs). This comes with the weighty assumption that the effects of
stochasticity can be ignored. This can be a dangerous assumption to make, because
some systems of chemical reactions display nonlinear effects such as stochastic
focussing [78]. In this case, noise on the input to a sequence of chemical reactions
increases the average response of the system. ODE models are not able to predict
effects such as this; the stochastic dynamics cannot be regained from the ODEs by
adding noise (from any distribution) on top of the ODE solution. Additionally, the
system does not need to have low numbers of chemicals for these effects to occur
(which is a common misconception). Kelly does point out some of the limitations
of ODE models, and validates his models by running stochastic simulations of
them. While ODE models are not inappropriate as Kelly has used them, we need
to remain cautious about applying them to more complicated systems of chemical
reactions in the future.
The final assumption of Kelly’s analysis is that there are only two different
species of chemical present at any one time, and the chemicals do not mutate.
This is necessary to enumerate all the different types of behaviour and analyse
them all, as the number of combinations grows very rapidly with the number of
species considered. Also, there would be too many combinations to consider all the
different ways in which the chemicals could mutate. Kelly considers many different
types of mutation, and recognises that he has not considered every permutation.
8.4.8.2 Classes of behaviour
The result of Kelly’s analysis is an exhaustive enumeration of the 10 different
classes of behaviour that pairs of species can display. The two chemical species are
labelled A and B. In Kelly’s simplification of the copying process, these species
can be: self-replicators (A copies A); parasites (A copies B); or inert (A does not
copy A or B). Considering all the permutations of these behaviours, and taking
symmetry into account, gives 10 different classes of behaviour:
0. Both species are inert.
No reactions happen and the numbers of each species do not change.
1. Both species are self-replicators and parasites of each other.
Both species co-exist at equal levels.
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2. A is a self-replicase, B is inert.
A displaces B in the world.
3. Neither are self-replicators, B is a parasite of A.
B increases in number, displacing A, at which point the reactions stop.
4. A is a self-replicator, B is a parasite of A.
In the ODE model, the species are copied but their numbers stay exactly the
same. If copies of A mutate into more class-4 parasites, then these eventually
destroy the copying process as in class 3.
5. B is a self-replicator, B is a parasite of A.
B displaces A in the world.
6. A and B are self-replicators, B is a parasite of A.
B displaces A in the world.
7. A is a self-replicator, both are parasites of each other.
A displaces B in the world.
8. Neither species are self-replicators, but both are parasites of each other.
Both species sustain each other, at equal concentrations, in a hypercycle.
9. Both species are self-replicators, neither are parasites.
The species with the greater numbers displaces the other.
There are more subtleties and further details in [57, pp.60-74], but for our
purposes the above description summarises the different classes of behaviour. We
need only a high-level description of these behaviours, because we will be able to
make only qualitative comparisons with GraphMol.
8.4.8.3 Dynamic equilibrium
The GraphMol behaviour I describe as a dynamic equilibrium may be the same as
what Kelly calls a class-1 quasi-species. This is a collection of chemicals that are all
class-1 mutants of each other. Class-1 means that both species are self-replicators
and both are parasites of each other. i.e. A copies both A and B, and likewise B
copies both A and B. This can happen in GraphMol if the original copier chemical
produces a copy of itself with a small mutation in one of its junk regions. This
mutation will change the probabilities of some of the mutant copier’s steps, but
the mutant will still be able to copy (both itself and the original copier). It is
feasible that multiple such mutants could be produced by making small changes
to the original copier chemical and to class-1 mutants of the original copier.
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According to Kelly’s analysis, if a copier species generates class-1 mutants, then
these sustain each other in the world at equal levels due to negative frequency-
dependent selection. If this is what is happening in these GraphMol experiments,
then it explains why the number of original copier chemicals decreases during the
dynamic equilibrium phase.
Kelly also says that if the number of possible class-1 mutants is much greater
than the carrying-capacity of the world, then it will not be possible to sustain
all class-1 mutants at their equilibrium level in the ODE model (because their
equilibrium levels will be less than one chemical each). This will cause the quasi-
species to drift, as the particular chemicals representing it at any one time change.
If this is what is happening in these GraphMol experiments, then it explains why
there is constant production of new species during the dynamic equilibrium, despite
the fact that the total number of different species stays roughly constant.
8.4.8.4 Spike and death
The GraphMol behaviour I describe as a spike and death may be the same as what
Kelly calls class-4 obligate parasites. A class-4 parasite is a parasite that does not
replicate itself. i.e. A copies both A and B, but B performs no copying. This
can happen in GraphMol if a copier chemical undergoes a mutation in one of its
binding sites. It is feasible that such mutants could arise in GraphMol runs. In
GraphMol, these mutants behave slightly differently to Kelly’s. In Kelly’s system,
the class-4 mutants can be copied by their host, but they do nothing in return. In
GraphMol, a ‘class-4’ mutant can be copied by its host, but it does not do nothing
in return. It initiates a copying reaction with its host, but at some point in the
reaction (when the mutated binding site would have bound to the DNA chemical),
the reaction fails to proceed. From this point on the reaction cannot complete, but
it does not end: it stays in the system, using up energy, until one of the chemicals
randomly decays. In Kelly’s system, the possible reactions are:
• A copies A;
• A copies B.
But in GraphMol, they are:
• A copies A;
• A copies B;
• B binds to A, preventing both chemicals from participating in further reac-
tions for a long time, wasting energy, before destroying both chemicals.
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In GraphMol, mutations to low-level mechanisms can cause changes that happen
over a long time, affecting: (1) other mechanisms in the world; (2) the bind-
ing model; and (3) the energy model. This complexity was purposely built into
GraphMol, but it makes GraphMol difficult to analyse mathematically, and diffi-
cult to compare with simplified models such as Kelly’s. This does not mean that
we cannot make comparisons; it just means that we have to know the limits of our
comparisons.
According to Kelly’s analysis, if a copier species generates a small number of
class-4 mutants, then the original copier species and the class-4 mutants co-exist
with each other. But the difference between class-4 and class-1 is that in class-4,
the parasites are not helping with the replication process, so the overall replication
rate is lower. This means that if the copier species keeps generating new class-4
mutants, then over time the replication rate will drop until the copier chemical can
no longer replicate itself and is diluted out of the system.
Despite the above caveats about the mechanics of GraphMol being very different
to Kelly’s system, the spike-and-death phenomenon in GraphMol does bear more
than a passing resemblance to Kelly’s analysis of class-4 obligate parasites in his
system. When GraphMol switches between its dynamic equilibrium phase and its
spike-and-death phase, it shows very different behaviours in the number of species
present and the lengths of chemicals. It would be interesting to see if other systems
show similar behaviour when switching between class-1 and class-4 mutants. This
would shed some light on whether class-1 and class-4 mutants are useful models of
GraphMol’s behaviour, and would help investigate the transition between class-1
and class-4 behaviour.
8.4.8.5 Unexplained phenomena
Equating GraphMol’s dynamic equilibrium with Kelly’s class-1 mutants seems to
me a fair comparison. Although the two systems are very different, the high-level
behaviours seem to be the same: mutually-replicating mutants sustaining each
other in a drifting quasi-species.
The comparison between GraphMol’s spike-and-death and Kelly’s class-4 mu-
tants is more strained. It may be that the class-4 dynamic is precisely what it
happening in GraphMol, but GraphMol is too complicated, and these experiments
too sparse, to say this for certain at the moment. Since the class-4 dynamic can be
slow to act, we need long experiments to show it. Also, since the class-4 dynamic
can be slow, complicated systems (such as GraphMol) may contain other mecha-
nisms (not included in Kelly’s analysis) that inhibit or prevent the class-4 dynamic
before it can destroy the copying phenomenon completely. This would make the
class-4 phenomenon difficult to pin down precisely.
Finally, GraphMol has a couple of behaviours that Kelly’s analysis does not
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explain. In experiment 2D(1) (figure 8.12(a)), the competitor species increases
in number towards the end of this experiment. This is why I investigated this
species in experiment 2D(2). If this was a pure class-4 mutant in the middle of a
pure class-4 behaviour, then we would expect all class-4 mutants to exist at the
same levels. The increase of this particular mutant could be merely chance, or it
could be evidence of a different mechanism at work. Also, Kelly’s analysis cannot
explain the spikes of energy in experiment 2C (figure 8.11), as Kelly’s system has
no concept of energy.
8.4.9 Overall discussion
The purpose of this series of experiments was to investigate the behaviour of the
GraphMol copying mechanism in the field: in an open, evolving world. We wanted
to test whether the behaviours predicted by the previous lab-based experiment
(chapter 7) would carry over into an evolving GraphMol world, and see if any
additional behaviours would be present in the evolving case. We find that the
previous results about the copier chemical do carry over into these experiments,
but in more complex ways than might be assumed. Rather than seeing one dom-
inant copier species, we observe a collection of copiers that sustain each other in
the world, and a collection of parasites that destroy the world. We identify two
distinct behaviours displayed by the system: a dynamic equilibrium in which the
number of chemicals in the world remains constant while their composition con-
tinually changes; and a spike-and-death, where parasites are replicated rapidly,
overwhelming the system and killing all the viable copiers.
8.4.9.1 Searching for copiers
These experiments show that GraphMol’s embodied copying mechanism can sur-
vive in an evolving world. It can sustain itself in a constantly-changing environ-
ment, while exploring different mutations of the original copier chemical. The
original copier chemical can create mutant copiers that are different from the orig-
inal and are themselves viable copiers. One definition of successful reproduction
is captured in (one of the many) biological definitions of a species: two organisms
belong to the same species if they can have children that can themselves have
children [15, p.236]. i.e. they are capable of having grandchildren. The family
trees presented in this section show that the GraphMol copier is capable of having
grandchildren, and is capable of producing mutants that are themselves capable of
having grandchildren.
The GraphMol world has a parameter, energy flux, that controls the way in
which the copier chemical’s family tree is searched:
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• At low energy flux, the focus is on tree depth rather than breadth. If the
energy flux is too low, then this pressure for depth destroys the world.
Some ‘breadth’ is always needed to replicate the chemicals that are currently
present in the world.
• At high energy flux, the focus is on breadth rather than depth. If the energy
flux is too high, then this pressure for breadth makes the world run slowly.
Looking too closely to home means that it takes a long time to find new and
interesting places.
• At intermediate energy flux, we can trade off these opposing forces and ob-
serve complex behaviours in the GraphMol world.
8.4.9.2 Chemical lengths
The sweet spot in copier length shown in the lab-based experiment was not observed
in the field. This is because the length-changes undergone by the evolving copier
chemical are more complicated than might be expected.
Firstly, there is a bias in the copier’s embodied mutation function, favouring
the creation of long mutants. The copier chemical was designed to make short
insertion and deletion mutations, which it does do. But also, it has a behaviour
that was not (explicitly) designed into it: its feet can become tangled, resulting
in long insertion mutations. This is good from the viewpoint of embodiment and
novelty-generation, because it is an example of how embodied mechanisms can have
additional behaviours that are relevant to the phenomenon they are embodying
(an embodied mutation function has a different type of mutation that was not
programmed into it). But this also highlights the inherent complexity of embodied
mechanisms, and the need for principled ways of designing them and understanding
them.
Secondly, there appears to be a maximum length of around 1,000 atoms, over
which copiers are not sustainable. Some chemicals occasionally appear over this
length, so it is not a hard limit, but the vast majority of chemicals are under this
length while the GraphMol world is alive. A feature of the GraphMol world dying is
the appearance of many chemicals longer than 1,000 atoms. It is not clear whether
the appearance of long chemicals causes the world to die, or whether the world
dying causes many long chemicals to be produced.
Thirdly, asking what is the length of the copier chemical in a GraphMol world
is not a well-posed question. In a GraphMol world, there is not just one dominant
copier chemical, but a collection of copiers that sustain the world. They can all
have different lengths, which makes the simplistic question of whether the length
of the copier chemical is increasing or decreasing more complex.
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8.4.9.3 Hyperbolic growth
It might be that the novelty-generation of these experiments was hampered by the
hyperbolic growth of the GraphMol copier chemical (sections 7.4.1 and 8.4.8). This
is due to the interaction of three different design decisions:
1. GraphMol using an aspatial, well-mixed space.
In artificial systems we are able to choose our own definition of space, so we
could choose whatever gives the growth laws we want.
2. The GraphMol copier chemical reproducing sexually.
Different copying mechanisms could be designed, with different replication
mechanics, to have different growth laws.
3. Mutations in the copier chemical only being able to change its rate and
accuracy of replication.
If we had used a rich binding function in GraphMol, then mutations to its
binding site patterns could change the specificity of binding between different
copier species.
Changing any of these decisions could change the growth laws of GraphMol copier
chemicals, and so potentially change the novelty-generation properties of Graph-
Mol. As described in section 7.4.1, exponential growth would allow selective
takeovers of fitter species, as we hypothesised might happen in these experiments;
and parabolic growth would allow more species to co-exist at the same time, in-
creasing the diversity of species that can persist in the same world.
The purpose of these experiments was not to demonstrate GraphMol’s superi-
ority in any particular area, but rather to explore GraphMol’s behaviour and assess
its potential for novelty-generation. These experiments have amply demonstrated
GraphMol’s ability to display complex behaviour that is:
• complicated enough that it cannot be analysed completely by traditional
approaches such as ODE models; and
• simple enough that we can narrate the story of the experiments and gain
some high-level insight into its behaviour.
These experiments have explored some of the consequences of hyperbolic growth in
GraphMol, and shown many different ways in which GraphMol could be extended
in the future.
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8.4.9.4 Novel behaviours
These experiments have conclusively shown two different behaviours that the Graph-
Mol copier system can display:
1. Dynamic equilibrium, where a collection of copier chemicals sustains itself at
a constant number over time (with stochastic noise), while the composition
of this collection changes continually (the species present, and the number of
chemicals of each species).
2. Spike-and-death, where a collection of parasites exploit the copiers to be repli-
cated massively, before the number of parasites destroys the copiers (after
which, the parasites decay).
From the viewpoint of novelty generation, the dynamic equilibrium is when
the system is exploring the search space of different copier chemicals. There is a
(stochastically) constant number of chemicals in the world because at this number,
the copying rate of the chemicals (caused by the energy flux) matches the decay
rate of the world. GraphMol’s energy model allows this dynamic equilibrium to
happen, which (in the terminology of evolutionary algorithms) embodies a dynamic
population size within the GraphMol world.
Although the number of chemicals in the world remains constant, their compo-
sition is continually changing. There are new mutant chemicals entering the world
through copying reactions, and old chemicals leaving the world via decay. This is
how the system explores the search space of different copier chemicals. New chem-
icals can displace old ones in the population, moving the collection of chemicals to
different places in its search space.
Unfortunately, parasites upset the dynamic equilibrium after a time, and de-
stroy the GraphMol world. Parasites are a common feature of aspatial artificial
chemistries (section 2.4.2.2), so the evolution of parasites in these experiments may
well be a consequence of the aspatial world that we have used, rather than any-
thing specific about the GraphMol language. There is a great detail of literature
from theoretical biology about the evolution of parasites, including mechanisms for
allowing systems to survive despite parasites [67, chapter 4]. These ideas could be
used in future versions of GraphMol, to prolong the lifetime of GraphMol runs and
increase its novelty generation.
8.4.9.5 Looking forwards
A GraphMol world is a very complicated and complex place. There are multiple
copies of different chemical species, all of which are related to each other, interact-
ing in an aspatial world. And different parameter values create different GraphMol
worlds with different properties and different behaviours of the copying mechanism.
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The analysis provided in this chapter looks at four different worlds from a high-
level viewpoint. The figures show different ways of obtaining an overview of the
whole GraphMol world, from one perspective (e.g. number of chemicals, lengths of
chemicals over time, relatedness of DNAs, etc.) Looking at the world as a whole
allows us to follow the behaviour of the copying phenomenon, rather than the
individual interactions of separate copying mechanisms.
An alternative approach would be to focus on the individual chemicals present
in the world, and analyse their timestep-by-timestep interactions. Figure 8.16 is
an example of this, showing the differences between one particular copier chemical
and one particular parasite. In this chapter, I have chosen to take the high-level
view because the GraphMol mechanisms are not performing any particular function
(such as, for example, flying a helicopter). They are just copying each other. We
are not interested here in the mechanics of copying; we are interested in how these
mechanics affect the high-level phenomena (such as dynamic equilibria, and spike-
and-deaths). In the future, when novelty-generation systems are being used to
discover novel ways of performing a particular function (such as flying a helicopter),
then looking in detail at how they are performing it will be useful.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and future work
This concluding chapter starts from the GraphMol experiments described in the
previous chapters and moves up through the levels of abstraction in this thesis.
We critique GraphMol, discussing its positive and negative points, and examine
what GraphMol has taught us about embodiment. We then evaluate embodiment,
as we have applied it to artificial chemistries, and speculate on what embodiment
can tell us about meta-evolution. Avenues for future work are suggested, where
this thesis could be built upon in different ways and at different levels.
The novel contribution of this thesis comprises three parts:
1. A review of how meta-evolution has developed historically, through different
novelty-generation algorithms, by changes to their biological and computa-
tional models. This includes a classification of the different types of meta
evolution (chapter 2).
2. Applying the ideas of embodiment to the problem of meta-evolution. This
includes:
(a) A new definition of embodiment (chapter 3).
(b) A detailed evaluation of how biological systems benefit from embod-
iment, discussing how they use it to implement meta-evolution and
novelty-generation (chapter 4).
(c) A discussion of how embodiment can be realised in artificial systems,
taking inspiration from the biology, using artificial chemistries as a lan-
guage in which to program embodiment (chapter 5).
3. A new artificial chemistry, GraphMol, designed with embodiment in mind.
GraphMol is used to implement an example embodied mechanism (copying),
and experiments are performed to evaluate the novelty-generation capabilities
of the system (chapters 6, 7 and 8).
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The benefit of embodiment is that it gives us a principled and incremental
method for improving the novelty-generation capabilities of our algorithms. It is
principled because it involves changing the biological models of novelty-generation
algorithms (section 2.2), to make them more biological. It is incremental because
we can embody different parts of our algorithms to different degrees (section 5.2).
This gives us a method for gradually improving existing algorithms.
9.1 Critique of GraphMol
GraphMol is a novelty-generation algorithm based on artificial chemistries, that
allows us to implement embodied mechanisms, as demonstrated by the copying
mechanism described above. Previous novelty-generation algorithms (described in
chapter 2) implement their mechanisms crisply or stochastically (as described in
chapter 3), rather than embodying them within an evolvable world.
Embodying the copying mechanism within the GraphMol world allows us to
investigate meta-evolution in a principled and incremental way, but these benefits
do not come for free. The GraphMol code runs very slowly and contains many
design decisions on different levels, some of which are arbitrary and/or could be
improved. This section critiques GraphMol and explores how GraphMol could be
changed on three different levels: its physics, chemistry and biology.
9.1.1 GraphMol is slow
One of the main issues with GraphMol is that it takes a long time to run: from
three weeks to two months per run, depending on the parameters of the Graph-
Mol world (section 8.4.4). This is partly because I implemented it in the Python
programming language, which is an interpreted language and executes slowly com-
pared to compiled languages such as C++. So some speedup could be gained
by re-implementing my code in a language such as C++. Also, raw computer
power has been increasing exponentially for the last 40 years and shows no signs of
slowing, so simply waiting for more powerful computers will increase the speed of
GraphMol runs. (Folk wisdom says that one of the reasons for Genetic Algorithms
originally becoming popular in the 1990s was that computer hardware became
powerful enough to run them.)
But it is not just the implementation of GraphMol that makes it run slowly.
The more fundamental reason for GraphMol’s slowness is that it is doing a lot of
computation. GraphMol has an advanced concept of space, which is inherently
parallel and computationally-intensive. These issues are explored below.
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9.1.1.1 Parallelism
One reason for GraphMol’s slow execution is that it contains inherently parallel
algorithms that are being run on a sequential computer. The experiments described
in this thesis were run on a multi-core server, with around 10-20 cores available
at any one time (the server was shared with other users). This means that some
parallelism was possible: each reaction was run in a separate thread. But this gain
is small compared to GraphMol’s inherent parallelism: each atom’s distance tables,
and each instruction pointer, could potentially be handled separately. This gives
a conservative estimate1 of over 100,000 separate GraphMol threads that could be
run in parallel, with suitable hardware and a suitable communication mechanism
between threads. And this number will only increase as we run larger GraphMol
worlds containing more complicated mechanisms. The use of massively parallel
hardware would be a potential way of speeding up GraphMol in the future.
9.1.1.2 Space and distance
I have profiled the GraphMol code, measuring the average-case runtime of each
process. The part that takes the vast majority of the time (80%–90%) is the graph
distance process (section 6.3.1.2). This is the algorithm that keeps track of the
distances between each pair of binding sites in the GraphMol world, influencing
the probabilities of binds between sites.
Section 6.3.4.1 describes how GraphMol’s current implementation of this pro-
cess is not slow due to an inefficient implementation of the algorithms, but is slow
because calculating graph distances is genuinely a computationally-intensive task.
This highlights the main tradeoff with embodied novelty-generation algorithms: if
you want to embody processes in an interesting space, then you must be prepared
to pay for that interesting space with runtime.
This process is an abstraction of physical space. Simulating a three-dimensional
space for the atoms to move in, would be more intensive than GraphMol’s graph
distance process. Graph distances reduce the computation needed, since the only
property of space that GraphMol uses is the distance between points, so only that is
calculated. Novelty-generation algorithms have the benefit of being able to choose
their own definition of space, rather than being limited to just the physical world
(section 6.3.1.1). But once we define non-trivial spaces, running them becomes
expensive due to the inherently parallel nature of space. Biological systems avoid
this problem by using the massively-parallel computer that is the physical world.
1A back-of-the-envelope calculation: a copier chemical with a junk length of 16, encodes as a
DNA chemical with 2,421 bases (section 8.2.1). This has three binding sites per base, and there
are around 15 DNA chemicals concurrently participating in reactions during the equilibrium
phase of experiment 2D(1) (and 15 copier chemicals interacting with them). Ignoring everything
else, this gives 2, 421× 3× 15 = 108, 945 binding sites in the world, that could run in parallel.
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Different versions of (virtual) space will have different computational require-
ments, and so it may be useful in the future to look at using different versions of
space in GraphMol, to see what they bring to the system in terms of computational
efficiency and novelty-generation. Since most artificial chemistries use very simple
definitions of space, there is not much to go on from the literature when designing
new types of space. So far, we have (in increasing order of runtime):
• The non-existent space in which mathematical functions execute.
• The trivial aspatial pairing up of chemicals from a list.
• Stringmol’s (and GraphMol’s) more sophisticated aspatial mixer with a con-
cept of volume.
• GraphMol’s graph-based space, with a concept of distance.
• Euclidean spaces in 2 or 3 (or n) dimensions.
Also, there are two different places where space is used in Artificial chemistries:
in space in which chemicals mix before binding; and the space in which chemicals
undergo reactions. More work is needed to investigate the relationship between
these two spaces: when it is appropriate to make one complex and the other
simple; whether we gain anything by making them both complex; and when we
can perform both of these processes in the same space.
9.1.1.3 Stochasticity improves performance
During the development of GraphMol, I found a useful design pattern for opti-
mising operations on large data structures. Rather than iterating over a large
data structure every timestep, GraphMol iterates over a small, randomly-chosen
sample of the data structure. This allows an approximate answer to be computed
quickly, and over multiple timesteps the accuracy of this answer will improve. This
pattern appears twice in the design of GraphMol: in calculating graph distances
(section 6.3.1.3) and in choosing which binding sites bind (section 6.3.1.2).
In the case of graph distances, the large data structure is U from algorithm 7:
the set of all nodes in the graph that need to update their routing tables. One
strategy would be to iterate over all the nodes in U every timestep. This would
ensure that we always had a precise measurement of the distances between any pair
of nodes in the graph. But GraphMol does not do this. It optimises this process,
iterating through a random sample of the nodes in U every timestep. This means
that the distance tables used by GraphMol are an approximation to the exact
distances through the graph. Figure 6.14 shows that this approximation converges
quickly to the exact distances.
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In the case of binding, the large data structure is B from algorithm 5: the set of
all free binding sites in the world. Again, we do not iterate through every binding
site in B every timestep: we iterate through a random sample of them. This means
that the value returned by the binding probability function is an approximation of
the probability of two sites binding, and this approximation becomes more accurate
as time progresses.
Because GraphMol is a virtual world used for its own sake (rather than a sim-
ulation of a different world), we can perform these optimisations without worrying
about loss of accuracy. It does not matter that we do not always use the pre-
cise distances through the graph, because the precise distance through the graph
does not have any meaning outside the GraphMol world. We define the Graph-
Mol world, so we can choose to define graph distance as the current approximation
of the exact distance. The only factor we need to consider is the effect that the
approximation has on the (novelty-generation) properties of the GraphMol world,
and the mechanisms that can be embodied within it. In this case, the approxima-
tion improves the novelty-generation capabilities of the world because it makes the
world run faster, so we can perform more experiments.
Making each approximation adds a parameter to the GraphMol world, speci-
fying the size of sample to iterate over each timestep. This allows us to trade off
the accuracy of the approximation against the speedup gained.
9.1.1.4 Tradeoffs
The purpose of this thesis is to enrich the biological models of novelty-generation
algorithms. Biology achieves its novelty generation by using huge numbers of
very complicated systems, interacting over huge time scales. And to help it run
this system, biology is able to use the massively parallel computer of the physical
universe, and consume (at least) one earth-sized planet’s worth of its resources.
In light of these observations, we can reasonably conclude that novelty-generation
algorithms with realistic biological models will demand a lot of computer power to
run.
There is a tradeoff to be made here. It is acceptable to have algorithms that
take a long time to run, provided this long run-time is giving us something useful.
GraphMol’s graph distance process is computationally intensive, but it is useful
because it provides a world in which we can embody the next function of the
copying process. This embodiment allows interesting types of mutation function
to be represented and evolved. This is an example of embodied evolution, which is
one version of meta-evolution.
In the literature, I have not been able to find any other novelty-generation
algorithms in which it is possible to embody the next function of the copying
process. The Stringmol artificial chemistry comes closest, embodying the start
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and at-end functions (section 5.2.2). Stringmol runs more quickly than GraphMol,
but is not able to embody the next function, as it lacks the ideas of space and
distance — the parts of GraphMol that slow it down.
It may be that embodying the next function requires an implementation of
space and distance in the world. If this is the case, then GraphMol’s high compu-
tational cost is necessary to investigate the effect of embodying the next function
on the evolution of copying mechanisms. On the other hand, it may be that there
is a different way of embodying the next function, that does not require high com-
putational costs.2 In this case, GraphMol will be useful as an early example of
embodiment, and as a reference system to compare against (to show that any new
system could outperform GraphMol).
9.1.2 Changing the physics
The physics of GraphMol is the collection of primitive units that make up the
GraphMol world, and the processes by which they interact (section 5.1.1). Some
parts of GraphMol’s physics are fundamental to GraphMol, such as the concepts of
graph nodes and edges. It would not make sense to change these aspects of Graph-
Mol (meaning that if we did change them, then we would not call the resulting
system ‘GraphMol’).
But there are some parts of GraphMol’s physics that it would be possible to
change in the future. Changing different parts of GraphMol’s physics can affect
the embodiment of different phenomena within GraphMol systems, and it can affect
the performance of GraphMol worlds.
9.1.2.1 Embodiment
We must have graph edges in GraphMol, but we could change what types of edge
existed, and how these edges can interact with GraphMol mechanisms.
In the current version of GraphMol, the next function of the copy operation is
embodied through changing bind edges. Binds can form and break, and the timings
of these can be controlled to a large extent by evolving GraphMol chemicals. So
we have a part of the physics (bind edges) that can change (binding sites bind and
unbind), and the effects of these changes can be controlled by evolving mechanisms
(show and hide binding sites, and junk regions). This allows a phenomenon (the
next function) to be embodied within this world. Therefore, we should be able to
2I do not believe this will be the case. Even if the next function could be embodied without
space and distance, I believe there would be a different high cost necessary, replacing space and
distance. I do not believe it is possible to abstract away all of biology’s huge computational costs.
But this is just my opinion — I could be wrong.
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embody other phenomena within the GraphMol world by allowing other parts of
GraphMol’s physics to change.
We have seen one example of this already (section 6.2.3.4), with the chaperone
chemical. The chaperone chemical changes the physics of fold edges.
• Without chaperones, fold edges are crisp entities that are unable to change.
When a GraphMol chemical is created, it is folded by a crisp process that
creates fold edges in the appropriate places. These fold edges are static and
cannot change after their creation.
• With chaperones, fold edges become changeable by GraphMol mechanisms.
Fold edges are still created with GraphMol chemicals, but they are no longer
static. They can be re-positioned, created and destroyed by other GraphMol
processes, and this changing of fold edges can be programmed into GraphMol
chemicals, so can (in principle) be evolved.
Changing the physics of fold edges changes the embodiment of GraphMol’s folding
process. By changing the low-level physics of a system, we can change whether a
phenomenon of the system (folding) is implemented crisply or is embodied. This
thesis has not investigated the effects of embodying GraphMol’s folding process,
but this would be interesting for future work.
A further example for future work is GraphMol’s program edges. When a chem-
ical is created, its program edges are created crisply between its atoms, and they
cannot change during the lifetime of the chemical. But if we allowed program edges
to be created and destroyed by new GraphMol processes, then we would be able
to implement GraphMol chemicals that could cut other chemicals apart and stick
them together. This would open up a wide range of different biological processes
that could be implemented in GraphMol, for example, recombination (section 4.6),
which could be used to implement many of the biological mechanisms described in
chapter 4.
9.1.2.2 Performance
As well as changing the types of embodiment displayed in GraphMol, we could
change GraphMol’s physics to tune its performance, in terms of novelty-generation
and run-time.
There are parameters in GraphMol’s mixing process (section 6.3.1.1), its graph
distance process (section 6.3.1.2) and its computer programs (section 6.3.2.3). For
the experiments performed in this thesis, these parameters have been chosen by
a combination of simple experiments and mathematical calculations based on the
copier mechanism. This has allowed us to investigate the copier mechanism, but
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future work could gain a deeper understanding of GraphMol’s possibilities by per-
forming large-scale experiments on the effects of different combinations of param-
eter settings on GraphMol’s novelty-generation capabilities. This understanding
could help design GraphMol worlds in which different mechanisms, with different
requirements, could be built.
Detailed experiments into parameter values have not been performed in this
thesis, because one of the major driving forces in GraphMol’s design was to create a
system where precise parameter tuning is not necessary. The idea is that embodied
mechanisms should be able to adapt themselves to suit the precise details of their
world. Junk performs this function in the GraphMol world. The experiment
in chapter 7 shows that GraphMol mechanisms with different levels of junk are
affected differently by the parameters of the GraphMol physics, while still retaining
the ability to perform their function over a range of junk levels. This gives a way
in which evolving mechanisms can change the effect that the world has on their
operation, allowing them to adapt themselves to different worlds and not require
precise parameter tuning.
In spite of the fact that GraphMol’s physics parameters do not need tuning for
its mechanisms to function, different parameter settings can make the GraphMol
code run faster or slower (section 6.3.2.3). The execution speed of the GraphMol
code does not affect the embodiment of phenomena within GraphMol worlds, nor
does it affect the novelty-generation capabilities of GraphMol in principle. But it
does affect our ability to observe GraphMol’s properties and perform experiments.
If the code takes too long to run, then we are less able to perform detailed ex-
periments and measure GraphMol’s novelty-generation capabilities. Thus future
parameter tuning may be useful to improve the run-time of GraphMol code.
In the future, when creating different versions of GraphMol, it will be use-
ful to tune GraphMol’s embodiment and performance together. Different physics
choices affecting GraphMol’s embodiment capabilities will have impacts on its
performance. Systems with more embodiment will tend to have better novelty-
generation performance but worse run-time performance. And different systems
will have different numerical parameters that can be tuned to affect performance
in different ways.
9.1.2.3 Growth laws
Most artificial chemistries do not consider their definition of space, and use a very
simple implementation of an aspatial space (section 6.3.1.1). GraphMol, on the
other hand, uses a more sophisticated version of aspatial space (algorithm 4),
including a binding propensity equation (equation 6.5) that embodies a notion of
volume in the space, and specifies the probability of two given chemicals being
close enough in the space that they can bind and possibly react. This version of
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space is not specific to GraphMol: it is used by the Stringmol artificial chemistry,
and could be very easily used by any other aspatial artificial chemistry.
An important property of replicating chemicals is their growth law (section 7.4.1).
In artificial chemistries with trivial definitions of space, the only way to control
the growth law of a replicating chemical is to change its reaction equations (sec-
tion 7.4.1.2). This is a drastic thing to do, as it means re-designing the mechanics of
how the chemical replicates. It also means that certain replication mechanisms are
forced to have certain growth laws, e.g. sexually-reproducing chemicals are forced
to have hyperbolic growth. But with a more sophisticated definition of space, we
could change this.
GraphMol’s binding propensity equation could be changed to give different
growth laws. We could either change the current propensity equation for a dif-
ferent one, or we could have a separate propensity equation for each chemical
species: somehow deriving the propensity equation from the chemical. We could
look for propensity equations that occur in different types of space in biology (e.g.
well-mixed primordial soups, 2-d pyrite surfaces, the crowded cytoplasm inside a
eukaryotic cell, etc. . . . ), or we could eschew biological realism and devise propen-
sity equations purely for their computational properties. Using different propensity
equations would decouple the reaction equations from their growth law, and allow
these two different properties of replicating chemicals to be designed independently.
I have not seen this done in artificial chemistries, and it seems to me a very inter-
esting avenue for research.
9.1.3 Changing the chemistry
The chemistry of GraphMol is the collection of functions available to its imperative
computer programs (section 6.1.2), and the ways in which these functions can affect
GraphMol chemicals.
The current version of GraphMol has an intentionally simple chemistry, con-
taining only the functions needed to implement the copier chemical and embody
the next function of the copying process:
1. Binding sites
2. Show function
3. Hide function
4. Stop function
A simple chemistry is useful for this thesis as it allows us to define GraphMol more
easily and focus on the copier chemical, without being distracted by different pos-
sible chemistries. But GraphMol’s chemistry is designed to be extendable. It is
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trivial to add functions that do not require a parameter. GraphMol’s folding pro-
cess (section 6.2.3) makes it possible to add functions that take a single parameter.
And it is easy to see how the folding process could be extended to allow functions
with multiple parameters (the closest fold site refers to parameter 1, the second
closest fold site refers to parameter 2, etc.). In the future, if we want to implement
different mechanisms within GraphMol, then we may need to add new functions.
If we change GraphMol’s physics to allow more processes to be embodied, then
we may need to add new functions to allow GraphMol chemicals to interact with
these embodied processes.
The chaperone chemical (section 6.2.3.4) provides an example of this. The
chaperone chemical changes GraphMol’s physics to embody the folding process,
by allowing fold edges to be created and destroyed in GraphMol worlds, but this
requires two new functions to be added to GraphMol’s chemistry. The unfold
function destroys the fold edges connected to a binding site on another chemical,
and the hide bound target function hides a binding site on another chemical. These
new functions introduce two different types of capability to GraphMol programs:
they allow programs to act on fold edges; and they allow one chemical to act
on another chemical. These new capabilities allow the chaperone chemical to be
implemented and the folding process to be embodied within the GraphMol world.
As well as introducing new functions into GraphMol’s chemistry, we could mod-
ify existing functions. For example, GraphMol’s binding model is more sophisti-
cated than the binding models of many artificial chemistries (section 5.1.1.5), but
it could be further improved. It uses a crisp matching function to decide if two
binding sites are complementary. This function could be made richer. For a dis-
cussion on measuring the richness of binding models, and the consequences of this
for novelty-generation, see [17].
9.1.4 Changing the biology
The biology of GraphMol is the collection of mechanisms that are implemented
within the GraphMol world. The current version of GraphMol has only one mech-
anism: copying, implemented as two chemicals: the GraphMol copier chemical
and the GraphMol DNA chemical. The copier chemical can evolve, but only into
different types of copier chemical (including broken copiers). Copying is the only
mechanism that has so far been implemented in GraphMol.
The types of mechanism that can be implemented in GraphMol depend on
GraphMol’s physics and chemistry. By changing the physics and chemistry of
GraphMol, we allow different types of biology to be programmed in GraphMol,
and to evolve during GraphMol runs. In terms of embodiment, this means that
by changing the world, we change the types of phenomena that can be embodied
within that world, and we change the mechanisms by which they can be embodied.
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Figure 9.1: One possible version of the expresser chemical, where the expresser
contains the genotype-phenotype map within it.
9.1.4.1 More processes: Expression
One possible mechanism that would be useful in the future is an expresser chem-
ical. Figure 9.1 shows how this chemical would read the DNA three bases at
a time and translate each DNA triplet into an atom, expressing the GraphMol
chemical coded for on the DNA. This would make the experiments in chapter 8
more biological. Biological systems have DNA chemicals, DNA-copying chemi-
cals and DNA-expressing chemicals (as described in section 4.2). Chapter 8 has
DNA chemicals and DNA-copying chemicals, but is missing DNA-expression (this
is performed crisply).
There are different ways in which expression could be implemented. Figure 9.1
shows one way, while figure 9.2 shows an alternative. The difference between these
two versions is in where the information resides about how to translate triplets of
DNA into GraphMol atoms.
1. In figure 9.1, the expresser chemical binds to three DNA bases, and using this
information, decides which atom should be added to the expressed chemical.
It then shows an appropriate binding site, so that a new atom chemical will
bind to it, and join a new atom on to the expressed chemical. After the new
atom has been joined, the expresser moves on to the next triplet of DNA
bases.
2. In figure 9.2, we do not use a single chemical to do the translation from 3
DNA bases to 1 GraphMol atom. There are multiple tRNA chemicals that
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Figure 9.2: A different version of the expresser chemical (to figure 9.1), where the
genotype-phenotype map is distributed throughout many tRNA chemicals.
each specify one mapping of three DNA bases to one GraphMol atom. For
each triplet, the appropriate tRNA binds, and when all three of its sites are
bound to DNA bases, it communicates with the previous tRNA to attach its
atom to the expressed chemical and remove the previous tRNA.
There are many different ways of implementing expression in modified versions
of GraphMol. The two examples above are not complete designs. They both have
details that would need working out, and they both require changes to GraphMol’s
physics and chemistry to allow the formation (and possibly breaking) of program
edges. But they illustrate two very different ways in which one could go about
embodying expression within GraphMol. This shows the flexibility of GraphMol’s
design, and the range of choices one has when thinking in terms of embodiment.
1. Version 1 builds on the GraphMol copier chemical, using its next operation
to walk along the DNA and along the expressed chemical. But rather than
reading single DNA bases, the expresser chemical reads triplets and recruits
new atom chemicals to build up the expressed chemical.
2. Version 2 is a distributed version. The logic of mapping a DNA triplet
into a GraphMol atom might be too complex to implement within a single
GraphMol chemical (or might require radical changes to GraphMol’s chem-
istry). Distributing this mapping between different chemicals allows us to
use GraphMol’s binding function to do some of the computation.
Biological systems use a combination of these two versions (see section 4.2.2,
and [15, p.386]). There is a biological ribosome chemical that moves incrementally
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along the DNA, but it uses a pool of tRNA chemicals to implement the trans-
lation mapping. In future work, it would be interesting to investigate different
mechanisms for embodying expression.
The benefit of embodying expression would be to give evolution control over the
expression phenomenon. In the language of Evolutionary Algorithms, expression
is called the genotype-phenotype map. Evo-devo algorithms (section 2.3.3) first
introduced the idea of mapping from a genome to a phenome, but the mappings
they use are crisp and so cannot be evolved. GraphMol allows us the possibility
(in the future) of embodying this mapping within the same world as the mecha-
nisms produced by the mapping. This could open up some interesting evolutionary
possibilities for evolving the problem representations used by novelty-generation al-
gorithms.
9.1.4.2 More embodiment: Chaperones
The expresser chemical described above shows how GraphMol’s biology could be
extended horizontally, to implement different mechanisms. But GraphMol’s biol-
ogy can also be extended vertically, allowing GraphMol to implement the same
processes in more embodied ways. Embodying more processes should make the
overall system more evolvable, but at the cost of increased run-time.
In the experiments presented in this thesis, GraphMol’s folding process was
implemented crisply. But the running example of GraphMol chaperone chemicals
(section 6.2.3.4) shows how this process could be embodied within a GraphMol
world. Future work could see what effect this would have on the evolvability of
different GraphMol mechanisms.
Embodying the folding process allows evolution to change the folding process.
This could help evolution in two different ways (as far as I can see):
1. Evolution could change a chaperone chemical, changing the way in which
folding works, allowing a new type of fold to happen. This new type of fold
could allow other GraphMol mechanisms to mutate more easily, using the
new fold to smooth their mutation landscapes.
2. Evolution could create a single, mutant chaperone chemical, that does not
survive for long or become fixed in the population. But this mutant chaper-
one could mis-fold another chemical in such a way as to cause a large-scale
mutation that had an evolutionary effect that did become fixed genetically.
It would be interesting to see if either of the two options above actually hap-
pen during GraphMol runs. Their likelihood would depend on what GraphMol
mechanisms the chaperones were folding, so it might be worth performing these
experiments when we have a range of different GraphMol mechanisms evolving.
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9.1.4.3 Different embodiments: Copying
Implementing more mechanisms within GraphMol can change its processes in three
different ways:
1. Allowing it to implement more processes (e.g. expression).
2. Allowing it to implement the same processes in more embodied ways (e.g.
chaperones).
3. Allowing it to implement the same processes in different ways.
Section 5.2 describes how the copying process can be broken down into four
functions: start, at-end, char-copy and next. GraphMol’s embodied copying
mechanism is one way of embodying the copying process, by implementing these
functions in terms of a combination of crisp, stochastic and embodied processes (as
described in section 6.4.2). The current version of GraphMol focuses on embodying
the next function, but future work could look at the other functions, to see how
they could be embodied within GraphMol.
Another part of the copying process is the embodiment of the new string being
produced. The Stringmol artificial chemistry embodies the new string, by append-
ing it onto the end of the copier chemical. The current version of GraphMol does
not embody the new string. A crisp process operating in a separate world monitors
the GraphMol copier’s magic binding sites, recording which DNA bases they bind
to. Future work could look at representing the new chemical explicitly within the
GraphMol world. A starting point is the expresser chemical described above, which
explicitly represents its expressed chemical. Embodying the new string produced
by the copying process might be an incremental way to start building the expresser
chemical.
9.2 Moving between levels
Embodiment is inherently hierarchical. Section 3.2.3 describes how embodied pro-
cesses can be nested within embodied processes, with different parts of a system
at different levels implemented crisply, stochastically or embodied. Changing the
embodiment of a system is one way of addressing some of the limitations of the
system. The previous section (and most of this thesis) discusses different ways of
making a system more evolvable by making it more embodied, at the expense of
run-time. But conversely if we care very much about run-time, and not as much
about evolvability, then we could take a slow, evolvable, embodied system and
make it less embodied to improve its run-time, at the expense of evolvability.
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Figure 9.3: A multi-level evolutionary process. Evolving on two different levels
allows the system to reach parts of the search space that would be impossible with
either level alone.
This could be useful in a (future) multi-level evolutionary system. A common
problem with current evolutionary algorithms is that they can only generate a
certain amount of novelty before they become stuck and can evolve no further.
They reach a local optimum in the search landscape generated by their fitness
function and problem representation. But moving between levels provides a way
of changing the problem representation, allowing the system to evolve further and
generate more novelty. Figure 9.3 shows a schematic of this idea:
1. A hand-designed organism (solution to a problem) is implemented in a high
level system that is not very embodied but is suited to designing organisms
by hand.
2. This high-level organism is transformed into a low-level, embodied system,
where it can evolve until it becomes stuck in a local optimum.
3. The evolved organism is transformed back into the high-level language. The
evolved organism looks very different from the hand-designed one, and it can
be evolved on the high level.
4. After the high-level evolution becomes stuck, the organism is again trans-
formed into a low-level, embodied system. But because of the high-level
evolution, the system is now in a different place in its low-level search land-
scape (or perhaps, in a completely different low-level landscape). Thus it can
continue evolving, and the system can continue to generate novelty.
Clearly, there are many potential issues with this multi-level evolutionary sys-
tem. It is only an idea at the moment, and much future work would be needed
to investigate and understand the details. We would need to produce implemen-
tations of possible high levels and low levels, along with ways of mapping between
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them. We would need to perform experiments on different systems, to see whether
two levels of evolution can actually help systems to evolve in new ways, or whether
the run-time is better spent simply running the low level evolutionary system for
longer, and/or spending more time varying its parameters. Also, it might be the
case that the high level evolution and low level evolution go into a cycle, where
the high level moves the system to a new place, but the low level brings it back
again. i.e. the high level evolution fails to move the system out of the basin of
attraction of the low level local optimum. These types of issue would need careful
investigation.
The process of moving between levels could be done by hand, but it would be
more useful if it could be automated. The general problem of moving a system be-
tween arbitrary levels of description is very difficult. But artificial chemistries pro-
vide us with a general model of a wide range of systems, as discussed in section 5.1.
Artificial chemistries can represent systems at different levels (section 5.1.3), and
so they provide an ideal set of candidate high level and low level systems that we
can use to start looking at moving between levels. I have designed an algorithm to
aid in the process of moving down from a high level artificial chemistry to a low
level one. This is described in appendix B, along with some ideas about how to
move upwards from low levels to higher levels.
Moving upwards is all about making approximations of the lower level and re-
moving information to describe the low-level system in a more concise way. Making
these approximations will necessarily lose properties from the low-level system. The
problem is deciding which types of property to retain and which to lose. Moving
downwards is all about putting in low-level mechanisms to replace the ones that
have been removed. These low-level mechanisms must remain subject to the con-
straints implied by the high-level system (which might not be obvious to a cursory
inspection of the high-level system). The problem is determining the constraints
implied by the high-level system, and finding low-level systems that can implement
them.
This multi-level evolutionary idea is an example of why it is useful to think
about novelty-generation systems in terms of embodiment. Levels of abstraction
are a common theme in computer science, and computer programmers regularly
move ideas between different levels at the design stage when deciding how to struc-
ture their programs. But embodiment allows us to think about how to move
implementations of phenomena between levels at run-time. The idea of embodi-
ment gives us a language in which we can talk about moving between levels. We
can think about properties of different worlds, and analyse systems to determine
which processes they embody to what levels. We can also generate new systems at
different levels by changing their worlds to embody different processes to greater
or lesser degrees.
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9.3 Designing embodiment
This section discusses what GraphMol has taught us about embodiment.
For any phenomenon that we might want to embody, there are many different
mechanisms that could potentially embody it, within many different worlds. Sec-
tions 3.2.3 and 3.3 describe a process that we can go through to embody a given
phenomenon within the virtual world of a computer program:
1. Firstly, the phenomenon must be decomposed into intermediate stages. This
can be done in as much or as little detail as required, and is a hierarchical
process (i.e. intermediate stages can also be decomposed).
2. The lowest-level stages of the decomposition constitute the world in which
the phenomenon is embodied.
3. The intermediate stages are the mechanisms by which elements of the world
combine to embody the overall phenomenon.
Different decompositions of the same phenomenon can embody the same phe-
nomenon within different worlds, and can embody the same phenomenon using
different mechanisms.
Section 5.2 describes one way of decomposing the phenomenon of copying a
string. GraphMol decomposes this further, in its embodiment of the copying phe-
nomenon. This is shown in figure 9.4, and is described in detail in section 6.4.2.
Stringmol is an artificial chemistry that embodies copying in a different way to
GraphMol. Stringmol’s decomposition can be seen in figure 9.5, and is described
in detail in section 5.2.2. These two figures highlight the fact that the novelty-
generation capabilities of a system stem from the system’s embodiment, which is a
hierarchical nesting of different worlds within each other. Different decompositions
of the same phenomenon lead to different hierarchies of worlds.
• Stringmol’s novelty-generation comes from its embodied start and at-end
functions (section 5.2.2.1). These are embodied within the Stringmol world
of chemicals as strings, interacting with each other via the Smith-Waterman
algorithm, which is a computational version of the biological process of bind-
ing.
• GraphMol’s novelty-generation comes from its embodied next function (sec-
tion 6.4.3). This is embodied within the GraphMol world of chemicals as
graphs that bind and run programs based on graph distances. This is a com-
putational version of how biological machines operate on each other (for the
biology, see section 4.2).
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Figure 9.4: The mechanisms and worlds used by GraphMol to embody the phe-
nomenon of copying a string. Compare with figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.5: The mechanisms and worlds used by the Stringmol artificial chemistry
to embody the phenomenon of copying a string. Compare with figure 9.4. (This
is a duplicate of figure 5.2, reproduced here for convenience.)
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In both cases, we have changes to the biological model of artificial chemistries.
The biological model informs the computational model (section 2.2), which defines
the different worlds that need to be implemented to produce a running computer
program. (The worlds are the enclosing rectangles in figures 9.4 and 9.5.) The
influence of the biological model, reflected in these worlds, filters up through the
layers of embodiment. The choices made when designing the biological model
manifest as the novelty-generation that we observe in the phenomenon of interest
(the cloud at the top of the embodiment hierarchy).
Different properties of novelty-generation systems can be seen in the trees rep-
resenting their embodiment hierarchies:
1. In parts of the embodiment hierarchy that are more embodied (have deeper
trees), we see greater novelty-generation displayed in the running system
(Stringmol’s start and at-end function; GraphMol’s next function).
2. Conversely, in parts of the hierarchy that are less embodied (have shallower
trees), we do not see these aspects of the system playing key roles in the sys-
tem’s examples novelty-generation (Stringmol’s char-copy and next func-
tions; GraphMol’s char-copy function).
3. Finally, in parts of the hierarchy that are of mixed depth (some deep subtrees,
some shallow subtrees), we see some influence on novelty-generation, but not
as much as that shown by the more embodied parts (GraphMol’s start
and at-end functions are embodied, but are not as influential as its next
function).
In summary, the physics and chemistry of an embodied system define the lowest-
level components and interactions. These are the parts that we implement ex-
plicitly to create a virtual world. The low-level components define the level of
abstraction that the system will start from. If this level is too low, then the sys-
tem will take a long time to run, but if it is too high then the system will not
be able to embody the desired phenomena. The biology of an embodied system
is the collection of mechanisms that can be implemented within the world. These
mechanisms embody the phenomena of interest, and evolve as the system runs.
The world (physics and chemistry) stays the same; the mechanisms (biology) are
created, mutated and destroyed; and the phenomena (that we are interested in)
evolve over time. In order for the phenomena to evolve in novel and interesting
ways, the world must be rich enough that the mechanisms are able to mutate and
change, while still embodying the same phenomena. We need mechanisms that can
embody the same phenomena in different ways, some of which are novel and not
predicted beforehand by the algorithm designers. And we need the mechanisms to
be able to mutate between these different embodiments, as the novelty-generation
algorithm runs.
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These ideas could be used to design future novelty-generation systems. Think-
ing explicitly about the embodiment hierarchy when designing a system could im-
prove its novelty-generation capabilities. I am well aware that the above example
only uses two data points (GraphMol and Stringmol), and Stringmol’s hierarchy
was written down only after its novelty-generation properties were known. So it
may be that in drawing these diagrams, I have been biassed to highlight those parts
of the systems that I know influence their novelty-generation capabilities, but I do
not believe this to be the case. Nevertheless, future work should investigate the
embodiment of other systems, ideally before they are run, to see how effective
this is at predicting the novelty-generation capabilities of a system, and predicting
which parts of a system will most influence its novelty-generation. At the moment,
this enterprise is hampered by the fact that existing novelty-generation systems
are not very embodied (and not very successful at generating novelty). GraphMol
and Stringmol are the only examples I know of that are embodied in a non-trivial
way. In the future, when more embodied systems have been designed, this problem
will disappear.
9.4 Thoughts on meta-evolution
This section discusses what embodiment has taught us about meta-evolution.
The reason for investigating embodiment in this thesis is that embodiment
allows evolution to be an emergent property of a collection of interacting organ-
isms (section 2.6.4.2). This is one type of meta-evolution (section 2.6.5) that is
a natural extension to the novelty-generation capabilities of previous algorithms
(section 2.4.3). It allows us to improve these algorithms in a principled and incre-
mental way.
Emergent evolution is a large and difficult research area, and the purpose of this
thesis is not to demonstrate a computer program displaying emergent evolution.
Rather, my contribution is the identification of emergent evolution as a specific
type of meta-evolution (this had not been done before), including a classification
of the different types of meta-evolution (section 2.6.5), and an investigation of
how biological systems benefit from their emergent evolution in the physical world
(chapter 4). To investigate emergent evolution from a theoretical viewpoint, I used
the ideas of embodiment. This included presenting a new definition of embodiment
(section 3.2.3), and investigating ways in which the biological benefits of embodi-
ment in the physical world can be transferred across to virtual worlds (chapter 5).
In order to relate these ideas to as broad a range of computational systems as
possible, I used artificial chemistries as a general model for virtual worlds.
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In my view, the important research areas for emergent evolution are:
1. Different ways of representing organisms (representation of mechanisms, and
representation of DNA encoding the mechanisms).
2. Different ways to encode an organism for copying (transforming DNA into
mechanisms).
3. Different ways to copy (replicating DNA using different mechanisms).
4. Different ways to interact with an environment and obtain energy (and use
energy to do things).
(a) Different types of environment
(b) Different ways to perceive / interact with an environment
(c) Whether environment can include other organisms or not.
Chapter 2 describes how other authors have addressed point 1: representing
organisms. This review describes how representations in novelty-generation algo-
rithms have improved, becoming more embodied. Stringmol (section 5.2.2) and
GraphMol are two different examples of representing organisms in an embodied
way. Different representations have different levels of evolvability, and so future
work could look at different embodied representations, to expand the number of
embodied representations beyond the two that currently exist.
Point 2 is about encoding organisms, for example on DNA. Current biological
organisms all use DNA (section 4.2), but this has not always been the case (see
RNA world and other discussions about the origin of life [67, chapter 3]). And in our
virtual worlds, we do not need to be constrained by how biology solves its problems:
we can consider different ways of encoding organisms. Most artificial chemistries
use a direct (RNA-world) encoding method, where chemicals are simply copied
verbatim. Stringmol does this, but GraphMol introduces DNA as an intermediate
encoding method (as current biology does). Future work could investigate different
encoding methods and evaluate their effects on novelty generation.
GraphMol and its embodied copying mechanism directly target point 3: Differ-
ent ways to copy. GraphMol shows one copying mechanism, that can (potentially)
change itself into other mechanisms. But its evolution is very limited. All of
GraphMol’s evolved copying mechanisms operate in the same way, just with differ-
ent parameters. In novelty-generation terms, this is an improvement over previous
algorithms that evolve their parameters explicitly (sections 2.6.1.1 and 2.6.1.2),
because in GraphMol the parameters are encoded (and evolved) implicitly, by be-
ing embodied within a world. Future work is needed to make this world more
evolvable, so that as well as varying parameters, embodied mechanisms can also
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evolve the mechanisms themselves. Stringmol is a promising step in this direction,
as it shows one copying mechanism evolving into a very different type of copying
mechanism (section 5.2.2.1). This small success suggests that these research goals
could be achieved with future work.
Obtaining energy from an environment (point 4) is very important. This thesis
(and GraphMol) is heavily focussed on the environment, presenting it as the world
in which mechanisms are embodied. This also has the (desirable) effect of dissolving
the separation between system and environment, seeing both as different parts of
the same world (section 3.2.3). In this thesis, I have investigated the effect that
the world has on the types of mechanism that can be embodied. But the world
also affects the way(s) in which organisms can obtain energy (and hence do work),
and the ways in which organisms can interact.
Stringmol has a more sophisticated energy model than any previous artificial
chemistries (section 5.1.1.4), so I have used this in GraphMol. Much future work
could be done to investigate different ways in which organisms can obtain en-
ergy from an external environment, and distribute it among their mechanisms.
For example, we could have one energy bucket per cell full of mechanisms (as in
Stringmol), or each mechanism could have its own energy reserve.
One way to create an interesting environment is to consider other organisms
as part of an organism’s environment, by allowing organisms to interact with each
other. All artificial chemistries (including GraphMol) have a microcosm of this, in
terms of chemical interactions. Treating an individual chemical as an organism,
each chemical has all the other chemicals in its environment, because it can react
with them. But if an organism in an artificial chemistry is a cell full of reacting
chemicals, then we need a way in which cells can interact with each other. In terms
of artificial chemistries, this introduces many complications such as: how to repre-
sent the membranes surrounding cells — whether these are chemicals or a different
class of object; permeability of membranes — which chemicals travel across which
membranes and when; defining the space in which cells exist — whether or not
it is the same as the space inside the cells. These are all interesting avenues for
future work.
In terms of embodiment, we could see cells as another level in the embodiment
hierarchy. Chemical mechanisms form the world in which we could embody cells:
from the interaction of different chemicals, we could obtain partially-permeable
membranes enclosing volumes of space. Something that seems to introduce many
complications can be understood more easily by using embodiment. By describ-
ing a system as a hierarchy of worlds, we obtain a flexible method by which we
can increase the complexity of our systems, while still being able to describe and
understand them. This is absolutely necessary if we are to build virtual worlds
capable of generating increasing novelty.
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9.5 Final words: The far future
The contribution of this thesis is applying the ideas of embodiment to the problem
of computational novelty-generation inspired by biology, via the idea of meta-
evolution and the technology of artificial chemistries. I have not solved the problem,
but I have defined the problem and described it in more detail than previous
authors. I have highlighted some of the main branches comprising this tree of
knowledge, and have begun to tentatively peer along them.
This is only the start of a long journey. Biological novelty-generation is incred-
ibly complex, but embodiment gives us a language that might help with handling
this complexity and implementing it within virtual worlds. Embodiment is no
more than (and no less than) the well-known ideas of abstraction, applied to the
problem of designing biologically-inspired novelty-generation algorithms.
It is at present unknown (and is perhaps unknowable) whether or not it is
possible to replicate the complexity of the physical world within virtual worlds,
including the amazing capacity of the physical world to generate novelty. And
related to this, it is unknown whether or not the physical world’s capacity for gen-
erating novelty is truly unbounded. But whatever the answers to these questions,
I believe it is definitely beneficial to try for computational novelty-generation. If
it is possible to obtain unbounded novelty-generation within a virtual world, then
we definitely need to try, otherwise we will never realise this possibility. And if it
is not possible, then trying is still useful. By attempting this grand challenge, we
create new and exciting virtual worlds in which previously unseen organisms exist.
By peering into these new worlds, we learn more and more about computation and
life as it could be, which can only be a good thing for the future of technology and
knowledge.
Appendix A
The binding probability function
As described in section 6.4.2.3, the GraphMol binding probability function has the
form:
bind probability(d) =
(
k
d
)α
(A.1)
where d is the distance between the two binding sites. This has two parameters:
k and α.
We can choose these parameters to give the GraphMol copier chemical the
behaviour we want, by assuming:
1. The copier is copying a DNA chemical requiring l steps.
2. We want it to make an average of x errors per copy of the DNA.
3. We want the probability of a ‘correct’ bind to be pc.
4. The distance of the bind for a ‘correct’ step is dc.
5. The distance of the bind for an ‘error’ step is de.
We can use equation A.1 to derive the following values for α and k:
α =
log(x)− log(l)
log(dc)− log(de) (A.2)
k = exp
(
log(dc) +
log(pc)
α
)
(A.3)
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A.1 Derivation of α
Given a DNA chemical requiring l steps to copy.
We want to make an average of x errors per copy.
So the ratio of error : correct step is x : l.
prob(error)
prob(correct)
=
x
l
(A.4)
(
k
de
)α
(
k
dc
)α = x
l
(A.5)
(
dc
de
)α
=
x
l
(A.6)
α log
(
dc
de
)
= log
(x
l
)
(A.7)
α(log(dc)− log(de)) = log(x)− log(l) (A.8)
α =
log(x)− log(l)
log(dc)− log(de) (A.9)
A.2 Derivation of k
pc = prob(correct) (A.10)
pc =
(
k
dc
)α
(A.11)
log(pc) = α(log(k)− log(dc)) (A.12)
log(k) = log(dc) +
log(pc)
α
(A.13)
k = exp
(
log(dc) +
log(pc)
α
)
(A.14)
Appendix B
Moving between levels
This appendix describes an algorithm for aiding in the process of moving down from
a high level system to a low level one, as introduced in section 9.2. It does not
perform the whole process of moving downwards. Rather, it analyses a high level
system and generates a set of constraints that any low level system must obey, if it
is to implement the high level system. These constraints could be used by humans
to help hand-design a low level system, or they could be fed into an automated
process that searches for suitable low-level systems or enumerates different possible
low-level systems satisfying the constraints. This algorithm is not perfect, but it
is a start on the difficult problem of automatically moving between levels. Much
future work could be done to improve this algorithm.
This algorithm is described in terms of artificial chemistries, but artificial
chemistries are a model for many different types of system. So although this pre-
sentation of the algorithm uses terms such as chemical, reaction and conservation
of mass, these words do not constrain the algorithm to only operate on systems
that are models of physical-world chemistry. The idea of moving between levels is
inherently applicable to systems on different levels, using different terminology.
This appendix is based on [73].
B.1 Moving downwards
For systems that are models of the physical world, there is always a lower level
of description that the system could be described on (until we reach the level of
our understanding of particle physics). Also, for physical-world systems, some
information about this lower level is always known (we know that organisms are
composed of cells, which are composed of molecules, and so on.)
For artificial systems, however, the implementation of any level is arbitrary (and
is often chosen to make the program execute efficiently). So when describing an
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artificial system in terms of a lower level, there are arbitrary implementation choices
to be made, some of which are constrained by the higher level. Looking for these
constraints can give insight and information about the higher level, and resolve
some of the seemingly arbitrary design choices for the lower level. These kinds of
insight can also be gained about physical-world systems as well as computational
ones.
The high-level entities are symbols. On the lower level, each of these high level
symbols is expressed as a collection of lower-level —it components. For example,
the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide into water and oxygen can be written as:
2 hydrogen-peroxide→ 2 water + oxygen (B.1)
But the same equation can be written in terms of the lower level of atoms, instead
of in terms of the higher level of molecules:
2 H2O2 → 2 H2O + O2 (B.2)
Here, ‘hydrogen-peroxide’ is a symbol on the higher level, that is expressed as two
‘H’ components and two ‘O’ components on the lower level. Likewise, ‘oxygen’ is
a symbol on the higher level, that is expressed as two ‘O’ components on the lower
level. Note also the constraint: ‘oxygen’ and ‘hydrogen-peroxide’ are different
symbols on the higher level, but they share common components on the lower
level: ‘hydrogen-peroxide’ contains all the components of ‘oxygen’, along with
some others.
On the high level, information about the system is contained in the reaction
equations. On the low level, it is contained in the structure of the chemicals (how
their components are arranged). So the task of describing a high-level system
on a lower level is about moving information from reaction equations to chemical
structures.
This movement can be performed by humans looking at reaction equations and
diagrams. But as the lists of equations become longer and the number of different
symbols increases, the problem becomes harder and more tedious to solve. Also, if
evolutionary algorithms are to evolve symbolic systems, then this problem needs
to be solved hundreds of times for each generation of the evolutionary algorithm.
This is why it is useful to have an algorithm for automatically performing this
process.
B.1.1 Conservation of mass
The above reasoning relied on the assumption that mass is conserved in the high-
level reaction equations: if α + β → γ, then all the low-level components making
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up α and β are present in γ, and γ contains no new components that have not
come from α or β.
This condition is not difficult to fulfill on the high level, as new symbols can
be introduced to account for any mass gained or lost in a reaction. For example,
if α + β → γ, but mass is lost (γ does not contain all of the components of α and
β), then the reaction α + β → γ can be replaced by α + β → ξ + γ, where the
symbol ξ does not appear anywhere else in the system. ξ represents the mass that
is lost in the reaction. Likewise, if mass is gained in the reaction (γ contains a
component that does not come from α or β), then α + β + ζ → γ can be used,
where ζ represents the mass gained in the reaction. These two patterns can be
applied to any reaction. If they are applied at the same time, they can represent
reactions in which some components are lost and some are gained.
Given a high-level system of reaction equations that conserve mass, we can
deduce constraints on how the high-level symbols are composed of low-level com-
ponents. We can also put constraints on the possible masses that the symbols can
have. Technically, we deduce a partial order on the masses of the symbols, with
constraints of the form: ‘χ has more mass than ψ’. We can also use this to work
out if a system conserves mass or not, so we do not need to know beforehand. If
we encounter a contradiction when building the partial order, then we have proved
that the system does not conserve mass. If we can build the partial order with no
contradictions, then we have proved that the system does conserve mass.
B.1.2 Multiple meanings
Some high-level reaction equations can have more than one interpretation on the
lower level. These can be disambiguated by modifying the reaction equations to
include intermediate steps. Different disambiguations lead to different low-level
constraints for the same high-level system.
B.1.2.1 3 chemicals or fewer — unambiguous reactions
There are five kinds of reaction equation that have only one interpretation on the
lower level: they involve three molecules or fewer.
1. nothing→ α (influx)
2. α→ nothing (outflux, or decay)
3. α→ β (isomerisation)
4. α + β → γ (composition or association)
5. γ → α + β (decomposition or dissociation)
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Reaction types (1) and (2) give no information about the lower level (other
than saying “α is a symbol that exists”), so are ignored in later analysis.
If we have four or more chemicals participating in a reaction, then this can have
more than one interpretation on the lower level. The different permutations are
described below.
B.1.2.2 3 → 1 reactions.
Reactions of the form α + β + γ → δ imply that chemical δ is a composite of
chemicals α, β and γ. The ambiguity lies in the order in which α, β and γ combine
to form δ. Because the probability of three molecules reacting with each other
at the same instant is negligibly small, two of α, β and γ must react first, the
other one reacting with the intermediate complex. This implies the existence of an
intermediate complex, ξ, (in the lower-level description) that is the combination of
the first two components. There are three possibilities for the order in which α, β
and γ combine:
α + β → ξ ; ξ + γ → δ (B.3)
α + γ → ξ ; ξ + β → δ (B.4)
β + γ → ξ ; ξ + α→ δ (B.5)
If α + β + γ → δ were the only reaction in the system, then these three disam-
biguations would be equivalent. But if α, β and γ participate in other reactions,
then the order in which they combine to form δ could have implications on the
lower level.
B.1.2.3 1 → 3 reactions.
Similarly to the 3 → 1 reactions, reactions of the form α → β + γ + δ can also
have multiple interpretations. The chemical α must be composed of chemicals β,
γ and δ, and so it must be composed of their low-level components, held together
in a certain structure. It must release one of β, γ or δ first, because the probability
of a reaction releasing all three at the same instant is negligibly small. This again
implies the existence of an intermediate chemical, ξ, that is the combination of two
of β, γ and δ. There are three possibilities:
α→ β + ξ ; ξ → γ + δ (B.6)
α→ γ + ξ ; ξ → β + δ (B.7)
α→ δ + ξ ; ξ → β + γ (B.8)
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B.1.2.4 2 → 2 reactions.
Reactions of the form α + β → γ + δ can have multiple interpretations, but these
interpretations are of a different kind from those above. The earlier interpretations
are about the order in which three chemicals come together to form a complex (or
come apart from a complex). The interpretations for α + β → γ + δ reactions
concern symbols being transformed into other symbols, which corresponds, on the
lower level, to chemicals undergoing isomerisations. There are three possibilities
for how this isomerisation can occur:
1. α is an isomer of γ; and β is an isomer of δ.
2. α is an isomer of δ; and β is an isomer of γ.
3. Both α and β contain some components of γ and δ.
Depending on precisely how the lower level will be implemented, point (3) may or
may not be possible.
For the purpose of reducing every ambiguous reaction to unambiguous reac-
tions, the reaction α + β → γ + δ can be replaced with the two reactions:
α + β → ξ ; ξ → γ + δ (B.9)
This again introduces an intermediate complex, ξ. Replacing the equation in this
way does not remove the underlying ambiguity. We must make another disam-
biguation by choosing one of the three cases above.
B.1.2.5 More than 4 chemicals
In the same way that reactions involving four chemicals can be reduced to unam-
biguous reactions involving three chemicals or fewer, reactions with more than 4
chemicals can be reduced to unambiguous reactions by the repeated application of
the above reductions.
B.1.2.6 Disambiguation
The first step in the analysis of a high-level system is to pre-process the reactions,
reducing them to unambiguous reactions. This involves making choices about how
to decompose ambiguous reactions, as described above. If only one ambiguous
reaction needs to be decomposed, then the choice made is somewhat arbitrary.
But if multiple choices need to be made, then there is the possibility that choices
can affect each other.
Any set of choices will always lead to a valid disambiguation, and every disam-
biguation can always be reversed (by removing the intermediates) to return to the
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same set of ambiguous equations. However, different disambiguations of the same
equations can differ in the number of intermediates introduced. If two reactions
need to be disambiguated, then this will introduce two new intermediate symbols
(one for each reaction). These intermediates are different symbols on the high level,
but if there is extra information in the system about the reactants and products of
the ambiguous reactions, then it may be possible to relate the intermediates on the
lower level, seeing them as isomers of each other (i.e. realising they are composed
of the same components). If, however, the equations were disambiguated using
different choices, then it might not be possible to relate the intermediates on the
lower level. This can also carry over to some of the non-intermediate symbols as
well. One disambiguation may make it possible to infer that two non-intermediate
symbols are isomers of each other, but a different disambiguation may not make it
possible to infer this.
Note that this is not a mistake in the disambiguation process: it is a choice that
must be made about how to interpret the high-level equations. If an equation is
ambiguous about how one reaction happens, then this ambiguity can carry over to
other parts of the system. If application-specific information is available about how
ambiguous equations should be disambiguated, then they can be disambiguated by
hand before running the analysis. Or if the equations are being generated by a
computer program, then this program can be instructed to produce unambiguous
equations of the correct form. If it is not known which way the equations would be
best disambiguated, then any disambiguation will give a valid representation of the
equations. If there is reason to believe that one representation will be better than
others, but it is not known which, then all disambiguations can be enumerated.
The analysis can be run on all disambiguations and the results compared to see if
multiple representations are possible. If the most compact representation is desired
(i.e. the representation that sees the greatest number of symbols as isomers of each
other), then this can be found by comparing the different representations. The fact
that multiple representations are possible via different disambiguations, highlights
the fact that the lower level contains more information than the higher level. Thus
we cannot map directly to a low-level description from a high-level description; we
can only obtain constraints on the lower level.
B.1.3 Algorithm
Once the high-level set of reaction equations has been disambiguated, they can
be reasoned about to obtain constraints on the low-level implementation of the
system. This reasoning will give us:
• L : a list of low-level components.
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• H : a list of the high-level symbols and how they are composed of low-level
components.
• I : a list of which high-level symbols are isomers of each other.
• P : a partial order on the masses of the components and symbols.
The low-level components here represent constraints on how the lower level must
be implemented. These components are simply those high-level symbols that do
not need to be broken down into other symbols. If a high-level symbol does not
need to be broken down on the lower-level, this does not mean that it must not
be broken down; it just means there is no information in the high-level reaction
equations requiring it to be broken down.
A set of high-level reaction equations can be thought of as an implicit descrip-
tion of how some symbols in the system are composed of other symbols. The
purpose of this algorithm is to make this implicit description explicit. This uses a
form of unification [5]. The word unification has a specific meaning in Computer
Science (that applies here), but it can be thought of more generally as a way of
taking information that is implicit and spread out; making it explicit and bringing
it into one place. In this situation, the information is implicitly spread throughout
the high-level reaction equations. We are bringing it into an explicit description
of how the high-level symbols are composed of low-level components. Off-the-shelf
unification algorithms are not suited to this particular situation, as here there is
only one function (composition), and it is commutative. So we have designed a
special-purpose unification algorithm (algorithms 9 and 10) to exploit the structure
of this problem.
B.1.3.1 Algorithm 9 — set-up
Before we can perform the unification, we need some equations to unify. These
will be of the form α = β + γ, representing the fact that the high-level symbol
α is composed of the same low-level components as a β symbol combined with
a γ symbol. These equations are stored in the data structure D. After the pre-
processing steps of disambiguation and removal of influx and outflux reactions,
we have isomerisation, composition and decomposition reactions. Algorithm 9
processes these reactions, putting their information into the data structures D,
I and P. The decomposition reactions are added as-is into D; the composition
reactions are reversed, and added to D. The isomerisation reactions do not need
to be put into D, instead their information can be put directly into I. As each
equation is added, its information about the partial order on the masses is added
to P. When every equation has been processed, the unification can begin. We check
the partial order to see if the system conserves mass, and stop now if it does not
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Algorithm 9 The first half of the ‘downwards’ algorithm: Setting up the decom-
positions of symbols.
P := ∅ {partial order on the masses}
I := ∅ {high-level symbols that are isomers}
D := ∅ {decompositions being unified}
for all reaction in high-level-reactions do
if reaction is α→ β {isomerisation} then
add isomer ‘α = β’ to I
add order relation ‘α = β’ to P
else if reaction is α + β → γ {composition}
or γ → α + β {decomposition} then
add decomposition ‘γ = α + β’ to D
add order relations ‘α < γ’ and ‘β < γ’ to P
end if
if there is a contradiction in P then
return failure: the system does not conserve mass
end if
end for
(because the unification would fail). If there is a contradiction in the partial order,
then the high-level system does not conserve mass. If there is not a contradiction
then this does not necessarily mean that the system does conserve mass; there is
another conservation of mass check during the unification.
B.1.3.2 Algorithm 10 — unification
After the initial set-up stage, the data structure D is filled with the equations
to unify. Algorithm 10 performs this unification and completes the downwards
algorithm. D contains a list of equations of the form ω = χ + ψ, where ω, χ and
ψ are symbols from the high-level system (or intermediates generated by disam-
biguation). The equation ω = χ+ ψ means that the symbol ω is composed of the
same low-level components as the symbols χ and ψ. But D could contain another
equation: ω = τ + υ. These two equations both describe how ω is composed, and
need to be considered together during this step of the algorithm. During this step
we iterate through the equations in D, grouping together all equations describing
the same symbol (e.g. ω). So in a typical iteration we might consider the decom-
positions d = d1 = d2, where d is ω, d1 is χ + ψ and d2 is τ + υ. So the notation
d = d1 = d2 means that we are considering the two equations, ω = χ + ψ and
ω = τ + υ.
For each of these sets of decompositions, we apply one of five operations (in
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Algorithm 10 The second half of the ‘downwards’ algorithm: Unifying the de-
compositions
L := ∅ {low-level components}
H := ∅ {high-level symbols to be broken down}
PA := ∅ {partial decompositions}
while D is not empty do
for all d = d1 = d2 = · · · = dn in D do
if n = 1 then
add decomposition ‘d = PA(d) ∪ d1’ to H
remove decomposition ‘d = d1’ from D
else if common symbols in d1 = d2 = · · · = dn then
cancel the common symbols
add the common symbols to PA(d)
else if more than one of d1 = d2 = · · · = dn are length 1 then
s1 = s2 = · · · = sm are these decompositions
for all unique pairs si, sj do
add isomer ‘si = sj’ to I
add order relation ‘si = sj’ to P
if there is a contradiction in P then
return failure: system not conserve mass
end if
end for
remove all but one of s1 = · · · = sm from D
else if at least one of d1 = d2 = · · · = dn contains a chemical in I then
for all matching chemicals c do
replace c with its common identifier from I
end for
else
find the first di in d1 = d2 = · · · = dn with a match in H
replace ‘d = di’ in D with ‘d = H(di)’
end if
end for
end while
L := {all high-level symbols} \ (H ∪ I)
return success: L, H, I, P
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order) to simplify the equations. This process is iterated until no equations re-
main. Then the equations have been unified and the process is complete. When
simplifying the equations, we may find a way to partially decompose a symbol but
not know its full decomposition yet. This information is stored in the temporary
variable PA, which is like H but stores partial information about decompositions.
The operations that we perform are:
1. If a symbol has only one decomposition (d = d1) then this symbol has been
fully decomposed. We add this decomposition to H, including any partial
decomposition already done to d.
2. If there are common symbols in the decompositions of a symbol (d = χ+ψ =
τ +ψ) then we cancel these and add them to the partial decomposition of d.
3. If any decompositions of a symbol contain only one symbol themselves, then
we can cancel them. We remove all but one of these decompositions from D,
and add into I the fact that these symbols are all isomers of each other. We
also update the partial order, P , with the fact that these symbols all have
the same mass (and we check the partial order for contradictions).
4. Because different symbols can be isomers of each other, we replace all in-
stances of these isomers with a common identifier so they can be cancelled
from the equations by operation 2.
5. If none of the above operations can be performed, then we search the de-
compositions for the first symbol that we know how to decompose (it has an
entry in H). We replace this symbol in its equation by its decomposition. So
if ω = ψ+χ = τ+υ and τ = ρ+σ then we end up with ω = ψ+χ = ρ+σ+υ.
After all the equations have been unified, the set of low-level components, L, can
be read off as those high-level symbols that cannot be decomposed (are not in H)
and are not isomers of a different high-level symbol (are not in I).
B.2 Moving upwards
The above algorithm describes a method for moving down from a high-level system
of chemical reaction equations to a set of constraints on the components of any
low-level implementation of the system. The reverse of this is moving up from
a low-level system to a high-level system. Moving upwards is more difficult than
moving downwards. Because the high-level system contains more information than
the low-level system, moving downwards is about making arbitrary design choices,
constrained by the information in the high-level system. But moving upwards is
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Algorithm 11 Going upwards from a low-level description to a high-level descrip-
tion of a system.
S := ∅ {set of high-level symbols}
R := ∅ {set of high-level reactions}
while long timescale has not expired do
while short timescale has not expired do
run the low-level system
end while
observe low-level system
for all new structures not seen before do
create a new symbol for this structure
add this new symbol to S
end for
for all structures, S, at the start of this timescale do
if S was in a reaction during this timescale then
A := { structures that S reacted with }
B := { products remaining after these reactions }
create a new symbolic reaction: A → B
add this reaction to R
end if
end for
end while
about approximation: removing information from the low-level system to leave a
more concise description of the system’s behaviour. Working out which information
to remove is the difficult part, that I have not solved here. The following are some
thoughts and ideas on how to go about moving upwards.
The precise implementation details of the lower level system do not matter
for the process of moving up to the higher level. However the low-level system is
implemented, it will consist of components that interact with each other and join
together to form structures. (For example, two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen
atom may join to form a water molecule structure.) These structures are symbols
on the higher level. The reactions on the higher level summarise the low-level
mechanisms by which these structures interact. To produce a high-level description
of a low-level system, two things are needed: (1) a list of high-level symbols; and (2)
a list of reactions involving these symbols. The symbols represent the structures
formed by the low-level components, and the reactions represent the dynamics
happening on the lower level. Algorithm 11 gives the pseudocode of an algorithm
to do this.
To produce a list of symbols, it is necessary to run the low-level system and
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observe the structures that form. The length of time the system is observed for
has an impact on the structures observed. If the system has the potential to
form very involved structures, but takes a long time to form them, then we will
not observe these if we do not run the system for long enough. Likewise if some
structures form quickly but rarely, they may also not be observed if the system is
not run for long enough. This highlights the fact that the high-level system is an
approximation of the low-level system, capturing those structures that form within
a certain timescale.
There is a second timescale associated with the observation of the low-level
system. When observing structures within the system, a short timescale must also
be chosen. Because the low-level components are constantly interacting with each
other, a complicated structure goes through intermediate stages in its formation.
These intermediate stages may not be appropriate to represent in the high-level
system: the only thing required may be the resulting structure. The separate,
simple operations happening on the low level are combined into one complicated
operation on the high level. This again highlights the fact that the high-level
system is an approximation of the low-level system. Separate events that happen
in sequence on the low level are collected together into just one event on the high
level. A complicated structure that forms through intermediate stages on the lower
level springs into being in one step on the higher level.
Observation of the low-level system gives a list of reaction equations as well as a
list of symbols. The short timescale is used to approximate a series of intermediate
structures by one symbol: the end product of the series. This approximation gives
a reaction equation. Whatever structures were present in the area of interest at the
start of the short timescale are the reactants in the reaction equation, and whatever
structures were left over after the short timescale are the products of the reaction
equation. Thus the observation of symbols also gives a list of reaction equations.
For a new symbol to be observed, there must have been a process taking place by
which the symbol was formed. This process is observed and approximated by the
short timescale. This gives a new symbol (or symbols), and a reaction creating
the symbol(s). Repeating this observation of the low-level system for the whole
duration of the long timescale gives a list of high-level symbols and a list of reaction
equations. This is a high-level description of the system.
Clearly there are issues with this approach to moving upwards, but it is a start-
ing point. One major problem might be if different structures form at different rates
in the low-level system. Observing the system on a fixed (short) timescale could
perfectly capture some structures but struggle with others forming at different
rates. If they form more slowly, then it could capturing some of their intermediate
stages. If they form more quickly, then they could have started another interaction
before being captured.
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B.3 Applying this to GraphMol
Section 9.2 describes how automatically moving between levels could be used to
create a multi-level evolutionary system. We do not yet have all the different parts
of this jigsaw, but we have some.
GraphMol is ideal as a low-level system, since it is an embodied artificial chem-
istry. A symbolic artificial chemistry could be used as the high-level system, al-
though in the future we might prefer a system at a slightly lower level. The moving
downwards algorithm described above would generate constraints describing how
many GraphMol chemicals were needed in the world, and which chemicals need
to react with each other. This would tell us how many binding sites each Graph-
Mol chemical needed, and which sites should have affinities for each other. There
would be design choices to make about precisely how to implement the reactions
within the GraphMol world, but the constraints would specify which reactions were
needed.
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